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Executive Summary 
 

As NCHEMS examined student performance and institutional practices at the Seattle Colleges, there is little 
doubt that there is room for improvement. The assignment given to NCHEMS was to identify the pros and cons 
of shifting from independent accreditation at each of the colleges to a single accreditation for the Seattle 
Colleges. This request from the Board of Trustees was part of their assessment of what the direction for the 
colleges should be. In carrying out that assignment, NCHEMS gathered information from members of the Seattle 
Colleges community and explored how four other colleges/districts in the northwest are organized and work 
with their students across multiple campuses. We also interviewed the leaders at Dallas College and the 
Connecticut State Community College, both of which have recently gone through consolidations. 
 
Regardless of the decision the Board of Trustees make concerning any shifting of accreditation, we did identify 
some specific actions the colleges need to take to help students with the process of moving through the 
academic and administrative labyrinth that has evolved over time. These actions focus on much more 
coordination among the colleges on curriculum, financial aid services, admission policies, scheduling, 
transcription services, and transfers. In addition, the Trustees and Chancellor’s Office would be well served to 
help faculty and staff at the colleges better understand the roles and responsibilities of the Board of Trustees 
and Chancellor’s Office.  
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The Assignment and Process 
 

In May of 2021, Chancellor Shouan Pan contracted with the National Center for Higher Education Management 
Systems (NCHEMS) to assist the Board of Trustees as members consider the pros and cons of consolidating the 
three independently accredited Seattle Colleges under a single accreditation. To develop the list of pros and 
cons, NCHEMS worked with the co-chairs of the Task Force on Accreditation, Chancellor Pan and President 
Crawford, as well as its members. The members of the Task Force are listed in Appendix A. In consultation with 
the co-chairs, NCHEMS developed a data set regarding the Seattle Colleges and King County that was presented 
to and discussed with the Task Force members. In the October 2021 Task Force meeting, the members helped 
develop the list of Focus Groups that would be convened by NCHEMS and the topics that should be covered. 
They included groups of eight to 15 individuals in the following groups: 
 

• Students enrolled in more than one campus 
• Students not progressing at a rate determined to be adequate 
• Students excelling or progressing on track 
• Racially/ethnically diverse students  
• Community partners 

 
These Zoom-enabled focus groups were held in January and February 2022. The students who participated had 
been selected by the Presidents of the campus in which they were enrolled. The discussions were lively and 
informative. Their feedback is summarized in the next section of this report. NCHEMS also spoke individually or 
in a group of two with all the members of the Board of Trustees to further identify the issues with which they 
were concerned. 
 
Also at the October Task Force meeting, the group discussed a survey that would be developed, administered, 
and analyzed by NCHEMS to all faculty and staff at the three colleges and the district office. The Task Force 
members made many helpful suggestions that were incorporated into the survey instrument. They also 
reviewed it before it went out. It took about 10 – 15 minutes to respond and used the Survey Monkey platform. 
It was released on November 1, 2021and closed on November 15, 2021. The response rate was 28.4% (597 of 
2,100 employees invited). The results were shared with the Task Force and those results are in Appendix B of 
this report.  
 
In addition, NCHEMS gathered student performance data for an agreed upon set of comparison colleges. Those 
included the Pierce College District, Community Colleges of Spokane, Bellevue College, and Portland Community 
College. Interviews with leaders at each of these were conducted to seek information regarding their 
administrative and academic structures. They are reported in the section on Comparison Colleges/Districts 
starting on page 15. 
 
It was NCHEMS’ goal to present the information in this report in a manner that allowed it to be easily read, to 
provide the context for conclusions, and to include items potentially of use to the Board of Trustees.  
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Top Ten Issues Uncovered in the Survey and Focus Groups 
 

1. Faculty and staff generally do not understand the role of the Board of Trustees or the District Office. A 
concerted effort is needed to help them understand contributions the District can make to the colleges 
as they face financial and enrollment challenges. 
 

2. There are barriers for students taking courses from multiple campuses within the District. The barriers 
include multiple application fees, uncoordinated financial aid awards, uncoordinated class scheduling, 
and the need to go through the entire application process to enroll in even a single course at another 
one of the three campuses. There are many examples of how independently accredited colleges can 
create agreements to enable students to seamlessly study at different institutions. They exist across the 
country and within the state of Washington. 

 
3. Students are concerned about inconsistent and unresponsive financial aid services. Centralizing financial 

aid services among the colleges and extending the hours and means by which students can get 
assistance is a typical solution. It requires training and accountability on the part of financial aid 
professionals. 

 
4. The curricula for the (ostensibly same) programs differ among the campuses, confusing both students 

and employers. There is no rationale for colleges in the same district to not have programmatic 
alignment regardless of accreditation status. 

 
5. There are different admissions policies and procedures among the campuses. This is confusing, 

frustrating, and expensive for students. The problem can be resolved by administrative action. 
 
6. It is difficult and expensive for students who have taken courses from multiple campuses of Seattle 

Colleges to get transcripts from each campus they took courses from; this is also a barrier for transfer 
applications. Centralizing transcription services would resolve this issue. 
 

7. Community members do not understand why the colleges treat students the same way they did a 
decade or more ago. The students have changed and the ways in which the colleges serve them must 
also change. For example. students today are preparing for a different labor market, and they expect 
services from a college to as convenient as those from their bank or grocery store. An internal audit of 
policies and practices that create barriers to changing the ways in which both academic and 
administrative services are delivered to students would be a useful first step toward needed reforms.  

 
8. Community members report that variations among the colleges’ curriculum, course numbering, etc. 

“drive people crazy.” Aligning course numbering and learning outcomes for courses and programs would 
be the task of the faculty, but District leadership is needed. 
 

9. The Chancellor and Board must acknowledge faculty fears regarding changes to their jobs and roles.  
This goes beyond traditional shared governance activities to offer faculty and staff training opportunities 
that will assist them in acquiring the new skills needed to serve new groups of students. 

 
10. Seattle Colleges District must be responsive to the current reversal of the usual relationship between 

the economy and enrollments.  With the decline in enrollments, new practices and support services that 
can retain and graduate more students will be needed. Some of the enrollment decline is explainable 
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through population declines, which is predicted to continue. Keeping students is less expensive than 
trying to recruit new groups of students. However, to attract the emerging students the links to 
employment must be explicit and the path to navigate the college processes must be both simplified 
and made more transparent.  

 
Pros and Cons of Single Accreditation 

 
In developing the list of pros and cons of moving from three independently accredited colleges to one college, 
NCHEMS listened to students, community partners, and faculty and staff at the three colleges and district office. 
Regardless of the decision by the Board of Trustees, to increase retention and graduation rates there are some 
changes that could be made, especially in light of declining enrollments and a future with fewer students coming 
out of high schools.  To better coordinate services to students within the district it is important to recognize that 
some faculty and staff have a perception of administrative bloat.  Consequently, it will be important to be 
transparent and consider using lead campuses to house the various services. 
 
Pros 
 

• Consolidating the colleges into a single accredited college will make cooperation among the campuses 
mandatory to be recognized by both institutional (Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities -
NWCCU) and any programmatic accreditors. 

• A single accreditation can allow a focus on students’ needs: 
o Centralized financial aid services 
o Single application process for all locations 
o Centralized transcription services 
o Coordinated scheduling across all locations 
o Common course requirements and pre-requisites regardless of location 
o Common course placement tools 
o Common program outcomes 
o Financial support allocated by program enables shuffling of resources based on demand not 

location. 
• Compelling inter-campus collaboration is very difficult without a mandate. 
• Can enable cost savings by not duplicating executive leadership on separate colleges. 
• Will result in the elimination of unnecessary positions to enable more intentional staffing. 
• Enables re-allocation of redundant positions to central students support positions (e.g., advisors, 

academic coaches) to help with student retention. 
• There would be no effect on state appropriations according to the Washington State Board of 

Community and Technical Colleges. 
• Institutional accreditor, NWCC, does not require campus name changes with consolidation of campuses. 
• There can be consistent management positions across all locations. 
• Consolidation can help with shared academic and support services as enrollment declines. 

 
Cons 

• It takes an extraordinary amount of people’s time to get buy-in from college staff and faculty for such a 
big shift. 

• It would result in the elimination of some positions. 
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• Retrofitting a consolidated accreditation on a chaotic structure would be difficult. The structure would 
need to be fixed for an accreditor to accept students would not be harmed. 

• There is a perception that each college would lose its identity and uniqueness. 
• There are already negative perceptions about consolidation of services and tools. 
• Some staff and faculty are primed to resist. 
• It may require a renegotiation of labor agreement.  
• Regardless of the accreditation cycle of each college, they would have to be harmonized and a 

Substantive Change would have to be approved by NWCCU. 
 
The number of pros and cons are not an issue here, but the reality to consider for each item needs to be 
assessed by the Trustees.  A couple of items are both pros and cons depending on the perspective from which 
each is observed. 
 
Performance Data for Seattle Colleges 

 
In this section we will review some performance information for the three Seattle Colleges and look at some 
differences between them as well as some demographic information about King County’s population. The charts 
below show the racial/ethnic composition of the Seattle Colleges FTE enrollments compared to the racial/ethnic 
composition of King County’s age 15 to 24 population in two points of time.
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As seen in the charts above, the Seattle Colleges annual FTE enrollments generally mirror the demographic 
trends for the area from which they draw students.   
 
As the chart below indicates, the race/ethnicity enrollment trends vary by individual colleges.  For students 
under the age of 25, Seattle North has the largest proportional increase in Hispanic students, but also the largest 
increase of White students, which is counter to the overall shifts in King County.  It is those under the age of 24 
that reflect the people who are most typically recruited to be students. The trend inversion at North Seattle is 
likely to be explained by the make-up of the neighborhoods near the college.  Enrollments at the other two 
colleges more closely match the population trends.   

  

 
 

Source:  Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges 
 
 
For students over the age of 25, there is a notable decrease in proportion of Black or African American students 
in both Seattle Central and South Seattle.  
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Source:  Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges 

Recruiting more students aged 25 and over is likely to be important for future stabilization of enrollment trends, 
since birth rates are falling, as shown in the chart below. 
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As seen in the following chart, Seattle Colleges as a whole is experiencing a decreasing trend in FTE enrollments. 
 

 
Source: IPEDS 

 
Comparing FTE enrollment in 2018-19 to 2015-16, it is apparent that the Seattle Colleges are not all experiencing 
the same trend in enrollment. North Seattle experienced the largest percent change decrease at -12%, while 
Seattle Central experienced a percent change increase of 2%. 
 

 
Source: IPEDS 

 
 

Three-year graduation rates also vary by college as indicated in the chart below. While Seattle Central had the 
lowest graduation rate in 2016, closely followed by North Seattle, Seattle Central has had steady increases from 
2016 to 2019.  
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Source: IPEDS 

 
The gap in three-year graduation rates between students that identify as White and students that identify in one 
of the underrepresented minority (URM) race/ethnicity categories (Black or African American, Hispanic, 
American Indian or Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander) differs among the colleges. As 
indicated in the three charts below, North Seattle has had the greatest gap. 
 

 
 

Source: IPEDS 
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Source: IPEDS 

 

 
Source: IPEDS 
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Summary Charts of Colleges’ Enrollments and Graduation Rates  
 
In the next section of this report, we start the snapshots of the comparison colleges and districts with a 
summary chart.  Below is the data in the same chart format for each of the colleges in the Seattle District for 
easier comparisons. 
 

  
 
South Seattle College  
  

Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  
2018-2019 vs 2015-2016 -6.2% 

 
2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 4,370 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019 16.1% 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 32.6% 
 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 34.0% 

Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 
150% Normal Time, 2019 27.7% 

                                 Source: IPEDS 
 

Seattle Central College  
  

Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  
2018-2019 vs 2015-2016 2.0% 

 
2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 5,613 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019 19.9% 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 32.9% 
 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 30.0% 

Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 
150% Normal Time, 2019 31.3% 

                                     Source: IPEDS 
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North Seattle College  
  

Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  
2018-2019 vs 2015-2016 -11.6% 

 
2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 3,729 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019 15.4% 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 25.3% 
 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 28.3% 

Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 
150% Normal Time, 2019 16.7% 

                                                    Source: IPEDS 
 
It is interesting to note the colleges do differ in size from about 3,700 to 5,600 FTE enrollment. Even more 
interesting is that Seattle Central (the largest) did not have enrollment declines from 2015 – 2018. South Seattle 
(the middle level of enrollments) saw about a 6% decline and the smallest, North Seattle, saw a decline of about 
12%. The level of underrepresented minority (URM) students ranges from 15% to almost 20%. The graduation 
rate for URM students ranges from 17% to 31% with Seattle Central having the highest URM graduation rate and 
having the largest percentage of URM students. This deserves a careful look at the different practices and 
support for these students across the three campuses. Another set of data that points to potential differences in 
the practices among the colleges is the overall three-year graduation rates. South Seattle and Seattle Central 
have about the same rates at around 33%, while North Seattle’s rate is about 8% lower. There can be many 
explanations for this, but it is worth exploring.  
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Comparison Colleges/Districts 
 
Information was collected from four colleges/districts to compare with the Seattle Colleges. Two of those 
colleges were in or near King County, Washington (Bellevue College and Pierce College District). The other two 
districts were in urban areas (Community Colleges of Spokane and Portland Community College). NCHEMS 
compared the enrollment size and trends of the colleges in comparison with the Seattle Colleges. The 
enrollment demographics and success rates were also gathered. NCHEMS also collated information on critical 
features of the colleges related to how students work with each of the campuses in a district. 
 
Size, demographics, and student success comparisons 
To be consistent across all the colleges, the information included in this section is from the federal database – 
the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). At the time of this writing, the latest data that is 
available for all survey components is for the 2019 – 2020 academic year. We excluded 2020 data in the 
information below due to the disparate challenges presented by the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. The graph 
below offers some insight regarding the size (measured in FTE enrollments) and the relative change in 
enrollments from 2015 to 2019.  When comparing the districts, only Portland is larger than the Seattle Colleges 
District.   
 

 
                                                                              Source: IPEDS 
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At the start of each of the snapshots of the colleges below is a chart that allows the reader to see at a glance the 
FTE enrollment of the district/college, the percentage of underrepresented minorities (URM), the three-year 
graduation rates, the three-year graduation rate for White students, and the rate for URM students. 
 
To allow an easier comparison on these variables with the Seattle Colleges District, the chart for the District is 
below: 
 

Seattle Colleges District  
  

Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  
2018-2019 vs 2015-2016 -4.6% 

 
2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 13,712 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019 17.3% 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 31.1% 
 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 30.8% 

Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 
150% Normal Time, 2019 27.5% 

                                                                                  Source: IPEDS 
 

It should be noted that each of these examples have the same accreditor, NWCCU. They operate quite 
differently regardless of accreditation arrangements. The percentage of non-white students increased at all the 
colleges over the last five years, while in all but two cases the enrollments declined. It is also useful to note that 
the change in enrollment from 2015 to 2019 for the Seattle District was about a 5% decline. The others were 
varied: 

• Pierce had no change 
• Bellevue had no change 
• Spokane declined by 6% 
• Portland declines by 11% 
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Below are the snapshots of the comparison colleges that include some demographic information as well as an 
overview of their academic and administrative practices. 
 

Bellevue College 
 

One main campus (Main) and one small satellite campus (North) 
 

Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  
2018-2019 vs 2015-2016  -0.5% 

2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 
 

10,736 
 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019  15.3% 
 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 26.7% 
 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 26.6% 

 
Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 

150% Normal Time, 2019 17.1% 
                         Source: IPEDS 

 
Bellevue College (BC) is a public college in Bellevue, Washington. It is the largest of the 34 institutions that make 
up the Washington Community and Technical Colleges system and the third-largest institution of higher 
education overall in the state (behind the University of Washington and Washington State University). Bellevue 
College is located within the city limits of Bellevue, Washington, along the Interstate 90 corridor. The main 
campus is situated on 100 wooded acres within sight of the Cascade Range and the Puget Sound, approximately 
five miles from downtown Bellevue and 10 miles from downtown Seattle. As the third largest institution of 
higher learning in Washington, BC's service district includes the public school districts of Bellevue, Mercer Island, 
Issaquah, Skykomish and Snoqualmie Valley.  

 
Enrollment services are centralized except for Continuing Education. Continuing Education, located at North, has 
its own systems. There are no credit courses offered at North and all student resources are at the Main campus. 
There is no overlap in courses offered between the two locations. There is a testing assessment center at North 
as well as a mini bookstore. 
 
The Occupational Life Skills (OLS) is a four-year program for those students with learning challenges that allows 
students to earn a two-year degree over four years. The OLS program wants to integrate more to the Main 
campus. To facilitate this move, the OLS program has been coordinating schedules so that students don’t need 
to go to both campuses. The program is transitioning to serve the 1st and 2nd year students at North and then 3rd 
and 4th years at Main.   
 
Learning Outcomes 
There is a single set of learning outcomes based on content and course.   
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Completion Rates 
Completion rates are tracked. An office (effectiveness and strategic planning) coordinates the data collection. 
They are currently trying to improve interpreting the data and encouraging staff to use the data. 
 
Administration 
All administration is centralized 
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Community Colleges of Spokane 
 

“Separately Accredited with Joint Services.” 
“Reduce what is reasonable.” 

 
Spokane Community College (SCC) and Spokane Falls Community College (SFCC). 

Each college has autonomy with common policies and Key Performance Indicators (KPI). 
 

Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  
2018-2019 vs 2015-2016 -6.4% 

 
2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 10,821 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019 8.2% 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 24.6% 
 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 25.6% 

Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 
150% Normal Time, 2019 18.7% 

            Source: IPEDS 
  
Community Colleges of Spokane (CCS) is a community college district based in Spokane, Washington. Founded in 
1963, CCS is spread across a 12,300-square-mile service district in Eastern Washington. CCS is a community 
college district comprised of two accredited separately colleges, Spokane Community College (SCC) and Spokane 
Falls Community College (SFCC). In addition to serving a large urban and suburban population in greater 
Spokane, the district provides educational services to rural communities throughout a 12,302 square-mile region 
in Eastern Washington. This region includes all of Spokane, Stevens, Whitman, Ferry, and Pend Oreille Counties, 
as well as portions of Lincoln County. 
 
Students applying to the Community Colleges of Spokane can use a common application form but must 
designate which college they wish to apply to. There is a common application but different processes.  Similarly, 
course registration uses a common form but different processes. The district has worked hard to streamline the 
registration process to make it easier for students. Some students are simultaneously enrolled at both colleges. 
Distance education offerings have made it easier for students to have access to the courses they need. 
 
Financial aid is centralized and there is a district office. Each college has a Director of Financial and their function 
is identical for each college. Each college has separate financial aid staff. 
 
While there a single placement tool to assess students’ readiness for some specific classes (e.g., math, English) 
other placement tools are a little different at each college. SCC has a basic skills program and developmental 
courses and SFCC has more prerequisites and transfer programs. Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) and test out 
are common between the two colleges. 
 
Although there are common terms and breaks at both campuses, schedules are not centrally managed, and the 
district would like to do better in this regard. Course offerings are faculty driven and are decided by the 
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department. There is room for improvement with offering classes at times that fit student schedules better. 
Virtual classes have made some of this easier. 
 
Student services such as advising and counseling follow a weekday, 7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. approach. COVID-
related shelter in place orders resulted in some changes, with nighttime and weekend options being added. The 
limitation to further expanding nighttime and weekend hours is strong labor representation that impose barriers 
to changing work hours. 
 
Learning outcomes  
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are set by the Board and are common at both campuses. However, learning 
outcomes are not necessarily common across the district but data is shared widely and where appropriate. 
Guided Pathways – a systemic institutional approach for providing a structured educational experience to help 
students navigate to completion – has encouraged sharing related to learning outcomes. 
 
Completion rates 
Completion rates are tracked internally. Each program has an advisory committee, and these committees use 
the data for evaluation, curriculum content development, and program improvement. 
 
Faculty 
The two colleges have separate curricular processes to comply with the master contract between the Trustees 
and the CCS faculty association. Faculty from the same discipline, from the two colleges, sometimes work 
together on curriculum changes. Years ago, STEM worked together across the two colleges despite each having 
their own curriculum committees.   
 
Administration 
Each college has a President and two Vice Presidents: one for academics and one for student services. 
 
Facilities, IT, budget, and human resources are district services and district employees in these areas are 
assigned out to colleges. This is where the district enjoys some savings. Marketing; outreach; communications; 
and Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) functions are centralized. 
 
The Colleges struggle with district vs. college dynamics from time to time. This is mostly regarding hiring: central 
vs campus. 
 
The district has only one Foundation, working towards a unified interest. 
 
Shared district administration allows for lower management costs and the union is in favor of this because 
money isn’t always going to the district. The current system saves on overhead. 
 
The district used to have a third president, overseeing e-learning, rural initiatives, and extended learning. This 
position was eliminated. 
 
Colleges have autonomy but also have management efficiency. 
 
The district is fiscally sound even with declining enrollment. Information and decisions are shared widely. 
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Pierce College District 
 

“Complex but collaborative.” 
 

Two campuses (Fort Steilacoom and Puyallup) 16 miles apart, one accreditation, distributed district offices. 
 

Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  
2018-2019 vs 2015-2016 0.5% 

 
2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 7,619 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019 23.9% 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 29.1% 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 32.8% 

Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 
150% Normal Time, 2019 19.1% 

            Source: IPEDS 
 
Pierce College is a public community college in Pierce County, Washington approximately 30 miles south of 
Seattle. The college consists of two main campuses, Pierce College Fort Steilacoom in Lakewood and Pierce 
College Puyallup in Puyallup about 10 miles south and east of Tacoma, respectively. There is also an auxiliary 
campus at Fort Lewis, McChord Air Force Base, and courses at Graham-Kapowsin and Spanaway Lake High 
Schools. 
 
Fort Steilacoom and Puyallup are independent colleges with separate allocations from the State but one 
accreditation. Fort Steilacoom’s student population is older and more racially and ethnically diverse while 
Puyallup’s is younger and much less diverse. 
 
Pierce College offers classes at the Joint Base Lewis McChord (JBLM), a military base close by. JBLM’s program 
has its own systems for the military personnel. JBLM has many identical courses to those at the two campuses. 
 
There is one admission system for the district. However, students are asked to identify with one college so they 
can connect with any on-campus resources they may need. There has been a culture shift recently to treat both 
colleges as one. The district is trying to build capacity from one to the other. 
 
There is a single registration system; the system is in place to allow for registration at both colleges.   
 
The district uses a guided self-placement tool that is common.  
 
Financial aid is operationally centralized, but staff align with a campus. The Director of Financial Aid is a district 
position, and each campus has a financial aid office. Students can go to any location for support. 
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Similarly, advisors are college-specific (except online) but are shifting to district-wide caseloads. The Dean of 
Advising will be a district-wide position. Advisors work in one location for now but serve all students when 
necessary. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
Pierce College District has common learning outcomes as curriculum is developed at the district level. 
 
Completion Rates 
Pierce College District tracks completion rates and disaggregates the data extensively. The primary purpose is to 
look at where there are areas of inequity in completion and then get resources to those areas to close equity 
gaps.  Completion rates for students of color and White students alike have improved but inequities remain. The 
data is also used for program development. The district looks at lagging enrollment and industry needs, among 
other factors. 
 
Faculty 
Smaller departments are district wide. All departments create the course schedule and then share with the 
district deans. The goal is to provide multiple time/day and modality options at both colleges.  One of the 
barriers to this is faculty contract language. Seniority plays a role in scheduling. Faculty with seniority have 
historically had priority in choosing class days and times. The expansion of online courses has upset this practice. 
 
Administration 
The presidents, vice-presidents, and deans are district employees. There is no district office building.  
Advantages include the connections that are made at each campus and resource savings. The vice-presidents 
and deans float to both campuses. District employees have offices at both campuses however most are at Fort 
Steilacoom because of space availability. The district sees no need to change this unless they run out of space. 
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Portland Community Colleges 
 

“We built the structure first, then accreditation followed.” 
Even though there are four campuses and 10 centers, each campus maintains its own identity. 

 
Percent Change in FTE Enrollment,  

2018-2019 vs 2015-2016 -11.3% 
 

2018 - 2019 FTE Enrollment 17,946 

Percent Underrepresented Minority, 2018 - 2019 18.7% 

Overall Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 2019 21.8% 
 

White Students' Graduation Rate in 150% Normal Time, 
2019 21.6% 

Underrepresented Minority Students' Graduation Rate in 
150% Normal Time, 2019 20.3% 

                                               Source: IPEDS 
 
Portland Community College (PCC) is a public community college in Portland, Oregon. It is the largest community 
college in the state and the largest post-secondary institution in Oregon. It serves 1.9 million residents in the 
five-county area of Multnomah, Washington, Yamhill, Clackamas, and Columbia counties. PCC serves an area of 
1,500 square miles in northwest Oregon. 
 
Students enjoy a single system at all campuses for: 
 

• Admissions 
• Course Registration 
• Financial Aid 
• Placement Tools 
• Schedules 

 
With a single system, students can take courses at any location without many barriers. A student does not 
designate a home campus. Student services such as advising and counseling are coordinated college-wide and 
availability at one particular location shifts based on need and student traffic at each location. Advising is now 
organized by academic/career pathway instead of by location.  
 
Each campus has enrollment services offices, but the functionality is all centralized. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
There is a single set of learning outcomes for each program of study at all campuses. 
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Completion Rates 
Completion rates are tracked for all programs. Course completion is also tracked.  This information is used in the 
Annual Program Update. Data are disaggregated. Analyses are completed on who isn’t showing up, learning 
assessments, programs, and/or courses.  This all feeds back to budget and curriculum changes. Leadership 
decides where to invest more, or not. 
 
The Annual Program Update has historically been completed every five years.  Katy Ho, Vice President of 
Academic Affairs changed the Annual Program Update to annually. Equity gaps needed to be reflected on more 
than every five years as well as many other data points. 
 
Faculty 
FTE are assigned by discipline, not location. Prior to the reorganization, there was a lot of competition among 
campuses for FTE. The schedule and FTE allocations and assignments are now with one college in mind. Faculty 
(FT/PT) per campus is different when you look across the entire district. Allocations are different if looking at 
each individual campus instead of by discipline and as one college. 
 
Administration 
There is one Vice President for Students Affairs with six deans reporting to that position. The deans are by 
function and serve the entire college. 
 
Two Associate Vice Presidents (AVP) report to the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Ninety plus programs are 
split into two groups and each AVP is responsible for one of the two groups: career-heavy and transfer-heavy. 
 
Administrators are assigned offices at a location as a homebase, but they rotate. 
 
There are department chairs at each campus, but they have different functions and work collaboratively. 
 
Other managers also move around from campus to campus 
 
Summary 
 
These colleges and districts have some things in common and also some differences from the Seattle Colleges. 
The Community Colleges of Spokane have independently accredited colleges but have centralized some services 
to make it easier for students to take classes from both colleges. The Pierce College District and Portland 
Community College have multiple campus locations but a single accreditation, which removes the barriers for 
students to take classes at any of the colleges without admission, financial aid, course numbering, scheduling, 
course learning outcomes, or transcript issues.  
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Dallas College’s Consolidation Story and Lessons 
 
The Dallas County Community College District story is based on an interview with Chancellor Joe May on 01.06.22 
and supporting documents. A copy of Chancellor May’s slides with more details can be found in Appendix C. 
 
In August 2019 the Board of Trustees decided to consolidate the seven independently accredited colleges into 
one college known as the Dallas College. In September 2019, the leadership team began discussions with their 
accreditor (SACS-COC - The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges). They 
submitted their substantive change request in March 2020. The final approval came from SACS-COC in 
December 2021.  
 
The major reasons for this decision included: 

• Based completely on improving services to students, removing barriers to student success, creating a 
consistent student experience, and fostering a diverse and inclusive environment. 

o Data revealed the existing structure got in the way of students obtaining their credential. 
o A major obstacle towards degree attainment, affecting about 2,000 students, was meeting 

accreditor’s requirement that 25% of credits counted towards a credential must come from a 
single college.  

o Conducted Student Experience Survey and found that of the 76% individual students who had 
negative experiences, they identified: 
  23% related to admissions 
  45% related to advising 
  27% related to communication from the colleges/DCCCD 
  36% related to financial aid 
 41% related to websites 

• To align all programs (regardless of the campus that originated the program) to meet the needs of all 
Dallas County students, employers, and communities in a nimble, efficient, and effective network. 

• Financial saving was not a public goal (although it was initially expected to be about $26M but ended up 
being more). 

o All savings were put into restructuring services to students. 
o They discovered too many layers and duplication of roles in the organization structure, so they 

simplified it, resulting in a savings of 700 positions. 
 All seven campuses had presidents, vice presidents, separate admission and scheduling 

processes, and the like. 
 The Dallas College added 100’s of positions in faculty development, student success 

coaches, advising, and the like. 
• As Chancellor May said, “Autonomous institutions are the enemy.” They result in inconsistent policies 

and practices that negatively affect students. 
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Implementation process: 
• Formed Transition Team (Chancellor, VC academic affairs, VC student success, chief of business 

continuity), who met daily for two years. Now team meets twice weekly. 
• Ongoing analysis of data on student success 
• Held ‘cafés’ with staff and with students to gather input  
• Created academic incubator for new programs to meet workforce needs 
• Created Faculty Leadership Center to help faculty transition to different ways of working together 
• Expanded faculty recruitment (new expertise and learning to work together across all the campuses 

instead of single departments on each campus) 
• Added 150 academic success coaches in first year and another 100 in 2022 
• Analyzed levels of employees (from Chancellor to lowest level) – reorganized from nine levels to seven 

to change people’s span of control (e.g., shifted all supervisors to cover at least six supervisees – 
inconsistence before) 

 
What worked well? 

• Lots of engagement with employers 
• Worked with corporate groups in Dallas that had gone through consolidations (national hospital chain, 

interstate bank, regional car dealership) to learn from them. All these were successful 
o Learned about how to handle those who did not like the changes planned (in all cases local 

CEO’s were opposed as they would lose their jobs) 
o Chancellor focused on helping campus presidents to lead or leave 

• Faculty were heavily involved in the process 
o Led analysis of academic programs for success, duplicates, relevance 
o Contributed to complete restructuring of class scheduling 

 Added new scheduling staff to focus on what employers and students need (did not 
start with faculty preferences) 

 Chancellor met monthly with formal faculty leadership 
• Most were supportive 
• Some were angry with their peers for assisting 
• Some faculty voted ‘no confidence’ in Chancellor (not the formal faculty 

leadership), which resulted in backlash from Board developing new procedures 
(not all in best interest of faculty)  

 
What would you have done differently? 

• Not much 
• Chancellor originally saw the transition going at a slower rate, but onset of COVID accelerated it.  

o At start of COVID each college president announced different strategies regarding students and 
classes. 

o The chaotic campus plans resulted in the creation of a new district-level provost, a lead for 
student success, and a lead for business continuity.  These individuals became the Transition 
Team mentioned above. 

o In retrospect the accelerated timeline was good. 
• Created 1,800 new positions giving preference to hiring internally (current employees) –10,000 

applications came from current employees; 730 were let go; however, those hired were not always the 
right fit 

o Now in Transition 2.0 – letting go of those who did not work out 
o This was really a critical step even if inefficient in the long run. 
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o Message was to keep as many people as possible. 
o They created a generous severance package (6 months of salary and health insurance 

transition), $2K in job application assistance, reimbursement of training or skills development.   
o Transition 2.0 is focused more on standardizing and improving personnel processes. 

 
Any data on results for students? 

• Students met with SACS-COC team – SACS-COC reported students say they saw improvement within 
months. Students have been vocal supporters. 

• Went remote on March 16, 2020 – Dallas College itself has existed solely in a COVID world. 
• Big challenge is keeping the hardest to serve populations – previously incarcerated, etc. 
• Student success points have gone up.  

 
In short, students are supportive of changes, costs have been reduced, and new programs are more closely 
aligned with Dallas employers’ needs. The transition has been very time consuming for all leaders in the district, 
but Dallas College and those it serves seem to be reaping the benefits. 
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Connecticut State Community College’s Story and Lessons 
 

Based on an interview with Dr. Alice Pritchard1, Chief of Staff of CT State Colleges and Universities system (CSCU), 
and Secretary to the Board of Regents on January 20,2022. 

 
In 2017, CSCU knew in January they needed to do something to improve the twelve colleges sustainability and 
their student success. The administrative staff brought three choices to the Board of Regents (BoR): 

1. Closures of some colleges 
• There were concerns that the most at-risk colleges were rural or urban. 
• This would leave vulnerable students without any local access to community college across the 

state. 
2. Merge into single college to cover the whole state 

• This is a strategy used in Indiana decades ago 
• This could preserve access across the state. 

3. Consolidation into the four universities that are part of the CSCU system. 
• This raised concerns regarding the typical identities of community college. 
• The concerns revolved around changing the character of the colleges, which offer job training in 

addition to transfer curricula.  
 
By April 2017 the BoR approved the merger option and creation of a single statewide college. 
 
In April 2018, the CSCU submitted substantive change application to their regional accreditor, the New England 
Commission of Higher Education (NECHE). They recommended that CSCU maintain the individual accreditation 
of all 12 colleges until the transition was complete. This delayed the accumulation of projected savings during 
the transition process.   
 
In January 2022, they are at a point of no return. Despite opposition to the merger (led mostly by faculty 
members), they must move to single college in order to sustain the institutions. This requires moving the entire 
workforce from old roles into new ways of operating. They were expending too many resources to run in the old 
way. The group of faculty members trying to stop the transition seems to be led by university faculty who have a 
different bargaining unit. They seem to be mostly focused on issues of changes that are occurring across higher 
education generally. 
 
During this long process, the CSCU staff acknowledges they made a lot of mistakes. Some of those related to the 
passive resistance among the leadership ranks at the campuses. They are now correcting that. 
 
What worked well? 

• For the last two years, faculty members have worked on curriculum alignment despite some push back 
from those who are not working on the process. 

o Agreeing to learning outcomes; 
o Developing a template for continued alignment; 
o Faculty participation was off the contract, as there was no bargained agreement for this type of 

work; 

 
1 Alice Pritchard is the highest-level leader who has been at CSCU through the entire consolidation process of shifting from 
12 independently accredited community colleges to a single accredited statewide college. 
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o Complaints arise from other faculty members that the new aligned curricula were not voted on 
by individual colleges’ faculty senates.  The administration reminded them the new process; 

o Outcome was the formation of the new college-wide curriculum. 
• They already had Guided Pathways underway and now they can implement them. 
• The Board of Regents approved new policies to help with the whole implementation process.  Those 

included: 
o A more wholistic case management approach to advising and supporting students which laid for 

ground for complete implementation of Guided Pathways. (see attachments for language of the 
resolution). 

o Set up ACME (Alignment and Completion of Math and English) --- focused on completion of 
these ‘gateway’ courses.  This enabled the reworking of all developmental and general 
education activities. (see attachments for language of the resolution) 

• A new design for direct support of students was set up that included the wholistic case-management 
approach. 

o Moving from 900 to 1 to 250 to 1 relationship with advisors and students: 
o Each student gets a personal plan, which is monitored by advisors to keep them on track: 
o Advisors use a variety of tools to monitor students’ activities and progress;  
o All improvements are costly as they have been trying to run both systems (12 independently 

accredited colleges and the development of the new statewide college) at the same time. 
• The whole planning has progressed well.  They will not strip individual colleges’ identities. 

o Keep all 12 campuses; 
o Names stay; 
o Keep relationships with local communities, but moving workforce relations to a more regional 

approach; 
o Outcome is to make them all more equitable – resources are shared so all students have access 

to what they need (e.g., some suburban colleges had research librarians, but the urban and rural 
colleges had no such person). 

 
What would you have done differently? 

• Might have been opportunities for buy-in that was glossed over --- needed to put more effort into 
winning hearts and minds. 

o Did have town halls on each campus but might not have been enough; 
o Would have been better to have more people engaged in the whole process through the use of 

more committees involving each campus, but Board decision was already made; 
o After 4 years of this the players keep changing, which requires re-convincing and training people 

on the new systems being put in place. 
o Appointed an interim leader versus a permanent person in that role.  That may not have helped 

the process. 
• Needed more communication to develop more champions. 
• Financial analysis of the whole plan is very difficult – started very big picture, but the deeper you go into 

the systems, the tougher it is. 
o Need to accommodate the bargained agreements with existing workforce; 
o Ongoing challenges to project enrollment – given pandemic – this results in unknown revenue 

issues; 
o All financial projections were criticized due to open records laws – unable to have serious 

closed-door sessions with the Board, which would have included scary information regarding 
workforce reductions; 
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o These all resulted in more insular planning. 
 

• Might have been better to not be the first to do this within NECHE, their accreditor.  Maine learned from 
Connecticut’s activities with NECHE and did things differently. 

• All of leadership and the members of the Board agree this is a better course of action than closing 
campuses. 

 
Any data on results for students? 

• Not yet 
 
Final advice? 

• Encourage administration to make harder choices faster 
• Board needs to understand what they need to do – what will give staff the runway they needed to do 

the work.  The initial resolution did it all – no one wants to put the Board in the middle of the tough stuff 
– having to hold hearings on how many people to lay off, etc. (see Appendix D for resolution language) 
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Models from Kentucky Community and Technical College System (KCTCS) 
 
The following are examples of how KCTCS has created brief documents that help faculty, staff, and community 
members understand how the System Offices helps the campuses, shared governance, and the role of the Board 
of Regents. They may be useful models from which to develop similar materials at the Seattle Colleges. KCTCS 
consists of 16 independently accredited colleges across the state. They are nationally recognized for their 
student-focused practices. 
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Conclusion 
 

There is quite a bit of information summarized in this report. Hopefully it will be useful as the Seattle Colleges’ 
Board of Trustees guides the colleges into the future. The work ahead is not simple but other colleges across the 
country and even within the state of Washington have accomplished creating more friendly structures for 
students who more and more frequently are charting their own paths through higher education as they seek 
opportunities that fit into their lives. In Appendix G, there is a list of campus culture change levers from the work 
of the Foundation for Student Success in case they would be useful to leaders of the Seattle Colleges. 
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Appendix A. 
Participants in the Task Force on Accreditation 

Shouan Pan (Co-Chair, Chancellor, Seattle Colleges) 

Chemene Crawford (Co-Chair, President, NSC) 

Larry Cushnie (Faculty, Political Science, SSC) 

William Brown (Associate Dean, Workforce Instruction, NSC) 

Jessica Pikul (Faculty, Chemistry, SSC) 

Terence Hsiao (Interim Vice Chancellor of Finance and Operations) 

Pete Lortz (Vice President for Instruction, NSC) 

Greg Dempsey (Executive Director, Institutional Effectiveness, SSC) 

Christie Santos (Associate Director, Equity, Diversity & Inclusion, NSC) 

Marie Villarba (Faculty, Chemistry, SCC) 

Tracy Lai (Faculty, History, SCC) 

Leticia Lope (Faculty, English, SSC) 

Jay Mclean Riggs (Faculty, Biology, SCC) 

Jill Lane (Faculty, Political Science, NSC) 

Laura Kingston (Faculty, English, SSC) 

Kurt Buttleman (Vice Chancellor, Academic & Student Success, Seattle Colleges) 

Earnest Phillips (Associate Vice Chancellor, Communications, Seattle Colleges) 

Annette Stofer (Faculty, Basic & Transitional Studies, SSC) 

Johnny Dwyer (Staff, IT Services, WFSE Local 304 Vice President, Seattle Colleges) 

Kao LéZheo (replacing Yoshiko Harden, Interim Vice President Student Services, SCC) 

Melissa Grinley (replacing Patricia Root, Faculty, Psychology, NSC) 

Jenni Bradstand (replacing Wendy Rockhill, Director Instruction & Planning, SCC) 
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Appendix B. 
 

Results of the survey administered by NCHEMS to Seattle Colleges faculty and staff members in Fall 2021. 
 
Please note that the comments offered by respondents were redacted to remove any identifying information. 
 

Summary of Responses to Seattle Colleges Survey Questions 4 – 62 
 
Question 4 – Please rank the top three areas that you think would have the greatest positive impact on 
student enrollment. Next to the description, select “1” for highest impact, “2” for second highest 
impact, and “3” for third highest impact. 
 
Responses by College/Office of Work 
The most popular response received for greatest positive impact on student enrollment from survey 
respondents that work at North Seattle College, Seattle Central College, and the Siegal Center and District Office 
was “A single admissions process across all Seattle Colleges.” This was the second most popular response from 
South Seattle College respondents. The most popular response with South Seattle College respondents was 
“More options for scheduling classes.” 
 
Most popular response for greatest impact on student enrollment by college/office of work. 

College/Office of Work Most Popular 
Response for 
Greatest Impact on 
Student Enrollment 

Second Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

Third Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

North Seattle College A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Seattle Central College  A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

South Seattle College More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Siegal Center and District 
Office 

A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Support services 
outside of daytime 
business hours. 

 
Responses by Role in the Seattle Colleges 
The most popular response received for greatest positive impact on student enrollment from respondents in 
executive/administrative, student support, and institutional support roles was “A single admissions process 
across all Seattle Colleges.” This was faculty respondents’ second most frequently selected response for greatest 
positive impact on student enrollment. 

 
2 Questions 1 through 3 were about the respondent (campus/office work at, role, number of years worked at Seattle 
Colleges). Question 7 was open ended and will be analyzed and reported on in the coming weeks. 
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Respondents in faculty roles selected “More options for scheduling classes” most frequently as the area that 
would have the greatest positive impact on student enrollment. 
 
Most popular response for greatest impact on student enrollment by respondent role in the Seattle Colleges. 
 

Role Most Popular 
Response for 
Greatest Impact on 
Student Enrollment 

Second Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

Third Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

Faculty  More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Support services 
outside of daytime 
business hours. 

Executive/Administration  A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A unified student 
recruitment and 
marketing strategy 
across all Seattle 
Colleges. 

Student Support Staff A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

Institutional Support A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A unified student 
recruitment and 
marketing strategy 
across all Seattle 
Colleges. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

 
Responses by Number of Years Working at Seattle Colleges 
 
Most popular response for greatest impact on student enrollment by number of years working at Seattle 
Colleges. 
 

Years Most Popular 
Response for 
Greatest Impact on 
Student Enrollment 

Second Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

Third Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

0 - 3 A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

4 - 8  A single admissions 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single financial aid 
process across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

9 - 14    
More than 14    
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Question 5 – Please rank the top three areas that you think would have the greatest positive impact on 
student retention. Next to the description, select “1” for highest impact, “2” for second highest impact, 
and “3” for third highest impact. 
 
Responses by College/Office of Work 
The most popular response received for greatest positive impact on student retention from survey respondents 
that work at North Seattle College, Seattle Central College, and the Siegal Center and District Office was “More 
proactive academic advising.” This was the second most popular response from South Seattle College 
respondents. The most popular response with South Seattle College respondents was “More options for 
scheduling classes.” 
 
Most popular response for greatest impact on student retention by college/office of work. 
 

College/Office of Work Most Popular 
Response for 
Greatest Impact on 
Student Retention 

Second Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Retention 

Third Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Retention 

North Seattle College More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

Support services 
outside of daytime 
business hours. 

Seattle Central College  More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

South Seattle College More options for 
scheduling classes. 

More proactive 
academic advising. 

A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Siegal Center and District 
Office 

More proactive 
academic advising. 

A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Giving students the 
same placement 
assessments across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

 
The most popular response received for greatest positive impact on student retention from respondents in 
faculty, executive/administrative, and student support roles was “More proactive academic advising.” That was 
the second most selected response by respondents in institutional support roles. 
Respondents in institutional support roles selected “A single financial aid structure across all Seattle Colleges” 
most frequently as the area that would have the greatest positive impact on student retention.  
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Most popular response for greatest impact on student retention by respondent role in the Seattle Colleges. 
 

Role Most Popular 
Response for 
Greatest Impact on 
Student Retention 

Second Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Retention 

Third Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Retention 

Faculty  More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

Easy access to sources 
of information about 
community services 
(e.g., daycare, food 
pantries, mental health 
services, etc.). 

Executive/Administration  More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Student Support Staff More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

Institutional Support A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

 
Responses by Number of Years Working at Seattle Colleges 
 
Most popular response for greatest impact on student retention by number of years working at Seattle Colleges. 
 

College/Office of Work Most Popular 
Response for 
Greatest Impact on 
Student Enrollment 

Second Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

Third Most Popular 
Response for Greatest 
Impact on Student 
Enrollment 

0 - 3 More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

4 - 8  More proactive 
academic advising. 

More options for 
scheduling classes. 

A single financial aid 
structure across all 
Seattle Colleges. 

9 - 14    
More than 14    

 
Question 6 – How do you think the following outcomes would be impacted if Seattle Colleges were to 
move towards a single accreditation? 
 
Responses by College/Office of Work 
The outcome that respondents from the three Colleges and the Siegel Center and District Office selected 
“diminish” most frequently for was “campus identity,” while the outcome that they selected “improve” most 
frequently for was “cross-campus coordination.” The outcome that respondents from the three colleges 
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selected “unsure” most frequently for was “long-term financial viability,” while respondents from the Siegel 
Center and District Office selected “unsure” most frequently for “job security for faculty and staff.” 
 
Impact of single accreditation on outcomes by college/office of work.  
Note: each column represents 100% of responses received. 
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Responses by Role in the Seattle Colleges 
Respondents in all four categories of roles at the Seattle Colleges selected “improve” most frequently for “cross-
campus coordination” and “diminish” most frequently for “campus identity.” The outcome for which 
respondents in executive/administrative, student support, and institutional support roles selected “unsure” 
most frequently for was “your own workload.” Respondents in faculty roles selected “unsure” most frequently 
for “long-term financial viability.” On every outcome except “cross-campus coordination,” respondents in faculty 
roles selected “Diminish” more frequently than “Improve.” 
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Impact of single accreditation on outcomes by respondent role in the Seattle Colleges. 
Note: each column represents 100% of responses received. 
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Responses by Number of Years Working at Seattle Colleges 
 
Impact of single accreditation on outcomes by number of years working at Seattle Colleges. 
Note: each column represents 100% of responses received. 
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Question 6 – Please share any other thoughts you would like to share related to improving the 
outcomes of Seattle Colleges: student enrollment, retention, and completion; educational equity; 
organizational excellence; system sustainability; or partnerships. 
 

Role in the Seattle Colleges How many years have you 
worked at Seattle Colleges? Please share any other thoughts you would like to share related to improving the outcomes of Seattle Colleges 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
0 - 3 

Single accreditation is fine as long as there are enough employees to provide the services. I am losing many students due to financial aid and 
registration problems. The number of financial aid problems from existing students have increased exponentially. ALL the student support offices 
(i.e. financial aid, registration, etc) need more people. 

 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
0 - 3 

it is time to move towards single accreditation for all colleges in our district; students are hindered from moving between campuses to take 
courses because of processes at each school; students are confused and opportunities for financial aid lost because of the lack of coordination 
between campuses for financial aid; campuses approach situations differently and it very challenging for faculty who consistently teach at all 3 
campuses to know all the rules and expectations at that campus; finally, redundancy of services and positions is not sustainable in this fiscal 
climate and will not likely change going forward; it is critical for our district to engage in in this work so that our district can continue to exist and 
serve the students in this region. 

 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
0 - 3 

I don't know what to write here. However, I also don't know what the tangible difference is between single accreditation and the current 
accreditation process. I've heard from some staff that it will likely result in additional staff reductions, which seems like a logical conclusion. If a 
single accreditation helps students more easily access more classes and services related to their educational goals, then it can be a good thing. It 
does seem like the district is moving towards a single accreditation regardless of what staff and faculty write in this survey. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
0 - 3 

I believe that it is imperative for the Seattle Colleges to move swiftly to a single accreditation structure, this would allow for far more effectively 
operations across the district which in turn would radically improve our ability to serve students. I do not believe that there is anything in our 
current operations that does more harm to our ability to serve than the disjointed nature of operations across the district. Please make the 
decision to undertake single accreditation as the number one operational priority of our district. 

 
 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
 

0 - 3 

A unified accreditation allows for streamlined operations across admission, financial aid and advising. Sometimes this work is done in duplicate or 
triplicate. Students would apply once, be awarded one single FA package and have more uniformity across campuses. Enrollment might increase. 
There are three dangers: loss of morale from deep budget cuts, loss of separate campus cultures, and heightened risk from three campuses 
accredited under one umbrella. There would need to be consistent focus on strong learning and governance outcomes at each campus, to prevent 
one campus from becoming a liability to the others during reaffirmation of accreditation. The college system would benefit from employing a 
robust enrollment CRM to improve the new and continuing student experience; this could be implemented across the colleges well before any 
decision from NWCCU. 

Executive/Administration 0 - 3 Single Accreditation should NOT be the goal. 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
0 - 3 

Transparent strategic plans below the college or district level, for example within instruction, that are thoughtfully prepared instead of the 
historical knee jerk reaction to every issue would improve outcomes greatly. Stability in our goals is important. However, we cannot continue to 
do things as we always have in deference to stability to our processes, as they are archaic. We also cannot remain frozen and in fear of making 
choices while the world speeds past us. Stable goals are good. Stable processes are bad. 
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Executive/Administration 

 
 
0 - 3 

It is very nice for students to be able to take other class offerings at [REDACTED] if they are a [REDACTED] student. Not all students are aware of 
the consortium agreement for FA and this can cause students to not enroll. Other things, like not automatically pulling student records from 
[REDACTED] can delay the advising process and confuse students about how many credits they still require. It would be nice if classes all funnelled 
into their profiles automatically for both students and advisors. 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
0 - 3 The problem with single accreditation is that you are only as strong as your weakest link. The three colleges do not perform equally well in most 

categories and it would be unfortunate if one campus having the accreditation questioned by the accreditors brought down the whole district. 

 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
0 - 3 

I believe that a single admissions, financial aid and placement process across the three colleges would help improve enrollment. In addition, it's 
necessary to have more easily accessible and clear ste-by-step instructions for students on how to complete each of the admissions, financial aid 
and placement processes. And, a processing and email response time that means that students get the information they need quickly. A single 
process will definitely help, but is just one part of the picture for improving the student experience with the system. Thanks! 

 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
0 - 3 

I think that leadership is important if we are going to move toward single accreditation. While I understand that it is a logical move in the long run, 
I think the colleges will hurt if there is not a trusted leader to carry the colleges through this change. Currently, I do not feel confidence in the 
leadership team to take us through the single accreditation process. It feels a bit nerve-wracking to head into this without a leader I feel I can 
trust. Moreover, it feels weird to be in a position [REDACTED] where everyone is interim in leadership, and people are wearing many hats. In 
sum, I feel that we need honest and clear messaging about this process. I have had a short stint [REDACTED] to-date, but this process doesn't feel 
great right now. 

Executive/Administration 0 - 3 I think it is important the Colleges start an intentional recruitment strategy if they really want to increase enrollment. 
Faculty 0 - 3 These survey questions are really awful. My own workload: Improve vs diminish. What does that even mean? 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
0 - 3 

Increase the number of computer terminals that can handle softwares with high CPU and GPU usage, such as Photoshop, and other motion 
graphic and video editing applications — simply put, acquire more Mac computers for the labs. The computers would be used by students 
enrolled in both F2F and Hybrid/Online modalities. Such improved equipment and software access, in the labs, is more sustainable than providing 
students with high performance lender lap-tops. 

Faculty 0 - 3 No answer 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
0 - 3 

I have only been here just over 2 years and it is evident that the 3 campuses exist as silos for the most part. Any attempt to merge them would 
have to address the political battle for control that would ensue. For example mandatory gathering of faculty from all 3 campuses by general 
subject matter. This may have to be done in waves since the disciplines are already fragmented within campuses (what do I mean? If I am a 
student at North and want to study Computers do I look to AD, IT, EET or the Math department?) 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
0 - 3 

I am skeptical of our ability as 3 separate colleges to successfully become one college. First, the current areas that have been integrated as a 
district seem to serve the 3 colleges inequitably, both because of a lack of understanding at district level of the needs of our individual 
communities, and because of the complexity of implementing different services at different locations. Second, I don't think it is that attractive to 
students to have to travel from one campus to the other to take classes, since the colleges as so spread out over Seattle, which has terribly 
congested traffic. Sure, having more class offering *seems* attractive to a prospective students; it might be discouraging once they realize that it 
means taking one class at North in the morning, and another class at South in the afternoon. 

Faculty 0 - 3 I would hope that combining all campuses would improve student experience and quality of education for all, not just be more financially 
impactful with reduced quality of education. 

Faculty 0 - 3 More computer labs with Mac terminals and longer open hours on all campuses. Lab technicians should be available too. 
Faculty 0 - 3 This survey seems skewed to favor a pro-consolidation argument. How disappointing 

Faculty 0 - 3 The bias for single accreditation in this survey is distressingly obvious. It also asks us to predict the future. Single Accreditation, on its own, has no 
clear benefits. It all comes down to whether we are adequately staffed and have good people in place working relationally. 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
0 - 3 

Having taught at [REDACTED], the campus culture is so different. Each campus has its own pulse and its own concerns. My fear is that for 
[REDACTED], our job opportunities will decrease. I teach in the [REDACTED] and each campus has its own strengths. But if each campus is under 
the single accreditation, I fear that the offerings for each course will be centralized, eliminating opportunities to teach at multiple campuses and 
thus limiting my income. Also, South’s campus is pretty far removed from Central and North. It would be a burden for students living in the South 
End and West Seattle to not have a fully functioning, separate campus. Centralizing administration would be ignoring the unique student body 
at each campus. Streamlining does not always resulting in the better way. 

Faculty 0 - 3 Students need to know there are jobs at the end (or the opportunity fir further higher Ed or vocational training) and that salaries will be 
commensurate with not only the effort but also with financial and family hardship. 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
0 - 3 

It does not seem that single accreditation is necessary for the options giving for what may most positively increase student enrollment and 
retention. These options also do not seem like automatic outcomes from single accreditation. I like many of my colleagues find this survey to be 
disingenuous. You don't ask about possible downsides, you just give empty positive options for some random possibilities. It might be a good 
thing for the schools to have single accreditation, but it hasn't been made clear why that is so. There are also some likely potential negatives that 
have to do with the lack of differentiation of separate colleges that are not acknowledged. I look forward to a more comprehensive and honest 
survey to complete. Thank you 

 
Faculty 

 
0 - 3 

I see statement such as "across all Seattle Colleges" which assumes and implies I believe a unified Seattle Colleges is a solution for retention and 
enrolment. I feel uncomeatable and uneasy for this does not meet my need for choice; organizational excellence; system sustainability; nor 
partnerships. 

Faculty 0 - 3 None 
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Faculty 

 
 
 
0 - 3 

The pandemic has changed the market/values/opinions of a higher education as many students no longer see higher education as worth the 
inflated price. If we want to increase enrollment and retention we need to offer more financial aid including scholarships, more unique 
partnerships/internships, faculty training to new pedagogical approaches including new grading structure/formats, faculty supports and student 
services which includes making more services available outside of standard business hours. A proctoring center to help students who can't take 
exams with their class in the evening or weekends at times when they are not working. More financial aid for part-time students. 

Faculty 0 - 3 Physical outreach programs 
Faculty 0 - 3 It's a terrible idea to move to a single college. [REDACTED] we have our own identity, and that is healthy for students and educators. 
Faculty 0 - 3 This survey is a travesty. You could have written the story you plan to tell without wasting our time asking these heavily biased questions 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
0 - 3 

 
[REDACTED]. I enjoy the different "flavors" that the three campuses offer in terms of student populations, staff and faculty relationships, and 
services, such as IT, libraries, disabilities services, etc. I do feel it is cumbersome to have to purchase different parking passes to park at the 
different campuses. I heard from students the frustrations of having to request and send transcripts from one of the campuses to another, or their 
sign on ID used at one campus does not work on another, etc. I think we can work together to preserve the uniqueness of each campus while 
having consistencies in the administrative processes to improve students' experience while at the Seattle Colleges. I do see an advantage in 
number and economy of scale. I also see potential issues with staff and faculty retention and job security with centralized operations. I do not 
have all the information to know the big picture to say whether a single accreditation is a net gain or loss for Seattle Colleges. 

Faculty 0 - 3 Seattle colleges workers are fighting for minimum wages. No standard can be assured with empty stomach. 

Faculty 0 - 3 Better access to information in multiple languages. Authentically translated materials not just Google translate. Proactive advising. Fewer email 
lists. Organize information into weekly newsletters instead of twenty emails a day. 

Faculty 0 - 3 While I think that single accreditation would likely have a positive impact on the student experience, I do really worry about administrative bloat 
and how that will impact faculty and staff. 

Faculty 0 - 3 As part time faculty who teaches online, I do not have eyes on any of the issues being surveyed. 
Faculty 0 - 3 [REDACTED] has a distinctive identity - stronger equity, diversity and inclusion culture - would diminish that. 
 
 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
 
0 - 3 

I do not have any idea about how single accreditation would impact these outcomes. I hope some research will be done about other 
colleges/districts that have gone from separately accredited to singly accredited and how that played a role in outcomes, if it did at all. I also hope 
this research will be done well and shared widely, since we are paying another outside consultant to do it. Are we using single accreditation to 
mean ASI? We already have so many practices and goals (particularly, all the strategic plan metrics listed above) that span all the colleges, so I'm 
not sure single accreditation would make much of a difference. But some of the options in question 6 seem to be getting at centralizing 
administrative (at least) operations. Please address this. 

 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
0 - 3 

The current model is nearly impossible for students and staff to navigate. The amount of time, energy, and resources wasted on creating three of 
everything or trying to align business processes so we can easily and efficiently communicate with students and staff is wasteful. I work with all 
three colleges and instead of moving forward at a steady pace, I spend much of my time having the same meeting with three different teams that 
result in three different plans and triple the work. 

Institutional Support 0 - 3 Separate processes for admissions and financial aid, among others, for each college doesn't make a great deal of sense, especially when an 
increasing number of students take classes at multiple colleges. We'd all benefit from consistency across the district. 

 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
0 - 3 

I don't understand how moving to a single accreditation would help improve student lives at all. This seems like a money saving effort by the 
District and what will likely end up happening is that we will move to "single" accreditation and the folx who have been doing it on the campuses 
will continue to have to do it with the same pay...not very equitable if you ask me. Additionally, when a body doesn't even understand what 
accreditation is but is wanting to change it so drastically that really doesn't inspire confidence among your employees. 

Institutional Support 0 - 3 Single accreditation would limit teaching diversity and student school spirit 
 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
0 - 3 

Moving to single accreditation feels like a way to reduce immediate costs, but doesn't inherently involve critically looking at our structures, 
policies, and systems which disenfranchise and and repulse our students. Very few of these outcomes can be improved only by moving to a single 
accreditation. I want to know how the colleges and district hope to address these, and single accreditation isn't the answer on its own the way this 
survey is presenting it. 

 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
0 - 3 

[REDACTED] it is challenging and confusing to work with three distinct colleges, each of which have their own hierarchy, protocol, standards, 
norms, etc. It is difficult to find people who perform similar tasks, or have similar responsibilities, because they are frequently in different 
departments and hold different titles. If full-time employees can't navigate the intricacies of different structures at all three colleges, how on 
earth can we possible expect students to do so? 

Institutional Support 0 - 3 Single accreditation would improve the efficiency and ongoing maintenance and updates to ctcLink. Currently, we have to update the system 3 
times and it is impossible to ensure that there is consistency between the 3 colleges. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 Maintain uniqueness of individual colleges that serve their local communities. 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
0 - 3 

I deeply feel like the burden of increasing the enrollment, retention, and completion of our students has a lot to do with outside influence 
(state/federal funding, covid-19 emotional/financial traumas, etc.) We can always look to be more efficient and streamlined, however, it seems 
like we often have to figure out how to support students with the cards we're dealt with. Educational outcomes are often tied with a long history 
of socioeconomic circumstances so unless we somehow manage to make school more affordable, I'm not sure students will see their investments 
into higher education worthwhile. I think we need to fight to keep our cost low to stay competitive with universities that charge a premium on 
education. Our professional and technical degrees distinguish us from the University education. We can showcase the various Bachelor degree 
programs that exist within our 3 campuses so that students know they can find a low-cost path toward a Bachelor degree. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 As a fairly new employee at [REDACTED], it does seem that our campus would be strengthened with a stronger cohesiveness with all of the Seattle 
colleges and would be an easier process for students in general. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 - 3 

 
With the pandemic and transition to ctcLink, Seattle Colleges have been negatively impacted by this sudden change. This, in turn, has caused a 
huge turnover (and even forced retirement) issue and administrative decisions with consequences affecting student support staff as well as faculty 
curriculum. The poor management of communicating and validating student data between local colleges, district, and State Board was a disaster. 
Additionally, the State Board's implementation of ctcLink was advertised as a simple transition (which was not), yet it devastated the relationship 
between students and support staff. The ongoing tickets for fixing student accounts and how long it takes them to fix them will have long-term 
repercussions for enrollment and student success. However, the change to ctcLink also exposes how un-tech savvy our support staff are. Either 
Seattle Colleges or the State Board should have evaluated staff tech abilities prior to the change.       To determine separate accreditation to 
Seattle Colleges, it is imperative for our Board of Trustees to reflect their costly decisions that have affected many lives and the quality of 
education. The increase of online learning and dependence on outside funding has revealed how fragile community colleges are but also exposed 
the lack of leadership. These "highly educated" individuals and their corporate decisions still remain in their entitled political positions. It is costly 
to keep them in our educational institute, as 2-3 support staff in servicing our diverse community amount to one "unnecessary-newly-created" 
district position. Not to mention online learning, which is an oxymoron. The learning experience takes place in-person, even proven in many 
psychological studies and education journals. It is convenient for any college to have this available for students in order to support enrollment 
numbers. From a philosophical and sociological point of view, the college experience is to nurture, educate, and empower communities for the 
betterment of society. Yet, the reflection of our tech industrial revolution has deterred our job market and hurt the quality of education. More 
students are more likely to pursue a high paying business/tech job than being a teacher. Even then, acquiring a education job is difficult and most 
require a Master’s Degree, which are unnecessary or expensive to get.  Access to Higher Education is a socio-economical issue. Cost of living in 
King County continues to grow, therefore, Seattle Colleges has no other choice to submit for separate accreditation for its colleges to survive. 
Many of our students in Seattle Colleges continue to struggle to pay for higher education, many of whom work for themselves or even to support 
their own families. It is truly impossible for a college student in Seattle (and mostly everywhere else) to live on their own and pay for college out- 
of-pocket. Seattle College has done an excellent job on providing opportunities for students to enroll for local funding yet this only satisfies the 
optics. No matter how many scholarships there are for students, enrollment continues to decrease, so at this point, college will end up downsizing 
regardless. Corporatocracy has ruined education. The increase on relying on technology for education is a costly expense, even educational. 
Tech companies influence on education is a double-edged sword which brings conflict of interest. It is inevitable to continue to depend on our 
digital resources despite its impact. Will politics make college free? It’s possible. Will it help enrollment numbers? Not sure. At this point, colleges 
will need to change education curriculum to reflect the aging job market and low population. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 I'm not sure I have all the information needed to make a proper decision. 
Student Support Staff 0 - 3 North, Seattle, and South Seattle colleges should each be their own colleges separate from a district 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 A review of the roles and abilities of all staff, especially those who have been here 15+ years might help improve efficiency or move away from 
outdated practices that hinder growth. 
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Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 - 3 

 
Enrollment needs to be simpler. Instructions for enrollment are verbose and overly complicated. Additionally, there is not a portal for students to 
track their process to enrollment and where they are in the process - a student-facing tracker with the steps to enrollment would be valuable. 
Furthermore, the enrollment process relies too heavily on lengthy email communications and should have designated staff to assist all students 
with the enrollment process on a proactive basis. Students should be able to do everything to enroll in one step. The delays in processing 
admission applications, financial aid paperwork, and other documents cause students to not make it through the funnel to enrollment. The 
admissions and financial aid offices need to be staffed as well to permit timely, efficient responsiveness to student needs. I have personally seen 
responses times reach well over a month due to lack of adequate staffing. It is not surprising that the understaffed student services departments 
are not able to deliver the retention and completion rates we hope for. Placement, particularly math placement, needs to be rethought. 
"Success" on placement tests directly correlates with family income. Many colleges have stopped using the assessment model in favor of directed 
self-placement. The math placement test disproportionately leads to large numbers of BIPOC students being placed into remedial math and 
pushing their graduation deadline beyond two years. We as an anti-racist institution should trust our students to place themselves into the 
appropriate math and English courses, rather than act as a gatekeeper to those courses. Lastly, our staffing, including faculty and student 
services, should look like our student body. Attracting and maintaining diverse staff who do the front-end, student-facing work requires that they 
are valued beyond platitudinal thank yous. They need to be provided with room for growth in the institution and the opportunity to advance to 
higher leadership roles. Equity work is hard work that can be exhausting to the mind and should, therefore part of valuing diverse staff on the 
front lines of doing this work means better pay in order to retain them as well. In my time here, I have noticed the very high turnover rate of black 
and Latinx staff. Supporting our students means supporting the staff that work with students both financially and professionally. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 [REDACTED], but the most consistent issue I've been hearing is that student issues, including retention and completion, hinge on challenges in 
dealing with Financial Aid. This appears to be the place that needs the most attention to obtain these goals. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 No comments to share at this time. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 
[REDACTED], I think it is crucial that students across all the campuses are aware of the plans surrounding single accreditation, and understand 
what may happen. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 Continue to communicate with staff and get student opinions about this too. Give concrete examples of what this would look like. 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
0 - 3 

Seattle Colleges need to provide more representation in registration, advising, classrooms, and administration for the African American and BIPOC 
student groups. [REDACTED] has less than 20 African American workers representing the college, none in tutoring at all, and three are custodians. 
That says a lot to that student group. 

 
 

Student Support Staff 

 
 
0 - 3 

This questionnaire seemed to be student service/outcome centered. I know that there are other factors when we look at system integration, but I 
think students would absolutely benefit from this. We may act like a district on the employment side of the house, but to students we are 3 
separate colleges and I don't think students are any better served between South and Central as opposed to South and Highline. I think for the 
student experience, it would be a net benefit for them to be a "Seattle Colleges" student rather than a South or North or Central student. 

Student Support Staff 0 - 3 single accreditation will dismiss the engagement with community, slow down the decision making process, lessen grassroot activities and 
decrease supports for students in marginalized group. 

Executive/Administration 4 - 8 It would be easier for students to enroll and select classes that worked for them, it would end the nonsense of having to have credits evaluated at 
each college and applying for FA at each college. 

 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

It is time to tear down the artificial, restrictive silos. within Seattle Colleges. We owe it to the students and the community to drop our 
"differences" and work as a unified organizations. Too many times, single accreditation is used as the excuse/reason for defending outdated 
practices. Under one accreditation, faculty's academic freedom will not be harmed; faculty's curricular oversight will not be eroded. Just look at 
all those colleges with one accreditation. When faculty from the colleges work together by disciplines, it will build stronger learning community 
among the faculty; help share best practices. We cannot afford to protect the silos and do thing three different ways any longer. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
4 - 8 

Seattle Colleges campuses are too widespread and uneven in terms of quality of education to successfully support the notion of a singular entity. 
It could possibly work if South Seattle (which is remote, perceived region-wide as decidedly inferior in all instructional departments and financially 
in the most dire situation) was discontinued/dismantled and the North and Central were the only campuses that remained, along with a few 
smaller satellite campuses. 

Executive/Administration 4 - 8 Opposition will come from college transfer faculty. That should be filtered and expected, but not be an overriding factor. 

Executive/Administration 4 - 8 I think it makes sense to move to a single accreditation. Preparing for an accreditation visit can be a real ordeal. I think a single accreditation 
would also make things simpler for students. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
4 - 8 

I think that a single accreditation could improve all of these outcomes in the long run, but that we are so understaffed and poorly organized right 
now, that attempting a major change like this could be the end of the Seattle Colleges (unless you are willing to provide the funding and staffing 
necessary to do it well). We have seen the failures of the ctcLink launch and the ASI mergers and I am only apprehensive about our ability to 
implement future large-scale change. 

 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

I believe ultimately that single accreditation would be of value to the colleges, but it's hard to see how we get there given the dynamics of the way 
the district works. The answer to problems currently seems to be hiring more executive level staff when what we really need are people to do the 
work -- such as admins and more students services staff. Right now we have extreme inefficiency and very little accountability despite positions 
being elevated. We have no ability to be responsive to students due to "too many cooks in the kitchen" for almost any decision that needs to get 
made. I don't think single accreditation will help without these inefficiencies first being addressed and also ensuring that there is accountablity. 

 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
4 - 8 

Recruiting and retention can be best improved by having dedicated advisors for individual programs, like [REDACTED], for example. As part of an 
[REDACTED] research grant to prove this, I was hired as [REDACTED] and my sole job was to engage students. The attractiveness of the position 
coupled with the high number of personal touches per quarter and motivated outreach done by me resulted in a 40% boost in enrollment and 92% 
retention year over year. In [REDACTED]. The same can be done with other programs, and this is how you do it. Generic advising is a dinosaur. 

Executive/Administration 4 - 8 I think single accreditation would remove many bureaucratic obstacles for both students and staff. 
 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

If we move to single accreditation then there has to be a emphasis placed on retaining the unique aspects and identity to each campus. 
Additionally, there has to be a focus on reducing the bureaucratic burden of coordinating across 3 campuses and a district for anything that needs 
approval (finances, hiring, etc.). I believe if we move to single accreditation it would be in the best interest of the district to emphasize how this 
may (and support with data via other single accredited districts) reduce administrative cost, streamline student experience, and benefit the 
students. We have yet to see any data (qualitative or quantitative) regarding how other districts changed post-single accreditation changes. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
4 - 8 

Over the last year it has been very difficult for students to get the support they need in a timely manner which has led to some of them leaving 
programs or not doing well in their classes so having a better process and systems in place that actually support underserved students would be 
very beneficial. communication in financial aid, student services departments has been bad and very slow so improving that would help staff do 
their jobs to better support students. 

 
 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

From an intake and onboarding perspective, I really see the value in single accreditation if students are able to more easily able to enroll at any of 
the 3 campuses for multiple reasons. One, students will not be limited to class availability and modality based on one campus, they will be able to 
take classes at various campuses with ease. Two, they will not be bound to financial aid being to one specific school. My assumption is that if 
Seattle Colleges goes to one accreditation that students will apply for aid at the Seattle Colleges and be awarded rather than at a specific 
institution. If this is possible, then students wouldn't face the barrier of only being awarded aid at South for example but not Central or North. Any 
ease in financial aid access at multiple institutions will be EXTREMELY helpful in retaining students especially ones who move across the city for 
jobs or family etc. This is a huge burden to re-apply and go through the awarding process at each individual school for financial aid. 
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Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 - 8 

Questions 4 or 5 are so problematic. For example, the placement option will only impact enrollments, not retention, but you put it as an option on 
the retention question question...showing a poor understanding of how students actually experience our colleges. This whole survey is asking the 
wrong questions and setting up for answers that point to the foregone conclusion to move to single accreditation rather than seeking genuine 
feedback. It's clear these answers to loaded questions will be used to support a predetermined conclusion.  Instead, we should be looking at all 
the data since ASI started. My experience has been that most things have gotten harder for faculty and staff, enrollments have gotten worse, and 
instead of looking to revenue streams to solve budget deficits, we keep cutting and cutting and cutting. How are we supposed to serve more 
students with less? We have so little support and infrastructure to begin with, why would we continue on this downward spiral? This will not end 
well. District is generally ineffective at supporting the colleges (with the glowing exception of Megan Court and her work with Starfish). I do think 
there's value in aligning more aspects of our policies, procedures and technology across the district where it makes sense, but this is not the way 
to do it. We all see through this. For years we were told (lied to) that we weren't considering single accreditation when we all knew that's where 
ASI was headed. Every opportunity to give feedback is performative and so transparently NOT a true effort to understand. Consider my response 
to this survey a VOTE OF NO CONFIDENCE in Chancelor Pan's leadership. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
4 - 8 

[REDACTED]. While sometimes students like to stick to one campus for their entire program, I personally worked with a lot of students who took 
classes at multiple colleges in a given quarter because they needed more options for their schedule, and it wasn't easy for them to jump through 
all the hoops to be able to do that. [REDACTED] across the district, and a single accreditation would improve and simplify my work significantly. 
I'm all for it! 

 
 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
 

4 - 8 

The colleges are already highly underresourced in terms of faculty and ESPECIALLY in terms of administrators and staff. Going to a single 
accreditation will result in massive reorganization and perhaps even consolidation of positions, which will just place further burden on an 
overburdened Also, the majority of faculty are teaching and serving our students well, but there are "kryptonite" faculty that have been harmful 
to students and are harmful to our reputation as a college; there are also faculty who are delivering sub-par instruction; and there are faculty who 
refuse to change and develop methods or pedagogy that are consistent with our Colleges' EDI values. Administrators' hands have mostly been 
tied when trying to ensure quality of instruction, but with this proposal, I fear that instructional oversight will suffer even more. 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
4 - 8 

I know where a single accreditation is supposed to improve areas, but in reality...all of the ASI initiatives thus far have only increased distance 
from what's going on "on the ground" on each campus and instead of breaking down silos, it builds more of them. Services seem removed, 
decisions are made with local campus input, and folks are generally unresponsive to questions/issues at the district. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

 
I think there are definitely places where student enrollment, retention and completion could be improved with single accreditation. Having the 
same admissions application, being able to take online classes at all three campuses easily, having an actual recruitment and outreach team that 
would call, text, and other methods more consistently (instead of only seeing 2 people at [REDACTED] trying to do all of these things). I think 
additional collaboration between the colleges is wonderful and definitely needed. However, a lot would suffer. I'm continuously annoyed by the 
number of high level district positions that are created while on the ground student serving positions are eliminated. [REDACTED] lost something 
like 8 FTEs that work directly with students. We also have a ton of student serving positions that have been waiting to be posted but for whatever 
reason, we can't post them. We keep burning people out and expecting that we never have to refill positions. We have VPs without administrative 
assistants trying to do admin tasks instead of being able to do their jobs. Meanwhile, I have never seen district scrimp and save. Who has ever 
been laid off from the district office? It's flat out ridiculous. The second someone quits, they magically get a new person hired within a couple of 
weeks. On the campus level, we have to wait a minimum of 4 months to fill a position. I definitely do not see this as a cost saving measure. We 
need people on the ground and creating vice chancellor positions is not the way to do that. Furthermore, I trust the people on the campuses to do 
good work. There are some folx like Megan Court and Melody McMillian in the district office that are good at their jobs and make it easier across 
the district. Then, there are other folx that are in higher level district positions who have no idea what they are doing, are completely disconnected 
from the campuses, and cause so much bureaucracy because of lack of understanding and not willing to put in the work. The people in charge at 
the district level are so incompetent that they have been unable to lead even the smallest changes. I think they are not going to be able to lead us 
through something as big as single accreditation. If we do single accreditation, we will lose 40% of our financial aid for students. I doubt even 
higher admin at district knows about this. That, in itself, will mean we are going to lose a significant portion of students in our first couple of years 
being singly accredited. If we truly want a successful single accreditation, we need people in positions that actually know what they're doing. Even 
our chancellor has shown over and over again that he doesn't care about EDI work so how would we even retain black and brown students with 
him at the helm? He and others also think that they're always right and don't listen to those on the ground. I think there needs to be an analysis of 
people in high level positions at the district office and people who aren't pulling their weight need to be let go. That would be a huge cost saving 
matter (wait four months to refill their positions like we have at the campus level, forcing them to learn what it's like to pick up slack when others 
leave) and use their salaries to hire more district navigators to work with students and actually make a difference. 

Executive/Administration 4 - 8 Develop partnerships with area tech industries 
 
 
 
 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
 

4 - 8 

Joint accreditation MIGHT improve the student experience and create efficiencies IF it is done with genuine leadership and input from the ground/ 
campus level. It benefits us all to include student-facing practitioners, students and alumni in organizational change - and not just one or two 
token representatives... we need forums and thought sessions to invite diverse perspectives of the barriers that students face. Top-down, 
hierarchical consolidation/centralization only hurts us in the long run, and will deepen mistrust and churn that harm our students. Campus level 
folks should lead the charge in all areas here, and be incentivized to participate at times that work for them - via stipends, non-instructional days, 
etc.     For example, a centralized financial aid office or coordinated student support services (listed as "community support services" in this 
survey) could be a major detriment if implemented without nuanced institutional knowledge of existing staff in these areas.    Also as an aside, 
this survey seems biased toward inviting responses that paint a rosy picture of joint accreditation in order to justify it. I hope that folks behind this 
effort will be just as focused on the "how" of joint accreditation/ centralizing as they y'all are greenlighting it. 

Executive/Administration 4 - 8 single accreditation will improve staff retention over time, which would favorably impact student success - all around 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
4 - 8 

Single accreditation accrues a lot of benefits in my view, not the least of which is greater simplicity for students seeking the fastest path to 
graduation by being able to take classes offered at the other campuses. And one unitary financial aid program. For administrators and faculty it 
would save a ton of time vs. the current separate accreditation process at each college. 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
4 - 8 

It seems that aligning processes and job duties would benefit the Administrative side of the three colleges, but does not necessarily benefit the 
students. The student population and needs of these students are so different at each of the colleges because of location and access to resources. 
In my opinion, I would like to see the needs of our students put at the forefront of these decisions. 

Executive/Administration 4 - 8 Provide faculty professional development on how to teach/reach students where they are at and more effectively teach underprepared students. 
Provide effective curriculum options and support services for underprepared students. 

 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

I believe students already see the Seattle Colleges as one institution and its confusing to them that we don't function like one unit. Moving toward 
one accreditation would be beneficial and in reality we are already moving that direction. This wavering of maybe we will or maybe we won't 
needs to stop and we need to move forward as we keep trying to live in the past. This slow transition has caused and continues to cause staff 
anxiety, which impacts their ability to do their job or leave. It has also caused us to lose students, contributed to the colleges not keeping up with 
times as higher education becomes more sophisticated, and lose out on opportunities to provide our community the access to education they 
deserve. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

First of all, there is some problematic wording in the survey. "Improve" and "diminish" are not antonyms, so the workload question, for example, 
does not allow for accurate or precise responses. Likewise, for "speed of decision making," an advocate of careful and far-sighted decision making 
might not consider an increase in speed to be an improvement. I hope you will take this imprecise wording into consideration when reviewing the 
survey results. I do not oppose efficiency or cross-district collaboration, but I am skeptical that a move to single accreditation will result in 
improved support of students or faculty; I suspect it will result in an increase in top-down management rather than locally-led initiatives and 
individualized solutions for our student populations. Single accreditation will likely reduce administrative sensitivity or concern for employees, 
faculty, and students at the local campuses as integration has already begun to do. The less comprehensive, culturally literate, and customized the 
support for students is, the lower enrollment, retention, and completion will be. The current trend toward cuts in funding for staff, faculty, 
specialized programs, and student support, stemming from a policy of top-heavy administrative staffing and decision making, is shortsighted and 
has already undercut the district's effectiveness and nationwide standing. 

Faculty 4 - 8 I think that single accreditation will undermine all services at South and therefore services for our most underserved students. I think it will 
increase administrative tape, and faculty at South will lose their jobs. 
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Faculty 

 
 
 

4 - 8 

Our students choose their campus based upon proximity, campus character, and program selection. To consolidate under a single accreditation 
threatens the whole point of having multiple campuses across the metro area. Students will be unwilling to commute across the city because 
their chosen classes are at the campus furthest from them, rather than available at their 'home' campus. Efficiencies can absolutely be made in 
support services, but not in the overall accreditation and program offerings due to the necessity of meeting student needs. Undertaking such a 
massive shift in the aftermath of pandemic, cTcLink, etc. seems problematic timing. There is little faith in District-wide initiatives on the back of 
the cTcLink rollout. The board needs more understanding of how each college serves the unique communities they share space with. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

Each college is unique and serves distinct populations of students. Having a giant, monolithic system will reduce each college's ability to be 
responsive to needs of specific student populations. It is already hard to agree on aspects related to accreditation and other matters at a campus- 
wide level. Trying to work towards consensus in groups spanning the district will be nearly impossible, crippling forward progress on initiatives, 
programs, and assessment, with our students being the ultimate victims. 

Faculty 4 - 8 N/A 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

Moving towards one accreditation is the single biggest fear I have as a faculty member, community member, and district employee. Working as a 
faculty member within the district is very challenging already (due to the significant constraints placed on [REDACTED] as a result of privileging 
initiatives and perspectives from Central). I would strongly consider leaving the district and encouraging others do to the same if the board 
chooses to move towards one Accreditation and limiting the autonomy of each campus for student-facing workers (faculty, student services staff, 
etc.) 

Faculty 4 - 8 Students go where the classes and services they need are. More consistency across campuses would certainly make that easier. The 
administrative framework for that should be invisible to students. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

I think this survey was constructed in a way that is very leading. You asked about the positive impacts single accreditation would have, but not 
what we think the negative impacts would be. In the question 6 we don't have near enough information to give informed opinions as its not just a 
matter of having a single accreditation its about how we get there and how we manage it once its in place. The change management I have seen 
so far for ASI has been negligent at best and actively harmful at worst. If we do this poorly it will have poor outcomes for our community and 
students. 

Faculty 4 - 8 we need more information. we cannot answer the above questions as we know very little about the process. 
 
Faculty 

 
4 - 8 

Without change to the way ASI has been executed the Colleges will continue on a death spiral. Strategy without execution is hallucination. Central 
accreditation makes sense strategically, but the reality on the ground from other ASI has been plagued by a focus on organizational management 
rather than customer satisfaction. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

I honestly am unsure about so much of this. I feel unable to answer because I can only guess what the fallout of single accreditation would be. I 
think there needs to be a lot of conversation (open to all, not webinar style without attendee participation) to discuss what this could mean. There 
should be department/division meetings with the counterparts at all three campuses to discuss impacts. Right now, this survey asks us to project 
our own (often limited) understanding and guess what administrators will do. This is implausible. I could see how single accreditation could be 
overall beneficial, but I can also see how it might be extremely detrimental. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

Single accreditation would make sense if the three campuses were identical but they are not. If you have three kids you do not buy them one pair 
of shoes and the same goes for these colleges. Students do not go to all three colleges - they go to the closest one. This is a push by administration 
to make administration easier. Potentially better for a lean admin core but likely devastating to the uniqueness of these colleges. 

Faculty 4 - 8 Single accreditation would absolutely lead to massive cuts in faculty as program got consolidated, which is exactly what will happen if the 
programs all become cookie-cutter versions. Students will have fewer choices, and won’t have any reason to stay 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

 
The process of pursuing single accreditation is one that I believe needs to better define what the problem is that would be addressed by single 
accreditation. If we look at this question #7, seven different areas are listed. The question presumes that single accreditation will affect all 7 and, 
presumably, provide a magic bullet solution to all of them. Do we really think this is a workable framework from which to begin this discussion? I 
would postulate that each of these seven areas bring with them very different sets of obstacles and peculiarities. For instance, do we really believe 
that a process designed to assess and evaluate the accreditation of a college would affect student enrollment, educational equity, and system 
sustainability in similar ways? Accreditation is a process by which a college assesses and evaluates its outcomes, values, and mission against the 
judgements and expertise of an outside entity. The real difference we are talking about here is whether doing this with one set of outcomes, 
vision, and mission is better than doing this with three sets of outcomes, visions, and missions. With this stated, how does this list of 7 outcomes 
help us determine whether single accreditation would improve, diminish, or have no impact on problems within these outcomes?   From this list 
of outcomes, it appears to me that any outcome that would benefit from having more streamlined messaging and one clear process for our 
students could benefit from moving to single accreditation. Outcomes like retention, completion, educational equity, organizational excellence, 
and system sustainability would only be affected by single accreditation if that accreditation comes with a very different culture of accountability, 
focus on instruction, and student support services that clear the path to support instead of crafting new obstacles to overcome. Single 
accreditation does not change that for a student in any of our campuses, nor for faculty or staff. It may make it easier for the district office to 
ensure what is decided there is pushed directly to the campuses, but after that, what accountability is created? Moreover, who holds the district 
office accountable? None of that changes with single accreditation. I am not sure where that leaves me in this survey, but I am really not sure 
what this question is trying to ascertain about single accreditation, nor how it would affect our students, our staff, or our faculty. 

Faculty 4 - 8 Marketing of programs, the colleges need to contract with a marketing company. 
Faculty 4 - 8 The current structure is not efficient for program delivery. If it were streamlined, the Seattle Colleges would be more viable. 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

This survey was offensive. It was designed to illicit a pro-single-accreditation response. We have seen time and time again how these deceptive 
surveys are used as a cudgel to push through unpopular programs. I can't participate, but want to be clear about my opposition to this type of 
survey. We don't need single accreditation. Each school has a unique place in the community and consolidating power in the hands of the district 
is the opposite of what we need. The amount of money spent on this could have gone to the real things that make our schools function. The 
basics. Grounds and physical plant, faculty, and direct student services. The fact that these functions have not been fully staffed and funded during 
this pandemic has led to a massive loss of jobs and and lowered enrollment. Please stick to the fundamentals. Pay your workers a living wage. 
Don't consolidate power. This survey looks to me like it was the product of a paid consultant. A paid consultant who was told to design a survey 
to yield a specific result. I could not even fill out the vast majority of this survey because it did not represent my views. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

The ctc Link has negatively affected student enrollment. I base this on data and facts, gathered from six years of student enrollment in my courses. 
I'd also like to point to the global pandemic as a reason for low enrollment. Making a significant/fundamental change to the way our college is run, 
during a tumultuous time, is an unwise decision that will likely negatively impact the faculty, students, and staff in enormous ways. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

Students find home on their campus, join clubs, have friends, find mentors, which would be disrupted by single accreditation. Many work full time 
and need one campus to work well for them. Research on under-represented students retention shows that relationships is what helps student 
complete their education. Campus culture and finding what they need on one campus is what retains them and help move them forward. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

As someone who teaches [REDACTED] at one of our colleges, the composition of these questions is truly shocking! It seems like the Board of 
Trustees and higher administration already has an outcome in mind, and has written these survey questions in a way most designed to elicit 
responses to guarantee the outcome they have clearly already decided upon. As my[REDACTED] students know, any data you gain from clearly 
biased survey questions will be biased and unrepresentative of the feelings of our community about this big decision. Moving towards a single 
accreditation seems to me to be the epitome of "top-down" vs an organic "bottoms-up" decision. 
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Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

The cost of moving to one accreditation boggles my mind. I am eager to see alignment in areas of our district, but that takes work, work that must 
be completed by an overstretched faculty. Our attempts to consolidate programs to the district level have had mixed results at best, and terrible 
results on average. Being "ASI'ed" is a deeply feared concept at all three colleges. Programs that are ASI'ed are crippled, we have not seen a 
successful example of an academic program going through a consolidation process. Our [REDACTED] is a disaster from the student and my 
perspective. When my students have to take classes at a different campus it is out of desperation. They are miserable in these circumstances, they 
cannot afford the time and money the commute demands of them. We lose many of these students to Highline. While I'm all for bold decisions 
that look at the big picture, we need to inform those decisions with the cost in the classroom. Moving to 1 accreditation is a huge amount of work, 
that will need to be compensated, and it might not work. We aren't even on the same accreditation cycles! Do we lapse? Do we go early? Where 
will we get the money to pay for this?? ... Here is an alternative I recommend bringing to the board: Our administrative bloat is at the district level. 
Why not cut the district level positions, and have 3 affiliated colleges? That saves us the work (and cost) of alignment and getting the 3 colleges on 
the same accreditation process AND it will save us a ton of money in salaries. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

How to improve outcomes? Better job security for faculty, more full time faculty positions, and improved funding for instruction. The only solution 
is the FIGHT for more state funding of higher education. There are no shortcuts. I would like to state as clearly as I possibly can that I OPPOSE 
single accreditation for the Seattle Colleges. [REDACTED] know what is best for our students. And our particular campus knows its community 
best. To keep our colleges accountable, we have to remain independent and responsive to our community. 

Faculty 4 - 8 Each college serves such a different purpose and has its own distinct identity. I do not see a need to move to a single accreditation. 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

Each college serves a unique student population, and the faculty and staff work tirelessly to address the specific needs of their students. A single 
accreditation model would create uniformity across the district that would restrict the nimbleness and flexibility of each college to implement 
initiatives and programs that serve the needs of their specific student populations. The students, in the end, will suffer tremendously from the loss 
of programs and institutions that can quickly adapt to their changing needs. 

Faculty 4 - 8 The phrasing of these questions and options are clearly biased toward a 1-campus option. 

Faculty 4 - 8 Campuses have very different student populations - this move would make it difficult to serve the needs of our students - to be flexible and 
adaptable to OUR students. It would make us weaker, less supportive, and more distant from the needs of our students. 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

Tuition is incredibly high and we've slashed teachers and student support. Furthermore, we are slashing many programs that lead directly to 
lucrative jobs while instead trying to become "UW Lite". Consolidating programs at particular institutions makes it geographically unfeasible for a 
number of students to attend. The idea of most of our students being able to afford a place close to any of them is a joke. If you want student 
retention bring back the trade programs, support the students who are enrolled, break down the transportation barriers, and support their faculty. 
Honestly, I'll be shocked if Seattle Colleges is even around in 10 years at this rate. I have never seen students and teachers so disappointed in their 
administration. 

Faculty 4 - 8 the answers of this survey are skewed in favor of single accreditation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 - 8 

I do not believe that single accreditation would have a positive impact on student enrollment, retention, and completion. It will actually make it 
more difficult for students to complete their degrees if they have to move between campuses to access all the courses they need. Our student 
population does not have the time or luxury to move between campuses to complete all the needed coursework due to work schedules, child 
care, and other needs. Students will also not have as many allies, networks, or support systems to work with. They will loose a sense of 
community. Right now students in our department really get to know all the faculty in the department and we are able to mentor them and 
provide more direct support. If that same student were now taking classes between 2 or 3 of the campus we would not have as much contact with 
them and they'd loose that one on one connection with faculty at a particular campus. It will make my work as an instructor more difficult if I 
have to coordinate with faculty at other campuses to align our coursework. It would make the job of the department or program coordinator 
more difficult and demanding. It would make campus, faculty, and staff compete with one another for resources instead of supporting one 
another. [REDACTED]. This is not the type of work environment I wish to participate in and more harm than good will come of it in terms of 
enrollment and retention of students, but also with faculty and staff moral and retention. We do not need this now (or ever), but the timing of it 
could not be worse as we are all overwhelmed and exhaused from 2 years of working under extremely challenging conditions. Please do not 
approve single accreditation. 

 
 
 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 

4 - 8 

I did not respond to the survey questions above because they are very skewed to gather desired results - this feels like an attempt to gather data 
to support moving to one accreditation instead of a real desire to hear faculty and staff thoughts. This is just another example of the Chancellor 
already making a decision and convening advisory boards or soliciting feedback after the fact to seem "transparent". I do not support the move to 
one-accreditation because I do not believe it will make a positive impact. We have yet to see how ASI efforts have benefited students and how it 
has benefited the colleges/district financially - even though faculty have repeatedly asked for this information. It also does not appear that those 
making the decision understand that the heavy lift of the work to move to one-accreditation would fall on faculty shoulders. For example, 
assessment alignment across the three colleges would be a massive undertaking that faculty would be responsible fo. The timing of being asked to 
do more, without appropriate compensation, after all that faculty and staff had worked to support our students this past year and a half shows 
how unaware administrators are of how overworked we are and how undervalued we feel. 

Faculty 4 - 8 More faculty positions and less high-paid administrative positions 
Faculty 4 - 8 Thank you! 

Faculty 4 - 8 Students need Advisors, counseling and free tuition. Anything short of this is a band-aid. Historically underserved students are served with free 
tuition. Faculty members are served when we make a living wage that matches that of comparable community colleges. 

Faculty 4 - 8 Chancellor Pan, please focus your time and energy on making decisions that actually impact students and not on these needless projects. 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

Right now the danger is administrate bloat at the executive level, which decreases available funds to instruction. Three presidents? Positions at 
district that are merely duplicates of what we have at each campus? This survey is the first time I have heard anything resembling concern for 
students from district. And the questions are skewed towards unifying the three colleges. I am not necessary opposed to unifying them, but I 
don't see changes at the executive level having any impact on students...only faculty and staff, some of whom will be eliminated, some of whom 
will receive greater workloads. You are asking all the wrong questions. 

 
Faculty 

 
4 - 8 

The enrollment process has been seriously flawed recently and that has impacted retention and completion. I have had students, faculty and 
friends share their frustrations with enrolling in classes. It's too clumsy, faulty and there has been poor support all around. It seems like our 
enrollment here at south is the worst and I've heard tell the staffing is just plain bad. 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

Seattle Colleges made a mistake with moving to CTC link. It is a nightmare for new students or students who are unsure of how to use it correctly. 
Combined with a lack of staffing at the college to answer questions or support those students, it is no surprise to those of us teaching that 
enrollment is down. It is no surprise to administration either, I believe that those making this decision has already made the decision and the 
pretense of including staff and faculty is embarrassing and completely transparent. If anyone from administration would ever spend anytime at all 
on campus instead of hiding behind zoom doors and meetings, they might see what all staff and faculty are concerned with. But since you do not, 
you choose to not know. You have already made the choice, why not just say it? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

Firstly, this survey is very poorly designed and doesn't collect the thoughts of the folks invested in this decision. The faculty have made it clear 
that one accreditation would be problematic. Administrators we have relationships with, and have an understanding of our work 
places/students/work responsibilities /challenges/successes and obstacles are what we want-NOT consolidation. NOT to be supervised by deans 
that don't work in the same place with us or have any idea what our campuses and students are like. Financial aid and enrollment would benefit 
from being clear cut and the same across the campuses. But one accreditation will force students and faculty run all over the city to teach and take 
classes and this will NOT support retention or enrollment of students. It will cause people to go elsewhere, faculty and students alike. The student 
facing workers are what net retention, not streamlined websites. We don't need less employees, we need more. We don't need sameness, we 
need to embrace each campus and it's offering and community. PLUS so much of this work will fall on faculty if one accreditation does get pushed 
through. Who will write the standards? Who will collaborate to communicate those standards? Who will include those standards into the master 
course outlines and thus ALL aspects of both accreditation and grading? It will be the faculty. District administration does not do any of this work, 
nor do they have a relationship with the students. I've been at the BOT meetings, and I KNOW that the message is clear we don't want this. Hear 
that message. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
4 - 8 

This survey seems created based on the assumption that single accreditation is both the best choice and a foregone conclusion. I vehemently 
disagree. We have already seen what has happened to IEP as a result of this kind of consolidation. It would be a disaster for faculty in all other 
programs, too. I reject the premise of this survey, though I have little hope that any outcry from faculty will actually be respected when the district 
makes its decision. 

Faculty 4 - 8 I don't think this is being done for the good of the students, the staff or the faculty. 
Faculty 4 - 8 We need to keep the colleges as separate colleges in their respective communities! 
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Institutional Support 

 
 
4 - 8 

Administrative Services, in particular facilities and maintenance, face similar challenges now and into the foreseeable future. A more coordinated 
effort in this area will reduce risks, reduce costs, encourage consistency, improve quality, and offer more stability in this area at each campus. The 
turnover at the VP of Admin. and Facility Director level over the past 5-7 years has been detrimental to organizational effectiveness in this area, 
bordering on inadequate teams, processes, and results at certain campuses. 

 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
4 - 8 

None of my friends and acquaintances outside the Seattle Colleges system have any knowledge or awareness that there are 3 community colleges 
in Seattle. Until the point when they try to register for programs or classes, they think that there's 1 community college with multiple sites. I've 
known people who dropped plans to take classes at Seattle Colleges because it was easier to enroll for the classes they needed at a single-college 
institution in the region. 

 
 
 

Institutional Support 

 
 
 

4 - 8 

This is yet another district survey in search of cover for a predetermined direction. Making it sound like things that are already underway could 
only be accomplished through single accreditation is sneaky. Please consider providing your employees with a lot more detail on what your 
intentions are with single accreditation so we can answer these questions accurately. While there is logic to doing things the same way across the 
district for the sake of student experience, that work is already happening today in many areas, and it really depends on how well those functions 
are staffed. At this point most employees see this as a way to cut jobs at the colleges and bolster the distict office pay and power. Explaining how 
its more than that before asking for feedback like this would be the right way to go. Also, I hope the board of trustees actually see these responses 
unfiltered. 

Institutional Support 4 - 8 Administration has to be consolidated first. Too much bloat to be successful. Strong outside recruitment is required to avoid the same pitfalls of 
the last Presidents. 

 
Institutional Support 

 
4 - 8 

Trim the ludicrously bloated administration across the colleges. A chancellor, vice chancellors, associate vice chancellors, three presidents, nine 
vice presidents, a slew of mid-level directors...these roles have no direct interaction with students, yet sustaining these positions costs the district 
millions of dollars per year. 

 
 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

I doubt that moving to single accreditation will have much impact on retention, enrollment or completion because there are factors in the world, 
like the ongoing pandemic, that the college has no control over. Probably, the best thing is to focus on responding to these new challenges for the 
benefit of students. As far as organization excellence and system sustainability, while it could make good financial sense, it seems like whenever a 
campus department is moved under the District, we lose staff and morale, turnover increases, we lose services for students, and the workload 
continues to increase for those at the "bottom." There is a "divide and conquer" theme that leaves staff fighting over crumbs. 

Institutional Support 4 - 8 I'm not sure how questions 4 and 5 relate to accreditation, so I did not answer them. I would have needed prior information / education (a 
seminar or class provided virtually) about accreditation to thoughtfully answer question 6, so I did not answer it. 

Institutional Support 4 - 8 local students been placed as 3rd priority . and yet district still have as a 1sr and 2nd priority international students while we still dealing with 
COVID-19 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

Moving to single accreditation is essential for the health of Seattle Colleges. We lose a significant percentage of students who want to attend our 
institutions to inefficiencies and ineffectiveness related to siloes. Staff need more cross-training and shared responsibilities to reduce the pressure 
points in our pipeline for enrollment. We present ourselves as a district in the community with very little unity of purpose, vision and mission. 
Campuses jokingly refer to 'coopertition', which ultimately detracts focus from areas of improvement and invests it instead in arbitrary jockying 
for position. Efforts to become more 'student-centered' rarely, if ever, involve direct voice from students. Staff and faculty are resistant to equity 
initiatives and frame certain students as 'special populations', which increases their sense of feeling unwelcome. Our colleges still feel very 
tailored to older adult learners who know exactly what program they need, rather than folks who are seeking to experience college and develop 
career interests. We rarely reach out to the community where it is, instead offering mostly on campus or our own Zooms. There is no coordinated 
entry point into our college system with separate accreditation and such a wide variety of programs; when individual programs set requirements 
and timelines with no over-arching 'priority' timeline for the institution it becomes impossible to perform effective outreach about those 
programs. Financial aid policies and SAP are where we likely lose the most students and where students lost are likeliest to be already 
marginalized by the education system. Reviewing, revisiting and restructuring to be consistent in our cross-campus financial aid policy is a must, 
particularly with a trauma-informed lens. Unity and clarity in placement, enrollment, records, and registration is necessary for students to have a 
positive experience at the colleges. 

 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
4 - 8 

Students don't take accreditation into account when selecting a college; many I work with already assume the Seattle Colleges are all under one 
accreditation. The biggest impact would be to business processes and policies, and those changes can impact students. If we move to single 
accreditation, we need to decide on what's changing/aligning and prepare for it well in advance to avoid a drop in retention and enrollment. 

Student Support Staff 4 - 8 We need to keep people way from Capitol Hill. That place is nuts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

Far more navigation support is needed. ctcLink does not replace the massive need for more guidance into Seattle Colleges pathways as there is 
much that is not transparent for student (or staff) and the default continues to be to encourage students (those in their early 20's and younger) to 
"just get a transfer degree" as that is the best way to set themselves up for options because a bachelor's tends to be viewed at the gold standard. I 
see many students not persist in programs because that they received that messaging loud and clear but it is simply not their best fit. They don't 
persist when enrolling in an ill-fitting program that does not align with their interests. Prof-tech programs continue to be viewed as "less than" 
and only for those who are viewed as less likely to persist on a 4-year path. There is a stigma perpetuated within our own district by Seattle 
Colleges employees. Equally important - Seattle Public Schools need to quit perpetuating this stigma and disservice and listen to students, rather 
then such a focus on the most affluent parent group. Whether a student pursues a transfer degree with a bachelor's in mind or a prof tech 
certificate or degree has nothing to do with a student's inherent value or ability yet that continues to be the messaging. Finding the right fit is 
vastly undervalued. Taking classes that are not recognized as relevant leads to attrition. Lastly, but oh so critical: Instructional methods matter. I 
came from teaching in the K12 system where sound pedagogy was critical. It was incredibly jarring and mind-boggling to move into the Seattle 
Colleges District to work with so many subject matter experts who don't place high value on "how" to effectively teach and learn. It's evident that 
some faculty hold a view that they are the experts with the knowledge but they put the onus on the student to figure out "how to learn" from the 
instructor. I view this a problematic is higher ed in general, not only in our district. 

Student Support Staff 4 - 8 Continue emphasis on Seattle Promise, trade certifications, ESL pathways, prerequisite completion for college bound students and continuing 
education. Improve recruitment of international students. 

Student Support Staff 4 - 8 I think there are some things that would improve, but I think students are focused on their campus and a broader approach would be confusing 
and potentially overwhelming to students unfamiliar with our system or the college world in general. 

 
Student Support Staff 

 
4 - 8 

Students face many logistical barriers when attempting to take classes at multiple of the Seattle Colleges. Removing the logistical barriers would 
increase access, opportunity, and classes for students. In addition, they would less likely to face negative transfer effects based on series of 
classes being taken at "different colleges". 

Student Support Staff 4 - 8 I think the identity of individual college campuses is important; I also think the smaller size of individual college campuses decreases bureaucracy 
and increases connection between students and administration 

Student Support Staff 4 - 8 If single accreditation makes the student experience with registration, advising/programmatic changes and meeting graduation requirements, 
then maybe its a good thing. If it does not do these things, then why would we do this? What are the benefits? 

 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
4 - 8 

Most people do not understand how to make it through the F.A. process. [REDACTED] letter written by [REDACTED] says students have 3 days to 
complete their file or they can't be students. I have seen her laugh in students faces and not grant approval for file completion of homeless 
students who cannot get their parents info. Potential students who ask to meet with advisors are turned away at the front desk of south and 
central. Would you want to go to a school where you cannot ask questions of advisors prior to enrolling? 

Student Support Staff 4 - 8 Invest in your staff, most especially your staff of color that supports and reflects the student body population we serve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

Enrollment- I think aligning/having one enrollment system will improve enrollment/retention/completion. Retention- I think we need to think 
broader about retention (i.e. include student life and Faculty and EDI - Social connectedness, Faculty and Staff approachability and student 
involvement are also important elements influencing student retention) Completion - We need to align on this - and we need one district grad 
app/grad processer Ed Equity - closing the gap is so important but if we aren't addressing issues around retention (student life, mentoring, edi, 
connecting with faculty) then we won't succeed greatly in this area Organizational excellence - I would love an assessment of how the 
departments that have been ASI'd are doing (HR, IT, IP, CTC link/E-learning) - it seems like processing times in all those areas has increased and 
workload for those departments has increased while staff has decreased (IT for example) System sustainability - I think ASI can be sustainable but 
I think we need to revamp and change our initial strategy.  Partnerships - We are in a budget crisis - we should be putting more resources and 
time into our foundation and grants to pull in more money for the college and focusing on marketing to try and get more students in the door. 
There should be seattle colleges ads in the light rail now that our schools are connected. 
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Student Support Staff 

 
4 - 8 

You need to have some quality control folks test the new systems before rolling them out. A lot of ctclink sections are confusing or inaccurate for 
both students and staff, which could have been remedied before rollout by just having some people test it beforehand. Ease of use for the end 
user should be a priority along with having the system function. 

 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
4 - 8 

Whether we move to single accreditation or not, we MUST make it easier for students to take classes across the district. I find it ridiculous and 
unacceptable that the three campuses have different placement testing and cut-off scores, different class pre-requisites, and that students have to 
apply to one of the other campuses to take classes across the district. These are all things that should be aligned and changed that do not depend 
on accreditation. 

 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
4 - 8 

I think that faculty/staff retention might become a challenge since past events involving other departments integrating resulted in negative 
experiences for staff. Folks were laid off or quit due to the uncertainty integrating brought to their departments. Location is also a huge part of 
this, if we centralize departments, where's the department located? People also work at particular campuses because of the relationships they've 
built and perhaps the location. However, for students, integrating financial aid, registration, etc. would be a positive impact because it will allow 
students to take any course at any of the campuses. Certain campuses have classes that the others don't and allowing inter-campus registration 
would be great to see. No longer would students need to register at the particular college and have go through the hoops of financial aid.  In 
terms of transfer, having one transcript would diminish the cost for students because they can just have one transcript for all campuses. 
Additionally, having courses be similar across all campuses would beneficial because when students apply to colleges, the class they've taken at a 
particular campus will count, regardless of their "home" campus. 

 
 
 
 
 

Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 

4 - 8 

No offense meant by this, but this survey does not seem to capture good feedback without an option to comment on each question. I don't have 
enough information about a most of these topics and answers to assess, and it feels a bit too leading and overly narrow to get useful feedback the 
way it's set up.  Retention - it's a big and complex issue. However, it seems that financial disinvestment in the facilities and in front line staffing is 
a big factor. I've heard from multiple community members, parents of students, who complained they were frustrated by the poor administrative 
support such as taking a month to get transcripts, or financial aid or admissions being very slow in response, etc. I assume those departments 
need additional support. In terms of increasing enrollment, that's also so complex and I don't have tons of info. However, I am concerned our 
reputation in the community is poor from issues stated above, and that does not help. I think a lot of people who work at Seattle Colleges care 
and want to create an excellent experience for students and other staff/faculty. The finances are not easy to make work. Are the right people at 
the table? Thank you for your work on this! Thanks also for reading my thoughts and for asking. :) 

 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
4 - 8 

While moving to a single accreditation feels like a positive way to unify our education system and potentially meet financial goals, I also have a lot 
of concerns. I worry about students losing their options and choices. The colleges often have different program offerings with overlapping 
courses of study. Would these programs become washed out, cookie-cutter versions of the vibrant and unique offerings [REDACTED] offers? I 
also worry about the careers of my fellow colleagues and myself. Some may lose their jobs in becoming more streamlined, while those who stay 
will carry a heavier load of work and responsibility. I do feel hopeful for the Seattle Colleges to thrive and survive as demand changes, and will 
support whatever is needed to make that happen. 

Student Support Staff 4 - 8 Unfortunately, Seattle [REDACTED] enrollment and retention need a lot of improvement. Students constantly complain about Financial Aid and 
Advising. More well trained staff are desperately needed! 

 
 
 

Student Support Staff 

 
 
 

4 - 8 

The options given for how to improve enrollment and retention seem biased toward single accreditation. Making the 3 campuses one accredited 
body would remove financial aid and admission barriers for students to enroll at other campuses, but would not necessarily make it easier for 
students to access services or funding for basic needs. If information for students such as admission, placement and resources is a challenge with 
small campuses, I feel it will become a greater challenge in a larger organization as more layers of decision makers will need to be involved. 
Making the three campuses one college for accreditation purposes may centralize some efforts, but unless two campuses are physically closed, it 
will not likely improve processes, but instead alienate staff who are not at the main campus. It may instead open the door to closing services at 
the now satellite campuses and decreasing opportunities for students located there. 

 
 
 
 
 

Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 

4 - 8 

Consolidating under a single accreditation is one of the most useful and needed steps in being able to serve Seattle Colleges students. A single 
accreditation structure would allow students a full understanding of the admissions process, financial aid process, and placement structure. As it 
stands the variations in all of these practices have led to exponential work-arounds at each college. The district aims to provide open access 
education, but these countless exceptions to processes and procedures have left us doing more work to understand why a student is not able to 
enroll then actually supporting them through their education. For a prospective student, the experience is laborious, nonsensical, and 
disheartening. It would not be surprising to me if we lost more students trying to get them through admissions and registration, than we did after 
they were enrolled. Students deserve transparency and clarity on whatever stands between them and their ability to take classes. When they get 
to the campus they deserve to understand how to clearly move through their programs of study and be able to easily register within the district if 
they have a needed class. The process as it stands is so unclear there’s practically no benefit in attempting it. 

 
Student Support Staff 

 
4 - 8 

This survey is completely biased to deriving answers and data that support an agenda already "decided on." Staff and faculty do not feel like true 
stakeholders in district decisions when data collection methods have this level of bias and, therefore, limitation. Surveys like this feel like optics, at 
best. 

 
 
No Response 

 
 
4 - 8 

Moving to single accreditation would strip the colleges of their individual identities. It would negatively impact academic freedom and make the 
glaring inefficiencies in our systems even worse. I don't think that concentrating all of the accreditation power to a single group or standard is ever 
a good idea, in particular, when seeking accreditation of very different institutions, even if those institutions are constituents of the same entity. 

Executive/Administration 9 - 14 There are some things that would be helped by integrating, particularly Financial Aid, Recruitment, Registration and Records. One additional 
recommendation is to go into a short semester system/calendar. This would also reduce the cost to our colleges/district. 

 
 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
 

9 - 14 

If Seattle Colleges becomes a single accredited institution, we would rank higher in enrollment in state and national lists as our figure would be for 
all three main campuses. In addition, if we do get a single accreditation, we also need to focus on improving many issues we currently face as 
three separate institutions. The biggest one I encounter is concurrent enrollment and being overcharged for tuition. If a student does not 
proactively seek assistance from a Cashiering Office, they could easily overpay their tuition by $1k a quarter. This is not an exaggeration. With an 
international student enrolled at one campus for 10 credits and another campus for 5 credits, they will overpay tuition in excess of $1k. So before 
we get a single accreditation, we need to focus and FIX our current flaws to help with retention and administrative efficiency. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
9 - 14 

There are many things we could better align for a smoother student experience, such as admissions, financial aid, and schedule. I'm not sure single 
accreditation is the best way to get to that point and would need more information. I worry that with one recruiting office, that Central will be 
favored over North and South. There is already a perception that this has happened with health care and international programs. Whether this is 
true or not, it will be a tough perception to change. 

Executive/Administration 9 - 14 We are under resourced to begin with. Continued budget cuts will only hurt these priorities above. We can't keep cutting positions and expect 
enrollment, retention, and completion to increase when there are fewer people to do the work. 

Executive/Administration 9 - 14 The things that will have the greatest impact-single financial aid and enrollment and shared calendars-do not require single accreditation. We 
should do those things FIRST and THEN do single accreditation. 

Executive/Administration 9 - 14 We are vastly under-resourced for our mission, and I anticipate that single accreditation will institutionalize this state by seeking efficiencies that 
are actually reductions in service. It's already happening. 

 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
9 - 14 

My concern is the District and campuses don't have the capacity, talent, or resources to align our functions, communication and student services. 
For example, when we talk about a single enrollment process, we're talking about everything from CRM communications to admittance letters to 
financial aid to placement to navigators/advisors who help students through the enrollment process. We can't do single accreditation and then 
piece-meal together the processes or that will be a real mess. What is the Chancellor's vision to plan, carry out, and implement a whole-scale 
alignment? Where will the talent, capacity, and resources come from? 
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Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

Single accreditation makes sense for student success. For entirely too long students have struggled to enroll and be successful at one or more 
campuses and it does a disservice to students to continue operating differently at each campus. Currently, there are entrenched ways of 
enrollment on each campus that just don't make sense (in fact they actively discourage students from attending and push students away. We 
know our enrollment has suffered for the last 6+ years and yet we still don't have the administrative will to change things that just don't work for 
students) - no matter how many committees, working groups, grant funded projects and focus groups, etc, that have been held during my decade 
+ years at one of the campuses. The admissions and enrollment process is confusing and challenging enough at one campus and does not make 
any sense to have 3 separate processes that students are required to go through, just to take classes at our sister institutions. We also standardize 
and operate more effectively when we partner together across the district - I have also seen this through my decade + years at one of the 
campuses. It forces us to operate in the students' best interest - to ask ourselves why we are doing our processes and procedures, to question how 
we can do things better and more effectively. If there's something that Central is doing that works for students, why not have it adopted/tested at 
North? If there's something that works for students at South, why not have it adopted/tested at Central? This is true not just for the enrollment 
process, but for student services and retention efforts during the course of a student's academic journey with us. Single accreditation would also 
force us to focus on what academic programs the three campuses are offering, and avoid duplication and competition among the three schools. 

 
 

Executive/Administration 

 
 
9 - 14 

The Seattle Colleges are in critical need of a decision maker at this point---this decision whether to go forward with system wide accreditation or 
not has been on hold for much too long. There are currently critical open positions in facilities and upper admin, for instance, that need to be 
filled ASAP in order for the facilities to operate well in the post-pandemic world. In fact, I would say a decision needs to be made today about 
getting those open positions filled---failing facilities will certainly not help enrollment, persistence or completion rates! This is basically an SOS to 
the Board to do something about this! 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
9 - 14 

I have yet to see any strong arguments or evidence that single accreditation will have on enrollment, retention, completion or equity. All I hear is 
that the Board of Trustees wants it because they think/expect it to save money and improve "efficiency". Where is the strong case statement for 
sustainability and efficiency? Why are those most important and how do they directly relate to enrollement, retention, completion and equity? 

Executive/Administration 9 - 14 I think it is important to assess what has been successful and what has been problematic and/or not achieved the desired outcomes of the areas of 
service that have already been ASI'd, as part of the decision around single accreditation. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
9 - 14 

Student Services departments are severely lacking staff, this applies to all of the colleges. Students reach out to other departments frequently 
because they cannot reach a live person to assist. I have had students tell me over the phone that the lack of help, along with the convoluted 
process of applying to the colleges, will make them apply to other colleges instead. We cannot afford this trend in the long term. 

Executive/Administration 9 - 14 College culture could be impacted but ease of access for students would greatly improve if there was one enrollment process for all the colleges. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
9 - 14 

District has proven to manage responsibilities poorly and are far removed from student success mindset. There is diminished trust that the 
management will operate in the best interest of students and staff retention. Large concerns about lack of concern for very low staff retention 
rates. District leadership is concerned about District perceptions and convenience rather than efficiency, and success/retention of staff and 
students. 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
9 - 14 

the biggest impact could be on the instruction side (better coordinated class offered, modalities, aligned degrees and certificates, aligned 
placement, increased ability to strategize on program mix) which will ultimately improve enrollment, retention and completion. Focus on 
instruction. 

 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

These are three very different colleges in different neighborhoods, with different collegiate feel, different programs, and different communities of 
students/teachers/staff. You will do a huge disservice to each college if you try to smash them together. Centralization is not always efficiency. 
Please put the students' needs first. They need to see a friendly face at the registrar, dean's office, and classroom. They do NOT need to be told to 
travel all the way across town to accomplish something at a different college location. They work, they have kids, they have homework to do. 
Teachers and staff also benefit from a community feeling of seeing each other at the "water cooler" or "copy machine." You will lose community, 
friendship, teachers, staff, and students if you attempt to mold us into one cookie cutter shape. Above all, let faculty and students decide. Do not 
take the advice of folks who are working in business without experience in the classroom. Education is not a business. Education is not for profit or 
efficiency. Education is for the common good and for our democracy. This is your family. Don't smash your family. 

 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

Each college (North, Central, and South) are their own entities. This one-accreditation model would only work if that reality--each college's 
autonomy--was honored and protected. Years ago, I worked at a large community college in another state that had various campuses in an urban 
center (and one accreditation). It mostly worked well but only when the colleges (each campus) worked in their own self-interest as related to 
student enrollment, retention, and completion. There was a ton of competition. I truly think this will only work if it's done slowly and with loads 
of staff and faculty input. Not top-down. There's already mistrust with leadership. This would only amplify those feelings if this decision is made 
without faculty/staff input and engagement. A survey is definitely not enough, so I hope there are plans to do more in gathering feedback. Keep in 
mind that staff and faculty at North, Central, and South have worked for many colleges and have experienced life inside a one-accredited large 
community-college system. Ask us about it. 

Faculty 9 - 14 The students always struggle when dealing with enrolling / doing paperwork to get into the college and financial aid. Those are two big hurdles I 
hear about every quarter. 

 
Faculty 

 
9 - 14 

This survey is bullshit. You're trying to game the system. Why don't you ask about negative impacts? Why don't you give real data on how many of 
our students actually want to attend classes at all three colleges? Why don't you ask any questions about impact to staff, faculty, and workers? 
Whoever designed this survey is either really good at manipulation or really bad at writing surveys. Or both. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

Accreditation takes faculty work, and coordination also takes a lot of work. Adding the task of coordinating across campuses sounds like it will 1. 
increase costs due to district-wide positions replacing or adding to employees with institutional knowledge 2. Increase faculty need to coordinate 
among more people to do the same work, probably with no decrease in other work areas. 3. Make it easy for students to fall through the cracks as 
they get handed off to someone who is out of touch with the student's local campus. Nothing about existing ASI efforts has gone well for students. 
It's the wrong direction to go. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

Student interest in our college will always come down to local and effective communication on each individual campus. ASI has only diminished 
morale, outlook and campus culture. A streamlined admission process can and should be done. Same with a streamlined financial aid process. 
Neither of these things needs single accreditation to happen. If those improvements can be made, all campuses will benefit while still retaining 
their ability to serve their students as programs, staff and faculty will have maximum access to their local administrators and decision making 
abilities. Programs will be able to support their specific students, therefore increasing retention. Students don't want to be marketed for a college 
conglomerate on campuses that take 1 1/2 hours to travel between. They want to know what their day to day will be like, where they will go, what 
the campus will offer, what faculty they will take classes from and how they will study what will improve their lives. This is what it comes down to. 
Everything else should be made easier for them. 100% percent of the Board and the Chancellor's efforts should be toward the repair and 
strengthening of the colleges through building trust, finding and allocating resources, and allowing people to do their jobs with excellence. 
Everything else is a distraction and is causing harm. You are in an amazing place of power and decision making as the BoT. Please use it. You can 
bring a passion for teaching and improving lives and an unfailing belief in the power of education back to the Chancellor's radar.   Systems can 
and should be improved without the disruptive, harmful and ultimately unproductive tasks of forcing single accreditation at this time. Start with 
streamlining financial aid and admissions. We do not need to reinvent, we need only to be given more support. 

Faculty 9 - 14 For retention: Better advising, more full time faculty, less administration. 

Faculty 9 - 14 Are we trying to compete with Bellevue College for the highest enrollment of a Washington State Community College? Why all this effort? 
Students attend all three now. 

Faculty 9 - 14 We currently waste so many resources with the 3 college structure - all of those duplicative resources (and lost time negotiating with ourselves) 
could be put to better use servicing our students and retaining competent staff! Thank you 

Faculty 9 - 14 If one accreditation means only one president and one VPI, I think we will have some problems. And one accreditation cannot mean that all 
programs are offered at all 3 campuses. 
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Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

I like that you are asking people for their opinions about this important matter, although I am not confident about the relationship between 
opinion and truth in this matter. My understanding is that there is more unknown about the consequences of moving to single accreditation for 
the Seattle Colleges. If there is more that we know, will you please disseminate in a way that is accessible for all members of our District? For 
example, do we know what proportion of students take classes at more than one campus or desire the ability to do so? What other factors 
besides accreditation format are being included in the analysis of enrollment patterns? If I recall correctly, unemployment is the single biggest 
predictor of student enrollment--what weight are current unemployment trends given in the analysis? What happens to enrollment patterns if 
they are disaggregated by campus? Are the trends identical for South, Central and North? If not, why not? What reason is there to believe that 
moving to single-accreditation will help anything besides administrative efficiency? One fear that I have as a member of the [REDACTED] 
community is that Seattle Central as the larger institution seems poised to exert more influence, perhaps as it should. That said, smaller campuses 
could get drowned out along the way, and I do not believe that will be entirely positive. As one example, I have been consulted in the past about 
changes to district-level master course outlines within my department, and I provided feedback to the team led by a group of Central faculty. Not 
a single bit of feedback that I offered was incorporated into the final product, no explanation was advanced about rationale, nor was I alerted to 
the outcome when it eventually came to pass. Is this experience a sign of things to come? 

 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

It feels as though the board is equating alignment of processes with single accreditation. We can certainly have better aligned processes district- 
wide, but equating that to becoming a single college is misleading. Each college currently serves our immediate community for general education, 
basic skills, and local student support resources (as we should!), while we as a district coordinate to offer specialized programs at each college. As 
such, we avoid competing with each other, while still meeting the hyperlocal needs of our catchment area. I certainly agree that having better 
aligned processes (such as allowing students to more easily take classes any of our colleges within the district) would help student completion. 
But why put us all through the time, effort, and morale-murder of dissolving of ourselves and reforming as a single college, just to have more 
efficient processes? Isn't there a better (albeit less "shiny object") way to improve the ways in which we serve our students? 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

Some of the categories in #6 are difficult to speak to. In order to move to a single accreditation system, it seems the speed of responsiveness to 
student needs would grow drastically slower. I don't see any reasons why this system would help with student recruitment (outside of perhaps 
niche situations such as recruitment of international students) or retention. I know it would increase faculty workload exponentially in actually 
building a district-wise accreditation system. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

I'm afraid that if Seattle Colleges went to a one-college model with specialties on each campus, that the student experience would be greatly 
diminished. Not only would students potentially have a longer commute for their required classes, but currently, each campus has an identity with 
its characteristic student cohort. Many students identify with the student body on one campus moreso than another, so this is one of the factors 
that informs the student's choice of campus. When students are already facing enough turmoil and stress, I believe that it's best for students to 
still be able to choose the campus that feels like they're among "their people". 

Faculty 9 - 14 Administration's job is to keep faculty and students with a roof over their heads, supported with all the necessary academic materials, and 
otherwise to get out of the way so that teaching & learning can happen. Unfortunately it doesn't seem to be able to accomplish that. 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
9 - 14 

This survey seems skewed to favor responses that paint consolidation in a positive light, with no source of background information that can help in 
determining the outcome. This is basically a "how do you feel" survey with zero information provided to allow an informed decision for most of 
the questions. One question that was especially poorly worded what what impact single accreditation would have on workload - I think my 
workload would go through the roof, but I don't know if selecting "Diminish" would be interpreted as I think my workload would diminish. 
Qualitatively, it will diminish, quantitatively it will increase by leaps and bounds as the bulk of the work to coordinate across campuses will fall on 
staff and faculty at the colleges. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

Single accreditation, and its concomitant singular centralized integration, will have negative impacts on student enrollment, retention, and 
completion. These activities can succeed with robust resources at each campus. Centralizing these efforts and saving budget commitments will 
only lead to a death spiral of lower enrollments and less successful retention. Saving money here is tantamount to planning for failure. In a 
centrally consolidated system, where do we locate, and who will provide, the passion for these student-focused needs with a strong "parental 
concern" for each student? Answer: Nowhere and No One. These efforts must be personalized at the campus level with a passionate concern for 
each student. Consolidation will destroy whatever nascent efforts exist now. Educational equity is troubled now and will only get worse. 
Recruiting BIPOC students to a generalized concept can't compete against campus-focused recruitment & retention efforts. The problem is that 
Seattle Colleges is not effective at each campus now! What's the advantage of consolidating that limited and ineffective effort? It needs money 
and attention at each campus from the top! Organizational excellence is spotty at best now and will enter a nuclear meltdown into a secret 
inner-circle when it’s consolidated into a singular system. System sustainability can be enhanced by consolidating functions where duplication 
exists (i.e., application processes, registration, financial aid, human resources). Functions that can easily be combined across the campuses have 
already been established. More opportunities for functional consolidation should be pursued. Academic control, and student support services, 
must be campus-focused and enhanced. Partnerships are very weak now because of limited resources to recruit and sustain them at each 
campus. Yet, partnerships thrive when they are affiliated with a specific campus site! Again, the effectiveness of centralizing this outreach 
function will suffer from a lack of "parental concern" for any one site. 

Faculty 9 - 14 It would need to be done well or it will be a huge mess and as bad as CTCLink has been and make things worse, not better for a wide array of 
students, staff and faculty. It could be way more confusing and problematic for the communities we serve. 

Faculty 9 - 14 Question 1 and 2 are studies in false equivalencies. We could have all of these net positives without a single accreditation. 
 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 

9 - 14 

I do not believe this is a good strategy at all. Each campus is unique in the student population and the degree offerings. I can imagine if we merge, 
we will end up with certain course offerings at 1 or 2 campuses, but not all. This will result in an increased financial and time burden on our 
students. Some programs will likely go away entirely. I also believe that the campus culture is very different at each college. This is exactly what 
you would want to maintain/increase the inclusiveness of each campus. As a question of equity, this is critical. Also, equity plays a significant role 
in how students can get to each campus, time it takes, time away from work and family, etc. I think a merge of our campus will increase inequities. 
I think the proposed merge was likely proposed to help with administrative functions. I want to remind you that colleges are for students, not for 
administrators. 

 
Faculty 

 
9 - 14 

This survey is incredibly vague and unclear– especially this last question. How am I [REDACTED]supposed to know how S.A. will affect those areas? 
Instead of having a survey, perhaps a more transparent explanation of the pros and cons of single accreditation would be more beneficial. A 
discussion would be best. 

 
Faculty 

 
9 - 14 

Administrative salary expenses ratio to number of students; growth and trends of such ratio; administrative salary expense and headcount to 
student service and faculty salary expense and headcount ratio and trends should be transparent and analyzed. College system has become top 
management and middle management heavy. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

To anyone approaching this survey undecided about single accreditation, it should be obvious that the survey is geared toward collecting 
responses that support single accreditation. There is little effort to really consider downsides as the only question that includes them as a 
possibility will be muted in aggregate, while all responses to the other questions are positive. This is one more example of performative input- 
seeking, and it is frankly insulting. 

Faculty 9 - 14 I believe that single accreditation will have a detrimental effect on each college's ability to serve its unique student body. Consolidation has been 
happening under the current chancellor for a number of years and enrollment and retention have only declined. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

The Board of Trustees should focus in marketing to increase enrollment, student retention, and improving graduation rates. By focusing on single 
accreditation/merging the colleges the BoT is forgoing opportunities to improve the colleges in regard to enrollment, retention rates, graduation 
rates, student success and student satisfaction. To the BoT, what are the top five reasons we have low student retention? What are the top five 
reasons we have low graduation rates? I do not think you know. Single accreditation/merged colleges will not improve either of these important 
metrics. 

 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 

9 - 14 

I think that one of the things that makes Seattle Colleges unique, is the way each college is unique. That uniqueness is both a strength and a 
strategy for long term flexibility. Students want education that is more tailored to who they are; separate colleges make that more possible. Our 
diversity is our strength. I also feel like this survey is skewed, some of the questions are ambiguous e.g. whose decision making are you referring 
to? Decision making at the local level is easier with separate accreditation. Single accreditation might make decision making easier for the 
chancellor or upper administration. The students don't go to school for those folks. Enrollment, retention, and completion are about students and 
their connection and engagement with the place and the people. Locally. Not the big ideas, not the marketing, not the fancy slogans. 

Faculty 9 - 14 This is a horrible idea. 
Faculty 9 - 14 No I do not support a single accreditation. This survey is terribly biased. Please try again - without the above push polling methods. 
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Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

This survey clearly biases the single accreditation model. Who is that serving? It is NOT serving students, staff or faculty. It is serving the growing 
upper administration with rising salaries, top-down directives, and ineffective "district" services. Who is really doing the work? It is still falling on 
those who are working directly with students. The chancellor and his ever-growing group of vice chancellors should be fired. Reallocate the money 
from the growing admin and invest in education! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

While we have dropped the title of community, we are still community colleges meant to serve the community. If a student who lives in Bitter 
Lake needs to take a class at South Seattle College to complete their program, that is not serving the community or the student well. If a student 
has to take classes at different campuses to complete their program, that will result in less of a campus culture. Students seem to want to feel a 
sense of belonging and having each campus with its own identity and culture and even some program offerings would be more attractive to 
incoming students, especially those coming out of high school. [REDACTED], I know that is important. I think single accreditation would undermine 
that sense of going to a particular college. In terms of educational equity, there are many things that can be done to improve this and creating a 
more centralized structure is not necessarily one of them. Students need staff at their campuses that they can form relationships, staff that care 
about individual students and their success. Having all students navigate a more centralized structure with less personal attention is not equitable. 
It rewards students who are more comfortable with the system and those are students who often already come with advantages. More proactive 
and informed advising would be very helpful in advancing educational equity. Making the system (i.e. ctcLink) easier to navigate would improve 
equity. Providing more financial support and guidance through financial aid would improve equity. Students lacking a sense of belonging will not 
improve equity. 

Faculty 9 - 14 I do not think that combining all campuses into a single accreditation will serve our students nor our employees best. I think it is best to keep 
them separate. 

Faculty 9 - 14 One accreditation for the three Seattle Colleges is a bad, awful, terrible model. Cease and desist! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 - 14 

One accreditation is not feasible because you'll be asking us to coordinate across three campuses to change everything in all areas all at once. 
Every change is going to have a cascading impact that's going to impact other units (see the ctcLink implementation as a recent example). And 
while ctcLink WAS/IS bad--this will be worse, because we're changing EVERYTHING. And it's going to be costly--every college that has moved to 
one accreditation in other states has spent MORE money, not less. Plus, we're going to lose out on legislative funds because we're no longer three 
separate colleges. My advice? You don't need to be singly accredited to have alignment. Start by aligning and centralizing the areas that aren't 
student facing. See how that goes. If it goes well, consider aligning aspects of student services where it makes sense such as enrollment and 
financial aid. And from there, we'll see. Keep in mind that this work is a full-time job on top of people's already full workload--so figure out in 
advance how you are going to resource this. Are you going to hire someone to oversee the transitions where that's all they do? Are you going to 
increase staffing in the impacted areas so they have capacity to do the alignment work? Are you going to change people's work week so that one 
day a week is focused on alignment work? It's not enough to declare this change -- you need to make sure the burden doesn't fall on the frontline 
staff who are stretched to the brim already, with pitchforks in hand, and ready to quit if you add one more thing to their workload.  We are 
burned out. ctcLink, moving to remote operations, moving back to on-campus operations, and the pandemic has done us in. Proceed with care. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

Each campus has a culture and community. I do not see a single accreditation as anything useful or helpful. It will diminish our ability to best serve 
our students and add to the layers of information students already need to know to successfully navigate a single school with increasingly scarce 
resources, such as advisors and counselors. This seems like an exercise for admin to feel useful, not something that will help students. 

 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

Student enrollment, retention, and completion and education equity would be improved by making the registration, financial aid, and other 
services much easier to navigate by simplifying them, improving response times, reducing lines for people who need help, making sure every 
person at the school treats students with respect by treating the people who work at the schools with respect and providing them with the 
support they need to feel calm and energetic while they are at work. Working with the government to reduce student tuition without reducing 
support services would really improve these as well. These and organizational excellence, and sustainability would be improved by offering more 
faculty full time work so they will be able to focus on their work at one school and will be more connected to their students and the school. Then 
administration would be able to require more faculty to be at meetings and trainings and that would really improve system sustainability and 
organizational excellence. Another thing that would improve these in the long run would be more proactive support in making sure students get a 
good career after their education. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

 
 
Moving to a single accreditation is a horrible idea. Right now we have 3 distinct campuses that attract different types of students. The model put 
forth by the district administration is that we will be essentially one college with different locations. That will result in the district deciding what 
types of classes should be taught at each campus to avoid what they would consider to be "redundancies". Students who attended North Seattle 
College will not want to go to South Seattle College to take some of their course or programs work. They will simply start to look at different 
colleges closer to where they are located. North Seattle College has been able to attract students despite the fact that there are other colleges in 
this region because we have a good reputation, especially in our transfer programs and stem fields. This reputation is independent of central or 
South colleges. It is ridiculous to think that students would travel to any one of these campuses to take their course work, ignoring the fact that 
they are widely spread out. [REDACTED] No student is going to want to do that. This will also greatly increase faculty workload because instead 
of just having to work with colleagues on one campus we will need to try to coordinate with faculty at 3 different colleges. If this goes through 
then the individual characteristics of the 3 colleges will be stripped away by district administration and faculty will have 0 input in the decision- 
making process. District has already shown that they don't know anything about our student body and their continuation of decision-making has 
hurt our enrollment instead of improved it. What would help students enrollment, retention and completion, etc. would be to put decision- 
making back into the hands of the faculty who work directly with the students and know what they need. To stop stripping resources away from 
individual colleges in the effort to "districtify" things which only seems to lead to a bloated district administration levels and fewer resources at 
each college. Also to stop taking programs away from colleges that have been successful in the past. The eradication of our basic English 
programs for international students is a case in point and was extremely shortsighted. Yes enrollment was down due to a xenophobic president, 
and Covid 19, but by eradicating the program at [REDACTED] we have basically eliminated the possibility of those students attending [REDACTED] 
at a future time. Many students who take those introductory ESL courses go on to become actual students at our college. We no longer have that 
student pipeline. This is the kind of thing that will just to be increased under a single accreditation. I honestly feel that the district has made 
concerted efforts over the last several years to destroy our colleges rather than to improve them. 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
9 - 14 

Why do all these questions assume that single accreditation is the default? That this is being considered without input from students and student- 
facing workers is counter to the role of trustees. Trustees are entrusted with caring for our colleges' success, which means that trustees must care 
about students' and student-facing workers' success. We do not support moving towards a single accreditation. We have not supported the 
removal of community from our names and functions and will not contribute any of our labor to a project that supports administrative bloat. 
Trustees are meant to support our colleges to serve our students not meant to create one college to serve our administrators. Stop wasting our 
time, energy, and resources pursuing the destruction of our communities and our colleges. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
9 - 14 

This survey seems quite biased towards the idea of single accreditation. I've seen again and again as a teacher how much further support for our 
students as people would go to supporting them in their educational goals, things such as: affordable and reliable childcare on campus, access to 
food pantries and mental health services, transportation vouchers, increased financial aid, etc. I strongly believe those are the things we should be 
focusing on as a District. 

Faculty 9 - 14 SIngle accreditation makes financial sense. The college is not financially responsible. The admin goals are not supportive of community growth 
and student achievements. 

Faculty 9 - 14 
[REDACTED]. I don't know what the other campuses' brand and reputation are in their areas. I worry that a single accreditation would diminish 
the strong brand of [REDACTED], and possibly the other campuses. 

 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

I didn't answer the first two questions because they were clearly biased toward the District's clear preference for amalgamation/integration/ASI 
or whatever euphemism the district cares to use. The financial and other problems that the District has been experiencing in the last several years 
will NOT be solved by what senior Administration appears to imagine is the magic bullet of ASI. Enrolment, retention, and competitive advantage 
against other state 2-year colleges in the region have been declining largely because senior administration, supported by the Board, have steadily 
lowered the percentage of funds devoted to instruction while increasing that used for administration. The exponentially increasing number of 
overpaid Vice Chancellors and related policies are not unrelated to the closing of class sections, dismantling of departments, and reduction of 
educational opportunities for students, current and potential. SCD 'leadership' seems trapped in this downward spiral, the only apparent aim of 
which appears to be preserving and reinforcing the security of their own jobs. 

Faculty 9 - 14 Stay focused on student success. 

Faculty 9 - 14 The wording of the survey suggests that the administration is not interested in our answers, just wants to confirmed an already determined 
outcome/decision. Another disappointment. 
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Faculty 

 
9 - 14 

I'm concerned "streamlining" the college instruction and services will lead to further cuts to faculty and staff positions. Transitioning to single 
accreditation puts the burden on faculty and staff to do the work, realignment, etc. We are understaffed as it is. We need more stable jobs and 
financial support to be able to serve our students to the levels they deserve. 

Faculty 9 - 14 What would happen to the mascots? But seriously. Individual service offerings to students is what is needed. The student is the customer. You 
should work on giving the customer, er student, what they need most. 

 
Faculty 

 
9 - 14 

stop hiring so many administrators. we don't need more administration. We need to invest in the faculty. we need to give part time faculty more 
opportunities for the tenure track, and pay the faculty and staff (not administration, I mean administrative assistants, program assistants, etc) 
better so they can live near work and serve the student population better. 

Faculty 9 - 14 Over time students would become familiar with identifying themselves as Seattle College students and if applicable, south, north or central 
campus...just as UW students can clarify their campus location if they choose (Bothell, Tacoma, Everett etc...) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

[REDACTED], I still do not understand why the Chancellor, the Board of Trustees (BOT), and administrators from all three colleges have insisted 
that merging all three colleges into one would address problems with student enrollment, retention, and completion. Rather than addressing 
these actual issues, the fixation on Single Accreditation as the panacea has prevented the district from even determining, let alone addressing, the 
actual causes for low enrollment (e.g. ctcLink, the COVID-19 pandemic, Trump administration delaying and denying student visas for international 
students, etc.).    https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/28/us/international-students-visa.html    In addition, the decision to merge all three 
colleges into one completely dismisses and disregards the importance of culture and community at each college. Each college has its own unique 
culture and sense of community because of its students, faculty, and staff, and Seattle Central, North Seattle, and South Seattle Colleges are not 
interchangeable. Students and faculty not only come from the surrounding communities but commute past other community colleges to attend 
and teach at each college because they feel a sense of belonging, and the security and support that comes with belonging has proven invaluable 
for student retention and success and faculty morale. I strongly urge the BOT to dismiss plans for Single Accreditation, and instead, try to 
determine and address the causes for low student enrollment, beginning with providing much needed support to students, staff, and faculty to 
address the various problems with ctcLink. 

Institutional Support 9 - 14 More ASI need to happen at the top. Please consolidate Presidents and have one VP at each campus. Act as one big college and not 3 separate 
colleges. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Institutional Support 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 - 14 

 
The Chancellor is garbage and has done all in his power to create a negative experience for students, staff and faculty. The Board of Trustees cares 
not at all about the colleges and it has shown in their openly callous remarks when challenging their trash ideas and policy. Both the Chancellor 
and the board of trustees can pound sand. Students don't sign up for classes here because the lack of care of the highest officials for the colleges 
is VERY EVIDENT TO THEM. Why are you even asking for our input when you have all ready made the decision to become one college with three 
campus? Do you, as board member or the chancellor, truly want to improve Seattle Colleges?  Then RESIGN NOW.  Stop inflicting us with your 
junk reviews and just move on and destroy some other college. NO ONE EXCEPT YOUR SYCOPHANTS WANTS TO HEAR IT FROM YOU ANYMORE. 
You’ve asked for our feedback and openly ignored our responses. Excellent staff and faculty have run from our halls and refused to even apply to 
be part of our community. The administration openly admits that enrollment is falling and that they are cheerful that they have failed in their 
mission to keep and grow enrollment. So, what you’ve done isn’t working so you are going to keep doing what you’ve been doing? Just resign, no 
one wants you here if you will continue to fail our students and staff. Falling enrollment is the concrete measure that you are failing as Board 
members and as Chancellor. Please continue to keep telling us how falling enrollment isn’t your fault while you rake in 350K. Its disgusting to 
watch and even more difficult to endure in a working and learning environment. It is quite clear how the Board and the Chancellor have worked 
together to ignore, bully and harass the staff and students into going along with their poorly thought out and senseless plans. I’ve seen the active 
suffering of students due to the policies laid out by the chancellor and supported by the board. You’ll do whatever you want, regardless of the 
effects on anyone. Garbage, trash and junk are hardly strong enough adjectives for the handling of the district by the chancellor and board. If they 
all left their positions tomorrow, then perhaps I’d have salvageable words to speak of them. More than likely not so a pox on all your houses. 

 
 

Institutional Support 

 
 
9 - 14 

My role at the Seattle Colleges is not directly student facing. I am not involved in student support. But I do believe that classified staff working in 
student support have been undervalued and overworked for a long time. Going back to before the COVID pandemic, the pay and staffing levels 
were already abysmal. With the layoffs, retirements, and people leaving for better employment activities, I fear that the level of support that the 
students receive will suffer. Morale at the institutions is also a big problem. Could the administration please look into better compensating those 
who are currently in those positions, and also hiring more staff to help out in student facing roles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 - 14 

This survey was written to prove support for the preferred answer. Y'all want to move to a single-accreditation of the district. I'm not necessarily 
against a single-accreditation district (I support it), but don't hold up the responses to this tool to demonstrate you asked for staff feedback. Every 
question can be spun to show support for the desired outcome. It would have been a better use of time to ask staff which challenges or pitfalls 
they foresee and then making plans to mitigate those pinch points. The primary interest of the Board appears to be "do a song and dance about 
gathering data when we've already decided where we're headed." If you've made a decision, treat staff as partners and start working on the 
ramifications of the decision. Don't feign like we have any sway over the choice. This doesn't feel like a sincere ask for input.  Also, how would 
you expect a staff member to respond to how a single accreditation will impact their own workload? Improve vs. diminish? Does "improve" mean 
an increase in workload? That doesn't make sense. Finally, as an advisor, I'm curious what you mean by "more pro-active advising." Which pro- 
active measures would you suggest for a caseload of roughly 1,000 students to every advisor? More auto emails? More personal phone calls? 
Canvas announcements? Starfish to-do lists? I think a pro-active idea would be hiring more front line staff (financial aid staff, advisors, teacher 
who respond to emails) to decrease crazy wait times for students. Thank you for taking the time to read my comment. I recognize it's probably 
not your job to listen to me carry on, but I know this will be compiled and shared at some level. It felt satisfying knowing this comment might 
ultimately be read by the Board and/or Chancellor. 

Student Support Staff 9 - 14 This would entail a complete restructuring of all departments and roles beyond faculty. IF it is done well and organized it could work but I would 
fear it would just cause more work for individuals without improving the overall system and workloads. 

Student Support Staff 9 - 14 Each campus has a unique character and student population -- if there is joint accreditation, I hope that the needs of each campus can be 
accommodated. 

Student Support Staff 9 - 14 With three accreditations, there are too many administrative positions setting policy/procedure now. In my experience this kills any opportunity 
for innovation, because time is wasted creating three different solutions which ultimately have the same outcome. 

 
 

Student Support Staff 

 
 
9 - 14 

A single point of entry for admissions would make a big difference. Currently my students [REDACTED] who are not from Seattle Colleges, who 
must apply to North, are met with a form that doesn't provide options for them to join the [REDACTED]. It's very confusing and inaccurate. That 
experience is sometimes their first experience with our college and it leaves a bad taste in their mouths. We need to streamline our admissions 
process and couple with financial aid, and then we need to allow students to freely and easily take classes at any of the campuses and get those 
credits immediately applied to their primary program. 

Student Support Staff 9 - 14 We would like to know more about the funding structure for each college and how it would change 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
9 - 14 

Despite the system integration movement, English and math placement tests and cut-off scores have NOT been unified across the 3 campuses. A 
course's pre-requisites vary depending on each campus. These are NOT student centered. Students do care about these, but these haven't been 
really addressed yet. It gives us a hidden message that our faculty can do anything what they want to their convenience. 

Student Support Staff 9 - 14 Examine staffing levels for offices with a lot of responsibilities -- set reasonable expectations; have some focus on employee retention (turnovers 
also have a negative impact to students, not to mention the length of time it takes to fill a vacancy and train new staff). 

 
 

Student Support Staff 

 
 
9 - 14 

It would have been nice for the survey to have defined separate accreditation model. I take that to mean one school, Seattle College, with 4 
campuses (Central, North, South, and Satellite campuses) with one president. Elimination of the district office and all chancellor and vice 
chancellor positions. That would save money and reduce duplication of managerial and administrative positions. It should streamline 
organization and make the school more efficient. It will make it easier for students take classes across campuses; which will help retention and 
completion. 

Executive/Administration More than 14 Single accreditation will be sooooo much more efficient and allow us to focus on other actions to support students. 
 
 
 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

It is hard to know how to respond to questions like 6 above (with the drop-down menus) without more information on how the consolidation that 
accompanies single accreditation would happen. And if single-accreditation is even necessary for the (pretty vague) plans of consolidation we 
have already been tossing around. Single accreditation is necessary to achieve strategic integration goals? 6. How do you think the following 
outcomes would be impacted if Seattle Colleges were to move towards a single accreditation? It might or might not improve student enrollment 
for example. I don't know how it will be impacted because I don't know what the actual or even proposed changes to the outreach, intake and 
support processes will be through single accreditation.   Until we have some concrete proposals that show us what and how we will consolidate, 
it seems irrelevant to ask what we think.  Also, in my experience, district-based outreach, navigation (in the center for working adults), or 
anything else Ive seen over the years, fails to meet students in the classroom at [REDACTED], where it is needed. The more removed student 
support is, the worse it works. 
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Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More than 14 

There seems to be no leadership on [REDACTED]campus. Its November 1st return to campus and there is no President, Vice President(s), 
Chancellor, Deans, etc., to welcome folks back to campus but, employees are required to return with no guidance/support from our higher up's. I 
can not speak for other campuses but, Central is falling apart, if I didn't have just [REDACTED] more years for retirement I would jump ship and 
find other work. The College District was once a fun, exciting and supportive place to be employed, all that joy is gone. Everyone thinks about the 
academic part of the Colleges and they never think about the business part of the Colleges, Security, Facilities, Rentals & Auxiliary Services and 
other departments, yet they are supposed to just make due with what they have or don't have and still get the job done. I could go on but I won't, 
at least I had the chance to voice a bit of my concerns. If you listened, I thank you. 

 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
More than 14 

Single accreditation could have a carryover impact on student experiences and outcomes, but not a direct one. However, the transition to reach 
this change would have immediate detrimental impact on the employee base who would have to work on this AT THE SAME TIME as recovering 
from a pandemic, reducing budgets, etc. It is a worthy endeavor at the proper time, and this does not feel like the proper time given the many, 
MANY other strains on our system and our people right now. 

Executive/Administration More than 14 By reducing redundancies and a hodgepodge of policies, processes , procedures the student experience will be enhanced AND staff time and effort 
will be saved, allowing more focus on student support rather than trying to decipher and work with conflicting systems. 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
More than 14 

There has been so much turn over at all the colleges and the district office, it has caused instability through out the district. Conversion to ctc.Link 
has only made the instability worse. I recommend stabilizing the administrative systems and the problems regarding not being able to provide 
accurate and consistent financial reporting before taking on another major change. 

Executive/Administration More than 14 I think standardizing enrollment policies across the district would make a tremendous difference, to include testing 
policies/standards/placements, course pre-requisites and pre-requisite policies and transfer credit policies, among others. 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
More than 14 

Since we are moving to more standardization and integrated systems, it makes all the sense in the world to me to merge accreditation if possible. 
Expectations across the District would be clearer, and efficiencies would be higher. I do not know what the student impact would be, if any. It 
would potentially bring down expenses. 

 
Executive/Administration 

 
More than 14 I feel that a single accreditation will improve all aspects in regard to students. This may require the restructure of some roles (not necessarily 

eliminating - which may have a negative impact), but in ways that complement each other to provide a meaningful Seattle Colleges experience. 

 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
More than 14 

Until the registration process improves and becomes easier for students it really won't matter whether we move to single accreditation or not. 
Currently the registration process is long, difficult and not efficient. I hear more students complain about how difficult it is. I hear from potential 
students that have gone somewhere else because of the registration process. Communication could be improved. Changes and processes are 
difficult to follow as the information is not getting out to everyone that supports students. Standardizing the process across the district will go a 
long way to improving this process, however we need to look at what is not working now so that we don't make it worse. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

The District faces a challenge in that there is a perception of limited return on investment (high overhead costs at the District level with low value 
given to the colleges). This perception continues with the idea of further siphoning resources away from the colleges to the District Office by 
moving to only one accreditation.    Before rushing to strip the colleges of their accreditation, it might be a good idea to actually measure 
customer satisfaction of District Services. It feels like District is pivoting from one reactive change to another without assessing the value of the 
changes. Staff are exhausted and have a low tolerance for more mandates from the District office. The student-facing and adjacent staff at the 
colleges are more in-tune with the needs of the students than the staff in the District Office. Yet the policy decisions are all made and 
bottlenecked at the District. The extra layers of administrative policies and staffing make it more challenging to get our student-success-focused 
work done. The widely-held perception is that District will mandate this change regardless of actual value to the institution. Staff and faculty have 
a perception that there are huge overhead costs for District that siphon off critical funds for the retention of staff and faculty that actually do the 
work of improving outcomes for students. There used to be a term called "Siegal Service Center", with the idea that the college staff were 
customers whom the District Office supported. That does not always seem to be the case. Might be a good time to value our most important 
resource, staff and faculty. Instead of more disruption with another district-mandated change, might be good to address and work to mitigate the 
challenges faced by staff resignations and vacancies as well as the excruciating transition to CTCLink. What can District do to support staff/faculty 
retention? 

Faculty More than 14 None. I don't have enough information. There is almost no way to know how many of these items in Q6 would be impacted. 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

Please explain how a single accreditation process would improve anything in this list. It's on the admin to explain and demonstrate why an action 
has merit. I've not seen it other than with some hand waving , or in push-polls like this implying that single accreditation has something to do with 
enrollment or retention. It might, but I doubt it. And no one has connected the dots explaining how one thing is connected to another. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

Coordinating three schools that all serve different student populations and trying to create a one-size-fits all approach seems advantageous from a 
'saving money' perspective but I feel that the problems will simply be put on faculty and staff: more bureaucracy, less institutional efficiency, little 
savings in the end. I am almost in favor of three independent colleges without the additional District layer. This would lower cost and keep 
flexibility and efficiency. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 We serve different populations. A single accreditation would diminish our capacity to serve the needs of our cachement areas. The centralization 

of certain programs have made it more difficult for students at our campus to have their specific advising and other needs met. 

Faculty More than 14 Students need a name not E-Board to talk to and consistently work with into & thru the College Life transition - Relationships on and off the 
campus will be the key factor to revruitment-retention-completion= Student Success!! 

Faculty More than 14 I don't know the answers to these. Find the students who dropped out and ask them why. 
 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 Enrollment,retention, and completion depend on the student. Educational equity is ambiguous concept and meaningless here. org. excellence 

may improve over time and system may be more sustainable. Partnerships would depend on who is teaching what and where. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

Bigger is rarely better, and the early programs that have been combined, nursing and international programs, have shrunken the numbers of 
students who had access to and could benefit from those offerings, cut back on front line service staff and faculty and engorged the upper 
administrative salary types of jobs which leeched more money to district offices and away from our campuses and direct services. Consequently, 
more and more services are being de-personalized and increasingly automated -- both of which have proven to be less effective with vulnerable 
populations and more frustrating for everyone. It is no surprise that we have an enrollment crisis. Crucial services and deans are strained to the 
point of ineffectuality. None of this looks like improvement. Larger organizations in which the people making the decisions distantly dictate 
changes for which they have no responsibility of effecting are prone to waste and inapplicable "planning." Furthermore, the idea that students will 
be just as willing to attend classes at one campus as another does not bear up and fails to take into account the difficulty of commuting for 
students who have unreliable or inconvenient transportation in a city in which commutes are generally inconvenient and stressful as well as 
expensive and nearly impossible for students who are trying to hold down full-time jobs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

I'm not sure you are asking what you think you are asking. There would be some pre-requisites involved in a single accreditation: 1. Faculty in the 
same department from multiple campuses must agree on learning outcomes. 2. Faculty at the campuses must agree on the "college wide" 
outcomes--but look at how many sets of outcomes we now have that are in contention and are subject to interminable editing? 3. Many of the 
departments are answering to deans who have no training or background related to what their faculty are teaching. Maybe we need to have 3- 
campus deans that oversee the same subject areas across the campuses. This would be a necessary step in assuring consistency of offerings and 
outcomes measurement, certainly a prerequisite to meet universal accreditation standards. 4. The pattern will likely follow other "let's all do it 
the same way initiatives" of the past, where two of the campuses agree to the same accreditation standards, but one campus decides that they 
won't participate. This strategy ALWAYS works for the non-complying campus! In spite of the above barriers, the idea of one college rather than 
three campuses could have strong accreditation, enrollment and cost savings effects. But there needs to be a set of incentives. If we paid faculty 
what other campuses pay their faculty in other places, or even offered bonuses to faculty who are willing to teach and North and Central 
simultaneously, as an example, we'd be on the way toward the "one college" model that administration is likely striving for. However, the 
teaching effort must precede the "one accreditation for all" agenda. The education is produced by the faculty, rather than by making a list of 
universal college outcomes. 

Faculty More than 14 Try improving things on individual campuses before attempting to create one accreditation. Each campus has its own specific needs. 
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Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

I'm a bit floored we're being asked for our opinions and on issues like the impact of this potential change on student retention. I would certainly 
hope a decision of this magnitude was being made with much more tangible evidence that the opinions of employees who happened to complete 
the survey. More importantly, in a city with such significant geographic spread and differences, I can't believe we're imagining that we become 
just three campuses of a single, homogenous institution. We serve very different students in very different ways. Each college needs to have the 
flexibility to adapt and respond to serve their local communities. Our students are not going to magically teleport between campuses. This will 
also dramatically limit our ability to obtain external funding from agencies such as NSF and DOE if we now must target all three "campuses" in a 
grant proposal. I hear the need to streamline and make ourselves more efficient. From where I sit, our greatest inefficiency is the District itself 
and the overhead of all the administrators affiliated with it. Cut us free and let us serve our students, locally, as we know best, without the added 
expense of funding two layers of redundancy. Our chancellor, like most of the District office, is out-of-touch with the boots-on-the-ground work of 
the individual colleges. Let our college presidents and local administrators do their jobs. 

Faculty More than 14 Hard to answer some of the above questions because power struggles in the recent past (i.e. IEP programs at North and South being usurped) 
have reduced trust in the District's intentions. 

Faculty More than 14 No particular thoughts. I'm semi-retired and only teach 1 or 2 classes each quarter so don't really have a horse in the race! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

Students go to and identify with their Local college. They go where they live. Their teachers are where they go, which affects online course 
choices, as well. Single accreditation is specifically part of the move toward a "single" district with three branch campuses - something that 
clueless executives want (based in a faulty "corporate" concept of public education) for ease of administration and lowering labor costs (by getting 
rid of faculty and some staff), but No Faculty or Students want. Public liberal education needs redundancy and a level of inefficiency (like offering a 
larger diversity of courses and running courses with lower student numbers) in order to best serve the students and the community. If we base 
our open enrollment college, educationally on the best private colleges' model, then we would have many more full-time faculty, teaching a 
greater variety of courses, each of which would have a seating cap of 15 to 20, and would run with as few as 5 students (in seminar style). This 
would occur at each college, disregarding redundancy or overlap. Open enrollment colleges are here to Serve, not "make money." Yes, this means 
convincing tight fisted legislators to invest much more of our tax dollars to open higher education (and to definitely raise more tax revenues from 
the wealthiest), but with the right argument, this could happen. Stop looking at the Seattle Colleges as a business with sociopathic corporate 
policies and values, and see each college as a right and a necessity to each separate community, at the necessary level of funding. 

Faculty More than 14 North, Central, and South all have unique identities and student bodies. It's important for us to maintain separate accreditations because we are 
separate colleges. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

Hopefully with a more unified and better coordinated accreditation, the administrations at all levels will be held more accountable for student 
enrollment, retention and completion and educational equity. It needs to have both centralized and campus level accountability measures in 
place. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

Each campus has its own culture that could be lost with a consolidation. When trying to create one set of courses, the unique courses created at 
the separate campuses could be canceled. If voting is done by the number of faculty in each department, the faculty at Central will have more say 
than say the faculty at South. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

This survey doesn't look at the amount of work that faculty and staff would have to do to transition to one college with one accreditation process. 
It doesn't consider the disruption that is likely to happen when so many employees would need to turn their attention to the work that would be 
required. The survey barely touches on the importance of connection and belonging that employees need to feel to bring our best to the job. 
Morale can sink or float an idea like this. Students, too, connect with an particular environment or institutional identity. I don't believe we can 
easily predict how this idea will play out if we move to one college. 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
More than 14 

The three campuses have VERY different cultures. And programs have different ways on the different campuses. Forcing one way and one culture 
will diminish variety and the draw for students who are different and want different things. Also, it seems that admin. views on accreditation as a 
chance to teach some classes only on one campus. So what is a student to do .... travel to North for a 10:00 class then get in a car to go to South for 
an 11:00 class? No way!!!!! And faculty are not going to do that either! This will only encourage moving all differences to the same boring lowest 
common denominator. That does not sound like it encourages innovation and change to meet the needs of the vastly different communities in 
Seattle. 

Faculty More than 14 single accreditation could be beneficial potentially if it does the following: reduces administrative expenses and staffing overall; provides 
consistency in experience for students; reduces overall labor in conducting all aspects of accreditation 

 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
More than 14 

We need to stop trying to make this one college. Each college is unique in its community, student census, faculty, diversity, program offerings, etc. 
There are unresolved and serious equity, diversity, and inclusion issues. You continue to ignore faculty voice and exclude those who uphold the 
colleges on a daily basis. While you continue to increase administration, you ignore those of us on the front line--the ones who are paid the least 
and work closest with students every single day. When do you last work face to face with students who are food insecure, financially insecure or 
homeless and helped them find resources so they can stay in school. When was the last time any administrator held endless office hours working 
with students to help them get through the quarter? It's called retention and it is what faculty do. Instead up supporting faculty, you think that 
one accreditation is going help our colleges? It won't. Nor will more Vice Chancellors. Nor will ignoring the backbone of your college--the faculty 
and staff. Enough is enough. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 I don't think the concept has been studied enough. What would it mean in terms of faculty security if programs are combined. Our three colleges 

have distinct personalities that could suffer under one accreditation. This is a bad idea except for possible eliminating the Chancellor's position. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 Any time you merge cultures, whether that be corporate or colleges, students, faculty and staff lose a sense of belonging. Yes, efficiencies occur at 

the top level of the hierarchy but those efficiencies could be achieved without campus mergers. Please do not do this. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

It feels like District oversight is where efficiency struggles as well as connection to the campus community. I am against further consolodation of 
decision making, power, and money in the District which this seems to move toward. I am not optimistic about unified systems of admissions and 
financial aid having a major impact, what's needed is support for students navigating these systems especially with the disruption of CTCLink. Set 
up supportive services then prioritize improving those systems. Students need relief and support now. 

Faculty More than 14 In trying to standardize across campuses things always fall to the lowest common denominator. Innovative practices are lost in an effort to 
standardize. The least innovative offerings will be the standard. 

Faculty More than 14 Looking at the questions you ask about enrollment and retention, it is clear you did not survey the students or get their input. You will not be able 
to make positive changes without more information from the people most affected--the students. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

This survey is performative and skewed towards a fait accompli in that accreditation will take place. There is no well thought out alternative 
option outside of single accreditation. We are already top heavy and district office is already skimming over 20% of our budget so fund high 
salaried administrators who do nothing for retention. Many of you sit in your ivory towers thinking about re-organizing our district without really 
talking with the "real people" who are doing are engaged in the daily operations of the college. YOU have NO IDEA of the cascading consequences 
of a single accreditation in terms of its impact on student learning; services; teachers; departments; course offerings; etc. IT IS ALREADY A 
NIGHTMARE getting things done through the district. CASE number 1 - we have dismantled the business office with all interim staff - and there is 
no leadership in that office - thanks Terrence. Leaving a mess before moving to the District - to create more of mess for us - Why don't we remove 
all the district vice chancellor positions - it will a huge cost savings. I am not sure what folks are referring to stature or identity. We will lose our 
identity and stature. Sadly, the district and BOT is thinking of this as a business in terms of stature, product, and financial viability - we are not in 
the money making business - It is on the backs of high paying administrators to lobby and find $$ for us to run our offices - not strip us of our 
dignity, integrity, intellectual acuity in thinking this survey is to really gather feedback. WE ARE SMARTER than this. We read between the lines and 
we know this is performa. 

Faculty More than 14 Retention is based on relationships and community. Students desire to be known, and a single accreditation minimizes the importance of unique 
campus cultures. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

Making registration easier for first-time and continuing students would make a big difference in enrollment, retention, and completion. So would 
easier financial aid forms and easier access to student support services. Instead of more administrators, how about more advisors? How about 
more faculty when waitlists on existing classes are full? How about more equitable pay for full-time and part-time faculty? Supporting students 
and faculty/staff would stimulate organizational excellence; system sustainability wouldn't even be a question. Maybe our Seattle Colleges and 
the Board of Trustees need to consider... 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

There is data that shows retention, completion and educational equity are tied to student identity and relationship to a single campus. Removing 
this identity, will result in disengagement of students. They would either be attracted to single campuses such as Shoreline or Highline, or they 
would move out of the CTC system entirely. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

I am concerned about the future of institutional commitment to service-learning and participation in Washington Campus Compact. Through 
service-learning there have been brilliant partnerships with community groups and creative opportunities -- even paid positions -- for students. 
Service-Learning has positive impacts on student enrollment, retention and completion, as well as equity. 
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Faculty 

 
 
 
 
More than 14 

If Seattle Colleges were to consolidate, there is a clear opportunity to reduce the number of Vice-X administrators. [REDACTED] tenure in this 
system, the number of highly paid administrators has grown. As we lose student services and actual humans who can connect with students and 
problem solve, we lose our ability to provide educational services. CTC Link, starfish and the other never-ending digital solutions to our students' 
educational questions has actually removed human accountability "students should know that on .... ". Humans need humans to navigate this 
complex world. Collapsing our 3 campuses into 1 sounds like a educational booby trap. More digital resources, more "independent navigation" for 
students to figure out, fewer student facing students to hold hands and work through problems together. No to integrating 3 campuses. Retention 
will not improve if you expect students to accommodate budgets by travelling to classes. No! 

 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
More than 14 

Students choose [REDACTED] because of its unique identity, history and campus environment. The dilution of these elements of [REDACTED] over 
the [REDACTED] by ongoing reduction in important services such as child care, important and rich programs such as the [REDACTED], important 
opportunities for students in their education by the reduction in class offerings has resulted in a less unique college, lower enrollment and 
retention. The equity and excellence of the college would be greatly improved by simple measures such as stop dropping students from canvas for 
non-payment and provide student services when students can actually access them. The organization would be greatly improvement by reducing 
administrative bloat, especially at the district level and increasing the number and compensation of student facing services and teaching faculty. 
The college has become less sustainable under the current leadership and continuing in this pathway will result in a complete collapse of the 
college. 

 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

This is an odd survey. It is supposed to be about whether we think we should move towards single accreditation, correct? Why is there not a single 
question about that? Why are there no questions about the benefits of keeping three different accreditations, or about the challenges to pursuing 
single accreditation and the homogenization of culture that would produce? Some of the areas we are asked to rank are vague or just odd: What 
does "more options for scheduling classes" mean? More time options? Or more modality options for a course? And why would this affect student 
retention, unless it means more time and modality options will be offered on each individual campus? "More proactive academic advising" has 
long been demonstrated to increase student retention, but what does that have to do with single accreditation? That requires hiring more 
academic advisors. Each campus can do that. Why is "speed of decision-making" something we should value, unless we first have improved 
quality of decision-making, based on consideration of the needs of our most marginalized students, faculty, and staff? 

Faculty More than 14 Campus location is very important to students and instructors. Three different campuses should each have their own programs (not combined). 
Don't assume that commute is not important. Don't merge programs across the district. I oppose this. 

Faculty More than 14 Improve by not being a District. 
Faculty More than 14 This is purely a guessing game. Unimpressed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

Seattle Colleges employees received an email to complete a survey, “to help determine whether a separate accreditation model best positions 
Seattle Colleges in serving its mission.” Why would someone, then, word survey items purposely skewed to promote single accreditation? For 
instance, regarding question #4, instead of asking the community what real and suspected benefits and barriers would be experienced as a result 
of moving to single accreditation, the survey writer(s) instead opted to identify a group of perceived single accreditation benefits in a survey item, 
and the community is asked to rank them. After reading the survey question to a family member who is not employed in education, the member 
said the survey writer already appears to have a desired final outcome, and survey questions are written with that specific outcome in mind. The 
item perhaps may have been more clearly communicated as, “If you are against single accreditation, you are against assisting students with 
registration, financial aid, and advising. With that in mind, which of these single accreditation results will have the highest positive impact for 
students?” Regarding question #6 - where is the data to help survey takers make decisions? I can certainly share how I know my workload will 
change - it will increase (more than it already has over time), as a community member who is forced to figure out how to mesh conflicting cross- 
campus philosophies and procedures, long after those who were paid to "assess" the community and those who made the decisions are gone. If 
the survey writers did not solicit feedback about language and structure, I wouldn’t be surprised in the least. It would be the status quo operations 
of senior administrative colleagues who think that everything is great, meanwhile those without the power are stunned at the lack of disrespect 
and disconnect. 

 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 

More than 14 

The current model of accreditation is outdated in my opinion and must look critically at process and policy. Accreditation over the [REDACTED] of 
my tenure in the Seattle Colleges District has been nothing more than a rubber stamp that makes administrators necessarily busy, but that takes 
valuable time from faculty and administrators to prepare for without seeing any great benefit other than the label, accreditation. While I see the 
benefit in periodic self-examination for an institution, I feel that the overall accreditation process is unduly burdensome to prove worthy of doing. 
In this regard with relevance to the single accreditation proposal, single accreditation would only further water down the meaning of "accredited" 
and rob individual schools of their true personality as lots of paperwork is filed that few will read and use in a day to day aspect. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

This survey is very frustrating--there is not a broad enough range of options in the answers to capture a diversity of perspectives. I am left feeling, 
once again, that district administrators and the board have no desire to learn anything about what student-facing employees actually experience. 
Why ask us to share our perspectives when this survey is clearly designed with strong bias toward your desired outcome? I feel strongly that our 
colleges would work more efficiently, sustainably and equitably by reducing district overhead, not adding more. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

Centralized systems can be alienating to students- too large to navigate and no personal connections or direct ties to the immediate community. 
Support services, connection to the "community" of the college can increase retention. Single administrative processes could potentially ease 
confusion for students but some personal attention would need to be fostered. I think of it like the automated bank teller- when I need an answer 
from a human, I can't access it easily and I feel like just another "number". Big systems don't support community. 

Faculty More than 14 There is clear data that administrative bloat and the district office in particular is the largest budget item burdening the success of the district, and 
these employees are not even student-facing. 

 
 
 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 

More than 14 

I am strongly opposed to the single accreditation push by our Chancellor. It is simply a power grab that will concentrate power and decision 
making at the Siegal Center to the detriment of the unique individual strengths/cultures at each campus. It will dump more work on faculty 
(agreeing on prerequisites, placement tests etc...). Other alternatives are not even being considered (and he wasted money on a consultant!) It's 
yet another major initiative being shoved down our throats by our terrible Chancellor. ASI is a disaster, closing popular programs, the handling of 
Covid (and the feeble requirement of an attestation from students instead of showing proof of vaccination), bloated top level administration, 
hiring decisions with little to no faculty input etc...He makes decisions repeatedly with no stakeholder input and only asks for input after an uproar 
and then ignores that input. He is killing these colleges. And the Board is letting him do it. They need to fire him, then dramatically reduce the size 
of the administration at Siegal Center. Nothing is better since he has been Chancellor. Ok, I will say he let faculty actually make some decent gains 
in the last contract negotiations. But other than that, he is the worst! 

 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
More than 14 

Why are we focused on a single accreditation when each of the three campuses has very different cultures, identities, and draws differing 
students? Rather than devoting time to this matter, we should be putting our energies and resources into student services - as in training, 
supporting, and paying advisors, counselors, and staff in essential programs such as TRIO and Seattle Promise to offer more meaningful wrap- 
around services for our students. If we are moving toward some kind of "uniform" "one size fits all" model, then we should consider revamping 
our administration completely. Why do we need so many vice chancellors? Perhaps we need to implement a tenure process for district wide 
admin so we won't continue to see the shell game of admin moving from campus to campus as they establish their careers? And why not have 
students, alumni, faculty, community members (and I don't mean just business members for whom a seat at the BOT is an extra line in their CVs) 
serve on the BOT? 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

Single accreditation will undermine the current individual campus accountability that is vital to each of our 3 unique campuses being able to best 
serve our unique student populations. Don't do it. Whatever cost savings and convenience it would provide to the district administration are not 
worth it. 

Faculty More than 14 This is a way to centralize power and take away the voice of communities. I do not support this process 
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Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

I have seen inefficiencies increase since the beginning of ASI. For example, I teach at [REDACTED], and at the beginning of the quarter, I needed to 
use technology during my class and it was non- responsive. Hoping that one of [REDACTED]techs could come and help me, I called NEED to ask if 
someone could come to help me. A tech at [REDACTED] answered my call. He told me he could do nothing and to call again in the hopes that 
[REDACTED] would pick up. Meanwhile, class time is ticking. I called again, and [REDACTED] did pick up, but said they didn't have anyone available. 
Meanwhile, the helpful tech at [REDACTED] put out a message to [REDACTED] techs, and one of the techs did show up. This process took 15 
minutes of precious class time, and the tech was unable to solve the issue, so I had no technology and couldn't conduct my lesson as planned. 
Before ASI, it was much easier to contact a tech and get help much more quickly. Single accreditation will mean bungled communications across 
campuses with more people to consult and less efficiency. We are 3 physically separate campuses and we should operate that way in order to 
BEST SERVE STUDENTS. We should not have single accreditation just to save money. When did education become a money-making enterprise 
meant to provide exorbitant salaries to a bloated number of administrative officials and consulting firms?? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

I consider this a move to centralize services at the expense of instruction and individualized campus programming. Enrolling students is already 
complicated. Students need to know which campus they are enrolling in and geography still makes a difference. This also goes for retention. Our 
lack of [REDACTED] has moved our students out of the District entirely. For instance students who want to go into [REDACTED] can no longer take 
prereq courses at [REDACTED]. They are going to Shoreline or Edmonds instead. I also believe that centralization will give some campuses and 
divisions more decision-making power and funding than others. I believe that working within a larger organization to accomplish tasks will 
increase the time it takes to accomplish the task and complicate communications. I've already seen specific concrete examples of both. One 
example: representatives from a different campus came to ours and rather than work with us on a placement tool, demanded that we use theirs. 
Their version was based on their offerings and progression through the program rather than the courses and program that we have worked so 
hard to create in response to the needs of our students. The work that this would have created for all of us was beyond belief.  Also, I would like 
to see how underserved students would benefit from this plan. Where is support for this? I know from experience that students, especially 
underserved students, benefit from flexibility in course offering times, easy access to support services, and individual attention. We do this best 
on our home campuses. How will growing the bureaucracy and centralizing programs and processes aid our students?   From my point of view, 
the change has resulted in a decrease in instruction and an increase in administration. That's the wrong direction. 

Faculty More than 14 Each campus serves a substantially different student body. Separate accreditation recognizes these differences. It also allows for more responsive 
on the ground responses to changing demographics and student needs. 

 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 

More than 14 

[REDACTED], I don't think that merging programs from the 3 campuses into one has been beneficial. Overall, this is a change that was mandated 
by administration for their own reasons, not based on what was best for students or faculty at the corresponding campuses. The changes made 
were short-sighted; when future student growth recurs, it will be hard for the programs to be rebuilt. The changes we have experienced in our 
department are negative. I am against a single accreditation for all of the colleges, as I think it will erode the individual character of the campuses. 
I want to prevent that merging for the college campuses as a whole. The people who know what is best for the campuses aren't those who 
administer them for six figure salaries; it is those who have face-to-face contact with students, most of the time for a wage that doesn't meet the 
cost of living. 

Faculty More than 14 I believe it will cause more harm than good! 
 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

[REDACTED]. We provide 1 on 1 support to each of our students. I personally email and enroll each student. Going to automated, single system 
would set up barriers for our already at risk students, make things more complicated for them, reduce our enrollment and decrease retention. We 
pride ourselves on our completion and transition to college rates. I am against single accreditation. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

We've hired and paid a lot of people at the district. We have chancellors and vice chancellors paid a lot, and faculty salaries haven't even kept up 
with cost of living. For all the money we spend on the district, I see no improvement for students or our school communities. South, North, and 
Central campuses are all very different schools with strong histories and different student bodies. If we're really interested in helping students, cut 
the bloat from the top, provide better salaries to faculty and staff, and hire more student service and custodial staff. 

Faculty More than 14 Get rid of the district office. Saves us $20 million. It is the 2nd most expensive to to district after instruction. Rotate the functions of the 
chancellor among the president 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

Single accreditation would be a disaster, because it ignores the realities of time, space, history, and diversity. It doesn't account for commuting 
time, neighborhood differences, and just the basics of geography. It is not realistic to treat all the campuses as one campus that's 12 miles long 
and separated by literal drawbridges. It will create a situation where a student has to go to three campuses to get a degree instead of only one. 
This will INCREASE inequity among our student body. If lack of information is a key factor in student retention, SA will not improve the flow of 
information. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 As faculty we are duplicating efforts with completing supplemental and master course outlines for common courses. For example: each campus is 

writing outlines for English, Communication Studies, etc. Why NOT have ONE process for the district since these are common courses. 

Faculty More than 14 I can already say, being a part of a program that has been consolidated, that it was poorly planned, poorly executed and is currently being poorly 
run, and laughably "managed". Zero attention was paid to how it would affect students. At all. 

Faculty More than 14 Our "Words" need to become our "Actions" - Our messaging and actions have been very inconsistent from the "Top" on "Down" this feedback 
relates to the AFT Local #1789 leadership 

Faculty More than 14 If the Seattle Colleges want to attract and retain more students, actually teaching something effectively would help. The focus and messaging 
about serving only one set of students is a deterrent to enrolling at any of these colleges. 

Faculty More than 14 Not clear about the benefits of doing a single accreditation at this point. To hold each campus more accountable, it may better with the current 
accreditation process that each campus conducts their own accreditation self study. 

Faculty More than 14 This survey is a biased joke. 

Faculty More than 14 Transparency and accountability from Seattle Colleges admin at District. Please don't disrespect front line employees, the folks who work directly 
with students, the human element of our mission, by inviting our voices in a biased survey. 

Faculty More than 14 I'm not sure how to improve the outcomes of Seattle Colleges, but we do need to work together in harmony to uplift everyone. Focus on what's 
going well and how to do better instead of focusing on problems and how to fix them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

 
Single accreditation obviously fits in with the centralization and consolidation plans that the Board and the District have for the Colleges. With this 
in mind, it is virtually a foregone conclusion that we will take this step. This will have our programs centrally administered at the District level, by a 
new team of central administrators. While this isn’t necessarily an unworkable plan from a conceptual viewpoint, the fact is that central 
administration has a patently abysmal record of running programs. Moreover, as in the case of our “sustainability program”, it has shown a 
willingness to compromise academic integrity to meet other District goals. This combination could prove disastrous for the Colleges, and 
potentially for the broader 2-year college system.  I also don’t think that those plans take into adequate account the very different environments 
in which the Colleges operate, [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] competes with four other colleges in the area, as well as three four-year schools. Despite 
increasing numbers of high-school graduates in the area, [REDACTED] is seeing decreases in enrollment. Offering a more limited set of more 
standardized courses is not the way to change this trend. Historically, both the Board and central administration have simply ignored these 
differences in their planning. Particularly over the last decade, [REDACTED] has paid a heavy price for this. In the end, most of us recognize that 
this is a foregone conclusion. This has been the long-standing intention of the Board, and their principal reason for hiring Dr. Pan as chancellor. It is 
the unfortunate outcome of putting amateur “citizen boards” in charge of our educational institutions. In my mind, this is a plan that bodes poorly 
for the Colleges, [REDACTED]. There are better options for managing the Colleges, but they are not the options under consideration. 

 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 While many of these services could be improved, the answer options on this survey are skewed and don't allow for clear responses from 

employees. So, until a clearer less biased survey and purpose for the survey is provided, I have refrained from answering most of the questions. 

Faculty More than 14 More transparency. More information to be able to fill out this survey. 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
More than 14 

This survey has a clear bias of promoting single accreditation. There are no questions to show the perspective and issues of those who work 
directly with students. The writers of this survey clearly don't care how student-facing employees would be affected by merging the campuses into 
one college. For example, faculty would be tasked with the work to standardize prerequisites, pathways, programs, degrees, etc., across all three 
colleges. A merger would also make it easier classes or even entire programs to be cut, with the justification that they are offered at another 
campus. The campuses are not interchangeable. Students would NOT be well served by single accreditation -- they have important reasons why 
they choose one particular college and not another. The survey does not offer any chance to reflect on what would be lost by this merger. It only 
presents single accreditation to "solve" the district's enrollment and budget problems. No other alternative is even being considered. Ridiculously 
skewed survey, written to achieve a particular outcome. 
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Faculty 

 
 
 

More than 14 

Studies show that student retention rises when there is a positive relationship between student and professor. That is the number one reason but 
it wasn't even on the survey. Lower class size and instructor support/salary is number one. The district unnecessarily has too much upper 
administrators. There should be no vice-chancellors and less money for the entire Harvard operation. If you want retention, spend the money on 
lower class size, more classes, childcare, higher instructor salaries, a smooth and easy registration (the ctc link process closed classes), and 
financial aid. Students remember their teachers and the classes and a sense of community and belonging. Then it is word of mouth. That is the 
best marketing. Support the teachers, get rid of the upper admin bloat, and support the services our students need. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

I do not see the single accreditation model being anything more than an obstacle to student education. Keep things small and personable: good 
relationships between faculty and students, between fellow students makes a world of difference to the quality of education. Trying to fashion a 
working schedule of classes bridging campuses miles apart would be a nightmare for students, faculty; those students that *can* make multiple 
campuses work already do so under the current, separate accreditation system, others would struggle or leave--neither an attractive option. 
Course design too becomes problematic under the single accreditation model--I adjust my course content based on the rainbow of faces I see in 
front of me, in my classroom. Does this same content suit a different classroom, serving a different student body? It does not. The single 
accreditation model demands a generalized version of course outlines that may serve the average student passably well--but why serve the 
average student passably well when you could serve individual students brilliantly? To replace three well-adapted versions of the same course 
with one averaged version dilutes the quality of education too much, helping no one. Choice is what is ideal here, pick the campus that fits you, 
fits your style of learning rather than settling for the average that a singly accredited college would offer. 

Faculty More than 14 Students closely identify with the one college they are attending. To suggest that they would identify with "the Seattle Colleges" is naive. 
 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

There are many ways the Seattle Colleges can align without having to become single accreditation. These questions feel leading with the 
assumption that one accreditation is a done deal. Why not start with alignment? This needs to happen with program review, assessment and 
academic standards 

Faculty More than 14 Put community back in our college. 

Faculty More than 14 It would appear this is a biased survey. The questions are loaded toward the campus integration is happening. No questions to compare retention 
completions between current separate campuses and the proposed unified accreditation. 

 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 

More than 14 

I take issue with the fact that this is a biased survey- a survey that is clearly designed to manipulate our input, to forcefully garner perceived (and 
not real) support for single accreditation (and ultimately a single college) NEITHER OF WHICH I AM IN FAVOR OF AND VEHEMENTLY OPPOSE. This 
rigged survey DOES NOT EVEN allow for me to reply in this way. Please redesign the survey to be fair, and perhaps I will be able to honestly 
answer it. I don't know a SINGLE FACULTY member who is in favor of single accreditation, much less a single college. This "survey" is more 
evidence that the district office wants single accreditation, regardless of faculty/staff input. This survey is disingenuous and disrespectful to those 
who actually TEACH and interact with students. The district is failing faculty, staff and students. 

Faculty More than 14 I am completely against single accreditation. I think it would diminish student options for classes and harm enrollment. It would further bloat the 
already bloated administration at the cost of diminishing all the student-facing and student-centered activities. Do Not Do It 

Faculty More than 14 Flexible, Multiple modalities for classes - 100% online, Hybrid and face to face. Aggressive advertisements that includes mass mailing, online 
advertising, radio and TV will help recruit students. 

Faculty More than 14 The survey is biased toward single accreditation and doesn't address the broader issues of campus identity and the differing student populations 

Faculty More than 14 Get rid of chancellor and vice-chancellors positions. 3 colleges presidents take turns to take initiative in consolidating the district. 
 
Faculty 

 
More than 14 

Single accreditation would be incredibly damaging to all three campuses and the district and would strip away each campus' ability to offer diverse 
educational experiences. If we had single accreditation, we would lose the gains we've made in educational equity, student retention, and just 
about everything we should be striving for as community colleges committed to equity and student success. 

Faculty More than 14 We need to maintain/increase faculty and staff that have direct contact with students if we want an equitable outcome of increased enrollment, 
retention, and completions for all students, especially students of color. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 
More than 14 

I believe district should only exist for HR, and payroll, and financial aid. These high salaried chancellor (earns more than the governor) and vice 
chancellors take away rather than add to our systems, and are so far removed from the realities of our campus cultures and student concerns as to 
be laughable. This move to a single accreditation, in my view, is nothing more than a smokescreen to justify their continuity. 

Faculty More than 14 This is a long overdue change. I can't wait for it to be approved and we can all get on with our work. 

Faculty More than 14 Focus on community-based educational values and programming - That is who we are! Focus on students and their needs = lower class size, 
Respect and listen to faculty, Reduce faculty workload, Pay faculty so we can live in the community where we teach. 

 
Institutional Support 

 
More than 14 

The greatest thing we could do to impact our students is fully funding food options and adding more community-building activities and options. 
The problem is that the monolithic "One of the Seattle Colleges" motto and approach erases ownership of everyone's experience. Also, there is 
no earthly reason why Chancellor Pan should make $320K/year. That's obscene. 

Institutional Support More than 14 Talk with your employees ... not talk AT your employees. 

Institutional Support More than 14 Refer to each campus as SC-North, SC-Central, and SC-South. This way, people will be more aware that we're all in the same Seattle Colleges 
family. 

 
Institutional Support 

 
More than 14 

To the Board, this is just another tricky way of getting more income for administration. There is no accountability in your tower. If I complain to 
the chancellor he blames the board, and visa versa. It's just a circle of rich people trying to over work humans and get more money funneled to 
management. The REAL PLAN is to get money directly and have no humans at all . 

 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
More than 14 

If students were able to use their financial aid within any of the Seattle Colleges in the same quarter, this may help with enrollment especially in 
online courses that may have different offerings within the three colleges. Students may pick and choose amongst the three colleges in this case. 
Also I feel it may be beneficial for students to experience the same process and procedures for applying, testing and with enrollment (initial and re- 
enrolling if applicable). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Institutional Support 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

I work in two areas of [REDACTED]: [REDACTED], and also as a part-time faculty person. I'm not sure how it is at [REDACTED], but my experiences 
here at [REDACTED]in terms of organizational excellence and student enrollment and retention are something that I would like to address. On the 
institutional/organizational excellence side, it is difficult to work in an environment that has no effective leadership. As you know, [REDACTED] 
has no permanent people in the offices of President, Vice-President for Instruction, Vice-President for Adminstrative Services, or Director of 
Facilities. The effect from the loss of leadership has been devastating in every area of the campus. I don't want to seem too harsh, but it makes 
me question the effectiveness of the Board Of Trustees and the District. I have been working on this campus since [REDACTED], and I have never 
seen anything like this. It is difficult enough pulling out of the pandemic, with many things that are not in our control. Hiring people to fill vacant 
positions in a timely fashion is totally something that is in your control. On the instructional side, the difficulties with CTCLink are seemingly 
endless. The latest thing was a couple of weeks ago, when students were dropped out of classes that they were enrolled in because there was 
some disconnect with their financial aid. As far as I know (with the students in my class that were affected by this) there was no fault on the 
students' behalf, but they were un-enrolled and denied access to Canvas. I have had to verify attendance for these students with the 
administration, one is back fully, and the other is still working through some kind of variance-permission process. That situation is very bad. 
These students have struggled through a pandemic, managed to get themselves enrolled in a rare face-to-face class offering, and then were 
essentially kicked out of class. It seems to me that addressing these problems is more fundamental to becoming successfully accredited than 
what the survey is asking. I would not mind talking about these things with anyone from the Board. [REDACTED] Thanks. 

 
Institutional Support 

 
More than 14 

I feel like the current status is not sustainable. We need to either streamline the district, or allow each campus to operate as an individual unit. I 
believe that we are currently operating in a hybrid situation where we duplicate too may processes, and spend too much money on duplicate 
staffing. 

 
 

Institutional Support 

 
 
More than 14 

Single accreditation is not the solution to the problems that the colleges have around communication and collaboration. We need leadership at 
the district office that fesses up honestly about how decisions are made, seeks true collaboration before emergencies are at hand, and nurtures 
innovation and partnerships that allow colleagues to share in challenges and victories across the district. The students don't care how we are 
accredited, only that we are. I don't understand the benefit of single accreditation, so this is an important communication to be made. 

Institutional Support More than 14 I believe a well thought out list of pros and cons for exempt managerial, faculty, and classified staff (3 different lists) would help us all make these 
decisions. 

Institutional Support More than 14 it seems the marketing the three campus as one college is hurting enrollment, if someone has bad experence at one campus they will not go to 
another within the district as we are all the same. that is a simplified analogy but an accurate one 
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Student Support Staff More than 14 The times I have been involved in the accreditation process I have felt overwhelmed and overworked. We can do better in trying to meet the 
above outcomes. Accreditation doesn't seem to have added much to improve our outcomes. 

 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
More than 14 

Making the individual colleges into one, would take away the campus individuality and culture. I understand you think you have a plan, but this 
idea will inhibit what each campus does to a fault. Trying to tighten the ship in this way will prove to be disastrous. I know it is difficult to see the 
nuances of what works for each campus from where you are, but making this move will remove the soul of each college. 

 
Student Support Staff 

 
More than 14 

Most students do not know what accreditation is. Many of the things messaged above will have little impact directly on students. The exceptions 
are things that make it easier for students to apply and having more common marketing done across the district. How each campus interacts with 
students from application forward, that makes the most difference to retention and completion. 

 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
More than 14 

I think a reorganization could be beneficial for business practices, but we will still need high level leadership for each campus to address more 
local, nuanced issues of the particular culture. I think business processes and resource distribution is our main issues. Also, too much attention 
gets put on recruitment to be the answer of our enrollment problems but we have very little resources around retention strategies. Also, more 
resources around communications are needed. 

Student Support Staff More than 14 The three colleges need to partnership with University of Washington and other WA universities to offer virtual degree programs on campuses 
and/or online. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 14 

In my opinion: The way current meetings of the Board of Trustees goes like this: ·  Minutes of public comment · The Chancellor and Vice 
Chancellors give a big report, and tell the Board they are doing a good job, and that they themselves are doing a good job · The Board says the 
Chancellors are doing a good job, and they themselves are doing a good job · It’s a circle of praise Concerns from those outside the circle are 
dismissed, or posed as questions to the Chancellors who will then produce a lengthy report for the circle of praise. There is no equity in the time 
given to those who need to speak their truth, and no place for them to seek change and answers. The plan for the colleges, as I see it repeatedly 
proposed, is to eliminate costs: cut classes, administration, faculty and students. Add lots of Vice Chancellors and their staff, to be in an isolated 
tower, not talking to anyone, not interacting with anyone. Channel money to Vice Chancellor’s tower. The goal is somehow have all the classes 
free to the district and get the money to the tower. Students, as all humans, rely on human people to learn from and interact with. They need 
rooms, chairs, books and physical things to meet the needs of learning. All the people who work at the colleges act as teachers and supporters of 
these students. They are intertwined and not just a number in a budget sheet. To illustrate this, we have no budget for new chairs, as I heard at a 
meeting.  And yet, if we were meeting in person we would be sitting in a comfortable board room, in nice chairs with coffee and snacks.   If you 
are here for the students, empty the boardrooms of its contents. Give the chairs to the students, and bring your own snack.  Use the boardroom 
as a classroom, not a plush conference room. If you need a chair, bring one from home. Stop saying we ain’t got no money and stuff your face. If 
these are all different budgets and restrictions, then fix it. Don’t hold up words and guidelines to keep students sitting on broken chairs. Do not 
hand this off to someone else or hire a consultant for a million dollars. Fix it. 

Student Support Staff More than 14 Much more communication and decisions not solely based on the district each campus serves a demographic for a reason and we need to 
recognize that. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student Support Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More than 14 

Improving the outcomes can be done without changing to single accreditation. There have been ongoing detrimental operational and 
administrative problems for the 20+ years I've been here and it does not seem to change. Students get discouraged and frustrated and actually 
LEAVE not because of poor quality of teaching/advising/student services etc. but because of other severe issues: communication (incredibly slow, 
poorly coordinated between offices, lacking completely), workload of staff (even top-notch, experienced staff cannot provide good service when 
they are spread so thin), incorrect or confusing information on website vs. handouts vs. verbal, delays in processing of financial aid awards (with 
ongoing excuses of "busy times of the quarter"/"processing so many applications and appeals" and meanwhile they cannot register for classes or 
do not know if they'll have to drop out mid-term after learning their tuition will not be covered), and more. Unifying campuses--for example in 
placement scores (e.g. eligibility for English), registration procedures (preference for students at campus "A" can register earlier for that campus' 
classes than students from campus B and C), awards (students from campus A need a GPA of ... to be on the president's list whereas students from 
campus B need a different GPA), deadlines for various academic/registration things, and more--will not greatly improve our ability to effectively 
serve students. The colleges desperately need additional staff at the classified and direct-service/daily face-to-face student interaction/lower-level 
exempt levels (NOT more admin as we've been seeing), and drastic improvements to communication to STAFF and STUDENTS (not just among 
faculty and admin)--complete, accurate, timely communication. Did you know there have been there have been major updates/cuts/additions to 
academic programs and front-line staff and advisors have not been informed? Or some offices have the info while others do not? Do you know 
how many weeks it can take to respond to basic student inquiries? Did you know students get dropped from classes 4 weeks in to a quarter, after 
working hard in the classes, because they learn only then that they are no longer eligible for financial aid? It is difficult to plan for some classes 
because students and staff are unsure which quarters the classes will be offered? Correct information about academic programs cannot be given 
because information on a program website is so outdated? How often students get the run-around, referred from one office to another because it 
is so difficult to provide them with information/services needed. We do not need better access to outside services; that would be good, but there 
are basic systemic issues within the colleges that more greatly impact enrollment and retention. 

 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 

No Response 

This "survey" is clearly designed to reinforce a decision to move toward single accreditation. It does not seek feedback on the problems with single 
accreditation nor the benefits of maintaining distinct accreditations. [REDACTED] Moreover, respondents are able to select only one work 
location. Some employees work at more than one location. Are you not interested in the views of part-timers who divide their time across 
campuses? Those with experience at more than one campus have special insight into the pros and cons of single accreditation. As usual, adjuncts 
and part-time employees are devalued. The district administration is obviously not seriously interested in true feedback on the matter of single 
accreditation. Rather, it is only interested in the *appearance* of seeking feedback. I will not participate in this sham. 

 
 
 
 
 

Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 

No Response 

1) How one accreditation this improve the colleges’ commitment to equity and diversity? 2) This survey does not provide enough information to 
respond. What are the changes that would be implemented for each of these areas under a single accreditation? Unless I know what the changes 
will be, I do not know how to decide if they will improve/diminish...? 3) Some of the things that I think would improve access and retention for 
students are not on this list. How was this list developed- who was included in the conversation? 4) We are also missing information about how 
the college could/should propose changes based on what we have learned from working/teaching remotely. Based on what we have learned in 
the past year being remote, we need think about what processes can be streamlined/updated with in all of these systems. 5) What is the overall 
cost comparison for a single vs multiple accreditation? 6) How does a single accreditation lead to changes in governance, colleges, division, 
programs, services, community partnerships, administration, staff, faculty, and students (access and persistence)? We should be able to consider 
these changes prior to adopting a single accreditation. 

 
 

No Response 

 
 
No Response 

Everything depends on HOW a single accreditation is implemented. A powerful district model that essentially collapses the colleges into one 
would diminish the engagement, creativity, and energy at the colleges. Any further moves towards "ASI" or single accreditation needs to begin 
with community and trust building across the colleges. Such work done well would make cross campus collaboration an obvious and more 
welcome choice. But until this work is supported from the ground up, efforts to combine will feel like losses rather than synergy producing gains 
that they could be. 

 
 
 
No Response 

 
 
 
No Response 

The only areas that should be unified are: Financial Aid Offices; Libraries; Vocational; Worker’s Retraining( Security Distance Learning. Also, District 
Office should be either dismantled or restructured to handle only Human Resources. All the Vice-Chancellors should be eliminated completely so 
the Chancellor would do actual work not just symbolic appearances. Each Campus President job would include the job requirements of the former 
vice-chancellors. But, the largest quantity of these functions must be done by the Chancellor. Our Seattle Colleges District has become an 
employment opportunity for administration who keep jumping and creating vice jobs with no accountability to duties or anyone. 

No Response No Response better Web and TV advertising 
No Response No Response I think that we shouldn't combine the campus being that it will cause problems 
 
Executive/Administration 

 
 

[REDACTED] 

Improve student retention and completion, educational equity and organizational excellence by bringing back Pivot Point to South Seattle College 
and implementing this program at North and Central as well. This is a overlooked and inadequately valued missing piece to student retention and 
completion. 

 
 
Faculty 

 
 

[REDACTED] 

 
I currently teach at North, South, and Central in a program that went from separate to a single accreditation. It has not been a smooth transition. 
The expected positive outcomes were not realized. Based on my experience, I think it's not the right choice to move to a single accreditation. 
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Faculty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[REDACTED] 

South Seattle College serves a unique student body. Our "feeder" zip codes are economically the most depressed in the region, and we serve the 
most racially diverse student population in the state. This student population is located geographically mostly in South (and West) Seattle. These 
students cannot easily attend courses at the other campuses, whereas students at Central and North can now take a single train back and forth in 
less than 20 minutes. The idea that any type of consolidation or single accreditation would not harm the most underrepresented and most 
vulnerable students at South is simply false. Already we have been hurt, losing our Pasty program, Nursing programming, etc. The students in 
these areas cannot then attend Central or North as the Chancellor among others like to say. With the bridge in tact, it is a minimum of 45 minute 
commute each way, and this is currently more like 1.5 hours. Also, any student taking transit these times would increase. It is not reasonable that 
students would commute to another district campus, when we lose something at South; instead students will and have left the district, opting 
instead for Highline or Green River.  I see becoming a single college as a pathway to essentially turning South into a pro-tech and internship 
college only, and the students (mostly of color) who want to do something else, are left in the cold to fend form themselves. This is NOT 
EQUITABLE, and will serve to increase the inequities the South students are already facing. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
[REDACTED] 

This isn't a great survey. It was designed to get the responses you want. I'm concerned about the work of putting the three colleges together. I 
work in the [REDACTED] program, which which was consolidated into 1 district program over the last few years. It was VERY difficult to coordinate 
with [REDACTED] colleagues at the other campuses. Each program had different curricula, policies, and procedures. Bringing the three together 
was a tremendous amount of work. I cannot even imagine the work faculty would need to do to bring all curricula, policies and procedures for all 
three campuses. 

 
 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
 
[REDACTED] 

Context for my response: I have been engaged with the conversations around this as a tenure-track faculty member, a tenured faculty member, a 
[REDACTED] committee chair (which worked across the district), as a Faculty Council representative, and as a union member.  I know you're 
going to hear this a lot from faculty, but this move would be soul-crushing. Many of us applied for and took positions for individual campuses. 
Students [REDACTED] have particular values and community connections they associate with the individual colleges. The emotional, mental, and 
labor cost on faculty and staff will be tremendous, and administration is not showing that they understand this despite our presenting it at every 
opportunity. We are not intending to act as roadblocks to student success; we're just so tired of the district pretending we aren't in a large city 
with distinct campus cultures that are rooted in who our students are and what we were hired to do at these colleges. 

 
 

Faculty 

 
 
[REDACTED] 

I am with [REDACTED]. As faculty who goes to all three campuses it is difficult to engage in the college culture, as I did when working exclusively 
at [REDACTED]. The resources are ambiguous at best for faculty and students. Students pay tuition at any of 3 campuses before admission with 
prerequisites, but we are unable to tap into UTF grants. I can't get grants like I did when 1 campus focused. This needs to be fixed. I think bringing 
the faculty together under 1 curriculum has been better for students and staff. All staff have to go to all campuses at least once a year. Having 1 
accreditation visit is much easier than 3. (and cheaper) 

 
 
 
Faculty 

 
 
 
[REDACTED] 

I understand that by creating a single administrative group for all 3 colleges does reduce headcount and save money. Having a single 
administrative management, for instance, makes sense. However, I have experienced this type of consolidation in the corporate world. This has 
led to a lack of focus for those who require the services the most. If the contact person is not present at the site, the effectiveness of the position 
is reduced, especially as the students and faculty may be limited in their transportation options. Students, especially those we serve at South 
Seattle College, require in-person contacts who they know and trust. This is also relevant for instructors. 
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1

A Journey to One: 
Transforming a Community College District of Seven Colleges 

into One Unified Accredited Institution 

Dr. Joe May, Chancellor 
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The History of DCCCD

Founded in 1965 as Dallas County 
Junior College District

Structured as one college district 
comprised of seven separately 

accredited colleges

Assisted nearly 3 million people 
on their educational journeys     

Structure-based inefficiencies led 
to duplicative programs and 

inconsistent student experience

Across DCCCD’s seven colleges, 
we served 118,329 students in fall 2019.

• 90,329 credit students
• 12,000 continuing education students
• 16,000 dual-credit/early college high school students

With a 2019-2020 budget of $487,153,284

DCCCD served 
Dallas County for more 

than 55 years

The largest higher 
education institution in 

North Texas
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DCCCD History Timeline

3

2020

1965

DCCCD received 
accreditation approval to 
become Dallas College 
and Bachler's degree.

The COVID-19 pandemic 
ushered in a transition to 

online learning.

Dallas County voters 
created the Dallas 

County Junior College 
District and approved a 

$41.5 million bond issue 
to finance it.

Voters approve 
$1.1 billion bond 

package

2019

1966
El Centro

opens

1970
Eastfield and

Mountain View
open

1972
Richland

opens

1977
Cedar Valley

and North Lake
open

1978
Brookhaven

opens

1991
The R. Jan LeCroy Center for 

Educational Telecommunications 
opens

Early Childhood 
Baccalaureate
State approval
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Dallas County Students: A Bleak Pathway

A

Less than10%
will complete a college degree 

6 years after graduating high school

80%
of Dallas College students come from 

underserved populations
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Too Many 
People Left 

Behind

5
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The “Why” Behind 
the Consolidation
• Outdated processes only confused our 

students
• Our demographics are changing, and we had 

to evolve to offer better support
• Students uninformed about career pathways
• Serving some of the poorest and most 

underserved student populations in Dallas 
County

• Unlike other institutions, our consolidation 
was not motivated by financial need, but 
rather unmet student demand
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Dallas County Community College 
District, 7 separately accredited colleges
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Autonomy is the   
enemy to solving 
student problems.

8
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9

Career Connected Learner 
Network

Solving the talent problem will take the entire 
community to address the equity and poverty 
challenge. Every dotted line represents a handoff 
and a possible point of failure for our most 
vulnerable students.
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Re
co

m
m

en
da

tio
n

#1 Address the most  
significant labor market 
gaps  through program 
expansion  strategies, 
realigning, initiating, 
consolidating or closing 
programs to streamline 
navigation and  remove 
organizational barriers to 
increase the numbers of  
program graduates 
earning living wages or 
greater income.

Re
co

m
m

en
da

tio
n 

#2

Conduct an in-depth 
review of the seven 
program clusters to 
determine priority, 
strategy framework, 
category and optimal 
geographic locations.

Re
co

m
m

en
da

tio
n 

#3

Restructure the 
DCCCD organization 
to meet the needs of 
Dallas County 
students, employers 
and communities in a 
nimble, efficient and 
effective Network.

Education Plan Findings

10
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Quick Case Study: 
Workforce Misalignment

11

How can we 
EXPAND 
program 

opportunities?

AAS Degrees76


Chart2



Occupational Demand by Cluster: AAS Degrees



CIP Title	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	Industry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	Gap or (Surplus)	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	Industry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	2282.5902714702552	4642.7114957769318	403.6541174862848	9412.3420096255286	152.29144328436803	2642.8037320577114	41572.315398171071	Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	Industry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	294.77466666666669	433.3270500000001	268.94667666666669	789.31161999999995	177.45969333333335	1469.3422366666668	1355.1365566666666	Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	Industry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	2577.3649381369214	5076.0385457769335	672.60079415295149	10201.653629625527	329.75113661770143	4112.1459687243778	42927.451954837736	









ASSOC Gaps SUMMARY

		DCCCD associate degree level program demand gap analysis































								CIP Title		Gap or (Surplus)		Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers		Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions

				Education Cluster

				19.0706		Early Childhood AAS		Child Development		966		47		1,013		$10.40

				13.1210				Early Childhood Education & Teaching		1,316		248		1,564		$9.58

				Education Cluster Summary						2,283		295		2,577		$9.99

				Social Science & Public Service Cluster

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Public Safety AAS		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		3,401		208		3,609		$18.51

				43.0201		Fire Protection Technology AAS		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		105		42		147		$29.02

				44.0701		Social Work Generalist AAS		Social Work		388		13		401		$22.80

				22.0302		Paralegal AAS		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		565		167		733		$25.58

				49.0102		Aviation Technology		Airline/Commercial/Professional Pilot & Flight Crew		90		3		92		$57.59

				49.0104		Aviation Technology		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		94		0		94		$42.20

				Social Science & Public Service Cluster Summary						4,643		433		5,076		$32.62

				STEM Cluster

				41.0101				Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		1		2		3		$25.20

				10.0202		Video Technology AAS		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		(6)		25		18		$20.68

				10.0303		Digital Media Technology AAS		Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		6		6		12		$21.11

				10.0304		Interactive Simulation and Game Tech AAS		Animation, Interactive Tech, Video Graphics & Special Effects		5		12		17		$27.02

				11.0201		Software Programmer/Dev AAS		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		40		32		71		$45.21

				11.0301		Personal Computer Support AAS		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		18		31		49		$23.43

				11.0701		Personal Computer Support AAS		Computer Science		145		18		163		$41.77

				11.0801		Internet Development/Tech/Marketing /Web AAS		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		7		19		26		$29.46

				11.0901		Network Admin and Support AAS		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		126		94		220		$43.89

				11.1003		Cyber Security / Digital Forensics AAS		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		62		31		93		$44.23

				STEM Cluster Summary						404		269		673		$32.20

				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster

				15.0303		Advanced Manufacturing/Mechatronics AAS		Electrical, Electronic & Comm Engr Technology/Technician		632		92		724		$19.47

				15.0304		Nanotechnology AAS		Laser & Optical Technology/Technician		(1)		1		0		$27.85

				15.0505		Renewable/Sustainable Energy Tech AAS		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		94		2		96		$38.37

				15.1001		Construction Management AAS		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		725		30		755		$27.92

				15.1301		Computer-Aided Design and Drafting AAS		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		144		64		208		$25.52

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science Specialist AAS		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		67		10		77		$23.91

				46.0302		Electrical Technology AAS		Electrician		1,785		9		1,794		$20.57

				47.0201		HVAC Residential AAS		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		960		27		987		$21.30

				47.0603		Auto Body Technology AAS		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		364		14		378		$18.93

				47.0604		Automotive/Dealership Service Tech AAS		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		2,755		517		3,272		$18.84

				48.0508		Welding Technology AAS		Welding Technology/Welder		1,887		23		1,910		$19.54

				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster Summary						9,412		789		10,202		$23.84

				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster

				50.0401		Visual Communication AAS		Design & Visual Communications, General		75		74		149		$18.84

				50.0407		Apparel Design / Pattern Design AAS		Fashion/Apparel Design		(24)		25		1		$27.17

				50.0408		Interior Design AAS		Interior Design		57		11		68		$20.16

				50.0409		Digital Art and Design AAS		Graphic Design		(23)		51		28		$22.29

				50.0903		Performing Musician AAS		Music Performance, General		56		3		59		$18.83

				50.0904		Digital Music Production and Composition AAS		Music Theory & Composition		2		4		6		$30.12

				50.0913		Recording Technology AAS		Music Technology		10		9		19		$25.04

				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster Summary						152		177		330		$23.21

				Health Sciences Cluster

				51.0808		Veterinary Technology AAS		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Tech& Veterinary Assistant		279		92		371		$13.94

				51.0901		Invasive Cardiovascular Technology AAS		Cardiovascular Technology/Technologist		20		23		43		$27.64

				51.0904		Paramedicine AAS		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		1,064		37		1,100		$16.95

				51.0908		Respiratory Care AAS		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		109		91		200		$29.52

				51.0909		Surgical Technologist AAS		Surgical Technology/Technologist		166		41		206		$20.76

				51.0910		Adult Cardiac /Diagnostic /Pediatric Sonography AAS 		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		(17)		63		46		$29.54

				51.0911		MRI / Radiologic Sciences AAS		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		180		137		316		$27.49

				51.1004		Medical Laboratory Tech AAS		Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician		9		16		24		$25.39

				51.1501		Substance Abuse Counseling AAS		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		(22)		35		13		$17.48

				51.3801		Associate Degree Nursing 		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		856		935		1,791		$37.04

				Health Sciences Cluster Summary						2,643		1,469		4,112		$24.57

				Business Cluster

				12.0501		Bakery/Pastry AAS		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		270		98		368		$13.24

				12.0503		Food and Hospitality Mgmt./ Service AAS		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		4,723		289		5,012		$14.76

				52.0101		Business Administration AAS		Business/Commerce, General		1,076		333		1,408		$45.05

				52.0201		Business Administration AAS		Business Administration & Management, General		26,902		467		27,369		$18.75

				52.0203		Logistics / Supply Chain Mgmt. Technology AAS		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		413		6		419		$32.28

				52.0208				E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		1		0		1		$38.75

				52.0301		Accounting AAS		Accounting		3,596		80		3,676		$23.16

				52.0402		Executive Assistant AAS		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		38		24		62		$26.13

				52.0803		Mortgage Banking AAS		Banking & Financial Support Services		3,248		4		3,252		$17.45

				52.1101		International Business AAS		International Business/Trade/Commerce		87		7		94		$51.07

				52.1401		Business Marketing AAS		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		605		6		611		$24.39

				52.1501		Real Estate AAS		Real Estate		386		26		411		$26.02

				52.1904		Fashion Marketing AAS		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		23		9		32		$30.08

				52.1905		Hospitality, Exhibitions, and Event Mgmt. AAS		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		206		7		213		$19.11

				Business Cluster Summary						41,572		1,355		42,927		$27.16



Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings	

Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers	1	







Occupational Demand by Cluster: AAS Degrees



CIP Title	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	Industry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	Gap or (Surplus)	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	In	dustry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	2282.5902714702552	4642.7114957769318	403.6541174862848	9412.3420096255286	152.29144328436803	2642.8037320577114	41572.315398171071	Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	Industry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	294.77466666666669	433.3270500000001	268.94667666666669	789.31161999999995	177.45969333333335	1469.3422366666668	1355.1365566666666	Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings	Education Cluster Summary	Social Science 	&	 Public Service Cluster Summary	STEM Cluster Summary	Industry, Manufacturing, 	&	 Construction Cluster Summary	Arts, Communication, Humanities, 	&	 Design Cluster Summary	Health Sciences Cluster Summary	Business Cluster Summary	2577.3649381369214	5076.0385457769335	672.60079415295149	10201.653629625527	329.75113661770143	4112.1459687243778	42927.451954837736	









CERT GAPS SUMMARY

		DCCCD certificate level program demand gap analysis































				DCCCD Certificate Clusters						Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings		Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers		Average Annual DCCCD Program Completers		Gap or (Surplus)		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions







				Education Cluster

				19.0708		Administrative Certificate		Child Care & Support Services Management		231		33		4		197		$16.72

				19.0709		Child Development/Early Childhood Ed Cert. 		Child Care Provider/Assistant		311		44		16		267		$20.04

				Education Cluster Summary						541		77		20		464		$18.38



				Social Science & Public Service Cluster

				41.0101				Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		2		2		0		(0)		$20.17

				43.0104		Criminal Justice Certificate		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		3,950		331		326		3,618		$19.90

				43.0201		Fire Science/Arson/Investigation Certificate		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		130		121		11		9		$11.75

				Social Science & Public Service Cluster Summary						4,079		452		337		3,627		$15.82



				STEM Cluster

				45.0702		GIS Technician Specialist		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		84		25		5		59		$30.33

				10.0202		Animation and Visual Effects Certificate		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		19		31		18		(12)		$20.06

				10.0303		Digital Media Certificate		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		15		29		6		(14)		$11.97

				11.0201		Programming Skills Achievement Award's/Certificates		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		57		107		95		(50)		$22.66

				11.0301		IT Tech Support/Help Desk/PC Specialist		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		45		169		159		(124)		$16.56

				11.0801		interactive Media/ Internet / Visual Design Certificates		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		21		49		36		(28)		$20.86

				11.0901		Web Designer/ Cisco/ Networking/SQL 		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		121		228		184		(107)		$14.26

				11.1003		Digital Forensics / Information Security		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		49		83		7		(34)		$17.10

				STEM Cluster Summary						413		724		511		(311)		$19.23



				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster

				15.0303		Advanced Manufacturing and Design, CNC		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		1,125		119		77		1,006		$18.34

				15.0505		Renewable/Sustainable Energy Tech Certificate		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		106		1		1		105		$14.17

				15.1001		Residential Construction/Surveying/Foreman		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		284		32		11		251		$18.29

				15.1301		CAD Operator Certificate		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		148		78		53		70		$14.20

				15.1303		Architectural Drafting Certificate		Architectural Drafting & Architectural CAD/CADD		2		5		5		(3)		$17.95

				46.0302		Electrical Construction/Electrical Technology		Electrician		4,129		107		40		4,022		$14.39

				47.0201		HVAC Residential Certificate		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		1,485		200		112		1,285		$9.29

				47.0603		Auto Body Technology		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		556		108		47		448		$24.71

				47.0604		 		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		2,917		625		485		2,292		$19.29

				47.0605		Preventive Maintenance Tech Certificate		Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician		758		165		22		593		$9.79

				47.0606		Marine/Small Engine Tech Cert		Small Engine Mechanics & Repair Technology/Technician		118		4		4		114		$36.48

				47.0611		Motocycle Tech Cert		Motorcycle Maintenance & Repair Technology/Technician		27		7		7		19		$20.22

				48.0508		Welding / Machinist Cert		Welding Technology/Welder		2,091		377		101		1,715		$17.62

				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster Summary						13,745		1,828		965		11,917		$   18.06



				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster

				50.0401		Digital Arts, Visual Communications, Web Design		Design & Visual Communications, General		155		32		32		123		$16.59

				50.0407		Theatrical Costume Design Certificate		Fashion/Apparel Design		1		0		0		1		$40.00

				50.0408		Interior Design Technical Certificate		Interior Design		42		10		1		32		$18.83

				50.0409		Digital Arts and Design Certificate		Graphic Design		27		23		20		3		$25.49

				50.0903		Performing Musician Certificate		Music Performance, General		79		5		5		75		$23.03

				50.0913		Recording Technology Certificate		Music Technology		18		35		35		(17)		$11.69

				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster Summary						323		106		93		217		$   22.60

				Health Sciences Cluster

				51.0713		Medical Front Office Medical Coder Cert		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		1,956		240		4		1,715		$13.53

				51.0716		Medical Front Office Assistant		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		2,687		93		13		2,595		$16.12

				51.0801		Medical Assisting Cert		Medical/Clinical Assistant		1,523		2,065		22		(542)		$28.37

				51.0808		Large/Small Animal Vet Assisting Cert		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		209		173		161		36		$35.93

				51.0904		Critical Care,EMT Basic, Paramedic Cert		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		1,548		254		124		1,294		$20.68

				51.0911		MRI Advanced Tech Certificate		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		54		108		30		(54)		$31.66

				51.1501		Mental Health/Substance Abuse Prevention Cert		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		14		65		30		(51)		$25.17

				51.3812		Perioperative Nursing Enhanced Skills Cert		Perioperative/Operating Room & Surgical Nurse/Nursing		1		2		2		(2)		$16.74

				51.3901		Vocational Nursing Cert		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		1,297		101		14		1,196		$25.38

				Health Sciences Cluster Summary						9,289		3,102		401		6,187		$23.73



				Business Cluster

				12.0501		Baking/Pastry Cert		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		500		65		28		434		$17.45

				12.0503		Culinary Arts Cert		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		5,599		272		86		5,327		$17.45

				52.0101		Conflich Management Specialist Cert		Business/Commerce, General		314		120		5		194		$28.77

				52.0201		Business Leadershipo/Supervisor Certificates		Business Administration & Management, General		16,149		987		416		15,162		$19.89

				52.0203		Logisitics, Inventory Control, Certificates		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		430		23		23		407		$20.95

				52.0208				E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		0		0		0		0		$23.77

				52.0301		Accounting Assistant/Clerk Cert		Accounting		4,079		421		421		3,658		$26.62

				52.0406		Business Office Specialist Cert		Receptionist		326		51		51		275		$39.88

				52.0407		Adminsttrative Office Specialist Cert		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		1,053		69		69		984		$43.53

				52.0803		Designate/Financial Services/Mortgage Certificate		Banking & Financial Support Services		3,760		11		11		3,748		$17.47

				52.1101		International Business and Trade Cert		International Business/Trade/Commerce		15		11		11		5		$16.74

				52.1401		Call Center / Sales / Marketing Award / Certificate		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		591		73		65		518		$20.26

				52.1501		Real Estate Cert		Real Estate		137		200		134		(63)		$39.80

				52.1904		Visual Merchandising Cert		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		10		19		19		(9)		$16.09

				52.1905				Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		263		13		13		250		$15.79

				Business Cluster Summary						33,227		2,336		1,352		30,891		$24.30

				Source: emsi











Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings	[CELLRANGE]
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Executive Summary



				Economic Overview

				An industry’s total job count and projected change over the next decade provides DCCCD and its students insight into regional employment trends. The location quotient (LQ) is a way of quantifying how concentrated an industry’s employment is in the DCCCD Service Region as compared to the U.S. The industries are listed by their three-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code, the standard used by federal statistical agencies in classifying business establishments.







				Fifteen largest industries in the DCCCD Service Region by jobs						Fifteen largest industries in the DCCCD Service Region by employment concentration (LQ)

































































				Program Demand Gap Analysis

				The top programs are those with the largest difference between program completers and job openings for occupations mapped to the program. Program completers are a three-year average, by award type, across all postsecondary educational institutions in the DCCCD Service Region, and job openings are a projected ten-year average in which occupations have been de-duplicated across programs and weighted according to the type of award. The programs are listed by their six-digit Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) codes, the taxonomic scheme developed by the National Center for Education Statistics used to classify fields of study and program completions activity. 











				Top certificate level gaps						Top associate degree level gaps





































				Program Additions

				These program additions, listed as occupations, are not currently being trained for by DCCCD. At the certificate level, the occupations typically require some college education but no degree. At the associate degree level, the occupations typically require an associate degree level of education. The Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system is used to classify workers into occupational categories, and the occupations are listed by thier six-digit SOC codes. Note that the recommendations are based solely on the gap and whether or not the occupation looks promising, in terms of job growth, hourly wages rates, and etc. These are initial findings and should serve as a starting point for further research.











				Certificate level program additions

				SOC Code		SOC Title		CERT Job Openings in the DCCCD Service Region		CERT Program Completers in the DCCCD Service Region		Certificate Level Gap		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions

				53-1048		First-Line Supervisors of Transportation and Material Moving Workers, Except Aircraft Cargo Handling Supervisors		1,039		16		1,023		$27.07

				39-9031		Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors		1,000		0		1,000		$17.76

				31-9091		Dental Assistants		1,149		163		987		$17.66

				49-2022		Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers		822		7		816		$21.99

				25-3021		Self-Enrichment Education Teachers		701		0		701		$20.70

				49-3011		Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians		746		57		689		$29.56

				29-2052		Pharmacy Technicians		693		32		661		$15.41

				43-4151		Order Clerks		616		0		616		$16.74

				27-2022		Coaches and Scouts		473		0		473		$18.30

				31-9011		Massage Therapists		471		49		422		$16.20

				49-2011		Computer, Automated Teller, and Office Machine Repairers		354		2		352		$17.67

				31-9097		Phlebotomists		314		8		306		$15.40

				49-9051		Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers		270		0		270		$26.26

				43-4161		Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeeping		262		0		262		$19.98

				43-4121		Library Assistants, Clerical		213		0		213		$12.86

				39-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Personal Service Workers		339		181		158		$19.06

				31-9099		Healthcare Support Workers, All Other		155		1		154		$22.50

				25-4031		Library Technicians		169		16		153		$14.99

				49-2097		Electronic Home Entertainment Equipment Installers and Repairers		153		0		153		$17.85

				29-2081		Opticians, Dispensing		141		0		141		$17.06

				Associate degree level program additions

				SOC Code		SOC Title		ASSOC Job Openings in the DCCCD Service Region		ASSOC Program Completers in the DCCCD Service Region		Associate Degree Level Gap		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions

				29-2021		Dental Hygienists		338		11		327		$37.24

				31-2011		Occupational Therapy Assistants		251		2		249		$32.06

				31-2021		Physical Therapist Assistants		238		56		182		$34.36

				31-2022		Physical Therapist Aides		189		39		150		$12.77

				29-2035		Magnetic Resonance Imaging Technologists		49		0		49		$35.05

				31-2012		Occupational Therapy Aides		26		0		26		$13.98

				39-4031		Morticians, Undertakers, and Funeral Directors		38		22		16		$24.59



2018 Jobs	

Local Government	Food Services 	&	 Drinking Places	Administrative 	&	 Support Services	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Ambulatory Health Care Services	Specialty Trade Contractors	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	Hospitals	General Merchandise Stores	Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, 	&	 Similar Organizations	Real Estate	Federal Government	Educational Services	325324.57671	970828	299897.99767510442	284520.25899644953	280439.46214601054	206700.95566684709	160241.95519763973	109906.47882421227	107721.66460704146	91532.220932294134	88230.421632500002	81899.694895142777	69899.845607284456	69534.652777017269	63693.105793297393	63490.872114553531	2028 Jobs	

Local Government	Food Services 	&	 Drinking Places	Administrative 	&	 Support Services	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Ambulatory Health Care Services	Specialty Trade Contractors	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	Hospitals	General Merchandise Stores	Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, 	&	 Similar Organizations	Real Estate	Federal Government	Educational Services	375068.07092551398	354739.79388238024	322437.47658659657	334235.10022452549	284974.63107948663	189245.57730329793	116772.11355580325	122350.83733314375	111057.35461870162	105294.2737349485	91741.685612348592	81465.38309303108	82148.839749975959	67654.016765528504	78440.766230082823	





2018 LQ	

Air Transportation	Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Postal Service	Monetary Authorities-Central Bank	Telecommunications	Data Processing, Hosting, 	&	 Related Services	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Warehousing 	&	 Storage	Computer 	&	 Electronic Product Manufacturing	Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted Works)	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Support Activities for Transportation	Couriers 	&	 Messengers	Real Estate	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	3.158871933509	3574	3.0530757407150433	2.5910679931885943	2.2982053027279026	1.989163055001036	1.7700219749158401	1.6956950859446347	1.6729075148148431	1.6705905720454521	1.5765641231421932	1.4786058845078156	1.422216586953712	1.417897585867254	1.3635135116212369	1.3595571748488364	2028 Jobs	

Air Transportation	Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Postal Service	Monetary Authorities-Central Bank	Telecommunications	Data Processing, Hosting, 	&	 Related Services	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Warehousing 	&	 Storage	Computer 	&	 Electronic Product Manufacturing	Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted Works)	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Support Activities for Transportation	Couriers 	&	 Messengers	Real Estate	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	3.110277157316566	2.829	5566882491472	2.4083168473971486	2.1599355340585933	1.9373412148579812	1.3400533977851217	1.7211395822532125	1.8290723672521643	1.5668971537625889	1.3736147714914251	1.4132335885983167	1.4189832722456777	1.4269376795698649	1.3974235333093059	1.4207323465307991	





Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings	

[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
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[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]


[CELLRANGE]

Child Care 	&	 Support Services Management	Child Care Provider/Assistant	Criminal Justice/Safety Studies	Fire Prevention 	&	 Safety Technology/Technician	Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician	Geographic Information Science 	&	 Cartography	Radio 	&	 Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician	Prepress/Desktop Publishing 	&	 Digital Imaging Design	Computer Programming/Programmer, General	Data Processing 	&	 Data Processing Technology/Technician	Web Page, Digital/Multimedia 	&	 Information Resources Design	Computer Systems Networking 	&	 Telecommunications	Computer 	&	 Information Systems Security/Information Assurance	Electri	cal, Electronic 	&	 Comm Engr Technology/Technician	230.73555909284551	310.69275402733564	541.4283131201812	3949.6153851104382	129.70845533485002	4079.3238404452882	2.314710319105814	84.125420552505787	19.030446655304925	15.459858418227892	56.99887886756617	44.832336407800462	20.613342234932716	120.81436762572642	48.688124766594299	412.87748584776449	1124.5575246658477	197 	267 	464 	3,618 	9 	3,627 	(0)	59 	(12)	(14)	(50)	(124)	(28)	(107)	(34)	(311)	1,006 	Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers	197.38035575951218	266.99527736066898	464.37563312018119	3618.2684817771051	8.6773653348500233	3626.9458471119551	-3.8783014227519175E-2	59.416653885839118	-12.323516678028408	-13.560851581772109	-50.033731132433836	-124.20534359219957	-28.452057765067281	-107.2464123742736	-34.372815233405703	-310.77807447134137	1005.5166246658478	197.38035575951218	266.99527736066898	464.37563312018119	3618.2684817771051	8.6773653348500233	3626.9458471119551	-3.8783014227519175E-2	59.416653885839118	-12.323516678028408	-13.560851581772109	-50.033731132433836	-124.20534359219957	-28.452057765067281	-107.2464123742736	-34.372815233405703	-310.77807447134137	1005.5166246658478	105.04190896200708	251.2157556290714	70.354437229131946	-3.3137813727651144	4022.391587979027	1285.2684892300001	447.51458052375062	2291.9103441142215	593.10104670882311	114.24128568003603	19.32348043705321	1714.6395689945448	11917.20532878075	122.97693053844121	0.70969426730961505	32.331035390638441	3.3776097614649601	74.669304547941408	-17.246564800964578	216.81800970483107	1715.2538753564884	2594.6595916966021	-541.99306189403751	36.057585303174989	1293.8043718497149	-53.687494737260415	-51.213859775571727	-1.81608242379	50406	1196.3731858624064	6187.4381112377214	434.48435553168042	Child Care 	&	 Support Services Management	Child Care Provider/Assistant	Criminal Justice/Safety Studies	Fire Prevention 	&	 Safety Technology/Technician	Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician	Geographic Information Science 	&	 Cartography	Radio 	&	 Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician	Prepress/Desktop Publishing 	&	 Digital Imaging Design	Computer Programming/Programmer, General	Data Processing 	&	 Data Processing Technology/Technician	Web Page, Digital/Multimedia 	&	 Information Resources Design	Computer Systems Networking 	&	 Telecommunications	Computer 	&	 Information Systems Security/Information Assurance	Electrical, Electronic 	&	 Comm Engr Technology/Technician	33.355203333333328	43.697476666666667	77.052679999999995	331.34690333333333	121.03108999999999	452	.37799333333334	2.3534933333333332	24.708766666666669	31.353963333333333	29.020710000000001	107.03261000000001	169.03768000000002	49.065399999999997	228.06078000000002	83.060940000000002	723.69434333333345	119.04089999999999	



Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

Radio 	&	 Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician	Desktop Publishing 	&	 Digital Imaging Design	Animation, Interactive Tech, Video Graphics 	&	 Special Effects	Computer Programming/Programmer, General	Data Processing 	&	 Data Processing Technology/Technician	Computer Science	Web Page, Digital/Multimedia 	&	 Information Resources Design	Computer Systems Networking 	&	 Telecommunications	Computer 	&	 Information Systems Security/Information Assurance	18.346294571081295	12.022178267400047	16.542149126144935	71.300195938775147	49.123904869236235	163.37802158341944	25.806748488253685	220.31382996162651	93.119118820199347	(6)	6 	5 	40 	18 	145 	7 	126 	62 	Average	 Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers	-6.3306920955853734	6.3554416007333803	4.8561324594782675	39.623059272108478	18.105024869236235	145.35857158341943	7.09675182158702	125.86210662829319	62.099508820199347	1	Radio 	&	 Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician	Desktop Publishing 	&	 Digital Imaging Design	Animation, Interactive Tech, Video Graphics 	&	 Special Effects	Computer Programming/Programmer, General	Data Processing 	&	 Data Processing Technology/Technician	Computer Science	Web Page, Digital/Multimedia 	&	 Information Resources Design	Computer Systems Networking 	&	 Telecommunications	Computer 	&	 Information Systems Secu	rity/Information Assurance	24.676986666666668	5.666736666666667	11.686016666666667	31.677136666666666	31.018879999999999	18.019450000000003	18.709996666666665	94.451723333333319	31.01961	





Introduction



				General information

				District's name		Dallas County Community College District

				District's acronym		DCCCD

				Name of service region		the DCCCD Service Region

				Institutions in District		Brookhaven, Cedar Valley, Eastfield, El Centro, Mountain View, North Lake and Richland

				Counties in service region		Dallas, Tarrant, Collin, Denton, Ellis, Rockwall, Johnson, Kaufman, Hunt, Parker, Wise

				Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) codes of counties in service region		48113, 48439, 48085, 48121, 48139, 48397, 48251, 48257, 48231, 48367, 48497

				States in service region		Texas

				Data information

				Base year		2018

				Projected year		2028

				Unemployment data month and year		October 2018

				Emsi data run year and quarter		2019.1

				Class of workers		Employees & Self-Employed

				Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) completions years for DCCCD		2015

						2016

						2017

				IPEDS completions years for other institutions in the DCCCD Service Region		2015

						2016

						2017

				Award levels for analysis		certificate

						associate degree

				Industries included in staffing pattern analysis to identify relevant occupations within driving industries		Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods

						Credit Intermediation & Related Activities

						Insurance Carriers & Related Activities

						Real Estate

				Map of the DCCCD Service Region























































Industries and LQs

		Top industries in the DCCCD Service Region by jobs and employment concentration (LQ)

				Fifteen largest industry subsectors in the DCCCD Service Region by 2018 jobs



























				NAICS Code		NAICS Title		2018 Jobs		2028 Jobs		Change		% Change

				903		Local Government		325,325		375,068		49,743		15.3%

				722		Food Services & Drinking Places		299,898		354,740		54,842		18.3%

				561		Administrative & Support Services		284,520		322,437		37,917		13.3%

				541		Professional, Scientific, & Technical Services		280,439		334,235		53,796		19.2%

				621		Ambulatory Health Care Services		206,701		284,975		78,274		37.9%

				238		Specialty Trade Contractors		160,242		189,246		29,004		18.1%

				423		Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods		109,906		116,772		6,866		6.2%

				522		Credit Intermediation & Related Activities		107,722		122,351		14,629		13.6%

				524		Insurance Carriers & Related Activities		91,532		111,057		19,525		21.3%

				622		Hospitals		88,230		105,294		17,064		19.3%

				452		General Merchandise Stores		81,900		91,742		9,842		12.0%

				813		Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, & Similar Organizations		69,900		81,465		11,566		16.5%

				531		Real Estate		69,535		82,149		12,614		18.1%

				901		Federal Government		63,693		67,654		3,961		6.2%

				611		Educational Services		63,491		78,441		14,950		23.5%

				Fifteen largest industries in the DCCCD Service Region by 2018 LQ

				NAICS Code		NAICS Title		2018 LQ		2028 Jobs		% Change

				481		Air Transportation		3.2		3.1		(1.5%)

				211		Oil & Gas Extraction		3.1		2.8		(7.3%)

				491		Postal Service		2.6		2.4		(7.1%)

				521		Monetary Authorities-Central Bank		2.3		2.2		(6.0%)

				517		Telecommunications		2.0		1.9		(2.6%)

				518		Data Processing, Hosting, & Related Services		1.8		1.3		(24.3%)

				522		Credit Intermediation & Related Activities		1.7		1.7		1.5%

				493		Warehousing & Storage		1.7		1.8		9.3%

				334		Computer & Electronic Product Manufacturing		1.7		1.6		(6.2%)

				533		Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted Works)		1.6		1.4		(12.9%)

				423		Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods		1.5		1.4		(4.4%)

				488		Support Activities for Transportation		1.4		1.4		(0.2%)

				492		Couriers & Messengers		1.4		1.4		0.6%

				531		Real Estate		1.4		1.4		2.5%

				524		Insurance Carriers & Related Activities		1.4		1.4		4.5%



2018 Jobs	

Local Government	Food Services 	&	 Drinking Places	Administrative 	&	 Support Services	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Ambulatory Health Care Services	Specialty Trade Contractors	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	Hospitals	General Merchandise Stores	Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, 	&	 Similar Organizations	Real Estate	Federal Government	Educational Services	325324.57671970828	299897.99767	510442	284520.25899644953	280439.46214601054	206700.95566684709	160241.95519763973	109906.47882421227	107721.66460704146	91532.220932294134	88230.421632500002	81899.694895142777	69899.845607284456	69534.652777017269	63693.105793297393	63490.872114553531	2028 Jobs	

Local Government	Food Services 	&	 Drinking Places	Administrative 	&	 Support Services	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Ambulatory Health Care Services	Specialty Trade Contractors	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	Hospitals	General Merchandise Stores	Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, 	&	 Similar Organizations	Real Estate	Federal Government	Educational Services	375068.07092551398	354739.79388238024	322437.47658659657	334235.10022452549	284974.63107948663	189245.57730329793	116772.11355580325	122350.83733314375	111057.35461870162	105294.2737349485	91741.685612348592	81465.38309303108	82148.839749975959	67654.016765528504	78440.766230082823	





2018 LQ	

Air Transportation	Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Postal Service	Monetary Authorities-Central Bank	Telecommunications	Data Processing, Hosting, 	&	 Related Services	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Warehousing 	&	 Storage	Computer 	&	 Electronic Product Manufacturing	Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted Works)	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Support Activities for Transportation	Couriers 	&	 Messengers	Real Estate	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	3.1588719335093574	3.0530757407150433	2.5910679931885943	2.2982053027279026	1.989163055001036	1.7700219749158401	1.6956950859446347	1.6729075148148431	1.6705905720454521	1.5765641231421932	1.4786058845078156	1.422216586953712	1.417897585867254	1.3635135116212369	1.3595571748488364	2028 Jobs	

Air Transportation	Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Postal Service	Monetary Authorities-Central Bank	Telecommunications	Data Processing, Hosting, 	&	 Related Services	Credit Intermediation 	&	 Related Activities	Warehousing 	&	 Storage	Computer 	&	 Electronic Product Manufacturing	Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted Works)	Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods	Support Activities for Transportation	Couriers 	&	 Messengers	Real Estate	Insurance Carriers 	&	 Related Activities	3.110277157316566	2.8295566882491472	2.4083168473971486	2.1599355340585933	1.9	373412148579812	1.3400533977851217	1.7211395822532125	1.8290723672521643	1.5668971537625889	1.3736147714914251	1.4132335885983167	1.4189832722456777	1.4269376795698649	1.3974235333093059	1.4207323465307991	







Commuting Patterns

		Commuting patterns of the DCCCD Service Region

				In-commuting of DCCCD Service Region's workers and out-commuting of the DCCCD Service Region's residents by primary jobs





												Count		% Count

				Employed in the DCCCD Service Region								3,128,224		100%

				Employed in the DCCCD Service Region but Living Outside								395,475		13%

				Employed and Living in the DCCCD Service Region								2,732,749		87%



				Living in the DCCCD Service Region								2,991,593		100%

				Living in the DCCCD Service Region but Employed Outside								258,844		9%

				Living and Employed in the DCCCD Service Region								2,732,749		91%



				Where DCCCD Service Region's residents work by county and primary jobs





				County								Count		% Count

				Dallas								1,321,687		44.3%

				Tarrant								737,422		24.7%

				Collin								325,454		10.9%

				Denton								181,213		6.1%

				Harris								51,566		1.7%

				Ellis								35,294		1.2%

				Johnson								33,072		1.1%

				Travis								30,362		1.0%

				Parker								24,268		0.8%

				Rockwall								20,838		0.7%

				All other counties								222,397		7.5%

				Total, all counties								2,983,573		100.0%



				Where DCCCD Service Region's workers live by county and primary jobs





				County								Count		% Count

				Dallas								962,197		30.8%

				Tarrant								766,542		24.6%

				Collin								381,724		12.2%

				Denton								335,394		10.7%

				Ellis								62,300		2.0%

				Johnson								56,433		1.8%

				Harris								49,725		1.6%

				Parker								43,774		1.4%

				Kaufman								42,633		1.4%

				Rockwall								34,993		1.1%

				All other counties								384,404		12.3%

				Total, all counties								3,120,119		100.0%













Educational Attainment

		Educational attainment of adults, aged 25 and older

				Adult population by education level in the DCCCD Service Region, Texas, and the U.S.







































				Education Level		 Population in the DCCCD Service Region		 % Population in the DCCCD Service Region		 % Population in Texas		 % Population in the U.S.

				Less than High School Diploma		790,151		16%		18%		14%

				High School Diploma		1,082,013		22%		25%		28%

				Some College		1,055,988		22%		22%		21%

				Associate Degree		322,214		7%		7%		8%

				Bachelor's Degree		1,042,919		22%		18%		19%

				Graduate Degree and Higher		537,397		11%		9%		11%

				Total		4,830,681		100%		100%		100%



				Adult population by education level and gender in the DCCCD Service Region

				Education Level		Male		% Male		Female		% Female

				Less than High School Diploma		400,942		17%		389,209		16%

				High School Diploma		517,328		22%		564,684		23%

				Some College		485,976		21%		570,012		23%

				Associate Degree		145,175		6%		177,039		7%

				Bachelor's Degree		503,577		22%		539,342		22%

				Graduate Degree and Higher		278,132		12%		259,265		10%

				Total		2,331,130		100%		2,499,552		100%

				Adult population in the DCCCD Service Region by major race and ethnicity group

				Major Race and Ethnicity Group				Population		% Population

				White, non-Hispanic				2,475,828		51%

				Hispanic, all types				1,164,515		24%

				Black, non-Hispanic				752,833		16%

				Asian, non-Hispanic				358,978		7%

				Two or more races, non-Hispanic				54,467		1%

				American Indian or Alaskan Native, non-Hispanic				19,219		0%

				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic				4,842		0%

				Total				4,830,681		100%

				Adult population by education level and the major race and ethnicity groups in the DCCCD Service Region















































				Major Race and Ethnicity Group				Less than High School Diploma		High School Diploma or Equivalent		Some College		Associate Degree		Bachelor's Degree		Graduate Degree and Higher

				White, non-Hispanic		Population		147,159		521,705		611,805		175,966		690,091		329,103

						% Population		6%		21%		25%		7%		28%		13%

				Black, non-Hispanic		Population		78,860		208,921		216,502		64,525		131,160		52,866

						% Population		10%		28%		29%		9%		17%		7%

				American Indian or Alaskan native, non-Hispanic		Population		3,714		4,846		5,008		1,281		2,866		1,504

						% Population		19%		25%		26%		7%		15%		8%

				Asian, non-Hispanic		Population		42,463		45,986		33,545		23,694		117,534		95,755

						% Population		12%		13%		9%		7%		33%		27%

				Native Hawaiian or Pacific islander, non-Hispanic		Population		730		1,623		1,511		283		468		227

						% Population		15%		34%		31%		6%		10%		5%

				Two or more races, non-Hispanic		Population		6,518		10,436		13,909		4,708		12,406		6,490

						% Population		12%		19%		26%		9%		23%		12%

				Hispanic, all types		Population		510,708		288,496		173,708		51,757		88,394		51,452

						% Population		44%		25%		15%		4%		8%		4%















 % Population in the DCCCD Service Region	Less than High School Diploma	High School Diploma	Some College	Associate Degree	Bachelor's Degree	Graduate Degree and Higher	0.1635692795199796	0.2239876000969164	0.21860016470140631	6.6701530234961892E-2	0.21589470677346875	0.11124671867326713	 % Population in Texas	Less than High School Diploma	High School Diploma	Some College	Associate Degree	Bachelor's Degree	Graduate Degree and Higher	0.18491718029330761	0.25072985432371764	0.21922937076751495	6.7502935284897314E-2	0.18277885656972315	9.4841802760839186E-2	 % Population in the U.S.	Less than High School Diploma	High School Diploma	Some College	Associate Degree	Bachelor's Degree	Graduate Degree and Higher	0.13688710864962067	0.27599828920374647	0.2074266097632555	8.0136182517053109E-2	0.18612311189482636	0.11342869797149797	







Less than High School Diploma	

% Male	% Female	0.1719946551492999	0.15571161364679179	High School Diploma	

% Male	% Female	0.22192175349166188	0.22591424800954593	Some College	

% Male	% Female	0.2084722011366564	0.22804569652917167	Associate Degree	

% Male	% Female	6.2276702327953619E-2	7.0828209064405664E-2	Bachelor's Degree	

% Male	% Female	0.21602255125494133	0.21577547657373181	Graduate Degree and Higher	

% Male	% Female	0.11931213663948693	0.10372475617635309	







Less than High School Diploma	

5.943810736590923E-2	0.10475065137154578	0.11828857338752388	0.15072560430204079	0.11966252799607406	0.43855867920985542	High School Diploma or Equivalent	

0.21071925830784105	0.27751316902768008	0.12810232914980194	0.33521267760920265	0.19160300601518357	0.24773927459694695	Some College	

0.24711130882652621	0.2875827255986334	9.3446095739690482E-2	0.31206793680290346	0.25536635051773	343	0.14916768737625002	Associate Degree	

7.1073477280542502E-2	8.5709320432057395E-2	6.600448010092573E-2	5.853010001937789E-2	8.6436595578492217E-2	4.4445138563266616E-2	Bachelor's Degree	

0.2787314109841037	0.17422124414454718	0.32741387247998655	9.6632358302877655E-2	0.22776763814421169	7.5906193124873858E-2	Graduate Degree and Higher	

0.13292643723507741	7.02228894255362E-2	0.26674464914207147	4.6831322963597585E-2	0.1191638817483051	4.4183027128807034E-2	









White, non-Hispanic	Hispanic, all types	Black, non-Hispanic	Asian, non-Hispanic	Two or more races, non-Hispanic	American Indian or Alaskan Native, non-Hispanic	Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic	2475827.6223157765	1164515.3652832503	752833.02607997507	358977.86984626035	54466.51447718776	19218.599534406472	4842.2947767927708	





CERT Gaps

		DCCCD certificate level program demand gap analysis































				CIP Code		Certificate Program Title		CIP Title		Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings		Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers		Average Annual DCCCD Program Completers		Gap or (Surplus)		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions







				Education Cluster

				19.0708		Administrative Certificate		Child Care & Support Services Management		231		33		4		197		$16.72

				19.0709		Child Development/Early Childhood Ed Cert. 		Child Care Provider/Assistant		311		44		16		267		$20.04

				Education Cluster Summary						541		77		20		464		$18.38



				Social Science & Public Service Cluster

				43.0104		Criminal Justice Certificate		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		3,950		331		326		3,618		$19.90

				43.0201		Fire Science/Arson/Investigation Certificate		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		130		121		11		9		$11.75

				Social Science & Public Service Cluster Summary						4,079		452		337		3,627		$15.82



				STEM Cluster

				41.0101				Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		2		2		0		(0)		$20.17

				45.0702		GIS Technician Specialist		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		84		25		5		59		$30.33

				10.0202		Animation and Visual Effects Certificate		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		19		31		18		(12)		$20.06

				10.0303		Digital Media Certificate		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		15		29		6		(14)		$11.97

				11.0201		Programming Skills Achievement Award's/Certificates		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		57		107		95		(50)		$22.66

				11.0301		IT Tech Support/Help Desk/PC Specialist		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		45		169		159		(124)		$16.56

				11.0801		interactive Media/ Internet / Visual Design Certificates		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		21		49		36		(28)		$20.86

				11.0901		Web Designer/ Cisco/ Networking/SQL 		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		121		228		184		(107)		$14.26

				11.1003		Digital Forensics / Information Security		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		49		83		7		(34)		$17.10

				STEM Cluster Summary						413		724		511		(311)		$19.33



				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster

				15.0303		Advanced Manufacturing and Design, CNC		Electrical, Electronic & Comm Engr Technology/Technician		1,125		119		77		1,006		$18.34

				15.0505		Renewable/Sustainable Energy Tech Certificate		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		106		1		1		105		$14.17

				15.1001		Residential Construction/Surveying/Foreman		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		284		32		11		251		$18.29

				15.1301		CAD Operator Certificate		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		148		78		53		70		$14.20

				15.1303		Architectural Drafting Certificate		Architectural Drafting & Architectural CAD/CADD		2		5		5		(3)		$17.95

				46.0302		Electrical Construction/Electrical Technology		Electrician		4,129		107		40		4,022		$14.39

				47.0201		HVAC Residential Certificate		HVAC & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		1,485		200		112		1,285		$9.29

				47.0603		Auto Body Technology		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		556		108		47		448		$24.71

				47.0604		Engine Repair and Performance		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		2,917		625		485		2,292		$19.29

				47.0605		Preventive Maintenance Tech Certificate		Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician		758		165		22		593		$9.79

				47.0606		Marine/Small Engine Tech Cert		Small Engine Mechanics & Repair Technology/Technician		118		4		4		114		$36.48

				47.0611		Motocycle Tech Cert		Motorcycle Maintenance & Repair Technology/Technician		27		7		7		19		$20.22

				48.0508		Welding / Machinist Cert		Welding Technology/Welder		2,091		377		101		1,715		$17.62

				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster Summary						13,745		1,828		965		11,917		$18.06



				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster

				50.0401		Digital Arts, Visual Communications, Web Design		Design & Visual Communications, General		155		32		32		123		$16.59

				50.0407		Theatrical Costume Design Certificate		Fashion/Apparel Design		1		0		0		1		$40.00

				50.0408		Interior Design Technical Certificate		Interior Design		42		10		1		32		$18.83

				50.0409		Digital Arts and Design Certificate		Graphic Design		27		23		20		3		$25.49

				50.0903		Performing Musician Certificate		Music Performance, General		79		5		5		75		$23.03

				50.0913		Recording Technology Certificate		Music Technology		18		35		35		(17)		$11.69

				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster Summary						323		106		93		217		$22.60



				Health Sciences Cluster

				51.0713		Medical Front Office Medical Coder Cert		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		1,956		240		4		1,715		$13.53

				51.0716		Medical Front Office Assistant		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		2,687		93		13		2,595		$16.12

				51.0801		Medical Assisting Cert		Medical/Clinical Assistant		1,523		2,065		22		(542)		$28.37

				51.0808		Large/Small Animal Vet Assisting Cert		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Tech & Veterinary Assistant		209		173		161		36		$35.93

				51.0904		Critical Care,EMT Basic, Paramedic Cert		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		1,548		254		124		1,294		$20.68

				51.0911		MRI Advanced Tech Certificate		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		54		108		30		(54)		$31.66

				51.1501		Mental Health/Substance Abuse Prevention Cert		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		14		65		30		(51)		$25.17

				51.3812		Perioperative Nursing Enhanced Skills Cert		Perioperative/Operating Room & Surgical Nurse/Nursing		1		2		2		(2)		$16.74

				51.3901		Vocational Nursing Cert		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		1,297		101		14		1,196		$25.38

				Health Sciences Cluster Summary						9,289		3,102		401		6,187		$23.73



				Business Cluster

				12.0501		Baking/Pastry Cert		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		500		65		28		434		$17.45

				12.0503		Culinary Arts Cert		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		5,599		272		86		5,327		$17.45

				52.0101		Conflich Management Specialist Cert		Business/Commerce, General		314		120		5		194		$28.77

				52.0201		Business Leadershipo/Supervisor Certificates		Business Administration & Management, General		16,149		987		416		15,162		$19.89

				52.0203		Logisitics, Inventory Control, Certificates		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		430		23		23		407		$20.95

				52.0208				E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		0		0		0		0		$23.77

				52.0301		Accounting Assistant/Clerk Cert		Accounting		4,079		421		421		3,658		$26.62

				52.0406		Business Office Specialist Cert		Receptionist		326		51		51		275		$39.88

				52.0407		Adminsttrative Office Specialist Cert		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		1,053		69		69		984		$43.53

				52.0803		Designate/Financial Services/Mortgage Certificate		Banking & Financial Support Services		3,760		11		11		3,748		$17.47

				52.1101		International Business and Trade Cert		International Business/Trade/Commerce		15		11		11		5		$16.74

				52.1401		Call Center / Sales / Marketing Award / Certificate		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		591		73		65		518		$20.26

				52.1501		Real Estate Cert		Real Estate		137		200		134		(63)		$39.80

				52.1904		Visual Merchandising Cert		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		10		19		19		(9)		$16.09

				52.1905		Certificate in Hospitality and Tourism		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		263		13		13		250		$15.79

				Business Cluster Summary						33,227		2,336		1,352		30,891		$24.30
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CERT Gaps by SOC

		Job projections for DCCCD certificate level programs with a significant gap

				CIP Code		CIP Title		SOC Code		SOC Title		2018 Jobs		2028 Jobs		2018-2028 Change		2018-2028 % Change		Average Annual Job Openings		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		25-9011		Audio-Visual & Multimedia Collections Specialists		287		335		47		17%		1		$31.28

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		2,097		2,466		368		18%		12		$18.96

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4012		Broadcast Technicians		430		447		17		4%		3		$17.41

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4013		Radio Operators		5		6		1		20%		0		$27.19

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4031		Camera Operators, Television, Video, & Motion Picture		463		498		35		8%		2		$22.90

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4032		Film & Video Editors		688		799		111		16%		1		$25.15

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-1011		Art Directors		1,443		1,679		235		16%		1		$20.73

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		1		$26.91

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		3		$20.40

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-2012		Producers & Directors		2,186		2,477		291		13%		1		$26.55

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		43-9031		Desktop Publishers		433		420		(13)		(3%)		1		$22.07

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		51-5111		Prepress Technicians & Workers		754		659		(95)		(13%)		8		$19.63

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		22,565		26,026		3,460		15%		12		$44.08

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,353		8,468		115		1%		6		$39.20

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		29,972		39,173		9,201		31%		16		$52.70

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1133		Software Developers, Systems Software		9,770		11,521		1,750		18%		3		$51.87

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1134		Web Developers		3,859		4,620		761		20%		5		$29.12

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		7,164		8,062		898		13%		15		$38.31

				11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		43-9011		Computer Operators		1,528		1,477		(50)		(3%)		9		$22.41

				11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		6,571		5,977		(594)		(9%)		36		$14.59

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,353		8,468		115		1%		4		$39.20

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		15-1134		Web Developers		3,859		4,620		761		20%		4		$29.12

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		2		$26.91

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		10		$20.40

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		32		$36.94

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		22,565		26,026		3,460		15%		29		$44.08

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1122		Information Security Analysts		3,561		4,688		1,127		32%		7		$44.16

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,353		8,468		115		1%		14		$39.20

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		7,164		8,062		898		13%		37		$38.31

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		15		$36.94

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		22,565		26,026		3,460		15%		13		$44.08

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1122		Information Security Analysts		3,561		4,688		1,127		32%		3		$44.16

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		7,164		8,062		898		13%		17		$38.31

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-2041		Statisticians		590		822		232		39%		0		$40.80

				12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		51-3011		Bakers		4,358		5,021		664		15%		500		$11.75

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2012		Cooks, Institution & Cafeteria		9,029		10,334		1,305		14%		1,036		$12.45

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2013		Cooks, Private Household		69		86		17		24%		9		$18.47

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2014		Cooks, Restaurant		33,654		39,338		5,684		17%		3,990		$11.97

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2015		Cooks, Short Order		5,050		5,298		248		5%		531		$10.85

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2019		Cooks, All Other		279		333		55		20%		34		$13.18

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3012		Electrical & Electronics Drafters		1,128		1,231		103		9%		24		$27.66

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3023		Electrical & Electronics Engineering Technicians		2,847		3,089		242		8%		109		$30.84

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3024		Electro-Mechanical Technicians		555		578		23		4%		26		$30.41

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		1,617		1,797		180		11%		41		$27.85

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		49-2094		Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Commercial & Industrial Equipment		1,684		1,819		135		8%		72		$26.94

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		51-2028		Electrical, Electronic, & Electromechanical Assemblers, Except Coil Winders, Tapers, & Finishers		10,379		8,790		(1,589)		(15%)		852		$14.40

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		41-4011		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Technical & Scientific Products		8,494		9,322		828		10%		101		$41.06

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		47-2231		Solar Photovoltaic Installers		98		202		104		106%		4		$18.67

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		47-4098		Miscellaneous Construction & Related Workers		643		775		132		21%		1		$17.42

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		13-1051		Cost Estimators		5,609		6,670		1,061		19%		15		$33.09

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		3,569		4,062		493		14%		27		$25.38

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3022		Civil Engineering Technicians		1,901		2,117		216		11%		51		$23.99

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3031		Surveying & Mapping Technicians		1,654		1,929		275		17%		60		$21.11

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		47-4011		Construction & Building Inspectors		2,554		2,967		413		16%		48		$25.57

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		3,569		4,062		493		14%		48		$25.38

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3012		Electrical & Electronics Drafters		1,128		1,231		103		9%		14		$27.66

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3013		Mechanical Drafters		1,155		1,291		136		12%		31		$26.10

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3019		Drafters, All Other		635		708		73		12%		25		$23.93

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		27-1021		Commercial & Industrial Designers		713		813		100		14%		3		$26.81

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		51-4012		Computer Numerically Controlled Machine Tool Programmers, Metal & Plastic		423		490		67		16%		26		$25.07

				15.1303		Architectural Drafting & Architectural CAD/CADD		17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		3,569		4,062		493		14%		2		$25.38

				41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		19-4021		Biological Technicians		874		1,013		139		16%		0		$20.22

				41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		29-2018		Clinical Laboratory Technologists & Technicians		8,050		9,736		1,686		21%		2		$25.39

				41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		43-9111		Statistical Assistants		153		180		27		17%		0		$27.62

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		116		$36.94

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		13-2099		Financial Specialists, All Other		3,335		3,946		611		18%		41		$34.35

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		15-1122		Information Security Analysts		3,561		4,688		1,127		32%		26		$44.16

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		21-1092		Probation Officers & Correctional Treatment Specialists		2,458		2,602		144		6%		26		$22.03

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-3011		Bailiffs		270		286		16		6%		17		$23.40

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-3012		Correctional Officers & Jailers		6,223		6,050		(173)		(3%)		373		$19.48

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-9032		Security Guards		29,332		33,208		3,876		13%		3,215		$11.97

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		43-5031		Police, Fire, & Ambulance Dispatchers		1,802		2,084		282		16%		133		$20.04

				43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		17-2111		Health & Safety Engineers, Except Mining Safety Engineers & Inspectors		772		882		110		14%		6		$46.13

				43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		33-2011		Firefighters		7,960		8,892		932		12%		123		$27.54

				43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		33-2022		Forest Fire Inspectors & Prevention Specialists		11		15		4		35%		1		$30.45

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		17-1021		Cartographers & Photogrammetrists		448		541		92		21%		4		$29.90

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		17-3031		Surveying & Mapping Technicians		1,654		1,929		275		17%		49		$21.11

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		19-2099		Physical Scientists, All Other		527		576		49		9%		0		$51.11

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		19-4099		Life, Physical, & Social Science Technicians, All Other		1,018		1,204		186		18%		31		$24.67

				46.0302		Electrician		47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades & Extraction Workers		20,983		24,181		3,198		15%		323		$28.74

				46.0302		Electrician		47-2111		Electricians		19,153		23,011		3,858		20%		2,143		$20.47

				46.0302		Electrician		47-3013		Helpers--Electricians		3,190		3,770		580		18%		380		$16.22

				46.0302		Electrician		49-2098		Security & Fire Alarm Systems Installers		3,166		3,775		609		19%		344		$21.15

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		47-2211		Sheet Metal Workers		3,975		4,681		706		18%		117		$16.41

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		47-4098		Miscellaneous Construction & Related Workers		643		775		132		21%		63		$17.42

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-2094		Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Commercial & Industrial Equipment		1,684		1,819		135		8%		68		$26.94

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9021		Heating, Air Conditioning, & Refrigeration Mechanics & Installers		7,378		9,465		2,087		28%		423		$20.92

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9031		Home Appliance Repairers		986		1,012		26		3%		79		$16.65

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		32,476		38,674		6,198		19%		336		$18.28

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9098		Helpers--Installation, Maintenance, & Repair Workers		4,651		5,396		744		16%		268		$14.23

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		13-1032		Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage		825		1,012		187		23%		3		$27.05

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		49-3021		Automotive Body & Related Repairers		3,870		4,557		687		18%		33		$18.67

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		49-3022		Automotive Glass Installers & Repairers		250		332		81		32%		3		$13.06

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		51-9122		Painters, Transportation Equipment		1,621		1,887		266		16%		157		$19.03

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		1,213		1,364		151		12%		8		$47.26

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		49-3023		Automotive Service Technicians & Mechanics		17,259		19,754		2,496		14%		1,036		$16.12

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		32,476		38,674		6,198		19%		1,691		$18.28

				47.0611		Motorcycle Maintenance & Repair Technology/Technician		49-3052		Motorcycle Mechanics		284		327		43		15%		27		$16.12

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47-2171		Reinforcing Iron & Rebar Workers		1,188		1,362		174		15%		97		$17.84

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47-2221		Structural Iron & Steel Workers		2,137		2,623		487		23%		239		$20.36

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		32,476		38,674		6,198		19%		592		$18.28

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		51-4121		Welders, Cutters, Solderers, & Brazers		11,855		12,865		1,010		9%		1,086		$18.04

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		51-4122		Welding, Soldering, & Brazing Machine Setters, Operators, & Tenders		487		487		0		0%		41		$16.62

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		25-9011		Audio-Visual & Multimedia Collections Specialists		287		335		47		17%		2		$31.28

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1013		Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, & Illustrators		1,059		1,190		131		12%		8		$9.48

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		4		$26.91

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1022		Fashion Designers		257		305		47		18%		2		$27.17

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		19		$20.40

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1027		Set & Exhibit Designers		290		334		44		15%		2		$23.03

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1029		Designers, All Other		195		223		28		14%		5		$23.27

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		2,097		2,466		368		18%		41		$18.96

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-4021		Photographers		3,706		4,087		381		10%		26		$16.00

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-4032		Film & Video Editors		688		799		111		16%		4		$25.15

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		43-9031		Desktop Publishers		433		420		(13)		(3%)		4		$22.07

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		51-9151		Photographic Process Workers & Processing Machine Operators		849		759		(89)		(11%)		37		$12.89

				50.0407		Fashion/Apparel Design		27-1022		Fashion Designers		257		305		47		18%		1		$27.17

				50.0408		Interior Design		51-7021		Furniture Finishers		657		706		49		7%		42		$13.53

				50.0409		Graphic Design		27-1011		Art Directors		1,443		1,679		235		16%		4		$20.73

				50.0409		Graphic Design		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		3		$26.91

				50.0409		Graphic Design		27-1019		Artists & Related Workers, All Other		290		306		16		5%		2		$10.89

				50.0409		Graphic Design		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		14		$20.40

				50.0409		Graphic Design		43-9031		Desktop Publishers		433		420		(13)		(3%)		3		$22.07

				50.0903		Music Performance, General		27-2042		Musicians & Singers		4,699		5,485		786		17%		79		$18.83

				50.0913		Music Technology		27-2041		Music Directors & Composers		1,611		1,942		330		21%		5		$30.12

				50.0913		Music Technology		27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		2,097		2,466		368		18%		10		$18.96

				50.0913		Music Technology		27-4014		Sound Engineering Technicians		271		293		22		8%		1		$24.82

				51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		29-2071		Medical Records & Health Information Technicians		4,853		6,089		1,236		25%		77		$19.55

				51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		31-9092		Medical Assistants		19,660		26,520		6,860		35%		177		$15.79

				51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		43-3021		Billing & Posting Clerks		13,520		16,834		3,314		25%		527		$17.77

				51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		43-6013		Medical Secretaries		30,103		37,344		7,241		24%		544		$16.10

				51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		6,571		5,977		(594)		(9%)		44		$14.59

				51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		43-9041		Insurance Claims & Policy Processing Clerks		14,560		17,659		3,099		21%		588		$18.85

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		29-2071		Medical Records & Health Information Technicians		4,853		6,089		1,236		25%		30		$19.55

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		31-9092		Medical Assistants		19,660		26,520		6,860		35%		69		$15.79

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		31-9094		Medical Transcriptionists		2,440		2,618		178		7%		32		$12.26

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-3021		Billing & Posting Clerks		13,520		16,834		3,314		25%		206		$17.77

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-4071		File Clerks		4,175		4,219		45		1%		94		$15.75

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-4171		Receptionists & Information Clerks		19,959		24,812		4,852		24%		378		$13.04

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-6011		Executive Secretaries & Executive Administrative Assistants		10,905		10,865		(39)		(0%)		213		$28.80

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-6013		Medical Secretaries		30,103		37,344		7,241		24%		213		$16.10

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		6,571		5,977		(594)		(9%)		17		$14.59

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-9041		Insurance Claims & Policy Processing Clerks		14,560		17,659		3,099		21%		230		$18.85

				51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		43-9061		Office Clerks, General		104,774		113,283		8,508		8%		1,206		$16.32

				51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		31-9092		Medical Assistants		19,660		26,520		6,860		35%		1,523		$15.79

				51.0808		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		31-9096		Veterinary Assistants & Laboratory Animal Caretakers		1,721		2,229		507		29%		209		$11.69

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		29-2041		Emergency Medical Technicians & Paramedics		5,025		6,274		1,249		25%		304		$19.51

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		33-2011		Firefighters		7,960		8,892		932		12%		221		$27.54

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		33-9092		Lifeguards, Ski Patrol, & Other Recreational Protective Service Workers		5,068		5,719		651		13%		997		$9.63

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		53-3011		Ambulance Drivers & Attendants, Except Emergency Medical Technicians		134		204		70		52%		26		$12.46

				51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		29-2055		Surgical Technologists		2,612		3,121		509		19%		112		$23.53

				51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		2,120		2,808		689		32%		32		$16.74

				51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		31-9093		Medical Equipment Preparers		1,025		1,274		250		24%		86		$17.21

				51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		2,120		2,808		689		32%		54		$16.74

				51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		21-1023		Mental Health & Substance Abuse Social Workers		1,152		1,517		365		32%		1		$20.37

				51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		3,518		4,548		1,030		29%		13		$17.26

				51.3812		Perioperative/Operating Room & Surgical Nurse/Nursing		29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		2,120		2,808		689		32%		1		$16.74

				51.3901		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		29-2061		Licensed Practical & Licensed Vocational Nurses		16,807		20,644		3,838		23%		375		$22.64

				51.3901		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		31-1011		Home Health Aides		16,540		25,939		9,399		57%		522		$9.55

				51.3901		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		31-1014		Nursing Assistants		23,002		28,338		5,337		23%		399		$12.34

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13-1051		Cost Estimators		5,609		6,670		1,061		19%		153		$33.09

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13-1111		Management Analysts		17,548		21,715		4,167		24%		43		$39.14

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		77		$36.94

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		29		$45.95

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1071		Human Resources Specialists		15,610		18,061		2,451		16%		472		$30.70

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1111		Management Analysts		17,548		21,715		4,167		24%		269		$39.14

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		187		$33.17

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		483		$36.94

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-2011		Accountants & Auditors		44,018		51,400		7,383		17%		313		$35.33

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		41-4012		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Except Technical & Scientific Products		41,949		45,664		3,715		9%		1,912		$28.77

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		43-4051		Customer Service Representatives		88,716		98,480		9,764		11%		8,913		$16.41

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		43-6014		Secretaries & Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, & Executive		53,644		58,043		4,399		8%		3,588		$17.33

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		11-3051		Industrial Production Managers		3,287		3,550		263		8%		13		$50.49

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		13-1081		Logisticians		4,824		5,525		701		15%		174		$36.71

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		6		$45.95

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		17-2072		Electronics Engineers, Except Computer		6,083		6,359		277		5%		7		$52.81

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		43-5011		Cargo & Freight Agents		3,130		4,010		880		28%		213		$21.19

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		0		$36.94

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		29,972		39,173		9,201		31%		0		$52.70

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		22,085		25,887		3,802		17%		0		$24.74

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2011		Accountants & Auditors		44,018		51,400		7,383		17%		137		$35.33

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2082		Tax Preparers		3,015		3,532		517		17%		154		$19.70

				52.0301		Accounting		43-3031		Bookkeeping, Accounting, & Auditing Clerks		43,323		47,808		4,485		10%		3,482		$20.18

				52.0301		Accounting		43-3051		Payroll & Timekeeping Clerks		4,236		4,690		454		11%		269		$22.33

				52.0301		Accounting		43-4011		Brokerage Clerks		1,918		2,312		394		21%		30		$25.47

				52.0301		Accounting		43-9111		Statistical Assistants		153		180		27		17%		8		$27.62

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2052		Personal Financial Advisors		6,153		7,340		1,186		19%		14		$40.00

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2099		Financial Specialists, All Other		3,335		3,946		611		18%		7		$34.35

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-3011		Bill & Account Collectors		11,111		12,086		975		9%		147		$18.43

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-3021		Billing & Posting Clerks		13,520		16,834		3,314		25%		486		$17.77

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-3071		Tellers		14,405		16,348		1,943		13%		220		$13.27

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-4011		Brokerage Clerks		1,918		2,312		394		21%		3		$25.47

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-4041		Credit Authorizers, Checkers, & Clerks		1,753		1,940		187		11%		19		$18.63

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-4141		New Accounts Clerks		1,495		1,551		55		4%		16		$15.88

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-9061		Office Clerks, General		104,774		113,283		8,508		8%		2,846		$16.32

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		4		$33.17

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		11		$36.94

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		19-3011		Economists		300		360		60		20%		0		$49.34

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		13-1121		Meeting, Convention, & Event Planners		2,981		3,469		488		16%		57		$24.53

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		13-1131		Fundraisers		2,242		2,652		410		18%		48		$27.66

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		33		$33.17

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		19-3022		Survey Researchers		314		311		(2)		(1%)		2		$21.80

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		27-3031		Public Relations Specialists		9,597		10,676		1,079		11%		51		$28.79

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		43-4111		Interviewers, Except Eligibility & Loan		4,031		4,693		662		16%		364		$15.69

				52.1501		Real Estate		13-2021		Appraisers & Assessors of Real Estate		2,211		2,481		270		12%		13		$24.02

				52.1501		Real Estate		41-9022		Real Estate Sales Agents		12,114		14,027		1,913		16%		124		$19.87

				52.1904		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		41-4012		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Except Technical & Scientific Products		41,949		45,664		3,715		9%		10		$28.77

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		1		$33.17

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		39-7018		Tour & Travel Guides		995		1,183		189		19%		5		$12.43

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		41-3041		Travel Agents		2,303		2,462		159		7%		50		$15.86

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		43-4181		Reservation & Transportation Ticket Agents & Travel Clerks		9,732		10,975		1,243		13%		207		$20.22































































































































































































































































































































CERT Completers by Institution

		DCCCD Service Region certificate level program completers by institution

				Institution		CIP Code		CIP Title		2015 Completers		2016 Completers		2017 Completers

				North Lake College		10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		19		17		19

				Tarrant County College District		10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		6		6		7

				Tarrant County College District		10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		0		8		12

				Eastfield College		10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		4		6		8

				Tarrant County College District		10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		0		32		17

				Tarrant County College District		10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		2		18		0

				Brookhaven College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		27		38		20

				Cedar Valley College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		1		0		0

				El Centro College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		41		10		63

				MediaTech Institute-Dallas		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		0		3		2

				North Lake College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		24		17		14

				Richland College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		4		5		22

				Tarrant County College District		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		2		7		21

				Brookhaven College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		51		17		10

				Cedar Valley College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		20		7		6

				Eastfield College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		7		7		2

				El Centro College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		50		29		46

				Mountain View College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		19		30		15

				North Lake College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		25		19		17

				Richland College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		30		45		25

				Weatherford College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		2		7		5

				Weatherford College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		8		3		5

				Collin County Community College District		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		7		2		5

				Collin County Community College District		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		7		8		6

				El Centro College		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		12		11		9

				PCCenter		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		1		2		0

				Richland College		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		11		52		12

				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		0		1		1

				Brookhaven College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		11		6		7

				Cedar Valley College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		1		0		1

				Collin County Community College District		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		5		2		0

				El Centro College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		44		30		31

				Mountain View College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		27		19		23

				North Lake College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		61		62		54

				Richland College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		87		45		44

				Tarrant County College District		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		26		37		57

				Tarrant County College District		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		3		0		0

				Vista College-Online		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		0		1		0

				Brookhaven College		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		0		0		1

				CCI Training Center-Arlington		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		54		41		43

				Collin County Community College District		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		23		29		20

				Collin County Community College District		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		2		11		4

				El Centro College		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		3		4		6

				Richland College		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		1		2		5

				Collin County Community College District		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		16		28		21

				El Centro College		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		25		17		41

				Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts-Dallas		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		2		15		18

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		12		0		0

				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		0		1		0

				Collin County Community College District		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		36		22		27

				El Centro College		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		68		54		136

				Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts-Dallas		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		105		96		51

				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		0		1		1

				Tarrant County College District		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		21		32		33

				Tarrant County College District		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		49		53		30

				Collin County Community College District		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		3		4		7

				Eastfield College		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		50		55		36

				Mountain View College		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		5		21		31

				Richland College		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		6		11		17

				Tarrant County College District		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		10		12		11

				Tarrant County College District		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		27		19		32

				Eastfield College		15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		2		0		0

				North Lake College		15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		1		0		31

				Tarrant County College District		15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		4		34		27

				Collin County Community College District		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		4		3		4

				Collin County Community College District		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		2		1		13

				Eastfield College		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		35		40		28

				Mountain View College		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		18		15		23

				Tarrant County College District		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		18		10		15

				Tarrant County College District		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		0		1		3

				Eastfield College		15.1303		Architectural Drafting & Architectural CAD/CADD		1		3		0

				Mountain View College		15.1303		Architectural Drafting & Architectural CAD/CADD		5		1		5

				Brookhaven College		19.0708		Child Care & Support Services Management		1		0		0

				Eastfield College		19.0708		Child Care & Support Services Management		3		3		6

				Tarrant County College District		19.0708		Child Care & Support Services Management		0		7		7

				Tarrant County College District		19.0708		Child Care & Support Services Management		39		15		19

				Brookhaven College		19.0709		Child Care Provider/Assistant		8		7		0

				Collin County Community College District		19.0709		Child Care Provider/Assistant		9		23		6

				Eastfield College		19.0709		Child Care Provider/Assistant		19		6		7

				Tarrant County College District		19.0709		Child Care Provider/Assistant		15		13		18

				Collin County Community College District		41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		3		2		1

				El Centro College		41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		1		0		0

				Brookhaven College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		0		25		28

				Cedar Valley College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		99		58		37

				Eastfield College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		150		228		148

				Mountain View College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		73		99		33

				The University of Texas at Arlington		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		2		6		8

				Collin County Community College District		43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		0		0		8

				El Centro College		43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		11		14		8

				Tarrant County College District		43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		149		86		87

				Brookhaven College		45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		6		5		3

				Collin County Community College District		45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		8		14		9

				Tarrant County College District		45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		5		1		3

				Tarrant County College District		45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		10		1		9

				Altierus Career College-Arlington		46.0302		Electrician		75		75		50

				North Lake College		46.0302		Electrician		29		38		53

				Cedar Valley College		47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		58		38		60

				Eastfield College		47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		61		56		64

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		44		55		60

				Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		31		41		32

				Eastfield College		47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		55		56		29

				Lincoln College of Technology-Grand Prairie		47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		46		41		0

				Tarrant County College District		47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		30		26		42

				Brookhaven College		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		147		291		196

				Cedar Valley College		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		121		121		137

				Eastfield College		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		115		179		147

				Lincoln College of Technology-Grand Prairie		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		93		96		87

				Tarrant County College District		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		45		45		50

				Universal Technical Institute - Dallas Fort Worth		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		458		459		393

				Weatherford College		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		0		4		2

				Cedar Valley College		47.0605		Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician		23		24		20

				Lincoln College of Technology-Grand Prairie		47.0605		Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician		0		1		0

				Universal Technical Institute - Dallas Fort Worth		47.0605		Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician		127		168		132

				Universal Technical Institute - Dallas Fort Worth		47.0605		Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician		0		0		30

				Cedar Valley College		47.0606		Small Engine Mechanics & Repair Technology/Technician		6		2		4

				Cedar Valley College		47.0611		Motorcycle Maintenance & Repair Technology/Technician		4		10		8

				Eastfield College		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		29		24		50

				Lincoln College of Technology-Grand Prairie		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		188		181		138

				M T Training Center		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		0		50		20

				M T Training Center		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		40		0		0

				Mountain View College		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		73		75		52

				Tarrant County College District		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47		70		71

				Weatherford College		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		1		15		6

				Brookhaven College		50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		17		7		11

				Cedar Valley College		50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		8		12		8

				North Lake College		50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		6		11		16

				El Centro College		50.0407		Fashion/Apparel Design		0		1		0

				Collin County Community College District		50.0408		Interior Design		9		3		0

				Collin County Community College District		50.0408		Interior Design		10		1		3

				El Centro College		50.0408		Interior Design		2		0		2

				Cedar Valley College		50.0409		Graphic Design		6		10		8

				Collin County Community College District		50.0409		Graphic Design		3		3		5

				North Lake College		50.0409		Graphic Design		9		9		17

				Cedar Valley College		50.0903		Music Performance, General		9		1		4

				Cedar Valley College		50.0913		Music Technology		42		36		28

				Altierus Career College-Fort Worth South		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		42		47		21

				Brightwood College-Arlington		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		36		42		42

				Brightwood College-Dallas		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		0		0		20

				Brookhaven College		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		0		3		10

				Collin County Community College District		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		41		54		32

				Concorde Career College-Grand Prairie		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		34		27		0

				National American University-Lewisville		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		2		4		7

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		48		62		56

				Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		22		36		33

				Altierus Career College-Arlington		51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		27		27		19

				Altierus Career College-Fort Worth South		51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		26		14		0

				Brookhaven College		51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		11		18		10

				Everest College-Dallas		51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		73		53		0

				Altierus Career College-Arlington		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		116		116		61

				Altierus Career College-Fort Worth South		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		140		151		119

				Arlington Medical Institute		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		29		34		0

				Brightwood College-Arlington		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		132		132		101

				Brightwood College-Dallas		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		201		181		128

				Brightwood College-Fort Worth		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		119		92		89

				Brown Mackie College-Dallas		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		26		35		19

				Carrington College-Mesquite		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		136		105		45

				Concorde Career College-Dallas		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		129		161		198

				Concorde Career College-Grand Prairie		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		126		178		188

				El Centro College		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		25		20		21

				Everest College-Dallas		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		192		151		0

				Fortis College-Grand Prairie		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		57		38		27

				PCCenter		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		6		11		1

				PCI Health Training Center		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		243		264		272

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		68		212		154

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		138		0		0

				Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		82		104		99

				Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		22		0		0

				Sanford-Brown College-Dallas		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		158		89		0

				The College of Health Care Professions-Dallas		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		34		34		59

				The College of Health Care Professions-Fort Worth		51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		62		117		148

				Cedar Valley College		51.0808		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		151		148		183

				Weatherford College		51.0808		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		16		9		11

				Brookhaven College		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		34		29		73

				Collin County Community College District		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		39		28		22

				El Centro College		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		125		85		27

				Tarrant County College District		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		31		30		29

				Tarrant County College District		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		99		28		11

				Weatherford College		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		7		6		15

				Weatherford College		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		8		8		29

				Collin County Community College District		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		17		3		8

				Concorde Career College-Dallas		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		43		28		35

				Concorde Career College-Grand Prairie		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		33		43		17

				El Centro College		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		4		8		0

				Fortis College-Grand Prairie		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		3		0		0

				Tarrant County College District		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		20		21		26

				Brookhaven College		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		21		26		32

				El Centro College		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		3		3		6

				Fortis College-Grand Prairie		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		7		0		0

				The College of Health Care Professions-Dallas		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		18		32		41

				The College of Health Care Professions-Fort Worth		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		38		38		66

				Eastfield College		51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		37		34		18

				Tarrant County College District		51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		0		43		33

				Weatherford College		51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		7		13		10

				El Centro College		51.3812		Perioperative/Operating Room & Surgical Nurse/Nursing		7		0		0

				El Centro College		51.3901		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		12		19		12

				Fortis College-Grand Prairie		51.3901		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		51		51		33

				Weatherford College		51.3901		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		37		41		46

				El Centro College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		7		6		3

				Tarrant County College District		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		119		113		113

				Brookhaven College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		18		25		13

				Cedar Valley College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		68		89		129

				Collin County Community College District		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		49		54		28

				Dallas Baptist University		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		1		0		0

				Eastfield College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		54		25		47

				El Centro College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		53		47		38

				Mountain View College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		50		78		51

				North Lake College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		48		52		41

				Richland College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		119		98		105

				Tarrant County College District		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		64		134		207

				Tarrant County College District		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		412		349		392

				Weatherford College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		9		5		3

				Weatherford College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		0		3		3

				Cedar Valley College		52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		0		0		5

				North Lake College		52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		22		17		25

				North Lake College		52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		1		0		0

				Brookhaven College		52.0301		Accounting		72		90		74

				Cedar Valley College		52.0301		Accounting		15		20		20

				Eastfield College		52.0301		Accounting		35		32		39

				El Centro College		52.0301		Accounting		44		49		30

				Mountain View College		52.0301		Accounting		36		68		52

				North Lake College		52.0301		Accounting		31		33		52

				Richland College		52.0301		Accounting		179		155		136

				Brookhaven College		52.0406		Receptionist		5		8		9

				Eastfield College		52.0406		Receptionist		11		6		1

				El Centro College		52.0406		Receptionist		3		9		8

				North Lake College		52.0406		Receptionist		8		8		7

				Richland College		52.0406		Receptionist		10		43		17

				Brookhaven College		52.0407		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		4		10		16

				Eastfield College		52.0407		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		13		18		4

				El Centro College		52.0407		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		6		7		10

				North Lake College		52.0407		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		10		16		6

				Richland College		52.0407		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		21		38		27

				Tarrant County College District		52.0407		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		2		0		0

				North Lake College		52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		8		12		14

				Richland College		52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		6		16		10

				Brookhaven College		52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		1		0		0

				Cedar Valley College		52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		80		47		67

				The University of Texas at Arlington		52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		0		0		23

				Cedar Valley College		52.1501		Real Estate		178		91		60

				Collin County Community College District		52.1501		Real Estate		25		26		33

				North Lake College		52.1501		Real Estate		43		20		11

				Tarrant County College District		52.1501		Real Estate		27		44		43

				El Centro College		52.1904		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		15		17		25

				Richland College		52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		10		20		9





ASSOC Gaps

		DCCCD associate degree level program demand gap analysis































				CIP Code		DCCCD Associate Degree		CIP Title		Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Job Openings		Average Annual DCCCD Service Region Program Completers		Average Annual DCCCD Program Completers		Gap or (Surplus)		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions

				Education Cluster

				19.0706		Early Childhood AAS		Child Development		1,013		47		21		966		$10.40

				13.1210				Early Childhood Education & Teaching		1,564		248		107		1,316		$9.58

				Education Cluster Summary						2,577		295		128		2,283		$9.99

				Social Science & Public Service Cluster

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Public Safety AAS		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		3,609		208		116		3,401		$18.51

				43.0201		Fire Protection Technology AAS		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		147		42		9		105		$29.02

				44.0701		Social Work Generalist AAS		Social Work		401		13		13		388		$22.80

				22.0302		Paralegal AAS		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		733		167		83		565		$25.58

				49.0102		Aviation Technology		Airline/Commercial/Professional Pilot & Flight Crew		92		3		0		90		$57.59

				49.0104		Aviation Technology		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		94		0		0		94		$42.20

				Social Science & Public Service Cluster Summary						5,076		433		221		4,643		$32.62

				STEM Cluster

				41.0101				Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		3		2		1		1		$25.20

				10.0202		Video Technology AAS		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		18		25		13		(6)		$20.68

				10.0303		Digital Media Technology AAS		Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		12		6		6		6		$21.11

				10.0304		Interactive Simulation and Game Tech AAS		Animation, Interactive Tech, Video Graphics & Special Effects		17		12		11		5		$27.02

				11.0201		Software Programmer/Dev AAS		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		71		32		30		40		$45.21

				11.0301		Personal Computer Support AAS		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		49		31		23		18		$23.43

				11.0701		Personal Computer Support AAS		Computer Science		163		18		6		145		$41.77

				11.0801		Internet Development/Tech/Marketing /Web AAS		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		26		19		9		7		$29.46

				11.0901		Network Admin and Support AAS		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		220		94		49		126		$43.89

				11.1003		Cyber Security / Digital Forensics AAS		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		93		31		5		62		$44.23

				STEM Cluster Summary						673		269		152		404		$32.20

				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster

				15.0303		Advanced Manufacturing/Mechatronics AAS		Electrical, Electronic & Comm Engr Technology/Technician		724		92		32		632		$19.47

				15.0304		Nanotechnology AAS		Laser & Optical Technology/Technician		0		1		1		(1)		$27.85

				15.0505		Renewable/Sustainable Energy Tech AAS		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		96		2		2		94		$38.37

				15.1001		Construction Management AAS		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		755		30		21		725		$27.92

				15.1301		Computer-Aided Design and Drafting AAS		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		208		64		19		144		$25.52

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science Specialist AAS		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		77		10		4		67		$23.91

				46.0302		Electrical Technology AAS		Electrician		1,794		9		9		1,785		$20.57

				47.0201		HVAC Residential AAS		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		987		27		27		960		$21.30

				47.0603		Auto Body Technology AAS		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		378		14		10		364		$18.93

				47.0604		Automotive/Dealership Service Tech AAS		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		3,272		517		54		2,755		$18.84

				48.0508		Welding Technology AAS		Welding Technology/Welder		1,910		23		11		1,887		$19.54

				Industry, Manufacturing, & Construction Cluster Summary						10,202		789		190		9,412		$23.84

				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster

				50.0401		Visual Communication AAS		Design & Visual Communications, General		149		74		9		75		$18.84

				50.0407		Apparel Design / Pattern Design AAS		Fashion/Apparel Design		1		25		16		(24)		$27.17

				50.0408		Interior Design AAS		Interior Design		68		11		8		57		$20.16

				50.0409		Digital Art and Design AAS		Graphic Design		28		51		19		(23)		$22.29

				50.0903		Performing Musician AAS		Music Performance, General		59		3		3		56		$18.83

				50.0904		Digital Music Production and Composition AAS		Music Theory & Composition		6		4		4		2		$30.12

				50.0913		Recording Technology AAS		Music Technology		19		9		9		10		$25.04

				Arts, Communication, Humanities, & Design Cluster Summary						330		177		68		152		$23.21

				Health Sciences Cluster

				51.0808		Veterinary Technology AAS		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Tech& Veterinary Assistant		371		92		92		279		$13.94

				51.0901		Invasive Cardiovascular Technology AAS		Cardiovascular Technology/Technologist		43		23		6		20		$27.64

				51.0904		Paramedicine AAS		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		1,100		37		14		1,064		$16.95

				51.0908		Respiratory Care AAS		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		200		91		16		109		$29.52

				51.0909		Surgical Technologist AAS		Surgical Technology/Technologist		206		41		4		166		$20.76

				51.0910		Adult Cardiac /Diagnostic /Pediatric Sonography AAS 		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		46		63		18		(17)		$29.54

				51.0911		MRI / Radiologic Sciences AAS		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		316		137		53		180		$27.49

				51.1004		Medical Laboratory Tech AAS		Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician		24		16		15		9		$25.39

				51.1501		Substance Abuse Counseling AAS		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		13		35		27		(22)		$17.48

				51.3801		Associate Degree Nursing 		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		1,791		935		383		856		$37.04

				Health Sciences Cluster Summary						4,112		1,469		628		2,643		$24.57

				Business Cluster

				12.0501		Bakery/Pastry AAS		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		368		98		16		270		$13.24

				12.0503		Food and Hospitality Mgmt./ Service AAS		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		5,012		289		32		4,723		$14.76

				52.0101		Business Administration AAS		Business/Commerce, General		1,408		333		153		1,076		$45.05

				52.0201		Business Administration AAS		Business Administration & Management, General		27,369		467		171		26,902		$18.75

				52.0203		Logistics / Supply Chain Mgmt. Technology AAS		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		419		6		5		413		$32.28

				52.0208				E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		1		0		0		1		$38.75

				52.0301		Accounting AAS		Accounting		3,676		80		80		3,596		$23.16

				52.0402		Executive Assistant AAS		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		62		24		24		38		$26.13

				52.0803		Mortgage Banking AAS		Banking & Financial Support Services		3,252		4		4		3,248		$17.45

				52.1101		International Business AAS		International Business/Trade/Commerce		94		7		7		87		$51.07

				52.1401		Business Marketing AAS		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		611		6		6		605		$24.39

				52.1501		Real Estate AAS		Real Estate		411		26		9		386		$26.02

				52.1904		Fashion Marketing AAS		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		32		9		9		23		$30.08

				52.1905		Hospitality, Exhibitions, and Event Mgmt. AAS		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		213		7		7		206		$19.11

				Business Cluster Summary						42,927		1,355		523		41,572		$27.16
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ASSOC Gaps by SOC

		Job projections for DCCCD associate degree level programs with a significant gap

				CIP Code		CIP Title		SOC Code		SOC Title		2018 Jobs		2028 Jobs		2018-2028 Change		2018-2028 % Change		Projected Average Annual Job Openings		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions

				09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		11-2031		Public Relations & Fundraising Managers		1,542		1,804		261		17%		4		$56.83

				09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		27-3011		Radio & Television Announcers		744		608		(137)		(18%)		7		$18.93

				09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		27-3012		Public Address System & Other Announcers		535		549		14		3%		10		$15.11

				09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		27-3022		Reporters & Correspondents		537		457		(80)		(15%)		1		$17.14

				09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		27-3031		Public Relations Specialists		9,597		10,676		1,079		11%		14		$28.79

				09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		27-3043		Writers & Authors		2,836		3,294		457		16%		8		$17.16

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		25-9011		Audio-Visual & Multimedia Collections Specialists		287		335		47		17%		0		$31.28

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-2012		Producers & Directors		2,186		2,477		291		13%		2		$26.55

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		2,097		2,466		368		18%		10		$18.96

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4012		Broadcast Technicians		430		447		17		4%		2		$17.41

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4013		Radio Operators		5		6		1		20%		0		$27.19

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4031		Camera Operators, Television, Video, & Motion Picture		463		498		35		8%		2		$22.90

				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		27-4032		Film & Video Editors		688		799		111		16%		1		$25.15

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		1		$26.91

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		4		$20.40

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-2012		Producers & Directors		2,186		2,477		291		13%		1		$26.55

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		43-9031		Desktop Publishers		433		420		(13)		(3%)		1		$22.07

				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		51-5111		Prepress Technicians & Workers		754		659		(95)		(13%)		6		$19.63

				10.0304		Animation, Interactive Technology, Video Graphics & Special Effects		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		4		$45.95

				10.0304		Animation, Interactive Technology, Video Graphics & Special Effects		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		2		$26.91

				10.0304		Animation, Interactive Technology, Video Graphics & Special Effects		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		11		$20.40

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		7,712		9,543		1,830		24%		3		$72.91

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1111		Computer & Information Research Scientists		807		968		161		20%		0		$46.61

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		22,565		26,026		3,460		15%		13		$44.08

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,353		8,468		115		1%		6		$39.20

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		29,972		39,173		9,201		31%		19		$52.70

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1133		Software Developers, Systems Software		9,770		11,521		1,750		18%		4		$51.87

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1134		Web Developers		3,859		4,620		761		20%		6		$29.12

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		7,164		8,062		898		13%		15		$38.31

				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		5		$45.95

				11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		15-1141		Database Administrators		4,194		4,828		634		15%		4		$45.43

				11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		8		$45.95

				11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		43-9011		Computer Operators		1,528		1,477		(50)		(3%)		7		$22.41

				11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		6,571		5,977		(594)		(9%)		30		$14.59

				11.0701		Computer Science		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		7,712		9,543		1,830		24%		3		$72.91

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1111		Computer & Information Research Scientists		807		968		161		20%		0		$46.61

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		22,565		26,026		3,460		15%		16		$44.08

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1122		Information Security Analysts		3,561		4,688		1,127		32%		4		$44.16

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,353		8,468		115		1%		7		$39.20

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		29,972		39,173		9,201		31%		23		$52.70

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1133		Software Developers, Systems Software		9,770		11,521		1,750		18%		5		$51.87

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1134		Web Developers		3,859		4,620		761		20%		7		$29.12

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1141		Database Administrators		4,194		4,828		634		15%		3		$45.43

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1142		Network & Computer Systems Administrators		12,048		13,688		1,640		14%		22		$43.47

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1143		Computer Network Architects		5,425		6,093		668		12%		9		$56.49

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		22,085		25,887		3,802		17%		24		$24.74

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		7,164		8,062		898		13%		19		$38.31

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		7		$45.95

				11.0701		Computer Science		15-2041		Statisticians		590		822		232		39%		0		$40.80

				11.0701		Computer Science		17-2061		Computer Hardware Engineers		771		978		206		27%		5		$51.40

				11.0701		Computer Science		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		22,697		28,885		6,188		27%		2		$31.92

				11.0701		Computer Science		43-9011		Computer Operators		1,528		1,477		(50)		(3%)		6		$22.41

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,353		8,468		115		1%		4		$39.20

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		15-1134		Web Developers		3,859		4,620		761		20%		4		$29.12

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		4		$45.95

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		2		$26.91

				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		11		$20.40

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		7,712		9,543		1,830		24%		7		$72.91

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		28		$36.94

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1111		Computer & Information Research Scientists		807		968		161		20%		1		$46.61

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		22,565		26,026		3,460		15%		33		$44.08

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1122		Information Security Analysts		3,561		4,688		1,127		32%		9		$44.16

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,353		8,468		115		1%		16		$39.20

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1141		Database Administrators		4,194		4,828		634		15%		7		$45.43

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1142		Network & Computer Systems Administrators		12,048		13,688		1,640		14%		47		$43.47

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1143		Computer Network Architects		5,425		6,093		668		12%		20		$56.49

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		7,164		8,062		898		13%		39		$38.31

				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		14		$45.95

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		7,712		9,543		1,830		24%		3		$72.91

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		13		$36.94

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		22,565		26,026		3,460		15%		15		$44.08

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1122		Information Security Analysts		3,561		4,688		1,127		32%		4		$44.16

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1141		Database Administrators		4,194		4,828		634		15%		3		$45.43

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1142		Network & Computer Systems Administrators		12,048		13,688		1,640		14%		21		$43.47

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1143		Computer Network Architects		5,425		6,093		668		12%		9		$56.49

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		7,164		8,062		898		13%		18		$38.31

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		6		$45.95

				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		15-2041		Statisticians		590		822		232		39%		0		$40.80

				12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		35-1011		Chefs & Head Cooks		2,607		3,125		517		20%		46		$23.68

				12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		51-3011		Bakers		4,358		5,021		664		15%		322		$11.75

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		11-9051		Food Service Managers		5,247		6,041		793		15%		210		$21.43

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-1011		Chefs & Head Cooks		2,607		3,125		517		20%		158		$23.68

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-1012		First-Line Supervisors of Food Preparation & Serving Workers		23,467		27,989		4,522		19%		1,919		$17.24

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2012		Cooks, Institution & Cafeteria		9,029		10,334		1,305		14%		504		$12.45

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2013		Cooks, Private Household		69		86		17		24%		4		$18.47

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2014		Cooks, Restaurant		33,654		39,338		5,684		17%		1,941		$11.97

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2015		Cooks, Short Order		5,050		5,298		248		5%		258		$10.85

				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		35-2019		Cooks, All Other		279		333		55		20%		16		$13.18

				13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		25-2031		Secondary School Teachers, Except Special & Career/Technical Education		27,755		32,616		4,862		18%		3		$29.09

				13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		25-2032		Career/Technical Education Teachers, Secondary School		2,333		2,681		348		15%		12		$29.34

				13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		25-2011		Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education		14,166		16,391		2,225		16%		16		$14.68

				13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		25-2012		Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education		4,385		5,113		729		17%		6		$27.31

				13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		25-9031		Instructional Coordinators		3,733		4,412		679		18%		30		$33.35

				13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		25-9041		Teacher Assistants		20,264		25,280		5,016		25%		297		$11.27

				13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		39-9011		Childcare Workers		28,462		31,548		3,086		11%		1,237		$8.60

				13.1501		Teacher Assistant/Aide		25-9041		Teacher Assistants		20,264		25,280		5,016		25%		0		$11.27

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3012		Electrical & Electronics Drafters		1,128		1,231		103		9%		39		$27.66

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3023		Electrical & Electronics Engineering Technicians		2,847		3,089		242		8%		101		$30.84

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3024		Electro-Mechanical Technicians		555		578		23		4%		24		$30.41

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		1,617		1,797		180		11%		38		$27.85

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		49-2094		Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Commercial & Industrial Equipment		1,684		1,819		135		8%		48		$26.94

				15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		51-2028		Electrical, Electronic, & Electromechanical Assemblers, Except Coil Winders, Tapers, & Finishers		10,379		8,790		(1,589)		(15%)		474		$14.40

				15.0304		Laser & Optical Technology/Technician		17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		1,617		1,797		180		11%		0		$27.85

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		0		$36.94

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		1,617		1,797		180		11%		0		$27.85

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		41-4011		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Technical & Scientific Products		8,494		9,322		828		10%		77		$41.06

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades & Extraction Workers		20,983		24,181		3,198		15%		3		$28.74

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		47-2231		Solar Photovoltaic Installers		98		202		104		106%		2		$18.67

				15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		47-4098		Miscellaneous Construction & Related Workers		643		775		132		21%		0		$17.42

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		11-9021		Construction Managers		12,515		14,492		1,977		16%		24		$35.94

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		13-1051		Cost Estimators		5,609		6,670		1,061		19%		13		$33.09

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		3,569		4,062		493		14%		43		$25.38

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3022		Civil Engineering Technicians		1,901		2,117		216		11%		47		$23.99

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3031		Surveying & Mapping Technicians		1,654		1,929		275		17%		48		$21.11

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades & Extraction Workers		20,983		24,181		3,198		15%		111		$28.74

				15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		47-4011		Construction & Building Inspectors		2,554		2,967		413		16%		37		$25.57

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		3,569		4,062		493		14%		76		$25.38

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3012		Electrical & Electronics Drafters		1,128		1,231		103		9%		23		$27.66

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3013		Mechanical Drafters		1,155		1,291		136		12%		49		$26.10

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3019		Drafters, All Other		635		708		73		12%		40		$23.93

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		27-1021		Commercial & Industrial Designers		713		813		100		14%		4		$26.81

				15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		51-4012		Computer Numerically Controlled Machine Tool Programmers, Metal & Plastic		423		490		67		16%		16		$25.07

				19.0706		Child Development		21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		3,831		4,679		848		22%		3		$21.27

				19.0706		Child Development		21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		3,518		4,548		1,030		29%		22		$17.26

				19.0706		Child Development		25-2011		Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education		14,166		16,391		2,225		16%		169		$14.68

				19.0706		Child Development		25-9021		Farm & Home Management Advisors		86		122		36		42%		2		$20.72

				19.0706		Child Development		39-9011		Childcare Workers		28,462		31,548		3,086		11%		730		$8.60

				22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		13-1041		Compliance Officers		6,779		7,904		1,124		17%		17		$35.47

				22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		23-2011		Paralegals & Legal Assistants		7,110		8,772		1,661		23%		359		$28.40

				22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		23-2093		Title Examiners, Abstractors, & Searchers		2,332		2,560		228		10%		68		$23.64

				22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		23-2099		Legal Support Workers, All Other		1,019		1,136		117		11%		33		$28.25

				22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		43-6012		Legal Secretaries		4,729		4,497		(232)		(5%)		256		$21.13

				41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		19-4021		Biological Technicians		874		1,013		139		16%		0		$20.22

				41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		29-2018		Clinical Laboratory Technologists & Technicians		8,050		9,736		1,686		21%		3		$25.39

				41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		43-9111		Statistical Assistants		153		180		27		17%		0		$27.62

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		11-9199		Managers, All Other		17,181		21,149		3,968		23%		38		$22.06

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		13-1041		Compliance Officers		6,779		7,904		1,124		17%		72		$35.47

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		102		$36.94

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		13-2099		Financial Specialists, All Other		3,335		3,946		611		18%		37		$34.35

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		15-1122		Information Security Analysts		3,561		4,688		1,127		32%		31		$44.16

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		21-1092		Probation Officers & Correctional Treatment Specialists		2,458		2,602		144		6%		26		$22.03

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-3011		Bailiffs		270		286		16		6%		13		$23.40

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-3012		Correctional Officers & Jailers		6,223		6,050		(173)		(3%)		297		$19.48

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-3051		Police & Sheriff's Patrol Officers		16,578		18,666		2,088		13%		605		$33.65

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-3052		Transit & Railroad Police		53		69		15		29%		3		$28.23

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-9021		Private Detectives & Investigators		1,279		1,409		129		10%		46		$23.52

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		33-9032		Security Guards		29,332		33,208		3,876		13%		2,235		$11.97

				43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		43-5031		Police, Fire, & Ambulance Dispatchers		1,802		2,084		282		16%		105		$20.04

				43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		17-2111		Health & Safety Engineers, Except Mining Safety Engineers & Inspectors		772		882		110		14%		6		$46.13

				43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		33-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Fire Fighting & Prevention Workers		324		414		90		28%		6		$46.89

				43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		33-2011		Firefighters		7,960		8,892		932		12%		135		$27.54

				43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		33-2022		Forest Fire Inspectors & Prevention Specialists		11		15		4		35%		1		$30.45

				44.0701		Social Work		11-9151		Social & Community Service Managers		1,210		1,638		428		35%		13		$37.45

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1018		Substance Abuse, Behavioral Disorder, & Mental Health Counselors		3,059		4,170		1,111		36%		41		$22.63

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1019		Counselors, All Other		1,412		1,614		202		14%		38		$32.84

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		3,831		4,679		848		22%		16		$21.27

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1022		Healthcare Social Workers		2,563		3,413		850		33%		20		$27.21

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1023		Mental Health & Substance Abuse Social Workers		1,152		1,517		365		32%		9		$20.37

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1029		Social Workers, All Other		414		510		96		23%		8		$36.81

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1092		Probation Officers & Correctional Treatment Specialists		2,458		2,602		144		6%		20		$22.03

				44.0701		Social Work		21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		3,518		4,548		1,030		29%		116		$17.26

				44.0701		Social Work		21-2011		Clergy		7,704		9,591		1,888		25%		109		$22.39

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		11-9199		Managers, All Other		17,181		21,149		3,968		23%		2		$22.06

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		3		$45.95

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		17-1021		Cartographers & Photogrammetrists		448		541		92		21%		5		$29.90

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		17-3031		Surveying & Mapping Technicians		1,654		1,929		275		17%		39		$21.11

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		19-3051		Urban & Regional Planners		587		700		113		19%		0		$34.28

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		19-3092		Geographers		17		21		4		23%		0		$42.75

				45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		19-4099		Life, Physical, & Social Science Technicians, All Other		1,018		1,204		186		18%		28		$24.67

				46.0302		Electrician		47-2111		Electricians		19,153		23,011		3,858		20%		1,395		$20.47

				46.0302		Electrician		47-3013		Helpers--Electricians		3,190		3,770		580		18%		139		$16.22

				46.0302		Electrician		49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, & Repairers		11,667		13,575		1,908		16%		49		$32.39

				46.0302		Electrician		49-2098		Security & Fire Alarm Systems Installers		3,166		3,775		609		19%		207		$21.15

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		18		$36.94

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		47-2211		Sheet Metal Workers		3,975		4,681		706		18%		54		$16.41

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		47-4011		Construction & Building Inspectors		2,554		2,967		413		16%		105		$25.57

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		47-4098		Miscellaneous Construction & Related Workers		643		775		132		21%		32		$17.42

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, & Repairers		11,667		13,575		1,908		16%		95		$32.39

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-2094		Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Commercial & Industrial Equipment		1,684		1,819		135		8%		45		$26.94

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9021		Heating, Air Conditioning, & Refrigeration Mechanics & Installers		7,378		9,465		2,087		28%		259		$20.92

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9031		Home Appliance Repairers		986		1,012		26		3%		48		$16.65

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		32,476		38,674		6,198		19%		211		$18.28

				47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		49-9098		Helpers--Installation, Maintenance, & Repair Workers		4,651		5,396		744		16%		113		$14.23

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		13-1032		Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage		825		1,012		187		23%		3		$27.05

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		49-3021		Automotive Body & Related Repairers		3,870		4,557		687		18%		17		$18.67

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		49-3022		Automotive Glass Installers & Repairers		250		332		81		32%		1		$13.06

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		32,476		38,674		6,198		19%		114		$18.28

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		51-9122		Painters, Transportation Equipment		1,621		1,887		266		16%		70		$19.03

				47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		1,213		1,364		151		12%		6		$47.26

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		17-3027		Mechanical Engineering Technicians		1,157		1,242		84		7%		62		$25.32

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, & Repairers		11,667		13,575		1,908		16%		480		$32.39

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		49-3023		Automotive Service Technicians & Mechanics		17,259		19,754		2,496		14%		657		$16.12

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		49-3093		Tire Repairers & Changers		3,565		4,049		484		14%		168		$13.77

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		32,476		38,674		6,198		19%		1,059		$18.28

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		1,213		1,364		151		12%		54		$47.26

				47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		53-7061		Cleaners of Vehicles & Equipment		12,474		14,846		2,372		19%		681		$10.79

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47-2152		Plumbers, Pipefitters, & Steamfitters		14,363		17,999		3,636		25%		458		$21.82

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47-2171		Reinforcing Iron & Rebar Workers		1,188		1,362		174		15%		30		$17.84

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47-2211		Sheet Metal Workers		3,975		4,681		706		18%		95		$16.41

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47-2221		Structural Iron & Steel Workers		2,137		2,623		487		23%		111		$20.36

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		32,476		38,674		6,198		19%		371		$18.28

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		51-4121		Welders, Cutters, Solderers, & Brazers		11,855		12,865		1,010		9%		565		$18.04

				48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		51-4122		Welding, Soldering, & Brazing Machine Setters, Operators, & Tenders		487		487		0		0%		21		$16.62

				49.0102		Airline/Commercial/Professional Pilot & Flight Crew		53-2011		Airline Pilots, Copilots, & Flight Engineers		7,813		8,707		894		11%		38		$75.52

				49.0102		Airline/Commercial/Professional Pilot & Flight Crew		53-2012		Commercial Pilots		2,565		2,683		118		5%		55		$45.31

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		11-3071		Transportation, Storage, & Distribution Managers		3,630		4,348		718		20%		0		$43.84

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		33-9093		Transportation Security Screeners		630		719		89		14%		0		$20.82

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		43-4181		Reservation & Transportation Ticket Agents & Travel Clerks		9,732		10,975		1,243		13%		3		$20.22

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		53-1011		Aircraft Cargo Handling Supervisors		448		505		57		13%		27		$26.24

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		53-2011		Airline Pilots, Copilots, & Flight Engineers		7,813		8,707		894		11%		2		$75.52

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		53-2021		Air Traffic Controllers		893		996		103		12%		55		$52.72

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		53-2022		Airfield Operations Specialists		760		859		99		13%		1		$12.52

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		53-2031		Flight Attendants		10,931		12,819		1,888		17%		8		$25.76

				49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		1,213		1,364		151		12%		0		$47.26

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		15-1134		Web Developers		3,859		4,620		761		20%		7		$29.12

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		25-9011		Audio-Visual & Multimedia Collections Specialists		287		335		47		17%		2		$31.28

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1013		Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, & Illustrators		1,059		1,190		131		12%		7		$9.48

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		4		$26.91

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1021		Commercial & Industrial Designers		713		813		100		14%		5		$26.81

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1022		Fashion Designers		257		305		47		18%		3		$27.17

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		21		$20.40

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1027		Set & Exhibit Designers		290		334		44		15%		2		$23.03

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-1029		Designers, All Other		195		223		28		14%		6		$23.27

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		2,097		2,466		368		18%		35		$18.96

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-4021		Photographers		3,706		4,087		381		10%		23		$16.00

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		27-4032		Film & Video Editors		688		799		111		16%		4		$25.15

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		43-9031		Desktop Publishers		433		420		(13)		(3%)		3		$22.07

				50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		51-9151		Photographic Process Workers & Processing Machine Operators		849		759		(89)		(11%)		28		$12.89

				50.0407		Fashion/Apparel Design		27-1022		Fashion Designers		257		305		47		18%		1		$27.17

				50.0408		Interior Design		27-1025		Interior Designers		3,014		3,373		359		12%		49		$22.48

				50.0408		Interior Design		27-1027		Set & Exhibit Designers		290		334		44		15%		0		$23.03

				50.0408		Interior Design		51-7021		Furniture Finishers		657		706		49		7%		18		$13.53

				50.0409		Graphic Design		15-1134		Web Developers		3,859		4,620		761		20%		6		$29.12

				50.0409		Graphic Design		27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		1,198		1,319		122		10%		3		$26.91

				50.0409		Graphic Design		27-1019		Artists & Related Workers, All Other		290		306		16		5%		2		$10.89

				50.0409		Graphic Design		27-1024		Graphic Designers		6,589		7,354		765		12%		15		$20.40

				50.0409		Graphic Design		43-9031		Desktop Publishers		433		420		(13)		(3%)		2		$22.07

				50.0901		Music, General		27-2042		Musicians & Singers		4,699		5,485		786		17%		66		$18.83

				50.0901		Music, General		27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		2,097		2,466		368		18%		51		$18.96

				50.0901		Music, General		27-4014		Sound Engineering Technicians		271		293		22		8%		5		$24.82

				50.0901		Music, General		29-1125		Recreational Therapists		302		364		62		21%		1		$17.99

				50.0901		Music, General		49-9063		Musical Instrument Repairers & Tuners		185		227		42		23%		13		$13.47

				50.0903		Music Performance, General		27-2042		Musicians & Singers		4,699		5,485		786		17%		59		$18.83

				50.0904		Music Theory & Composition		27-2041		Music Directors & Composers		1,611		1,942		330		21%		2		$30.12

				50.0913		Music Technology		27-2041		Music Directors & Composers		1,611		1,942		330		21%		4		$30.12

				50.0913		Music Technology		27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		2,097		2,466		368		18%		8		$18.96

				50.0913		Music Technology		27-4014		Sound Engineering Technicians		271		293		22		8%		1		$24.82

				51.0808		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		29-2056		Veterinary Technologists & Technicians		2,980		3,721		741		25%		187		$16.14

				51.0808		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		31-9096		Veterinary Assistants & Laboratory Animal Caretakers		1,721		2,229		507		29%		184		$11.69

				51.0901		Cardiovascular Technology/Technologist		29-2031		Cardiovascular Technologists & Technicians		1,956		2,260		305		16%		32		$24.81

				51.0901		Cardiovascular Technology/Technologist		29-2032		Diagnostic Medical Sonographers		1,436		1,904		468		33%		11		$35.90

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		29-2041		Emergency Medical Technicians & Paramedics		5,025		6,274		1,249		25%		335		$19.51

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		33-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Fire Fighting & Prevention Workers		324		414		90		28%		10		$46.89

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		33-2011		Firefighters		7,960		8,892		932		12%		241		$27.54

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		33-9092		Lifeguards, Ski Patrol, & Other Recreational Protective Service Workers		5,068		5,719		651		13%		495		$9.63

				51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		53-3011		Ambulance Drivers & Attendants, Except Emergency Medical Technicians		134		204		70		52%		19		$12.46

				51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		29-1126		Respiratory Therapists		3,337		4,266		929		28%		191		$29.78

				51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		29-2054		Respiratory Therapy Technicians		213		156		(57)		(27%)		9		$24.12

				51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		29-2055		Surgical Technologists		2,612		3,121		509		19%		118		$23.53

				51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		2,120		2,808		689		32%		34		$16.74										206

				51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		31-9093		Medical Equipment Preparers		1,025		1,274		250		24%		54		$17.21

				51.0910		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		29-2032		Diagnostic Medical Sonographers		1,436		1,904		468		33%		31		$35.90

				51.0910		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		2,120		2,808		689		32%		15		$16.74

				51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29-1124		Radiation Therapists		505		603		98		19%		13		$35.48

				51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29-2033		Nuclear Medicine Technologists		259		329		69		27%		14		$39.30

				51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29-2034		Radiologic Technologists 		4,456		5,467		1,011		23%		231		$29.04

				51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		2,120		2,808		689		32%		58		$16.74

				51.1004		Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician		29-2018		Clinical Laboratory Technologists & Technicians		8,050		9,736		1,686		21%		24		$25.39

				51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		21-1023		Mental Health & Substance Abuse Social Workers		1,152		1,517		365		32%		1		$20.37

				51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		3,518		4,548		1,030		29%		12		$17.26

				51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		11-9111		Medical & Health Services Managers		6,976		9,214		2,239		32%		232		$46.71

				51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		29-1141		Registered Nurses		60,693		75,811		15,118		25%		1,556		$35.52

				51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		29-1151		Nurse Anesthetists		1,559		1,899		340		22%		2		$85.51

				51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		29-1161		Nurse Midwives		77		115		38		49%		0		$52.49

				51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		29-1171		Nurse Practitioners		3,390		4,986		1,596		47%		1		$52.93

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-2022		Sales Managers		8,803		10,326		1,522		17%		23		$60.19

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-3011		Administrative Services Managers		6,303		7,569		1,266		20%		172		$50.49

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-3071		Transportation, Storage, & Distribution Managers		3,630		4,348		718		20%		96		$43.84

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-9021		Construction Managers		12,515		14,492		1,977		16%		253		$35.94

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-9151		Social & Community Service Managers		1,210		1,638		428		35%		11		$37.45

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-9199		Managers, All Other		17,181		21,149		3,968		23%		26		$22.06

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-1021		General & Operations Managers		51,227		61,068		9,842		19%		205		$55.56

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13-1051		Cost Estimators		5,609		6,670		1,061		19%		138		$33.09

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13-1111		Management Analysts		17,548		21,715		4,167		24%		41		$39.14

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13-1121		Meeting, Convention, & Event Planners		2,981		3,469		488		16%		50		$24.53

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		68		$36.94

				52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		33		$45.95

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		11-2021		Marketing Managers		4,495		5,481		986		22%		83		$62.81

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		11-2022		Sales Managers		8,803		10,326		1,522		17%		144		$60.19

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		7,712		9,543		1,830		24%		107		$72.91

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		11-3031		Financial Managers		13,360		17,280		3,920		29%		272		$63.65

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		11-3121		Human Resources Managers		3,083		3,754		672		22%		99		$58.16

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		11-9199		Managers, All Other		17,181		21,149		3,968		23%		160		$22.06

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1071		Human Resources Specialists		15,610		18,061		2,451		16%		452		$30.70

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1111		Management Analysts		17,548		21,715		4,167		24%		254		$39.14

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		181		$33.17

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		424		$36.94

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		13-2011		Accountants & Auditors		44,018		51,400		7,383		17%		426		$35.33

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		22,085		25,887		3,802		17%		743		$24.74

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		41-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers		33,111		37,442		4,331		13%		1,848		$17.83

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		41-2031		Retail Salespersons		115,339		131,498		16,159		14%		9,641		$10.98

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		41-4012		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Except Technical & Scientific Products		41,949		45,664		3,715		9%		1,457		$28.77

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office & Administrative Support Workers		37,269		42,640		5,370		14%		1,674		$28.67

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		43-4051		Customer Service Representatives		88,716		98,480		9,764		11%		6,277		$16.41

				52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		43-6014		Secretaries & Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, & Executive		53,644		58,043		4,399		8%		3,126		$17.33

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		11-3051		Industrial Production Managers		3,287		3,550		263		8%		9		$50.49

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		11-3061		Purchasing Managers		2,069		2,334		266		13%		15		$59.76

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		11-3071		Transportation, Storage, & Distribution Managers		3,630		4,348		718		20%		20		$43.84

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		11-9199		Managers, All Other		17,181		21,149		3,968		23%		5		$22.06

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		13-1081		Logisticians		4,824		5,525		701		15%		164		$36.71

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		7		$45.95

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		17-2072		Electronics Engineers, Except Computer		6,083		6,359		277		5%		9		$52.81

				52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		43-5011		Cargo & Freight Agents		3,130		4,010		880		28%		178		$21.19

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		11-2022		Sales Managers		8,803		10,326		1,522		17%		0		$60.19

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		11-1021		General & Operations Managers		51,227		61,068		9,842		19%		0		$55.56

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		0		$36.94

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		29,972		39,173		9,201		31%		0		$52.70

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		22,085		25,887		3,802		17%		0		$24.74

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		0		$45.95

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		41-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers		33,111		37,442		4,331		13%		0		$17.83

				52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office & Administrative Support Workers		37,269		42,640		5,370		14%		0		$28.67

				52.0301		Accounting		11-3031		Financial Managers		13,360		17,280		3,920		29%		119		$63.65

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2011		Accountants & Auditors		44,018		51,400		7,383		17%		186		$35.33

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2031		Budget Analysts		1,405		1,591		186		13%		10		$41.13

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2041		Credit Analysts		3,469		4,105		636		18%		34		$38.01

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2051		Financial Analysts		10,452		12,378		1,925		18%		51		$39.97

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2061		Financial Examiners		1,746		2,089		343		20%		9		$45.96

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2081		Tax Examiners & Collectors, & Revenue Agents		581		608		27		5%		14		$37.81

				52.0301		Accounting		13-2082		Tax Preparers		3,015		3,532		517		17%		129		$19.70

				52.0301		Accounting		43-3031		Bookkeeping, Accounting, & Auditing Clerks		43,323		47,808		4,485		10%		2,843		$20.18

				52.0301		Accounting		43-3051		Payroll & Timekeeping Clerks		4,236		4,690		454		11%		244		$22.33

				52.0301		Accounting		43-4011		Brokerage Clerks		1,918		2,312		394		21%		31		$25.47

				52.0301		Accounting		43-9111		Statistical Assistants		153		180		27		17%		6		$27.62

				52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		43-6011		Executive Secretaries & Executive Administrative Assistants		10,905		10,865		(39)		(0%)		47		$28.80

				52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		43-6014		Secretaries & Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, & Executive		53,644		58,043		4,399		8%		14		$17.33

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		11-3031		Financial Managers		13,360		17,280		3,920		29%		12		$63.65

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2041		Credit Analysts		3,469		4,105		636		18%		3		$38.01

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2052		Personal Financial Advisors		6,153		7,340		1,186		19%		16		$40.00

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2061		Financial Examiners		1,746		2,089		343		20%		1		$45.96

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2071		Credit Counselors		586		684		98		17%		3		$25.06

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2072		Loan Officers		8,213		9,493		1,280		16%		45		$33.78

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		13-2099		Financial Specialists, All Other		3,335		3,946		611		18%		7		$34.35

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office & Administrative Support Workers		37,269		42,640		5,370		14%		71		$28.67

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-3011		Bill & Account Collectors		11,111		12,086		975		9%		113		$18.43

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-3021		Billing & Posting Clerks		13,520		16,834		3,314		25%		408		$17.77

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-3071		Tellers		14,405		16,348		1,943		13%		189		$13.27

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-4011		Brokerage Clerks		1,918		2,312		394		21%		3		$25.47

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-4041		Credit Authorizers, Checkers, & Clerks		1,753		1,940		187		11%		15		$18.63

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-4131		Loan Interviewers & Clerks		11,395		12,372		977		9%		94		$21.85

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-4141		New Accounts Clerks		1,495		1,551		55		4%		14		$15.88

				52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		43-9061		Office Clerks, General		104,774		113,283		8,508		8%		2,257		$16.32

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		11-2021		Marketing Managers		4,495		5,481		986		22%		2		$62.81

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		11-9199		Managers, All Other		17,181		21,149		3,968		23%		4		$22.06

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		11-1021		General & Operations Managers		51,227		61,068		9,842		19%		29		$55.56

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		4		$33.17

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		26,602		30,963		4,361		16%		10		$36.94

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		5		$45.95

				52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		19-3011		Economists		300		360		60		20%		0		$49.34

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		11-2011		Advertising & Promotions Managers		542		590		48		9%		4		$40.22

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		11-2021		Marketing Managers		4,495		5,481		986		22%		15		$62.81

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		11-2022		Sales Managers		8,803		10,326		1,522		17%		25		$60.19

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		13-1011		Agents & Business Managers of Artists, Performers, & Athletes		330		354		24		7%		9		$22.59

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		13-1121		Meeting, Convention, & Event Planners		2,981		3,469		488		16%		54		$24.53

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		13-1131		Fundraisers		2,242		2,652		410		18%		43		$27.66

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		32		$33.17

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		8,315		9,806		1,491		18%		36		$45.95

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		19-3022		Survey Researchers		314		311		(2)		(1%)		2		$21.80

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		27-3031		Public Relations Specialists		9,597		10,676		1,079		11%		53		$28.79

				52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		43-4111		Interviewers, Except Eligibility & Loan		4,031		4,693		662		16%		338		$15.69

				52.1501		Real Estate		11-9141		Property, Real Estate, & Community Association Managers		6,354		7,778		1,425		22%		286		$28.52

				52.1501		Real Estate		13-2021		Appraisers & Assessors of Real Estate		2,211		2,481		270		12%		12		$24.02

				52.1501		Real Estate		41-9022		Real Estate Sales Agents		12,114		14,027		1,913		16%		113		$19.87

				52.1904		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		13-1028		Buyers & Purchasing Agents		12,221		12,790		568		5%		24		$30.51

				52.1904		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		41-4012		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Except Technical & Scientific Products		41,949		45,664		3,715		9%		8		$28.77

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		11,823		15,777		3,954		33%		1		$33.17

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		39-7018		Tour & Travel Guides		995		1,183		189		19%		4		$12.43

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		41-3041		Travel Agents		2,303		2,462		159		7%		50		$15.86

				52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		43-4181		Reservation & Transportation Ticket Agents & Travel Clerks		9,732		10,975		1,243		13%		159		$20.22





























































































































































ASSOC Completers by Institution

		DCCCD Service Region associate degree program completers by institution

				Institution		CIP Code		CIP Title		2015 Completers		2016 Completers		2017 Completers

				Brookhaven College		09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		4		6		5

				Eastfield College		09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		2		5		3

				North Lake College		09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		1		0		1

				Richland College		09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		5		10		9

				Collin County Community College District		09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		14		16		22

				North Lake College		10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		14		16		10

				Tarrant County College District		10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		9		11		14

				Eastfield College		10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		4		5		8

				Richland College		10.0304		Animation, Interactive Technology, Video Graphics & Special Effects		14		15		4

				Collin County Community College District		10.0304		Animation, Interactive Technology, Video Graphics & Special Effects		2		0		0

				Brookhaven College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		11		17		16

				Cedar Valley College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		1		0		0

				El Centro College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		0		0		1

				North Lake College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		9		7		13

				Richland College		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		4		5		6

				Tarrant County College District		11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		5		0		0

				Brookhaven College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		3		1		7

				Cedar Valley College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		3		2		2

				Eastfield College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		1		4		2

				El Centro College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		2		5		2

				Mountain View College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		3		7		3

				North Lake College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		1		3		3

				Richland College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		6		4		6

				Weatherford College		11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		7		10		6

				Brookhaven College		11.0701		Computer Science		0		3		5

				Richland College		11.0701		Computer Science		1		2		6

				Collin County Community College District		11.0701		Computer Science		12		11		14

				El Centro College		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		2		6		4

				Richland College		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		7		5		2

				Collin County Community College District		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		3		8		7

				DeVry University-Texas		11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		7		3		2

				Brookhaven College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		2		4		3

				Cedar Valley College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		3		2		1

				El Centro College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		10		12		14

				Mountain View College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		4		6		7

				North Lake College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		3		12		15

				Richland College		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		10		24		14

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		11		16		12

				Tarrant County College District		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		3		0		6

				Collin County Community College District		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		2		0		0

				Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		8		5		2

				Vista College-Online		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		0		2		0

				Brightwood College-Arlington		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		6		2		12

				DeVry University-Texas		11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		23		14		13

				Richland College		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		6		4		5

				Collin County Community College District		11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		26		27		25

				El Centro College		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		17		15		15

				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		25		15		6

				Collin County Community College District		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		11		15		13

				Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts-Dallas		12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		50		62		49

				El Centro College		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		33		33		31

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		17		0		0

				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		30		33		25

				Tarrant County College District		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		23		14		27

				Collin County Community College District		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		18		17		10

				Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts-Dallas		12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		200		182		173

				Brookhaven College		13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		4		1		0

				Eastfield College		13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		4		2		2

				El Centro College		13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		1		4		2

				North Lake College		13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		0		0		1

				Richland College		13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		2		2		5

				Tarrant County College District		13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		36		53		30

				Collin County Community College District		13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		0		3		16

				Brookhaven College		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		3		3		0

				Cedar Valley College		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		0		1		0

				Eastfield College		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		2		3		2

				El Centro College		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		1		0		0

				Mountain View College		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		6		3		3

				North Lake College		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		1		0		1

				Richland College		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		1		0		0

				Tarrant County College District		13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		0		0		11

				Brookhaven College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		7		13		11

				Cedar Valley College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		2		0		2

				Eastfield College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		29		23		46

				El Centro College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		10		11		11

				Mountain View College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		30		33		30

				North Lake College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		17		16		9

				Richland College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		8		5		8

				Southwestern Assemblies of God University		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		2		6		3

				Tarrant County College District		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		82		83		92

				Weatherford College		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		12		17		18

				Collin County Community College District		13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		28		31		48

				Richland College		13.1501		Teacher Assistant/Aide		1		0		0

				Eastfield College		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		11		24		16

				Mountain View College		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		2		6		1

				Richland College		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		7		13		16

				ITT Technical Institute-Arlington		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		38		0		0

				Tarrant County College District		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		15		17		33

				Collin County Community College District		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		3		3		6

				ITT Technical Institute-Richardson		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		23		0		0

				ITT Technical Institute-DeSoto		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		16		0		0

				DeVry University-Texas		15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		16		7		3

				Richland College		15.0304		Laser & Optical Technology/Technician		1		2		1

				Eastfield College		15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		4		1		0

				North Lake College		15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		16		22		26

				Tarrant County College District		15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		2		14		10

				Eastfield College		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		14		14		14

				Mountain View College		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		6		4		5

				ITT Technical Institute-Arlington		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		25		0		0

				Tarrant County College District		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		21		12		12

				Collin County Community College District		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		6		7		11

				ITT Technical Institute-Richardson		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		28		0		0

				ITT Technical Institute-DeSoto		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		10		0		0

				Brown Mackie College-Dallas		15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		3		1		0

				Brookhaven College		19.0706		Child Development		7		8		5

				Eastfield College		19.0706		Child Development		15		17		10

				Tarrant County College District		19.0706		Child Development		18		13		17

				Weatherford College		19.0706		Child Development		1		3		0

				Collin County Community College District		19.0706		Child Development		10		12		5

				El Centro College		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		93		74		82

				ITT Technical Institute-Arlington		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		1		0		0

				Tarrant County College District		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		30		48		32

				Collin County Community College District		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		29		14		22

				Vista College-Online		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		11		6		7

				Brightwood College-Dallas		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		10		11		17

				ITT Technical Institute-Richardson		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		6		0		0

				Everest College-Dallas		22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		6		3		0

				El Centro College		41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		3		0		0

				Collin County Community College District		41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		2		1		0

				Brookhaven College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		14		19		24

				Cedar Valley College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		13		12		15

				Eastfield College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		44		39		64

				El Centro College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		0		0		2

				Mountain View College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		21		26		20

				Richland College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		1		8		26

				Tarrant County College District		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		48		41		51

				Weatherford College		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		10		11		14

				Brightwood College-Fort Worth		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		13		19		13

				Brightwood College-Arlington		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		25		16		0

				National American University-Mesquite		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		0		3		6

				National American University-Lewisville		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		3		0		0

				National American University-Richardson		43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		0		2		0

				El Centro College		43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		7		9		11

				Tarrant County College District		43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		9		10		6

				Weatherford College		43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		22		27		16

				Collin County Community College District		43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		1		2		5

				Eastfield College		44.0701		Social Work		10		15		15

				Brookhaven College		45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		4		3		5

				Tarrant County College District		45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		5		1		3

				Collin County Community College District		45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		5		2		2

				North Lake College		46.0302		Electrician		8		13		6

				Cedar Valley College		47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		11		4		6

				Eastfield College		47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		18		29		13

				Eastfield College		47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		11		12		7

				Tarrant County College District		47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		4		3		5

				Brookhaven College		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		19		37		31

				Cedar Valley College		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		6		11		7

				Eastfield College		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		12		20		18

				Lincoln College of Technology-Grand Prairie		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		8		10		17

				Tarrant County College District		47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		13		12		19

				Mountain View College		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		11		11		12

				Tarrant County College District		48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		7		12		16

				Mountain View College		49.0102		Airline/Commercial/Professional Pilot & Flight Crew		1		0		0

				Tarrant County College District		49.0102		Airline/Commercial/Professional Pilot & Flight Crew		0		1		6

				Mountain View College		49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		0		0		1

				Brookhaven College		50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		13		6		7

				Wade College		50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		82		62		52

				El Centro College		50.0407		Fashion/Apparel Design		15		15		19

				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		50.0407		Fashion/Apparel Design		11		7		9

				El Centro College		50.0408		Interior Design		7		11		6

				Collin County Community College District		50.0408		Interior Design		7		2		0

				Cedar Valley College		50.0409		Graphic Design		7		8		8

				North Lake College		50.0409		Graphic Design		8		15		11

				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		50.0409		Graphic Design		14		12		9

				Collin County Community College District		50.0409		Graphic Design		3		4		3

				Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		50.0409		Graphic Design		11		9		3

				South University-The Art Institute of Fort Worth		50.0409		Graphic Design		6		12		1

				Brown Mackie College-Dallas		50.0409		Graphic Design		4		1		3

				Brookhaven College		50.0901		Music, General		5		5		4

				Eastfield College		50.0901		Music, General		1		2		0

				El Centro College		50.0901		Music, General		3		1		1

				Mountain View College		50.0901		Music, General		0		1		2

				North Lake College		50.0901		Music, General		1		0		0

				Richland College		50.0901		Music, General		8		14		12

				Southwestern Assemblies of God University		50.0901		Music, General		13		9		11

				Tarrant County College District		50.0901		Music, General		0		2		2

				Collin County Community College District		50.0901		Music, General		9		11		5

				Cedar Valley College		50.0903		Music Performance, General		3		3		3

				Cedar Valley College		50.0904		Music Theory & Composition		1		7		5

				Cedar Valley College		50.0913		Music Technology		7		8		12

				Cedar Valley College		51.0808		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		73		86		118

				El Centro College		51.0901		Cardiovascular Technology/Technologist		6		6		7

				Sanford-Brown College-Dallas		51.0901		Cardiovascular Technology/Technologist		26		24		0

				Brookhaven College		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		8		9		25

				Tarrant County College District		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		14		10		10

				Weatherford College		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		8		3		11

				Collin County Community College District		51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		5		2		5

				El Centro College		51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		12		24		12

				Tarrant County College District		51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		20		14		21

				Weatherford College		51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		15		16		14

				Collin County Community College District		51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		20		21		20

				Concorde Career College-Dallas		51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		29		20		16

				El Centro College		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		0		2		9

				Collin County Community College District		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		12		16		10

				Concorde Career College-Grand Prairie		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		0		0		3

				Fortis College-Grand Prairie		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		0		5		3

				Brown Mackie College-Dallas		51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		29		15		15

				El Centro College		51.0910		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		17		17		21

				Weatherford College		51.0910		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		11		10		14

				Parker University		51.0910		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		0		0		7

				The College of Health Care Professions-Fort Worth		51.0910		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		0		7		36

				Brookhaven College		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29		30		27

				El Centro College		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29		24		21

				Tarrant County College District		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		16		24		22

				Weatherford College		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		18		17		20

				Parker University		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		30		26		28

				Fortis College-Grand Prairie		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		0		0		5

				The College of Health Care Professions-Dallas		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		7		6		0

				The College of Health Care Professions-Fort Worth		51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		13		11		0

				El Centro College		51.1004		Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician		16		15		13

				Argosy University-Dallas		51.1004		Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician		0		0		3

				Eastfield College		51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		29		27		25

				Southwestern Assemblies of God University		51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		0		0		3

				Weatherford College		51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		5		10		5

				Brookhaven College		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		50		75		66

				El Centro College		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		300		320		269

				Mountain View College		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		19		24		25

				Tarrant County College District		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		227		250		265

				Weatherford College		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		135		125		115

				Collin County Community College District		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		107		113		114

				ITT Technical Institute-Richardson		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		36		0		0

				Dallas Nursing Institute		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		27		18		34

				Concorde Career College-Dallas		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		20		42		21

				Carrington College-Mesquite		51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		0		0		7

				Brookhaven College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		24		13		18

				Cedar Valley College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		2		0		0

				Eastfield College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		21		22		23

				El Centro College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		4		3		3

				Mountain View College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		28		36		35

				North Lake College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		32		34		47

				Richland College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		25		41		47

				Dallas Christian College		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		0		2		2

				ITT Technical Institute-Arlington		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		6		0		0

				Southwestern Assemblies of God University		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		6		7		3

				Tarrant County College District		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		2		0		0

				Collin County Community College District		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		112		136		185

				ITT Technical Institute-Richardson		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		16		0		0

				Argosy University-Dallas		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		1		0		1

				ITT Technical Institute-DeSoto		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		8		0		0

				Brown Mackie College-Dallas		52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		13		15		25

				Brookhaven College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		27		24		14

				Cedar Valley College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		20		21		25

				Eastfield College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		23		17		20

				El Centro College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		20		14		13

				Mountain View College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		16		26		25

				North Lake College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		21		17		20

				Richland College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		53		52		44

				Remington College-Dallas Campus		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		32		30		20

				Dallas Baptist University		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		1		0		0

				Southwestern Assemblies of God University		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		12		13		25

				Tarrant County College District		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		187		209		263

				Weatherford College		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		7		5		6

				Collin County Community College District		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		12		26		24

				National American University-Mesquite		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		0		1		2

				National American University-Lewisville		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		0		3		1

				National American University-Richardson		52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		0		6		4

				North Lake College		52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		6		3		6

				National American University-Mesquite		52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		0		1		0

				National American University-Lewisville		52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		0		0		1

				North Lake College		52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		1		0		0

				Brookhaven College		52.0301		Accounting		9		16		15

				Cedar Valley College		52.0301		Accounting		3		3		4

				Eastfield College		52.0301		Accounting		9		10		7

				El Centro College		52.0301		Accounting		14		8		10

				Mountain View College		52.0301		Accounting		7		6		10

				North Lake College		52.0301		Accounting		6		8		7

				Richland College		52.0301		Accounting		36		24		28

				Brookhaven College		52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		4		8		2

				Eastfield College		52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		9		4		7

				El Centro College		52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		3		3		5

				North Lake College		52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		3		4		1

				Richland College		52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		8		4		7

				North Lake College		52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		6		3		3

				Richland College		52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		8		7		5

				Brookhaven College		52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		4		1		0

				Cedar Valley College		52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		2		5		6

				Cedar Valley College		52.1501		Real Estate		6		8		5

				North Lake College		52.1501		Real Estate		1		2		5

				Tarrant County College District		52.1501		Real Estate		9		12		9

				Collin County Community College District		52.1501		Real Estate		9		2		9

				El Centro College		52.1904		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		9		5		13

				Richland College		52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		8		9		5





Program Additions

		Program Additions

				SOC Code		SOC Title		Certificate Level Job Openings		Certificate Level Program Completers		Certificate Level Gap or (Surplus)		 Job Openings		 Program Completers		Associate Degree Level Gap or (Surplus)		Bachelor's Degree Level Job Openings		Bachelor's Degree Level Program Completers		Bachelor's Degree Level Gap or (Surplus)		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions		Typical Education Level for Entry Level Position		Typical Work Experience

				35-3011		Bartenders		1,375		0		1,375		1,143		0		1,143		622		0		622		$10.11		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-9091		Dental Assistants		1,149		163		987		1,072		0		1,072		445		0		445		$17.66		Some College, No Degree		None

				41-2021		Counter and Rental Clerks		1,595		0		1,595		1,038		0		1,038		527		0		527		$11.89		Some College, No Degree		None

				25-3098		Substitute Teachers		1,140		0		1,140		952		0		952		792		0		792		$11.28		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-9031		Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors		1,000		0		1,000		801		0		801		720		608		112		$17.76		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-1048		First-Line Supervisors of Transportation and Material Moving Workers, Except Aircraft Cargo Handling Supervisors		1,039		16		1,023		743		4		739		468		0		468		$27.07		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				29-2052		Pharmacy Technicians		693		32		661		733		0		732		483		0		483		$15.41		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-9032		Recreation Workers		781		0		781		626		0		626		563		8		555		$10.98		Some College, No Degree		None

				55-9999		Military occupations		763		0		763		474		0		474		225		0		225		$15.42		Some College, No Degree		None

				25-3021		Self-Enrichment Education Teachers		701		0		701		585		0		585		487		55		432		$20.70		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				49-2022		Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers		822		7		816		580		15		565		249		1		248		$21.99		Some College, No Degree		None

				41-9041		Telemarketers		798		0		798		532		0		532		175		0		175		$13.39		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-4081		Hotel, Motel, and Resort Desk Clerks		693		13		681		507		3		505		243		17		226		$10.90		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-9011		Massage Therapists		471		49		422		492		1		492		271		0		271		$16.20		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-4151		Order Clerks		616		0		616		422		0		422		261		0		261		$16.74		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-3041		Taxi Drivers and Chauffeurs		690		4		686		441		0		441		204		0		204		$10.69		Some College, No Degree		None

				27-2022		Coaches and Scouts		473		0		473		322		0		322		274		19		255		$18.30		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-6021		Parking Lot Attendants		588		0		588		391		0		391		122		0		122		$10.49		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-5032		Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance		458		0		458		361		0		361		195		0		195		$19.32		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-3011		Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians		746		57		689		599		156		442		211		0		211		$29.56		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-5052		Postal Service Mail Carriers		359		0		359		258		0		258		105		0		105		$27.09		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-2011		Computer, Automated Teller, and Office Machine Repairers		354		2		352		342		1		340		222		1		222		$17.67		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-4199		Information and Record Clerks, All Other		308		0		308		303		0		303		256		0		256		$18.76		Some College, No Degree		None

				29-2021		Dental Hygienists		88		0		88		338		11		327		470		6		464		$37.24		Associate's Degree		None

				39-9041		Residential Advisors		310		0		310		290		0		290		60		0		60		$11.59		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-9097		Phlebotomists		314		8		306		301		0		301		118		1		117		$15.40		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-2011		Occupational Therapy Assistants		35		1		34		251		2		249		273		0		273		$32.06		Associate's Degree		None

				43-5021		Couriers and Messengers		252		0		252		156		0		156		64		0		64		$14.83		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-9051		Mail Clerks and Mail Machine Operators, Except Postal Service		237		0		237		158		0		158		51		0		51		$14.16		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-9071		Office Machine Operators, Except Computer		186		0		186		133		0		133		60		0		60		$15.66		Some College, No Degree		None

				41-9011		Demonstrators and Product Promoters		377		0		377		229		0		229		115		0		115		$12.97		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-5053		Postal Service Mail Sorters, Processors, and Processing Machine Operators		163		0		163		122		0		122		47		0		47		$27.10		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-2022		Physical Therapist Aides		89		27		62		189		39		150		229		1		228		$12.77		Associate's Degree		None

				43-4121		Library Assistants, Clerical		213		0		213		187		0		187		97		0		97		$12.86		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-1013		Psychiatric Aides		207		43		164		159		23		136		49		59		(10)		$11.97		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Personal Service Workers		339		181		158		278		2		277		211		8		204		$19.06		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				43-2011		Switchboard Operators, Including Answering Service		156		0		156		118		0		118		43		0		43		$13.51		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-5094		Skincare Specialists		230		596		(366)		150		0		150		71		0		71		$11.65		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-5092		Manicurists and Pedicurists		213		212		1		138		0		138		65		0		65		$10.75		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-9099		Personal Care and Service Workers, All Other		215		0		215		137		0		137		60		0		60		$12.22		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-9099		Healthcare Support Workers, All Other		155		1		154		97		0		97		40		2		37		$22.50		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-4161		Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeeping		262		0		262		237		0		237		201		2		199		$19.98		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-9051		Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers		270		0		270		196		0		196		78		0		78		$26.26		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-2021		Physical Therapist Assistants		111		10		101		238		56		182		287		0		287		$34.36		Associate's Degree		None

				29-2081		Opticians, Dispensing		141		0		141		124		0		124		72		0		72		$17.06		Some College, No Degree		None

				29-2057		Ophthalmic Medical Technicians		117		0		117		123		0		123		81		0		81		$15.85		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-6012		Concierges		142		1		141		107		0		107		59		2		56		$12.01		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-2097		Electronic Home Entertainment Equipment Installers and Repairers		153		0		153		107		0		107		44		0		44		$17.85		Some College, No Degree		None

				25-3011		Adult Basic and Secondary Education and Literacy Teachers and Instructors		123		0		123		103		0		103		85		4		82		$29.64		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-4031		Court, Municipal, and License Clerks		124		0		124		113		7		105		111		0		111		$18.42		Some College, No Degree		None

				33-1099		First-Line Supervisors of Protective Service Workers, All Other		101		0		101		83		0		82		63		0		63		$24.72		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				51-9083		Ophthalmic Laboratory Technicians		131		0		131		104		0		104		62		0		62		$15.04		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-6011		Baggage Porters and Bellhops		129		0		129		98		0		98		53		0		53		$10.02		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-8031		Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant and System Operators		134		0		134		100		0		100		58		0		58		$18.71		Some College, No Degree		None

				25-4031		Library Technicians		169		16		153		103		8		95		47		8		39		$14.99		Some College, No Degree		None

				17-3026		Industrial Engineering Technicians		98		0		98		91		0		91		59		5		54		$31.37		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-2091		Avionics Technicians		85		0		85		77		0		77		29		0		29		$26.28		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-3093		Locker Room, Coatroom, and Dressing Room Attendants		117		0		117		78		0		78		26		0		26		$11.43		Some College, No Degree		None

				29-2053		Psychiatric Technicians		75		11		65		80		6		74		52		0		52		$14.74		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				51-6052		Tailors, Dressmakers, and Custom Sewers		98		0		98		72		0		72		54		0		54		$11.42		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-9071		Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers		84		0		84		63		0		63		53		4		49		$18.27		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-9095		Pharmacy Aides		83		3		80		69		0		69		30		0		30		$11.65		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-6099		Transportation Workers, All Other		77		0		77		53		0		53		19		0		19		$19.84		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-5051		Postal Service Clerks		76		0		76		55		0		55		24		0		24		$27.14		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-4011		Locomotive Engineers		75		0		75		56		0		56		22		0		22		$19.66		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				31-1015		Orderlies		81		1		80		62		0		62		19		0		19		$12.30		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-9062		Medical Equipment Repairers		69		0		69		64		7		57		45		2		43		$24.97		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-4031		Railroad Conductors and Yardmasters		97		0		97		69		0		69		36		0		36		$30.27		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-2021		Radio, Cellular, and Tower Equipment Installers and Repairs		91		0		91		64		0		64		28		0		28		$23.26		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-9081		Dental Laboratory Technicians		69		0		69		54		0		54		33		0		33		$22.17		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-4021		Funeral Attendants		58		9		49		49		23		26		26		0		26		$12.06		Some College, No Degree		None

				29-2035		Magnetic Resonance Imaging Technologists		19		0		19		49		0		49		57		0		57		$35.05		Associate's Degree		Less than 5 years

				29-2051		Dietetic Technicians		45		90		(45)		47		8		39		31		6		25		$11.35		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-2011		Animal Trainers		64		0		64		46		0		46		38		0		38		$13.00		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-2095		Electrical and Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and Relay		61		0		61		40		0		40		13		0		13		$29.91		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				27-2023		Umpires, Referees, and Other Sports Officials		53		0		53		36		0		36		31		2		29		$15.65		Some College, No Degree		None

				47-5031		Explosives Workers, Ordnance Handling Experts, and Blasters		55		0		55		35		0		35		6		0		6		$18.02		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				27-2099		Entertainers and Performers, Sports and Related Workers, All Other		42		0		42		32		0		32		28		2		26		$20.65		Some College, No Degree		None

				31-2012		Occupational Therapy Aides		4		0		4		26		0		26		29		0		29		$13.98		Associate's Degree		None

				33-9011		Animal Control Workers		36		0		36		24		0		24		13		0		13		$18.56		Some College, No Degree		None

				41-9012		Models		40		0		40		25		0		25		12		0		12		$10.13		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-8013		Power Plant Operators		27		0		27		24		0		24		19		0		19		$34.40		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-3011		Gaming Dealers		29		0		29		20		0		20		9		0		9		$16.29		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-3012		Gaming and Sports Book Writers and Runners		26		0		26		18		0		18		8		0		8		$18.71		Some College, No Degree		None

				17-3021		Aerospace Engineering and Operations Technicians		25		2		23		23		6		18		15		0		15		$24.99		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-3019		Gaming Service Workers, All Other		29		0		29		20		0		20		9		0		9		$10.41		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-6051		Sewers, Hand		25		0		25		18		0		18		14		0		14		$10.36		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-4021		Correspondence Clerks		26		0		26		17		0		17		11		0		11		$18.16		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-4031		Morticians, Undertakers, and Funeral Directors		17		9		8		38		22		16		44		0		44		$24.59		Associate's Degree		None

				53-5021		Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels		26		0		26		16		0		16		13		0		13		$16.62		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				27-2021		Athletes and Sports Competitors		23		0		23		16		0		16		14		1		13		$36.65		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-9082		Medical Appliance Technicians		19		0		19		15		0		15		9		0		9		$19.28		Some College, No Degree		None

				27-4099		Media and Communication Equipment Workers, All Other		17		0		17		15		0		15		12		0		12		$39.54		Some College, No Degree		None

				19-4011		Agricultural and Food Science Technicians		15		0		15		14		0		14		13		0		13		$18.16		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-9069		Precision Instrument and Equipment Repairers, All Other		15		0		15		14		0		14		10		0		10		$22.03		Some College, No Degree		None

				17-3025		Environmental Engineering Technicians		13		1		11		12		0		11		8		0		8		$28.26		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-6041		Traffic Technicians		15		0		15		10		0		10		4		0		4		$20.89		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-3092		Costume Attendants		15		0		15		10		0		10		3		1		3		$18.26		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-4013		Rail Yard Engineers, Dinkey Operators, and Hostlers		12		0		12		9		0		9		4		0		4		$20.01		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-8012		Power Distributors and Dispatchers		10		0		10		9		0		9		7		0		7		$30.03		Some College, No Degree		None

				33-9031		Gaming Surveillance Officers and Gaming Investigators		12		0		12		8		0		8		4		0		4		$17.20		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				39-1018		First-Line Supervisors of Gaming Workers		9		0		9		8		0		8		7		0		6		$12.32		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				49-9064		Watch Repairers		8		0		8		8		0		8		5		0		5		$14.97		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-3099		Entertainment Attendants and Related Workers, All Other		11		0		11		8		0		8		3		0		3		$24.73		Some College, No Degree		None

				29-2091		Orthotists and Prosthetists		6		0		6		6		0		6		5		0		5		$39.01		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-2021		Telephone Operators		8		0		8		6		0		6		2		0		2		$25.79		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-4011		Embalmers		7		1		6		6		1		4		3		0		3		$12.39		Some College, No Degree		None

				29-2092		Hearing Aid Specialists		5		0		5		6		0		6		4		0		4		$21.47		Some College, No Degree		None

				33-3041		Parking Enforcement Workers		6		0		6		5		0		5		4		0		4		$17.04		Some College, No Degree		None

				39-5091		Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance		6		4		2		4		0		4		2		0		2		$28.79		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-6011		Bridge and Lock Tenders		6		0		6		4		0		4		1		0		1		$25.77		Some College, No Degree		None

				43-2099		Communications Equipment Operators, All Other		5		0		5		4		0		4		2		0		2		$13.78		Some College, No Degree		None

				49-9061		Camera and Photographic Equipment Repairers		4		0		4		3		0		3		2		0		2		$19.41		Some College, No Degree		None

				45-4011		Forest and Conservation Workers		4		0		4		3		0		3		2		0		2		$11.63		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-5022		Motorboat Operators		4		0		4		2		0		2		2		0		2		$16.73		Some College, No Degree		Less than 5 years

				33-3031		Fish and Game Wardens		2		0		2		2		0		2		1		0		1		$34.19		Some College, No Degree		None

				51-8011		Nuclear Power Reactor Operators		1		0		1		1		0		1		1		0		1		$59.99		Some College, No Degree		None

				53-4012		Locomotive Firers		1		0		1		1		0		1		0		0		0		$31.86		Some College, No Degree		None

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix

				Industry subsector jobs in the DCCCD Service Region														Employment concentration (LQ) of the DCCCD Service Region														Program to Occupation Map																				DCCCD Service Region certificate level completions										DCCCD Service Region associate degree level completions										DCCCD Service Region bachelor's degree level completions										Employment projections for occupations related to existing DCCCD programs in the DCCCD Service Region																Unemployed workers by industry sector in the DCCCD Service Region, Texas, and the U.S.														Unemployed workers by occupational group in the DCCCD Service Region, Texas, and the U.S.

				NAICS Code		NAICS Title		2018 Jobs		2028 Jobs		Change		% Change				NAICS Code		NAICS Title		2018 LQ		2028 LQ		Change		% Change				CIP Code		CIP Title		SOC Code		SOC Title		CIP Based Weight		% Workforce with Education Level and One Below										Institution		3-Year Average		% Total		Total				Institution		3-Year Average		% Total		Total				Institution		3-Year Average		% Total		Total				SOC Code		SOC Title		2018 Jobs		2028 Jobs		Change		% Change		Projected Average Annual Job Openings				NAICS Code		NAICS Title		Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region		% Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region		% Unemployed in the State		% Unemployed in the U.S.				SOC Code		SOC Title		Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region		% Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region		% Unemployed in the State		% Unemployed in the U.S.

				111		Crop Production		2,566		3,031		465		18%				111		Crop Production		0.13		0.15		0.01		10%														CERT		ASSOC		BACH		MA				Dallas County Community College District		3,683		25%		14,870				Tarrant County College District		5,558		42%		13,301				The University of Texas at Arlington		7,517		26%		28,780				11-1011		Chief Executives		3,930		682		682		21%		348				56		Administrative & Support & Waste Management & Remediation Services		18,888		15%		13%		12%				43-0000		Office & Administrative Support		17,480		14%		14%		13%

				112		Animal Production and Aquaculture		1,635		1,580		(55)		(3%)				112		Animal Production and Aquaculture		0.16		0.15		(0.01)		(5%)				09.0101		Speech Communication & Rhetoric		11-2031		Public Relations & Fundraising Managers		0.24		9		10		70		87				Tarrant County College District		2,412		16%						Collin County Community College District		2,552		19%						University of North Texas		6,703		23%						11-1021		General and Operations Managers		61,068		9,842		9,842		19%		5,989				23		Construction		14,248		12%		13%		9%				11-0000		Management		13,546		11%		11%		9%

				113		Forestry and Logging		108		115		7		7%				113		Forestry and Logging		0.06		0.07		0.01		16%								11-1031		Legislators		0.21		24		22		55		66				Collin County Community College District		562		4%						Dallas County Community College District		1,969		15%						The University of Texas at Dallas		3,215		11%						11-1031		Legislators		328		75		75		29%		30				54		Professional, Scientific, & Technical Services		12,521		10%		9%		6%				47-0000		Construction & Extraction		12,039		10%		12%		9%

				114		Fishing, Hunting and Trapping		72		83		11		15%				114		Fishing, Hunting and Trapping		0.09		0.10		0.01		9%								25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.01		13		13		38		68				Concorde Career College-Grand Prairie		510		3%						Weatherford College		742		6%						Texas Christian University		2,233		8%						11-2011		Advertising and Promotions Managers		590		48		48		9%		69				62		Health Care & Social Assistance		11,246		9%		12%		11%				41-0000		Sales & Related		11,562		9%		9%		9%

				115		Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry		2,333		2,787		453		19%				115		Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry		0.17		0.18		0.00		1%								27-3011		Radio & Television Announcers		0.20		54		45		37		31				Lincoln College of Technology-Grand Prairie		494		3%						Universal Technical Institute - Dallas Fort Worth		447		3%						Texas Woman's University		2,160		8%						11-2021		Marketing Managers		5,481		986		986		22%		561				31		Manufacturing		9,176		7%		7%		10%				13-0000		Business & Financial Operations		9,784		8%		7%		4%

				211		Oil and Gas Extraction		10,486		11,786		1,300		12%				211		Oil and Gas Extraction		3.05		2.83		(0.22)		(7%)								27-3012		Public Address System & Other Announcers		0.36		54		45		37		31				PCI Health Training Center		417		3%						Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts-Dallas		239		2%						Southern Methodist University		1,880		7%						11-2022		Sales Managers		10,326		1,522		1,522		17%		1,036				44		Retail Trade		9,094		7%		8%		9%				51-0000		Production		8,769		7%		7%		8%

				212		Mining (except Oil and Gas)		2,341		3,213		873		37%				212		Mining (except Oil and Gas)		0.52		0.67		0.15		29%								27-3022		Reporters & Correspondents		0.13		16		16		68		78				Remington College-Dallas Campus		363		2%						Southwestern Assemblies of God University		216		2%						Texas A & M University-Commerce		1,639		6%						11-2031		Public Relations and Fundraising Managers		1,804		261		261		17%		173				52		Finance & Insurance		8,432		7%		5%		3%				53-0000		Transportation & Material Moving		7,501		6%		5%		7%

				213		Support Activities for Mining		9,476		11,036		1,559		16%				213		Support Activities for Mining		1.21		1.08		(0.13)		(11%)								27-3031		Public Relations Specialists		0.09		13		14		69		81				Concorde Career College-Dallas		340		2%						Aviation Institute of Maintenance-Dallas		168		1%						Dallas Baptist University		755		3%						11-3011		Administrative Services Managers		7,569		1,266		1,266		20%		737				42		Wholesale Trade		7,150		6%		5%		4%				49-0000		Installation, Maintenance, & Repair		6,865		6%		6%		3%

				221		Utilities		9,228		11,301		2,073		22%				221		Utilities		0.69		0.76		0.06		9%								27-3043		Writers & Authors		0.14		17		17		60		74				Altierus Career College-Arlington		254		2%						Wade College		131		1%						University of North Texas at Dallas		430		1%						11-3021		Computer and Information Systems Managers		9,543		1,830		1,830		24%		877				48		Transportation & Warehousing		5,728		5%		4%		4%				99-0000		No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified		6,605		5%		4%		6%

				236		Construction of Buildings		47,029		55,787		8,758		19%				236		Construction of Buildings		0.94		0.94		0.01		1%				10.0202		Radio & Television Broadcasting Technology/Technician		25-9011		Audio-Visual & Multimedia Collections Specialists		0.05		31		28		42		61				The College of Health Care Professions-Fort Worth		251		2%						Concorde Career College-Dallas		107		1%						DeVry University-Texas		331		1%						11-3031		Financial Managers		17,280		3,920		3,920		29%		1,629				99		No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified		5,599		5%		5%		7%				31-0000		Healthcare Support		5,700		5%		6%		3%

				237		Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction		33,886		44,309		10,423		31%				237		Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction		1.34		1.36		0.02		1%								27-2012		Producers & Directors		0.04		19		18		71		75				Brightwood College-Dallas		251		2%						Brown Mackie College-Dallas		91		1%						Texas Wesleyan University		318		1%						11-3051		Industrial Production Managers		3,550		263		263		8%		289				72		Accommodation & Food Services		4,319		3%		4%		6%				15-0000		Computer & Mathematical		4,964		4%		3%		2%

				238		Specialty Trade Contractors		160,242		189,246		29,004		18%				238		Specialty Trade Contractors		1.16		1.17		0.02		1%								27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		0.08		56		47		40		31				Altierus Career College-Fort Worth South		240		2%						South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		82		1%						University of Dallas		318		1%						11-3061		Purchasing Managers		2,334		266		266		13%		218				51		Information		4,059		3%		2%		3%				35-0000		Food Preparation & Serving Related		3,602		3%		3%		6%

				311		Food Manufacturing		21,543		23,013		1,470		7%				311		Food Manufacturing		0.56		0.53		(0.02)		(4%)								27-4012		Broadcast Technicians		0.11		56		47		40		31				Weatherford College		237		2%						Lincoln College of Technology-Grand Prairie		79		1%						Southwestern Assemblies of God University		281		1%						11-3071		Transportation, Storage, and Distribution Managers		4,348		718		718		20%		406				81		Other Services (except Public Administration)		3,435		3%		3%		3%				29-0000		Healthcare Practitioners & Technical		2,334		2%		2%		2%

				312		Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing		5,143		5,937		794		15%				312		Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing		0.79		0.77		(0.02)		(2%)								27-4013		Radio Operators		0.07		56		47		40		31				Brightwood College-Arlington		227		2%						Remington College-Dallas Campus		77		1%						West Coast University-Dallas		154		1%						11-3111		Compensation and Benefits Managers		336		65		65		24%		30				53		Real Estate & Rental & Leasing		2,765		2%		2%		2%				25-0000		Education, Training, & Library		2,257		2%		2%		3%

				313		Textile Mills		377		420		43		11%				313		Textile Mills		0.14		0.17		0.03		21%								27-4031		Camera Operators, Television, Video, & Motion Picture		0.11		31		30		62		58				Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		222		1%						Vista College-Online		71		1%						Southwestern Adventist University		130		0%						11-3121		Human Resources Managers		3,754		672		672		22%		365				61		Educational Services		2,684		2%		2%		3%				37-0000		Building & Grounds Cleaning & Maintenance		2,232		2%		2%		3%

				314		Textile Product Mills		2,448		2,090		(358)		(15%)				314		Textile Product Mills		0.82		0.74		(0.08)		(10%)								27-4032		Film & Video Editors		0.05		31		30		62		58				Ogle School Hair Skin Nails-Ft Worth		172		1%						KD Conservatory College of Film and Dramatic Arts		65		0%						South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		120		0%						11-3131		Training and Development Managers		957		169		169		21%		102				55		Management of Companies & Enterprises		1,179		1%		1%		1%				39-0000		Personal Care & Service		2,025		2%		2%		3%

				315		Apparel Manufacturing		2,357		2,137		(220)		(9%)				315		Apparel Manufacturing		0.76		0.87		0.11		15%				10.0303		Prepress/Desktop Publishing & Digital Imaging Design		27-1011		Art Directors		0.02		31		27		59		60				Cosmetology Career Center LLC		171		1%						ITT Technical Institute-Richardson		56		0%						Parker University		111		0%						11-9013		Farmers, Ranchers, and Other Agricultural Managers		1,855		-63		(63)		(3%)		161				90		Government		1,128		1%		1%		2%				17-0000		Architecture & Engineering		1,725		1%		1%		1%

				316		Leather and Allied Product Manufacturing		596		720		124		21%				316		Leather and Allied Product Manufacturing		0.84		0.99		0.15		18%								27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		0.02		31		27		59		60				Carrington College-Mesquite		168		1%						Golf Academy of America-Dallas		55		0%						Dallas Christian College		73		0%						11-9021		Construction Managers		14,492		1,977		1,977		16%		1,205				21		Mining, Quarrying, & Oil & Gas Extraction		894		1%		2%		1%				27-0000		Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, & Media		1,611		1%		1%		2%

				321		Wood Product Manufacturing		7,236		8,283		1,047		14%				321		Wood Product Manufacturing		0.71		0.75		0.03		5%								27-1024		Graphic Designers		0.02		23		26		67		64				Brightwood College-Fort Worth		166		1%						Sanford-Brown College-Dallas		53		0%						Amberton University		61		0%						11-9031		Education Administrators, Preschool and Childcare Center/Program		1,240		200		200		19%		114				71		Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation		836		1%		1%		1%				33-0000		Protective Service		1,103		1%		1%		1%

				322		Paper Manufacturing		6,817		6,281		(536)		(8%)				322		Paper Manufacturing		0.78		0.73		(0.05)		(7%)								27-2012		Producers & Directors		0.03		19		18		71		75				Arlington Career Institute		162		1%						Dallas Institute of Funeral Service		51		0%						Wade College		57		0%						11-9032		Education Administrators, Elementary and Secondary School		8,057		1,227		1,227		18%		734				22		Utilities		295		0%		0%		0%				21-0000		Community & Social Service		943		1%		1%		1%

				323		Printing and Related Support Activities		12,513		11,504		(1,009)		(8%)				323		Printing and Related Support Activities		1.15		1.15		0.00		0%								43-9031		Desktop Publishers		0.03		45		40		46		43				The University of Texas at Arlington		161		1%						Brightwood College-Dallas		40		0%						Northwood University-Texas		43		0%						11-9033		Education Administrators, Postsecondary		1,633		359		359		28%		156				11		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting		178		0%		1%		3%				23-0000		Legal		806		1%		1%		0%

				324		Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing		1,617		1,724		107		7%				324		Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing		0.60		0.60		(0.01)		(1%)								51-5111		Prepress Technicians & Workers		0.15		59		42		28		19				M T Training Center		157		1%						DeVry University-Texas		39		0%						Criswell College		38		0%						11-9039		Education Administrators, All Other		659		166		166		34%		64																		19-0000		Life, Physical, & Social Science		171		0%		0%		1%

				325		Chemical Manufacturing		14,950		14,764		(186)		(1%)				325		Chemical Manufacturing		0.75		0.70		(0.05)		(7%)				10.0304		Animation, Interactive Technology, Video Graphics & Special Effects		15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.01		36		41		52		49				Everest College-Dallas		156		1%						Parker University		39		0%						The King's University		33		0%						11-9041		Architectural and Engineering Managers		4,225		462		462		12%		348																		45-0000		Farming, Fishing, & Forestry		157		0%		0%		2%

				326		Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing		13,855		13,592		(262)		(2%)				326		Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing		0.80		0.76		(0.04)		(5%)								27-1011		Art Directors		0.06		31		27		59		60				Cortiva Institute-Florida-Texas Center for Massage Therapy		155		1%						ITT Technical Institute-Arlington		36		0%						South University-The Art Institute of Fort Worth		33		0%						11-9051		Food Service Managers		6,041		793		793		15%		747																		0		0		0		0%		0%		0%

				327		Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing		12,719		12,336		(382)		(3%)				327		Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing		1.26		1.16		(0.10)		(8%)								27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		0.06		31		27		59		60				Ogle School Hair Skin Nails-Arlington		150		1%						Everest College-Dallas		35		0%						Arlington Baptist University		31		0%						11-9061		Funeral Service Managers		194		34		34		21%		17

				331		Primary Metal Manufacturing		6,314		6,414		100		2%				331		Primary Metal Manufacturing		0.71		0.74		0.03		4%								27-1024		Graphic Designers		0.05		23		26		67		64				Ogle School Hair Skin Nails-Dallas		149		1%						Dallas Nursing Institute		26		0%						Paul Quinn College		25		0%						11-9071		Gaming Managers		69		-3		(3)		(4%)		9				Unemployed by industry sector in the DCCCD Service Region														Unemployed by occupational group in the DCCCD Service Region

				332		Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing		29,794		29,762		(31)		(0%)				332		Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing		0.86		0.80		(0.06)		(7%)				11.0201		Computer Programming/Programmer, General		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		0.01		20		22		60		71				Paul Mitchell the School-Arlington		144		1%						Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		24		0%						Argosy University-Dallas		21		0%						11-9081		Lodging Managers		1,091		72		72		7%		124

				333		Machinery Manufacturing		17,398		18,441		1,044		6%				333		Machinery Manufacturing		0.66		0.67		0.00		0%								15-1111		Computer & Information Research Scientists		0.04		11		6		46		71				Universal Technical Institute - Dallas Fort Worth		142		1%						Southwestern Christian College		24		0%						ITT Technical Institute-Arlington		17		0%						11-9111		Medical and Health Services Managers		9,214		2,239		2,239		32%		910

				334		Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing		41,910		38,836		(3,074)		(7%)				334		Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing		1.67		1.57		(0.10)		(6%)								15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		0.04		13		15		64		80				CCI Training Center-Arlington		138		1%						ITT Technical Institute-DeSoto		23		0%						ITT Technical Institute-Richardson		13		0%						11-9121		Natural Sciences Managers		552		91		91		20%		54

				335		Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing		6,164		6,145		(19)		(0%)				335		Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing		0.66		0.62		(0.04)		(5%)								15-1131		Computer Programmers		0.05		20		22		61		71				Sanford-Brown College-Dallas		127		1%						The College of Health Care Professions-Fort Worth		22		0%						Vista College-Online		9		0%						11-9131		Postmasters and Mail Superintendents		118		-12		(12)		(9%)		10

				336		Transportation Equipment Manufacturing		49,910		50,882		972		2%				336		Transportation Equipment Manufacturing		1.25		1.16		(0.09)		(7%)								15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		0.05		9		11		60		84				Fortis College-Grand Prairie		125		1%						Brightwood College-Arlington		21		0%						Remington College-Dallas Campus		9		0%						11-9141		Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers		7,778		1,425		1,425		22%		734

				337		Furniture and Related Product Manufacturing		11,827		12,427		600		5%				337		Furniture and Related Product Manufacturing		1.19		1.16		(0.03)		(2%)								15-1133		Software Developers, Systems Software		0.04		9		11		60		84				Toni & Guy Hairdressing Academy-Plano		121		1%						Altierus Career College-Fort Worth South		19		0%						Messenger College		6		0%						11-9151		Social and Community Service Managers		1,638		428		428		35%		178

				339		Miscellaneous Manufacturing		12,706		13,787		1,081		9%				339		Miscellaneous Manufacturing		0.82		0.82		(0.00)		(0%)								15-1134		Web Developers		0.05		25		27		65		65				Ogle School Hair Skin Nails-Hurst		114		1%						Altierus Career College-Arlington		16		0%						Brown Mackie College-Dallas		4		0%						11-9161		Emergency Management Directors		164		26		26		19%		15

				423		Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods		109,906		116,772		6,866		6%				423		Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods		1.48		1.41		(0.07)		(4%)								15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		0.05		45		47		48		40				Ogle School Hair Skin Nails-North Dallas		111		1%						Brightwood College-Fort Worth		15		0%						Southwestern Christian College		4		0%						11-9199		Managers, All Other		21,149		3,968		3,968		23%		1,866

				424		Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods		60,345		65,201		4,856		8%				424		Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods		1.17		1.14		(0.03)		(3%)								15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.02		36		41		52		49				The College of Health Care Professions-Dallas		103		1%						The King's University		14		0%						National American University-Richardson		2		0%						13-1011		Agents and Business Managers of Artists, Performers, and Athletes		354		24		24		7%		46

				425		Wholesale Electronic Markets and Agents and Brokers		17,843		18,692		849		5%				425		Wholesale Electronic Markets and Agents and Brokers		1.02		0.95		(0.07)		(7%)								25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68				MediaTech Institute-Dallas		101		1%						Dallas Baptist University		14		0%						National American University-Lewisville		2		0%						13-1028		Buyers and Purchasing Agents		12,790		568		568		5%		1,347

				441		Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers		54,872		64,890		10,019		18%				441		Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers		1.12		1.13		0.02		2%				11.0301		Data Processing & Data Processing Technology/Technician		15-1141		Database Administrators		0.07		15		16		59		77				Ogle School Hair Skin Nails-Denton		100		1%						Concorde Career College-Grand Prairie		11		0%						National American University-Mesquite		2		0%						13-1031		Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators		9,884		1,343		1,343		16%		968

				442		Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores		14,004		14,519		515		4%				442		Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores		1.16		1.13		(0.04)		(3%)								15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.02		36		41		52		49				Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts-Dallas		96		1%						National American University-Mesquite		9		0%						Remington College-Fort Worth Campus		1		0%						13-1032		Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage		1,012		187		187		23%		102

				443		Electronics and Appliance Stores		14,176		12,923		(1,254)		(9%)				443		Electronics and Appliance Stores		1.16		1.11		(0.05)		(4%)								43-9011		Computer Operators		0.09		55		47		38		31				Dallas Barber & Stylist College		87		1%						Arlington Career Institute		9		0%																13-1041		Compliance Officers		7,904		1,124		1,124		17%		749

				444		Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supplies Dealers		29,154		33,661		4,507		15%				444		Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supplies Dealers		0.92		0.93		0.01		1%								43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		0.07		62		50		33		25				Preparing People Barber Styling College		82		1%						South University-The Art Institute of Fort Worth		8		0%																13-1051		Cost Estimators		6,670		1,061		1,061		19%		762

				445		Food and Beverage Stores		58,412		65,183		6,771		12%				445		Food and Beverage Stores		0.78		0.79		0.01		2%				11.0701		Computer Science		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		0.02		20		22		60		71				Tint School of Makeup and Cosmetology-Irving		61		0%						Fortis College-Grand Prairie		8		0%																13-1071		Human Resources Specialists		18,061		2,451		2,451		16%		2,027

				446		Health and Personal Care Stores		25,175		31,870		6,695		27%				446		Health and Personal Care Stores		0.97		1.05		0.08		9%								15-1111		Computer & Information Research Scientists		0.05		11		6		46		71				Hands on Therapy		60		0%						Argosy University-Dallas		6		0%																13-1074		Farm Labor Contractors		6		1		1		23%		1

				447		Gasoline Stations		18,687		22,675		3,989		21%				447		Gasoline Stations		0.83		0.88		0.05		6%								15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		0.05		13		15		64		80				Dallas Nursing Institute		57		0%						Southwestern Adventist University		6		0%																13-1075		Labor Relations Specialists		1,103		65		65		6%		119

				448		Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores		40,672		44,295		3,622		9%				448		Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores		1.19		1.29		0.10		9%								15-1122		Information Security Analysts		0.03		25		29		56		64				DuVall's School of Cosmetology		56		0%						National American University-Richardson		6		0%																13-1081		Logisticians		5,525		701		701		15%		617

				451		Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical Instrument, and Book Stores		14,953		20,497		5,544		37%				451		Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical Instrument, and Book Stores		0.99		1.16		0.17		17%								15-1131		Computer Programmers		0.06		20		22		61		71				The Salon Professional Academy-Lewisville		54		0%						National American University-Lewisville		6		0%																13-1111		Management Analysts		21,715		4,167		4,167		24%		2,259

				452		General Merchandise Stores		81,900		91,742		9,842		12%				452		General Merchandise Stores		1.10		1.12		0.02		1%								15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		0.06		9		11		60		84				Texas Beauty College		50		0%						The College of Health Care Professions-Dallas		4		0%																13-1121		Meeting, Convention, and Event Planners		3,469		488		488		16%		454

				453		Miscellaneous Store Retailers		23,537		25,266		1,728		7%				453		Miscellaneous Store Retailers		1.02		1.00		(0.02)		(2%)								15-1133		Software Developers, Systems Software		0.05		9		11		60		84				Parker University		50		0%						Dallas Christian College		4		0%																13-1131		Fundraisers		2,652		410		410		18%		305

				454		Nonstore Retailers		12,026		12,717		691		6%				454		Nonstore Retailers		0.70		0.62		(0.08)		(12%)								15-1134		Web Developers		0.06		25		27		65		65				Tint School of Makeup and Cosmetology-Grand Prairie		49		0%						Criswell College		2		0%																13-1141		Compensation, Benefits, and Job Analysis Specialists		2,332		422		422		22%		232

				481		Air Transportation		37,835		42,273		4,438		12%				481		Air Transportation		3.16		3.11		(0.05)		(2%)								15-1141		Database Administrators		0.06		15		16		59		77				Fort Worth Beauty School		46		0%						Carrington College-Mesquite		2		0%																13-1151		Training and Development Specialists		8,873		1,465		1,465		20%		1,008

				482		Rail Transportation		6,072		7,005		933		15%				482		Rail Transportation		1.14		1.22		0.07		7%								15-1142		Network & Computer Systems Administrators		0.06		30		37		59		53				International Beauty College		45		0%						Messenger College		1		0%																13-1161		Market Research Analysts and Marketing Specialists		15,777		3,954		3,954		33%		1,864

				483		Water Transportation		45		63		18		40%				483		Water Transportation		0.03		0.03		0.00		16%								15-1143		Computer Network Architects		0.06		26		36		59		56				Vista College-Online		43		0%																										13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		30,963		4,361		4,361		16%		3,284

				484		Truck Transportation		53,505		61,871		8,366		16%				484		Truck Transportation		1.33		1.38		0.05		4%								15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		0.02		45		47		48		40				Tint School of Makeup and Cosmetology-Dallas		41		0%																										13-2011		Accountants and Auditors		51,400		7,383		7,383		17%		5,354

				485		Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation		10,988		13,752		2,763		25%				485		Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation		0.70		0.71		0.01		1%								15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		0.06		45		47		48		40				Salon Boutique Academy		40		0%																										13-2021		Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate		2,481		270		270		12%		198

				486		Pipeline Transportation		503		561		58		12%				486		Pipeline Transportation		0.43		0.42		(0.01)		(2%)								15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.02		36		41		52		49				Cosmetology Career Institute		39		0%																										13-2031		Budget Analysts		1,591		186		186		13%		140

				487		Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation		132		177		45		34%				487		Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation		0.15		0.16		0.01		5%								15-2041		Statisticians		0.05		7		8		46		82				MJ's Beauty Academy Inc		38		0%																										13-2041		Credit Analysts		4,105		636		636		18%		401

				488		Support Activities for Transportation		25,520		31,092		5,572		22%				488		Support Activities for Transportation		1.42		1.42		(0.00)		(0%)								17-2061		Computer Hardware Engineers		0.39		16		17		56		73				Peloton College		35		0%																										13-2051		Financial Analysts		12,378		1,925		1,925		18%		1,253

				491		Postal Service		765		1,128		363		47%				491		Postal Service		2.59		2.41		(0.18)		(7%)								25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68				Advanced Beauty College		31		0%																										13-2052		Personal Financial Advisors		7,340		1,186		1,186		19%		691

				492		Couriers and Messengers		24,621		29,007		4,387		18%				492		Couriers and Messengers		1.42		1.43		0.01		1%								43-9011		Computer Operators		0.08		55		47		38		31				Brown Mackie College-Dallas		27		0%																										13-2053		Insurance Underwriters		2,850		365		365		15%		274				Unemployed by industry sector in the DCCCD Service Region, Texas, and the U.S.														Unemployed by occupational group in the DCCCD Service Region, Texas, and the U.S.

				493		Warehousing and Storage		43,509		63,356		19,847		46%				493		Warehousing and Storage		1.67		1.83		0.16		9%				11.0801		Web Page, Digital/Multimedia & Information Resources Design		15-1131		Computer Programmers		0.03		20		22		61		71				Texas Christian University		25		0%																										13-2061		Financial Examiners		2,089		343		343		20%		192

				511		Publishing Industries (except Internet)		15,186		14,480		(706)		(5%)				511		Publishing Industries (except Internet)		0.83		0.74		(0.09)		(11%)								15-1134		Web Developers		0.04		25		27		65		65				ABC Beauty Academy		24		0%																										13-2071		Credit Counselors		684		98		98		17%		66

				512		Motion Picture and Sound Recording Industries		9,386		10,801		1,415		15%				512		Motion Picture and Sound Recording Industries		0.77		0.73		(0.04)		(5%)								15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.01		36		41		52		49				Arlington Medical Institute		21		0%																										13-2072		Loan Officers		9,493		1,280		1,280		16%		916

				515		Broadcasting (except Internet)		4,813		4,358		(455)		(9%)				515		Broadcasting (except Internet)		0.72		0.66		(0.06)		(8%)								27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		0.06		31		27		59		60				Dallas Institute of Funeral Service		21		0%																										13-2081		Tax Examiners and Collectors, and Revenue Agents		608		27		27		5%		49

				517		Telecommunications		37,149		34,604		(2,545)		(7%)				517		Telecommunications		1.99		1.94		(0.05)		(3%)								27-1024		Graphic Designers		0.06		23		26		67		64				National Beauty College		15		0%																										13-2082		Tax Preparers		3,532		517		517		17%		431

				518		Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services		13,913		13,051		(862)		(6%)				518		Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services		1.77		1.34		(0.43)		(24%)				11.0901		Computer Systems Networking & Telecommunications		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		0.04		20		22		60		71				Metroplex Beauty School		15		0%																										13-2099		Financial Specialists, All Other		3,946		611		611		18%		393

				519		Other Information Services		2,873		4,124		1,252		44%				519		Other Information Services		0.39		0.36		(0.03)		(7%)								13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.04		26		23		54		65				PCCenter		14		0%																										15-1111		Computer and Information Research Scientists		968		161		161		20%		81

				521		Monetary Authorities-Central Bank		1,060		925		(135)		(13%)				521		Monetary Authorities-Central Bank		2.30		2.16		(0.14)		(6%)								15-1111		Computer & Information Research Scientists		0.10		11		6		46		71				Neilson Beauty College		14		0%																										15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		26,026		3,460		3,460		15%		2,054

				522		Credit Intermediation and Related Activities		107,722		122,351		14,629		14%				522		Credit Intermediation and Related Activities		1.70		1.72		0.03		2%								15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		0.11		13		15		64		80				Buckner Barber School		12		0%																										15-1122		Information Security Analysts		4,688		1,127		1,127		32%		417

				523		Securities, Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial Investments and Related Activities		30,337		36,099		5,762		19%				523		Securities, Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial Investments and Related Activities		1.25		1.26		0.01		1%								15-1122		Information Security Analysts		0.07		25		29		56		64				Regency Beauty Institute-Arlington		12		0%																										15-1131		Computer Programmers		8,468		115		115		1%		608

				524		Insurance Carriers and Related Activities		91,532		111,057		19,525		21%				524		Insurance Carriers and Related Activities		1.36		1.42		0.06		4%								15-1131		Computer Programmers		0.12		20		22		61		71				Regency Beauty Institute-Mesquite		9		0%																										15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		39,173		9,201		9,201		31%		3,356

				525		Funds, Trusts, and Other Financial Vehicles		410		523		112		27%				525		Funds, Trusts, and Other Financial Vehicles		1.24		1.24		(0.00)		(0%)								15-1141		Database Administrators		0.12		15		16		59		77				American Broadcasting School-Arlington		6		0%																										15-1133		Software Developers, Systems Software		11,521		1,750		1,750		18%		923

				531		Real Estate		69,535		82,149		12,614		18%				531		Real Estate		1.36		1.40		0.03		2%								15-1142		Network & Computer Systems Administrators		0.12		30		37		59		53				Regency Beauty Institute-Plano		5		0%																										15-1134		Web Developers		4,620		761		761		20%		402

				532		Rental and Leasing Services		17,111		18,939		1,828		11%				532		Rental and Leasing Services		1.26		1.22		(0.04)		(3%)								15-1143		Computer Network Architects		0.12		26		36		59		56				Regency Beauty Institute-Lewisville		5		0%																										15-1141		Database Administrators		4,828		634		634		15%		379

				533		Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted Works)		889		861		(27)		(3%)				533		Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted Works)		1.58		1.37		(0.20)		(13%)								15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		0.12		45		47		48		40				National American University-Lewisville		4		0%																										15-1142		Network and Computer Systems Administrators		13,688		1,640		1,640		14%		1,038

				541		Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services		280,439		334,235		53,796		19%				541		Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services		1.12		1.10		(0.02)		(2%)								15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.04		36		41		52		49				MJ's Barber Academy		4		0%																										15-1143		Computer Network Architects		6,093		668		668		12%		471

				551		Management of Companies and Enterprises		54,539		71,810		17,271		32%				551		Management of Companies and Enterprises		0.99		1.12		0.13		13%				11.1003		Computer & Information Systems Security/Information Assurance		11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		0.02		20		22		60		71				Messenger College		4		0%																										15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		25,887		3,802		3,802		17%		2,302

				561		Administrative and Support Services		284,520		322,437		37,917		13%				561		Administrative and Support Services		1.23		1.18		(0.05)		(4%)								13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.02		26		23		54		65				Allgood Beauty Institute		3		0%																										15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		8,062		898		898		13%		698

				562		Waste Management and Remediation Services		9,181		11,392		2,211		24%				562		Waste Management and Remediation Services		0.87		0.87		(0.00)		(1%)								15-1121		Computer Systems Analysts		0.05		13		15		64		80				The King's University		3		0%																										15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		9,806		1,491		1,491		18%		815

				611		Educational Services		63,491		78,441		14,950		24%				611		Educational Services		0.64		0.64		(0.00)		(0%)								15-1122		Information Security Analysts		0.03		25		29		56		64				University of Dallas		2		0%																										15-2011		Actuaries		528		148		148		39%		45

				621		Ambulatory Health Care Services		206,701		284,975		78,274		38%				621		Ambulatory Health Care Services		1.12		1.13		0.01		1%								15-1141		Database Administrators		0.05		15		16		59		77				Cannon Institute of Higher Learning		2		0%																										15-2021		Mathematicians		68		16		16		30%		6

				622		Hospitals		88,230		105,294		17,064		19%				622		Hospitals		0.73		0.75		0.02		2%								15-1142		Network & Computer Systems Administrators		0.06		30		37		59		53				South University-The Art Institute of Dallas		2		0%																										15-2031		Operations Research Analysts		6,473		1,404		1,404		28%		514

				623		Nursing and Residential Care Facilities		46,294		56,505		10,212		22%				623		Nursing and Residential Care Facilities		0.58		0.59		0.01		1%								15-1143		Computer Network Architects		0.05		26		36		59		56				Dallas Baptist University		1		0%																										15-2041		Statisticians		822		232		232		39%		81

				624		Social Assistance		54,193		65,770		11,577		21%				624		Social Assistance		0.52		0.49		(0.04)		(7%)								15-1152		Computer Network Support Specialists		0.05		45		47		48		40																																		15-2098		Miscellaneous Mathematical Science Occupations		62		8		8		15%		5

				711		Performing Arts, Spectator Sports, and Related Industries		18,406		20,146		1,740		9%				711		Performing Arts, Spectator Sports, and Related Industries		0.90		0.85		(0.05)		(6%)								15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.02		36		41		52		49																																		17-1011		Architects, Except Landscape and Naval		4,719		539		539		13%		401

				712		Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institutions		3,338		4,120		782		23%				712		Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institutions		0.82		0.80		(0.02)		(2%)								15-2041		Statisticians		0.04		7		8		46		82																																		17-1012		Landscape Architects		554		66		66		14%		47

				713		Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries		36,477		45,000		8,524		23%				713		Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries		0.86		0.89		0.03		3%				12.0501		Baking & Pastry Arts/Baker/Pastry Chef		35-1011		Chefs & Head Cooks		0.22		56		47		29		12																																		17-1021		Cartographers and Photogrammetrists		541		92		92		21%		48

				721		Accommodation		32,881		35,368		2,487		8%				721		Accommodation		0.68		0.66		(0.03)		(4%)								51-3011		Bakers		1.00		63		41		19		9																																		17-1022		Surveyors		1,022		173		173		20%		90

				722		Food Services and Drinking Places		299,898		354,740		54,842		18%				722		Food Services and Drinking Places		1.06		1.05		(0.01)		(0%)				12.0503		Culinary Arts/Chef Training		11-9051		Food Service Managers		0.64		64		44		25		19																																		17-2011		Aerospace Engineers		3,283		141		141		4%		224

				811		Repair and Maintenance		45,904		50,476		4,572		10%				811		Repair and Maintenance		1.13		1.09		(0.04)		(3%)								35-1011		Chefs & Head Cooks		0.76		56		47		29		12																																		17-2021		Agricultural Engineers		25		4		4		21%		2

				812		Personal and Laundry Services		53,520		63,035		9,515		18%				812		Personal and Laundry Services		1.03		1.02		(0.01)		(1%)								35-1012		First-Line Supervisors of Food Preparation & Serving Workers		0.93		70		46		18		11																																		17-2031		Biomedical Engineers		330		33		33		11%		26

				813		Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar Organizations		69,900		81,465		11,566		17%				813		Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar Organizations		0.99		1.00		0.01		1%								35-2012		Cooks, Institution & Cafeteria		0.99		64		31		8		4																																		17-2041		Chemical Engineers		1,046		89		89		9%		79

				814		Private Households		22,459		24,520		2,060		9%				814		Private Households		1.07		1.04		(0.03)		(3%)								35-2013		Cooks, Private Household		0.98		64		31		8		4																																		17-2051		Civil Engineers		6,836		973		973		17%		597

				901		Federal Government		63,693		67,654		3,961		6%				901		Federal Government		0.56		0.55		(0.00)		(0%)								35-2014		Cooks, Restaurant		1.00		64		31		8		4																																		17-2061		Computer Hardware Engineers		978		206		206		27%		81

				902		State Government		61,993		71,383		9,390		15%				902		State Government		0.48		0.50		0.02		3%								35-2015		Cooks, Short Order		1.00		64		31		8		4																																		17-2071		Electrical Engineers		5,911		619		619		12%		453

				903		Local Government		325,325		375,068		49,743		15%				903		Local Government		0.96		0.98		0.02		2%								35-2019		Cooks, All Other		0.99		64		31		8		4																																		17-2072		Electronics Engineers, Except Computer		6,359		277		277		5%		478

																																13.1205		Secondary Education & Teaching		11-9032		Education Administrators, Elementary & Secondary School		0.05		21		22		41		68																																		17-2081		Environmental Engineers		892		159		159		22%		74

																																				25-2031		Secondary School Teachers, Except Special & Career/Technical Education		0.02		6		7		57		90																																		17-2111		Health and Safety Engineers, Except Mining Safety Engineers and Inspectors		882		110		110		14%		70

																																				25-2032		Career/Technical Education Teachers, Secondary School		0.74		6		7		57		90																																		17-2112		Industrial Engineers		7,408		901		901		14%		585

																																13.1206		Teacher Education, Multiple Levels		25-2011		Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education		0.02		45		45		45		38																																		17-2121		Marine Engineers and Naval Architects		137		17		17		15%		10

																																				25-2012		Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education		0.02		45		45		45		38																																		17-2131		Materials Engineers		863		34		34		4%		73

																																				25-2021		Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education		0.01		4		6		58		92																																		17-2141		Mechanical Engineers		6,260		719		719		13%		478

																																				25-2022		Middle School Teachers, Except Special & Career/Technical Education		0.01		4		6		58		92																																		17-2151		Mining and Geological Engineers, Including Mining Safety Engineers		182		21		21		13%		16

																																				25-2031		Secondary School Teachers, Except Special & Career/Technical Education		0.00		6		7		57		90																																		17-2161		Nuclear Engineers		145		23		23		18%		13

																																13.1210		Early Childhood Education & Teaching		11-9031		Education Administrators, Preschool & Childcare Center/Program		0.18		21		22		41		68																																		17-2171		Petroleum Engineers		2,304		283		283		14%		182

																																				11-9032		Education Administrators, Elementary & Secondary School		0.18		21		22		41		68																																		17-2199		Engineers, All Other		3,913		414		414		12%		301

																																				19-3031		Clinical, Counseling, & School Psychologists		0.15		0		0		14		62																																		17-3011		Architectural and Civil Drafters		4,062		493		493		14%		405

																																				21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		0.07		13		12		55		81																																		17-3012		Electrical and Electronics Drafters		1,231		103		103		9%		120

																																				25-2011		Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education		0.34		45		45		45		38																																		17-3013		Mechanical Drafters		1,291		136		136		12%		128

																																				25-2012		Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education		0.42		45		45		45		38																																		17-3019		Drafters, All Other		708		73		73		12%		70

																																				25-2021		Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education		0.13		4		6		58		92																																		17-3021		Aerospace Engineering and Operations Technicians		431		28		28		7%		42

																																				25-2051		Special Education Teachers, Preschool		0.52		10		10		50		85																																		17-3022		Civil Engineering Technicians		2,117		216		216		11%		211

																																				25-2052		Special Education Teachers, Kindergarten & Elementary School		0.52		10		10		50		85																																		17-3023		Electrical and Electronics Engineering Technicians		3,089		242		242		8%		305

																																				25-9031		Instructional Coordinators		0.23		31		28		42		61																																		17-3024		Electro-Mechanical Technicians		578		23		23		4%		58

																																				25-9041		Teacher Assistants		0.22		60		45		32		24																																		17-3025		Environmental Engineering Technicians		193		55		55		40%		21

																																				39-9011		Childcare Workers		0.53		65		46		22		15																																		17-3026		Industrial Engineering Technicians		1,675		80		80		5%		168

																																13.1501		Teacher Assistant/Aide		25-3097		Teachers & Instructors, All Other		0.01		52		43		36		36																																		17-3027		Mechanical Engineering Technicians		1,242		84		84		7%		122

																																				25-9041		Teacher Assistants		0.00		60		45		32		24																																		17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		1,797		180		180		11%		179

																																15.0303		Electrical, Electronic & Communications Engineering Technology/Technician		17-3012		Electrical & Electronics Drafters		0.56		36		57		58		33																																		17-3031		Surveying and Mapping Technicians		1,929		275		275		17%		235

																																				17-3023		Electrical & Electronics Engineering Technicians		0.61		59		54		35		22																																		19-1011		Animal Scientists		24		5		5		24%		3

																																				17-3024		Electro-Mechanical Technicians		0.77		59		54		35		22																																		19-1012		Food Scientists and Technologists		393		51		51		15%		46

																																				17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		0.39		59		54		35		22																																		19-1013		Soil and Plant Scientists		215		40		40		23%		26

																																				49-2094		Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Commercial & Industrial Equipment		0.51		78		52		17		9																																		19-1021		Biochemists and Biophysicists		278		34		34		14%		28

																																				51-2028		Electrical, Electronic, & Electromechanical Assemblers, Except Coil Winders, Tapers, & Finishers		1.00		69		38		14		6																																		19-1022		Microbiologists		154		26		26		20%		16

																																15.0304		Laser & Optical Technology/Technician		17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		0.00		59		54		35		22																																		19-1023		Zoologists and Wildlife Biologists		127		26		26		26%		13

																																15.0505		Solar Energy Technology/Technician		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.00		26		23		54		65																																		19-1029		Biological Scientists, All Other		454		77		77		20%		47

																																				17-2199		Engineers, All Other		0.00		10		11		62		81																																		19-1031		Conservation Scientists		165		29		29		21%		17

																																				17-3029		Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other		0.00		59		54		35		22																																		19-1032		Foresters		85		11		11		14%		8

																																				41-4011		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Technical & Scientific Products		0.23		40		31		51		49																																		19-1041		Epidemiologists		73		12		12		20%		7

																																				47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades & Extraction Workers		0.00		66		33		19		12																																		19-1042		Medical Scientists, Except Epidemiologists		737		207		207		39%		79

																																				47-2231		Solar Photovoltaic Installers		0.23		67		34		11		6																																		19-1099		Life Scientists, All Other		59		11		11		23%		6

																																				47-4098		Miscellaneous Construction & Related Workers		0.01		67		34		11		6																																		19-2011		Astronomers		35		5		5		15%		3

																																15.1001		Construction Engineering Technology/Technician		11-9021		Construction Managers		0.07		39		27		50		47																																		19-2012		Physicists		160		29		29		22%		15

																																				13-1051		Cost Estimators		0.04		44		39		50		43																																		19-2021		Atmospheric and Space Scientists		241		29		29		14%		21

																																				17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		0.18		36		57		58		33																																		19-2031		Chemists		1,129		113		113		11%		116

																																				17-3022		Civil Engineering Technicians		0.41		59		54		35		22																																		19-2032		Materials Scientists		104		14		14		15%		11

																																				17-3031		Surveying & Mapping Technicians		0.39		65		52		28		11																																		19-2041		Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health		1,441		266		266		23%		158

																																				47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades & Extraction Workers		0.12		66		33		19		12																																		19-2042		Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists and Geographers		878		134		134		18%		95

																																				47-4011		Construction & Building Inspectors		0.22		58		45		36		27																																		19-2043		Hydrologists		66		16		16		31%		7

																																15.1301		Drafting & Design Technology/Technician, General		17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		0.33		36		57		58		33																																		19-2099		Physical Scientists, All Other		576		49		49		9%		51

																																				17-3012		Electrical & Electronics Drafters		0.33		36		57		58		33																																		19-3011		Economists		360		60		60		20%		31

																																				17-3013		Mechanical Drafters		0.66		36		57		58		33																																		19-3022		Survey Researchers		311		-2		(2)		(1%)		32

																																				17-3019		Drafters, All Other		1.00		36		57		58		33																																		19-3031		Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists		3,114		596		596		24%		258

																																				27-1021		Commercial & Industrial Designers		0.16		23		26		67		64																																		19-3032		Industrial-Organizational Psychologists		31		2		2		6%		2

																																				51-4012		Computer Numerically Controlled Machine Tool Programmers, Metal & Plastic		0.62		74		47		18		7																																		19-3039		Psychologists, All Other		298		58		58		24%		25

																																15.1303		Architectural Drafting & Architectural CAD/CADD		17-3011		Architectural & Civil Drafters		0.01		36		57		58		33																																		19-3041		Sociologists		38		9		9		30%		4

																																19.0706		Child Development		11-9031		Education Administrators, Preschool & Childcare Center/Program		0.11		21		22		41		68																																		19-3051		Urban and Regional Planners		700		113		113		19%		68

																																				21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		0.04		13		12		55		81																																		19-3091		Anthropologists and Archeologists		87		18		18		26%		10

																																				21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		0.10		39		36		48		49																																		19-3092		Geographers		21		4		4		23%		2

																																				25-2011		Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education		0.20		45		45		45		38																																		19-3093		Historians		86		13		13		17%		9

																																				25-9021		Farm & Home Management Advisors		0.44		31		28		42		61																																		19-3094		Political Scientists		102		20		20		25%		11

																																				39-9011		Childcare Workers		0.31		65		46		22		15																																		19-3099		Social Scientists and Related Workers, All Other		481		83		83		21%		53

																																19.0708		Child Care & Support Services Management		11-9031		Education Administrators, Preschool & Childcare Center/Program		0.02		21		22		41		68																																		19-4011		Agricultural and Food Science Technicians		259		47		47		22%		31

																																				11-9151		Social & Community Service Managers		0.01		19		18		55		74																																		19-4021		Biological Technicians		1,013		139		139		16%		112

																																				21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		0.01		13		12		55		81																																		19-4031		Chemical Technicians		1,152		90		90		9%		122

																																				21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		0.02		39		36		48		49																																		19-4041		Geological and Petroleum Technicians		863		80		80		10%		100

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		19-4051		Nuclear Technicians		78		1		1		2%		10

																																				25-2011		Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education		0.04		45		45		45		38																																		19-4061		Social Science Research Assistants		247		57		57		30%		34

																																				39-9011		Childcare Workers		0.06		65		46		22		15																																		19-4091		Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, Including Health		633		128		128		25%		86

																																19.0709		Child Care Provider/Assistant		21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		0.01		13		12		55		81																																		19-4092		Forensic Science Technicians		399		65		65		20%		53

																																				21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		0.02		39		36		48		49																																		19-4093		Forest and Conservation Technicians		367		48		48		15%		49

																																				25-9041		Teacher Assistants		0.03		60		45		32		24																																		19-4099		Life, Physical, and Social Science Technicians, All Other		1,204		186		186		18%		161

																																				39-9011		Childcare Workers		0.07		65		46		22		15																																		21-1012		Educational, Guidance, School, and Vocational Counselors		7,587		1,228		1,228		19%		913

																																22.0302		Legal Assistant/Paralegal		13-1041		Compliance Officers		0.10		23		23		55		62																																		21-1013		Marriage and Family Therapists		827		220		220		36%		104

																																				23-2011		Paralegals & Legal Assistants		1.00		27		34		64		54																																		21-1015		Rehabilitation Counselors		904		144		144		19%		109

																																				23-2093		Title Examiners, Abstractors, & Searchers		0.90		32		31		54		53																																		21-1018		Substance Abuse, Behavioral Disorder, and Mental Health Counselors		4,170		1,111		1,111		36%		524

																																				23-2099		Legal Support Workers, All Other		1.00		32		31		54		53																																		21-1019		Counselors, All Other		1,614		202		202		14%		191

																																				43-6012		Legal Secretaries		0.96		56		49		39		30																																		21-1021		Child, Family, and School Social Workers		4,679		848		848		22%		558

																																41.0101		Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician		19-4021		Biological Technicians		0.00		33		32		54		52																																		21-1022		Healthcare Social Workers		3,413		850		850		33%		419

																																				29-2018		Clinical Laboratory Technologists & Technicians		0.01		35		40		58		47																																		21-1023		Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers		1,517		365		365		32%		186

																																				43-9111		Statistical Assistants		0.00		52		43		37		37																																		21-1029		Social Workers, All Other		510		96		96		23%		61

																																43.0104		Criminal Justice/Safety Studies		11-9161		Emergency Management Directors		0.82		32		34		52		55																																		21-1091		Health Educators		1,039		218		218		27%		145

																																				11-9199		Managers, All Other		0.08		32		26		50		58																																		21-1092		Probation Officers and Correctional Treatment Specialists		2,602		144		144		6%		247

																																				13-1041		Compliance Officers		0.41		23		23		55		62																																		21-1093		Social and Human Service Assistants		4,548		1,030		1,030		29%		625

																																				13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.13		26		23		54		65																																		21-1094		Community Health Workers		854		198		198		30%		120

																																				13-2099		Financial Specialists, All Other		0.42		25		23		56		65																																		21-1099		Community and Social Service Specialists, All Other		1,473		270		270		22%		204

																																				15-1122		Information Security Analysts		0.25		25		29		56		64																																		21-2011		Clergy		9,591		1,888		1,888		25%		1,215

																																				21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		0.29		13		12		55		81																																		21-2021		Directors, Religious Activities and Education		5,600		975		975		21%		775

																																				21-1092		Probation Officers & Correctional Treatment Specialists		0.53		20		20		65		72																																		21-2099		Religious Workers, All Other		2,347		429		429		22%		357

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.03		13		13		38		68																																		23-1011		Lawyers		21,562		2,903		2,903		16%		1,214

																																				33-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Correctional Officers		1.00		65		54		32		20																																		23-1012		Judicial Law Clerks		152		15		15		11%		9

																																				33-1012		First-Line Supervisors of Police & Detectives		0.77		52		54		39		35																																		23-1021		Administrative Law Judges, Adjudicators, and Hearing Officers		261		18		18		7%		13

																																				33-2021		Fire Inspectors & Investigators		0.83		60		50		35		24																																		23-1022		Arbitrators, Mediators, and Conciliators		134		25		25		23%		8

																																				33-3011		Bailiffs		0.94		68		54		30		17																																		23-1023		Judges, Magistrate Judges, and Magistrates		690		44		44		7%		35

																																				33-3012		Correctional Officers & Jailers		0.99		68		54		30		17																																		23-2011		Paralegals and Legal Assistants		8,772		1,661		1,661		23%		1,048

																																				33-3021		Detectives & Criminal Investigators		0.70		24		29		59		63																																		23-2091		Court Reporters		509		13		13		3%		48

																																				33-3051		Police & Sheriff's Patrol Officers		0.86		46		49		49		37																																		23-2093		Title Examiners, Abstractors, and Searchers		2,560		228		228		10%		245

																																				33-3052		Transit & Railroad Police		0.94		46		49		49		37																																		23-2099		Legal Support Workers, All Other		1,136		117		117		11%		108

																																				33-9021		Private Detectives & Investigators		0.94		34		31		52		56																																		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers, General		28,885		6,188		6,188		27%		2,774

																																				33-9032		Security Guards		0.92		71		50		22		13																																		25-2011		Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education		16,391		2,225		2,225		16%		1,849

																																				43-5031		Police, Fire, & Ambulance Dispatchers		0.91		67		52		28		18																																		25-2012		Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education		5,113		729		729		17%		579

																																43.0201		Fire Prevention & Safety Technology/Technician		17-2111		Health & Safety Engineers, Except Mining Safety Engineers & Inspectors		0.63		13		13		70		81																																		25-2021		Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education		43,238		6,531		6,531		18%		3,758

																																				33-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Fire Fighting & Prevention Workers		0.26		63		60		31		15																																		25-2022		Middle School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Education		21,701		3,115		3,115		17%		1,877

																																				33-2011		Firefighters		0.30		59		65		38		18																																		25-2023		Career/Technical Education Teachers, Middle School		340		50		50		17%		29

																																				33-2021		Fire Inspectors & Investigators		0.11		60		50		35		24																																		25-2031		Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Education		32,616		4,862		4,862		18%		2,764

																																				33-2022		Forest Fire Inspectors & Prevention Specialists		0.63		60		50		35		24																																		25-2032		Career/Technical Education Teachers, Secondary School		2,681		348		348		15%		224

																																44.0701		Social Work		11-9151		Social & Community Service Managers		0.41		19		18		55		74																																		25-2051		Special Education Teachers, Preschool		451		92		92		26%		41

																																				21-1013		Marriage & Family Therapists		0.41		22		20		38		70																																		25-2052		Special Education Teachers, Kindergarten and Elementary School		3,491		635		635		22%		310

																																				21-1018		Substance Abuse, Behavioral Disorder, & Mental Health Counselors		0.39		22		20		38		70																																		25-2053		Special Education Teachers, Middle School		2,142		341		341		19%		187

																																				21-1019		Counselors, All Other		1.00		22		20		38		70																																		25-2054		Special Education Teachers, Secondary School		3,251		522		522		19%		285

																																				21-1021		Child, Family, & School Social Workers		0.23		13		12		55		81																																		25-2059		Special Education Teachers, All Other		313		108		108		52%		31

																																				21-1022		Healthcare Social Workers		0.39		13		12		55		81																																		25-3011		Adult Basic and Secondary Education and Literacy Teachers and Instructors		1,928		90		90		5%		236

																																				21-1023		Mental Health & Substance Abuse Social Workers		0.38		13		12		55		81																																		25-3021		Self-Enrichment Education Teachers		10,436		2,241		2,241		27%		1,348

																																				21-1029		Social Workers, All Other		1.00		13		12		55		81																																		25-3097		Teachers and Instructors, All Other		9,771		1,845		1,845		23%		1,251

																																				21-1092		Probation Officers & Correctional Treatment Specialists		0.42		20		20		65		72																																		25-3098		Substitute Teachers		17,442		2,544		2,544		17%		2,191

																																				21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		0.52		39		36		48		49																																		25-4011		Archivists		166		26		26		19%		19

																																				21-2011		Clergy		0.46		19		19		47		70																																		25-4012		Curators		184		40		40		27%		22

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.02		13		13		38		68																																		25-4013		Museum Technicians and Conservators		192		41		41		27%		23

																																45.0702		Geographic Information Science & Cartography		11-9199		Managers, All Other		0.00		32		26		50		58																																		25-4021		Librarians		3,315		467		467		16%		361

																																				15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.01		36		41		52		49																																		25-4031		Library Technicians		1,541		318		318		26%		232

																																				17-1021		Cartographers & Photogrammetrists		0.50		18		21		70		76																																		25-9011		Audio-Visual and Multimedia Collections Specialists		335		47		47		17%		35

																																				17-3031		Surveying & Mapping Technicians		0.32		65		52		28		11																																		25-9021		Farm and Home Management Advisors		122		36		36		42%		14

																																				19-2099		Physical Scientists, All Other		0.99		1		1		40		65																																		25-9031		Instructional Coordinators		4,412		679		679		18%		466

																																				19-3051		Urban & Regional Planners		0.13		4		3		38		92																																		25-9041		Teacher Assistants		25,280		5,016		5,016		25%		3,057

																																				19-3092		Geographers		0.17		14		15		50		74																																		25-9099		Education, Training, and Library Workers, All Other		901		292		292		48%		104

																																				19-4099		Life, Physical, & Social Science Technicians, All Other		0.43		45		41		44		45																																		27-1011		Art Directors		1,679		235		235		16%		159

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		27-1012		Craft Artists		917		102		102		13%		85

																																46.0302		Electrician		47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades & Extraction Workers		0.18		66		33		19		12																																		27-1013		Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and Illustrators		1,190		131		131		12%		110

																																				47-2111		Electricians		1.00		73		47		19		6																																		27-1014		Multimedia Artists and Animators		1,319		122		122		10%		121

																																				47-3013		Helpers--Electricians		1.00		64		23		7		4																																		27-1019		Artists and Related Workers, All Other		306		16		16		5%		28

																																				49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, & Repairers		0.07		61		51		31		18																																		27-1021		Commercial and Industrial Designers		813		100		100		14%		88

																																				49-2098		Security & Fire Alarm Systems Installers		1.00		72		43		19		8																																		27-1022		Fashion Designers		305		47		47		18%		33

																																				49-9097		Signal & Track Switch Repairers		1.00		71		39		15		8																																		27-1023		Floral Designers		1,125		0		0		0%		117

																																47.0201		Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation & Refrigeration Maintenance Technology/Technician		13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.02		26		23		54		65																																		27-1024		Graphic Designers		7,354		765		765		12%		789

																																				47-2151		Pipelayers		1.00		73		32		10		4																																		27-1025		Interior Designers		3,373		359		359		12%		362

																																				47-2152		Plumbers, Pipefitters, & Steamfitters		0.36		73		32		10		4																																		27-1026		Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers		5,855		472		472		9%		620

																																				47-2211		Sheet Metal Workers		0.27		75		35		11		4																																		27-1027		Set and Exhibit Designers		334		44		44		15%		36

																																				47-4011		Construction & Building Inspectors		0.64		58		45		36		27																																		27-1029		Designers, All Other		223		28		28		14%		24

																																				47-4098		Miscellaneous Construction & Related Workers		0.99		67		34		11		6																																		27-2011		Actors		883		178		178		25%		104

																																				49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, & Repairers		0.14		61		51		31		18																																		27-2012		Producers and Directors		2,477		291		291		13%		254

																																				49-2094		Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Commercial & Industrial Equipment		0.48		78		52		17		9																																		27-2021		Athletes and Sports Competitors		276		27		27		11%		41

																																				49-9021		Heating, Air Conditioning, & Refrigeration Mechanics & Installers		0.53		72		44		17		4																																		27-2022		Coaches and Scouts		5,446		1,239		1,239		29%		832

																																				49-9031		Home Appliance Repairers		1.00		74		45		13		2																																		27-2023		Umpires, Referees, and Other Sports Officials		623		77		77		14%		93

																																				49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		0.11		70		44		17		7																																		27-2031		Dancers		315		-2		(2)		(1%)		48

																																				49-9098		Helpers--Installation, Maintenance, & Repair Workers		0.56		62		26		7		3																																		27-2032		Choreographers		144		24		24		20%		22

																																47.0603		Autobody/Collision & Repair Technology/Technician		13-1032		Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage		0.09		32		31		59		57																																		27-2041		Music Directors and Composers		1,942		330		330		21%		220

																																				49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, & Repairers		0.07		61		51		31		18																																		27-2042		Musicians and Singers		5,485		786		786		17%		614

																																				49-2093		Electrical & Electronics Installers & Repairers, Transportation Equipment		0.10		78		52		17		9																																		27-2099		Entertainers and Performers, Sports and Related Workers, All Other		663		94		94		16%		82

																																				49-2096		Electronic Equipment Installers & Repairers, Motor Vehicles		0.10		79		31		13		4																																		27-3011		Radio and Television Announcers		608		-137		(137)		(18%)		72

																																				49-3021		Automotive Body & Related Repairers		0.10		68		35		12		2																																		27-3012		Public Address System and Other Announcers		549		14		14		3%		61

																																				49-3022		Automotive Glass Installers & Repairers		0.10		83		33		4		2																																		27-3021		Broadcast News Analysts		189		23		23		14%		21

																																				49-3023		Automotive Service Technicians & Mechanics		0.08		68		43		17		3																																		27-3022		Reporters and Correspondents		457		-80		(80)		(15%)		53

																																				49-3093		Tire Repairers & Changers		0.10		68		33		9		4																																		27-3031		Public Relations Specialists		10,676		1,079		1,079		11%		1,188

																																				49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		0.06		70		44		17		7																																		27-3041		Editors		2,439		111		111		5%		269

																																				51-9122		Painters, Transportation Equipment		1.00		69		31		10		3																																		27-3042		Technical Writers		2,026		240		240		13%		219

																																				53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		0.08		71		51		23		11																																		27-3043		Writers and Authors		3,294		457		457		16%		335

																																47.0604		Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician		17-3027		Mechanical Engineering Technicians		0.94		59		54		35		22																																		27-3091		Interpreters and Translators		2,286		411		411		22%		248

																																				49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, & Repairers		0.69		61		51		31		18																																		27-3099		Media and Communication Workers, All Other		483		99		99		26%		53

																																				49-2093		Electrical & Electronics Installers & Repairers, Transportation Equipment		0.90		78		52		17		9																																		27-4011		Audio and Video Equipment Technicians		2,466		368		368		18%		265

																																				49-2096		Electronic Equipment Installers & Repairers, Motor Vehicles		0.90		79		31		13		4																																		27-4012		Broadcast Technicians		447		17		17		4%		46

																																				49-3021		Automotive Body & Related Repairers		0.90		68		35		12		2																																		27-4013		Radio Operators		6		1		1		20%		1

																																				49-3022		Automotive Glass Installers & Repairers		0.90		83		33		4		2																																		27-4014		Sound Engineering Technicians		293		22		22		8%		32

																																				49-3023		Automotive Service Technicians & Mechanics		0.71		68		43		17		3																																		27-4021		Photographers		4,087		381		381		10%		414

																																				49-3093		Tire Repairers & Changers		0.90		68		33		9		4																																		27-4031		Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion Picture		498		35		35		8%		53

																																				49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		0.55		70		44		17		7																																		27-4032		Film and Video Editors		799		111		111		16%		89

																																				53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		0.71		71		51		23		11																																		27-4099		Media and Communication Equipment Workers, All Other		294		37		37		15%		31

																																				53-7061		Cleaners of Vehicles & Equipment		1.00		66		29		6		3																																		29-1011		Chiropractors		1,667		409		409		32%		87

																																47.0605		Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician		49-3023		Automotive Service Technicians & Mechanics		0.11		68		43		17		3																																		29-1021		Dentists, General		4,853		1,016		1,016		26%		232

																																				49-3031		Bus & Truck Mechanics & Diesel Engine Specialists		0.53		69		46		19		2																																		29-1022		Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons		74		20		20		38%		5

																																				49-9098		Helpers--Installation, Maintenance, & Repair Workers		0.44		62		26		7		3																																		29-1023		Orthodontists		91		23		23		33%		5

																																				53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		0.11		71		51		23		11																																		29-1024		Prosthodontists		7		3		3		72%		0

																																47.0606		Small Engine Mechanics & Repair Technology/Technician		49-3051		Motorboat Mechanics & Service Technicians		1.00		67		40		16		3																																		29-1029		Dentists, All Other Specialists		103		19		19		22%		5

																																				49-3053		Outdoor Power Equipment & Other Small Engine Mechanics		1.00		67		40		16		3																																		29-1031		Dietitians and Nutritionists		1,819		340		340		23%		144

																																				49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		0.00		70		44		17		7																																		29-1041		Optometrists		1,155		239		239		26%		59

																																47.0611		Motorcycle Maintenance & Repair Technology/Technician		49-3052		Motorcycle Mechanics		1.00		67		40		16		3																																		29-1051		Pharmacists		7,529		1,267		1,267		20%		449

																																48.0508		Welding Technology/Welder		47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades & Extraction Workers		0.62		66		33		19		12																																		29-1061		Anesthesiologists		1,047		217		217		26%		50

																																				47-2152		Plumbers, Pipefitters, & Steamfitters		0.64		73		32		10		4																																		29-1062		Family and General Practitioners		2,688		709		709		36%		140

																																				47-2171		Reinforcing Iron & Rebar Workers		1.00		60		18		4		2																																		29-1063		Internists, General		2,592		382		382		17%		110

																																				47-2211		Sheet Metal Workers		0.48		75		35		11		4																																		29-1064		Obstetricians and Gynecologists		540		113		113		26%		26

																																				47-2221		Structural Iron & Steel Workers		1.00		73		34		12		5																																		29-1065		Pediatricians, General		911		187		187		26%		43

																																				49-9071		Maintenance & Repair Workers, General		0.19		70		44		17		7																																		29-1066		Psychiatrists		562		118		118		27%		26

																																				51-4121		Welders, Cutters, Solderers, & Brazers		1.00		70		36		12		2																																		29-1067		Surgeons		1,877		303		303		19%		83

																																				51-4122		Welding, Soldering, & Brazing Machine Setters, Operators, & Tenders		1.00		70		36		12		2																																		29-1069		Physicians and Surgeons, All Other		8,441		1,848		1,848		28%		403

																																49.0102		Airline/Commercial/Professional Pilot & Flight Crew		53-2011		Airline Pilots, Copilots, & Flight Engineers		0.21		18		19		70		74																																		29-1071		Physician Assistants		3,389		1,076		1,076		47%		277

																																				53-2012		Commercial Pilots		1.00		18		19		70		74																																		29-1081		Podiatrists		248		46		46		23%		17

																																49.0104		Aviation/Airway Management & Operations		11-3071		Transportation, Storage, & Distribution Managers		0.00		59		40		31		27																																		29-1122		Occupational Therapists		4,934		1,002		1,002		25%		338

																																				33-9093		Transportation Security Screeners		0.01		55		46		37		28																																		29-1123		Physical Therapists		8,104		1,956		1,956		32%		514

																																				43-4181		Reservation & Transportation Ticket Agents & Travel Clerks		0.00		63		48		33		26																																		29-1124		Radiation Therapists		603		98		98		19%		38

																																				53-1011		Aircraft Cargo Handling Supervisors		1.00		63		45		29		21																																		29-1125		Recreational Therapists		364		62		62		21%		27

																																				53-2011		Airline Pilots, Copilots, & Flight Engineers		0.01		18		19		70		74																																		29-1126		Respiratory Therapists		4,266		929		929		28%		288

																																				53-2021		Air Traffic Controllers		1.00		52		52		44		33																																		29-1127		Speech-Language Pathologists		6,182		1,046		1,046		20%		413

																																				53-2022		Airfield Operations Specialists		0.01		52		52		44		33																																		29-1128		Exercise Physiologists		284		46		46		19%		20

																																				53-2031		Flight Attendants		0.01		46		43		49		42																																		29-1129		Therapists, All Other		786		212		212		37%		62

																																				53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		0.00		71		51		23		11																																		29-1131		Veterinarians		1,688		347		347		26%		98

																																50.0401		Design & Visual Communications, General		15-1134		Web Developers		0.07		25		27		65		65																																		29-1141		Registered Nurses		75,811		15,118		15,118		25%		5,317

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		29-1151		Nurse Anesthetists		1,899		340		340		22%		124

																																				25-9011		Audio-Visual & Multimedia Collections Specialists		0.16		31		28		42		61																																		29-1161		Nurse Midwives		115		38		38		49%		9

																																				27-1011		Art Directors		0.11		31		27		59		60																																		29-1171		Nurse Practitioners		4,986		1,596		1,596		47%		384

																																				27-1013		Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, & Illustrators		0.23		31		27		59		60																																		29-1181		Audiologists		718		120		120		20%		44

																																				27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		0.12		31		27		59		60																																		29-1199		Health Diagnosing and Treating Practitioners, All Other		724		184		184		34%		54

																																				27-1021		Commercial & Industrial Designers		0.20		23		26		67		64																																		29-2018		Clinical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians 		9,736		1,686		1,686		21%		773

																																				27-1022		Fashion Designers		0.30		23		26		67		64																																		29-2021		Dental Hygienists		6,873		1,878		1,878		38%		579

																																				27-1024		Graphic Designers		0.10		23		26		67		64																																		29-2031		Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians		2,260		305		305		16%		150

																																				27-1027		Set & Exhibit Designers		0.19		23		26		67		64																																		29-2032		Diagnostic Medical Sonographers		1,904		468		468		33%		142

																																				27-1029		Designers, All Other		0.98		23		26		67		64																																		29-2033		Nuclear Medicine Technologists		329		69		69		27%		24

																																				27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		0.28		56		47		40		31																																		29-2034		Radiologic Technologists		5,467		1,011		1,011		23%		383

																																				27-4021		Photographers		0.14		46		40		47		41																																		29-2035		Magnetic Resonance Imaging Technologists		1,137		207		207		22%		79

																																				27-4032		Film & Video Editors		0.16		31		30		62		58																																		29-2041		Emergency Medical Technicians and Paramedics		6,274		1,249		1,249		25%		496

																																				43-9031		Desktop Publishers		0.17		45		40		46		43																																		29-2051		Dietetic Technicians		835		127		127		18%		79

																																				51-9151		Photographic Process Workers & Processing Machine Operators		0.44		61		45		31		25																																		29-2052		Pharmacy Technicians		12,636		2,440		2,440		24%		1,222

																																50.0407		Fashion/Apparel Design		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		29-2053		Psychiatric Technicians		1,363		249		249		22%		133

																																				27-1022		Fashion Designers		0.14		23		26		67		64																																		29-2054		Respiratory Therapy Technicians		156		-57		(57)		(27%)		16

																																50.0408		Interior Design		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		29-2055		Surgical Technologists		3,121		509		509		19%		297

																																				27-1025		Interior Designers		0.53		23		26		67		64																																		29-2056		Veterinary Technologists and Technicians		3,721		741		741		25%		363

																																				27-1027		Set & Exhibit Designers		0.05		23		26		67		64																																		29-2057		Ophthalmic Medical Technicians		2,116		422		422		25%		206

																																				51-7021		Furniture Finishers		1.00		56		23		15		9																																		29-2061		Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurses		20,644		3,838		3,838		23%		1,842

																																50.0409		Graphic Design		15-1134		Web Developers		0.05		25		27		65		65																																		29-2071		Medical Records and Health Information Technicians		6,089		1,236		1,236		25%		483

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		29-2081		Opticians, Dispensing		2,466		483		483		24%		222

																																				27-1011		Art Directors		0.09		31		27		59		60																																		29-2091		Orthotists and Prosthetists		123		38		38		45%		11

																																				27-1014		Multimedia Artists & Animators		0.09		31		27		59		60																																		29-2092		Hearing Aid Specialists		109		39		39		56%		10

																																				27-1019		Artists & Related Workers, All Other		0.25		31		27		59		60																																		29-2099		Health Technologists and Technicians, All Other		2,808		689		689		32%		237

																																				27-1024		Graphic Designers		0.08		23		26		67		64																																		29-9011		Occupational Health and Safety Specialists		2,836		367		367		15%		184

																																				43-9031		Desktop Publishers		0.12		45		40		46		43																																		29-9012		Occupational Health and Safety Technicians		744		107		107		17%		49

																																50.0901		Music, General		25-2021		Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education		0.11		4		6		58		92																																		29-9091		Athletic Trainers		1,001		200		200		25%		70

																																				25-2022		Middle School Teachers, Except Special & Career/Technical Education		0.09		4		6		58		92																																		29-9092		Genetic Counselors		43		17		17		68%		4

																																				25-2031		Secondary School Teachers, Except Special & Career/Technical Education		0.06		6		7		57		90																																		29-9099		Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Workers, All Other		776		157		157		25%		55

																																				27-2041		Music Directors & Composers		0.32		46		34		36		42																																		31-1011		Home Health Aides		25,939		9,399		9,399		57%		3,580

																																				27-2042		Musicians & Singers		0.32		46		34		36		42																																		31-1013		Psychiatric Aides		2,223		194		194		10%		288

																																				27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		0.42		56		47		40		31																																		31-1014		Nursing Assistants		28,338		5,337		5,337		23%		3,701

																																				27-4014		Sound Engineering Technicians		0.31		56		47		40		31																																		31-1015		Orderlies		865		154		154		22%		113

																																				29-1125		Recreational Therapists		0.34		16		14		74		82																																		31-2011		Occupational Therapy Assistants		2,216		441		441		25%		315

																																				49-9063		Musical Instrument Repairers & Tuners		1.00		57		53		37		20																																		31-2012		Occupational Therapy Aides		231		56		56		32%		33

																																50.0903		Music Performance, General		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.01		13		13		38		68																																		31-2021		Physical Therapist Assistants		2,952		806		806		38%		416

																																				27-2041		Music Directors & Composers		0.29		46		34		36		42																																		31-2022		Physical Therapist Aides		2,389		507		507		27%		332

																																				27-2042		Musicians & Singers		0.28		46		34		36		42																																		31-9011		Massage Therapists		6,382		1,359		1,359		27%		779

																																50.0904		Music Theory & Composition		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		31-9091		Dental Assistants		12,739		3,195		3,195		33%		1,663

																																				27-2041		Music Directors & Composers		0.03		46		34		36		42																																		31-9092		Medical Assistants		26,520		6,860		6,860		35%		3,392

																																50.0913		Music Technology		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		31-9093		Medical Equipment Preparers		1,274		250		250		24%		181

																																				27-2041		Music Directors & Composers		0.05		46		34		36		42																																		31-9094		Medical Transcriptionists		2,618		178		178		7%		347

																																				27-4011		Audio & Video Equipment Technicians		0.07		56		47		40		31																																		31-9095		Pharmacy Aides		806		100		100		14%		123

																																				27-4014		Sound Engineering Technicians		0.05		56		47		40		31																																		31-9096		Veterinary Assistants and Laboratory Animal Caretakers		2,229		507		507		29%		385

																																51.0713		Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder		29-2071		Medical Records & Health Information Technicians		0.27		58		57		37		22																																		31-9097		Phlebotomists		3,561		927		927		35%		442

																																				31-9092		Medical Assistants		0.08		66		67		31		10																																		31-9099		Healthcare Support Workers, All Other		1,504		354		354		31%		216

																																				43-3021		Billing & Posting Clerks		0.43		61		51		34		23																																		33-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Correctional Officers		306		-4		(4)		(1%)		23

																																				43-6013		Medical Secretaries		0.21		56		49		39		30																																		33-1012		First-Line Supervisors of Police and Detectives		784		157		157		25%		62

																																				43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		0.09		62		50		33		25																																		33-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Fire Fighting and Prevention Workers		414		90		90		28%		36

																																				43-9041		Insurance Claims & Policy Processing Clerks		0.51		55		48		40		32																																		33-1099		First-Line Supervisors of Protective Service Workers, All Other		1,581		200		200		15%		178

																																51.0716		Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant & Medical Secretary		29-2071		Medical Records & Health Information Technicians		0.11		58		57		37		22																																		33-2011		Firefighters		8,892		932		932		12%		699

																																				31-9092		Medical Assistants		0.03		66		67		31		10																																		33-2021		Fire Inspectors and Investigators		452		47		47		12%		52

																																				31-9094		Medical Transcriptionists		0.25		37		42		58		46																																		33-2022		Forest Fire Inspectors and Prevention Specialists		15		4		4		35%		2

																																				43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office & Administrative Support Workers		0.01		50		42		41		36																																		33-3011		Bailiffs		286		16		16		6%		26

																																				43-3021		Billing & Posting Clerks		0.17		61		51		34		23																																		33-3012		Correctional Officers and Jailers		6,050		-173		(173)		(3%)		555

																																				43-4071		File Clerks		0.24		67		49		27		20																																		33-3021		Detectives and Criminal Investigators		2,099		202		202		11%		157

																																				43-4171		Receptionists & Information Clerks		0.14		71		54		24		15																																		33-3031		Fish and Game Wardens		38		0		0		0%		4

																																				43-6011		Executive Secretaries & Executive Administrative Assistants		0.29		56		49		39		30																																		33-3041		Parking Enforcement Workers		110		-11		(11)		(9%)		11

																																				43-6013		Medical Secretaries		0.08		56		49		39		30																																		33-3051		Police and Sheriff's Patrol Officers		18,666		2,088		2,088		13%		1,436

																																				43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		0.03		62		50		33		25																																		33-3052		Transit and Railroad Police		69		15		15		29%		6

																																				43-9041		Insurance Claims & Policy Processing Clerks		0.20		55		48		40		32																																		33-9011		Animal Control Workers		423		49		49		13%		51

																																				43-9061		Office Clerks, General		0.12		66		53		28		21																																		33-9021		Private Detectives and Investigators		1,409		129		129		10%		156

																																51.0801		Medical/Clinical Assistant		31-9092		Medical Assistants		0.68		66		67		31		10																																		33-9031		Gaming Surveillance Officers and Gaming Investigators		114		15		15		15%		17

																																51.0808		Veterinary/Animal Health Technology/Technician & Veterinary Assistant		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.01		13		13		38		68																																		33-9032		Security Guards		33,208		3,876		3,876		13%		4,907

																																				29-2056		Veterinary Technologists & Technicians		0.86		57		60		40		21																																		33-9091		Crossing Guards		2,312		226		226		11%		458

																																				31-9096		Veterinary Assistants & Laboratory Animal Caretakers		0.95		57		50		35		22																																		33-9092		Lifeguards, Ski Patrol, and Other Recreational Protective Service Workers		5,719		651		651		13%		1,526

																																51.0901		Cardiovascular Technology/Technologist		29-2031		Cardiovascular Technologists & Technicians		0.35		24		61		72		32																																		33-9093		Transportation Security Screeners		719		89		89		14%		75

																																				29-2032		Diagnostic Medical Sonographers		0.13		24		61		72		32																																		33-9099		Protective Service Workers, All Other		2,296		439		439		24%		607

																																51.0904		Emergency Medical Technology/Technician (EMT Paramedic)		29-2041		Emergency Medical Technicians & Paramedics		1.00		61		68		36		18																																		35-1011		Chefs and Head Cooks		3,125		517		517		20%		444

																																				33-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Fire Fighting & Prevention Workers		0.47		63		60		31		15																																		35-1012		First-Line Supervisors of Food Preparation and Serving Workers		27,989		4,522		4,522		19%		4,476

																																				33-2011		Firefighters		0.53		59		65		38		18																																		35-2011		Cooks, Fast Food		14,883		1,259		1,259		9%		2,339

																																				33-9092		Lifeguards, Ski Patrol, & Other Recreational Protective Service Workers		0.81		80		40		11		7																																		35-2012		Cooks, Institution and Cafeteria		10,334		1,305		1,305		14%		1,623

																																				53-3011		Ambulance Drivers & Attendants, Except Emergency Medical Technicians		1.00		78		56		15		6																																		35-2013		Cooks, Private Household		86		17		17		24%		14

																																51.0908		Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist		29-1126		Respiratory Therapists		1.00		8		66		89		32																																		35-2014		Cooks, Restaurant		39,338		5,684		5,684		17%		6,211

																																				29-2054		Respiratory Therapy Technicians		1.00		57		60		40		21																																		35-2015		Cooks, Short Order		5,298		248		248		5%		827

																																51.0909		Surgical Technology/Technologist		29-2055		Surgical Technologists		0.66		57		60		40		21																																		35-2019		Cooks, All Other		333		55		55		20%		53

																																				29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		0.26		51		55		41		29																																		35-2021		Food Preparation Workers		18,190		2,940		2,940		19%		3,409

																																				31-9093		Medical Equipment Preparers		0.66		72		45		18		11																																		35-3011		Bartenders		11,714		828		828		8%		2,127

																																51.0910		Diagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer & Ultrasound Technician		29-2032		Diagnostic Medical Sonographers		0.35		24		61		72		32																																		35-3021		Combined Food Preparation and Serving Workers, Including Fast Food		131,525		27,727		27,727		27%		26,595

																																				29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		0.12		51		55		41		29																																		35-3022		Counter Attendants, Cafeteria, Food Concession, and Coffee Shop		11,307		1,801		1,801		19%		2,681

																																51.0911		Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiographer		29-1124		Radiation Therapists		0.98		10		34		81		62																																		35-3031		Waiters and Waitresses		70,359		8,214		8,214		13%		14,591

																																				29-2033		Nuclear Medicine Technologists		0.98		24		61		72		32																																		35-3041		Food Servers, Nonrestaurant		9,291		1,123		1,123		14%		1,528

																																				29-2034		Radiologic Technologists 		0.98		24		61		72		32																																		35-9011		Dining Room and Cafeteria Attendants and Bartender Helpers		11,727		1,409		1,409		14%		2,199

																																				29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		0.45		51		55		41		29																																		35-9021		Dishwashers		9,947		1,246		1,246		14%		1,723

																																51.1004		Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		35-9031		Hosts and Hostesses, Restaurant, Lounge, and Coffee Shop		13,759		1,435		1,435		12%		3,401

																																				29-2018		Clinical Laboratory Technologists & Technicians		0.08		35		40		58		47																																		35-9099		Food Preparation and Serving Related Workers, All Other		1,221		224		224		22%		230

																																51.1501		Substance Abuse/Addiction Counseling		21-1018		Substance Abuse, Behavioral Disorder, & Mental Health Counselors		0.04		22		20		38		70																																		37-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Housekeeping and Janitorial Workers		4,931		755		755		18%		638

																																				21-1023		Mental Health & Substance Abuse Social Workers		0.04		13		12		55		81																																		37-1012		First-Line Supervisors of Landscaping, Lawn Service, and Groundskeeping Workers		4,060		512		512		14%		445

																																				21-1093		Social & Human Service Assistants		0.05		39		36		48		49																																		37-2011		Janitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners		68,220		10,997		10,997		19%		10,021

																																51.3801		Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse		11-9111		Medical & Health Services Managers		0.86		25		30		50		58																																		37-2012		Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners		35,235		4,183		4,183		13%		5,201

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.12		13		13		38		68																																		37-2019		Building Cleaning Workers, All Other		181		52		52		41%		27

																																				29-1141		Registered Nurses		0.88		5		33		88		64																																		37-2021		Pest Control Workers		3,217		618		618		24%		500

																																				29-1151		Nurse Anesthetists		0.96		3		2		15		85																																		37-3011		Landscaping and Groundskeeping Workers		35,461		5,259		5,259		17%		4,834

																																				29-1161		Nurse Midwives		1.00		1		0		6		90																																		37-3012		Pesticide Handlers, Sprayers, and Applicators, Vegetation		464		64		64		16%		64

																																				29-1171		Nurse Practitioners		0.91		1		0		6		90																																		37-3013		Tree Trimmers and Pruners		2,633		290		290		12%		355

																																51.3812		Perioperative/Operating Room & Surgical Nurse/Nursing		25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		37-3019		Grounds Maintenance Workers, All Other		200		34		34		20%		28

																																				29-1141		Registered Nurses		0.00		5		33		88		64																																		39-1018		First-Line Supervisors of Gaming Workers		97		14		14		17%		17

																																				29-2099		Health Technologists & Technicians, All Other		0.00		51		55		41		29																																		39-1021		First-Line Supervisors of Personal Service Workers		5,255		756		756		17%		591

																																51.3901		Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse Training		29-2061		Licensed Practical & Licensed Vocational Nurses		0.27		76		76		22		4																																		39-2011		Animal Trainers		840		131		131		18%		109

																																				31-1011		Home Health Aides		0.20		72		55		17		8																																		39-2021		Nonfarm Animal Caretakers		7,755		1,840		1,840		31%		1,324

																																				31-1014		Nursing Assistants		0.15		72		55		17		8																																		39-3011		Gaming Dealers		238		73		73		44%		41

																																52.0101		Business/Commerce, General		11-2022		Sales Managers		0.11		21		20		65		72																																		39-3012		Gaming and Sports Book Writers and Runners		219		4		4		2%		37

																																				11-3011		Administrative Services Managers		0.58		43		40		48		45																																		39-3019		Gaming Service Workers, All Other		238		-9		(9)		(4%)		40

																																				11-3051		Industrial Production Managers		0.54		38		28		48		50																																		39-3021		Motion Picture Projectionists		433		-4		(4)		(1%)		65

																																				11-3071		Transportation, Storage, & Distribution Managers		0.59		59		40		31		27																																		39-3031		Ushers, Lobby Attendants, and Ticket Takers		3,708		512		512		16%		989

																																				11-9021		Construction Managers		0.77		39		27		50		47																																		39-3091		Amusement and Recreation Attendants		7,861		1,454		1,454		23%		1,933

																																				11-9151		Social & Community Service Managers		0.35		19		18		55		74																																		39-3092		Costume Attendants		84		20		20		31%		21

																																				11-9199		Managers, All Other		0.05		32		26		50		58																																		39-3093		Locker Room, Coatroom, and Dressing Room Attendants		648		84		84		15%		160

																																				11-1011		Chief Executives		0.10		24		22		55		66																																		39-3099		Entertainment Attendants and Related Workers, All Other		64		11		11		20%		16

																																				11-1021		General & Operations Managers		0.09		42		36		47		45																																		39-4011		Embalmers		61		3		3		5%		10

																																				13-1051		Cost Estimators		0.46		44		39		50		43																																		39-4021		Funeral Attendants		520		39		39		8%		87

																																				13-1111		Management Analysts		0.13		15		14		56		78																																		39-4031		Morticians, Undertakers, and Funeral Directors		458		32		32		8%		64

																																				13-1121		Meeting, Convention, & Event Planners		0.39		30		28		60		63																																		39-5011		Barbers		3,115		222		222		8%		327

																																				13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.09		26		23		54		65																																		39-5012		Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists		19,161		3,425		3,425		22%		2,619

																																				15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.10		36		41		52		49																																		39-5091		Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance		79		13		13		20%		10

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.02		13		13		38		68																																		39-5092		Manicurists and Pedicurists		2,604		651		651		33%		347

																																52.0201		Business Administration & Management, General		11-2021		Marketing Managers		0.76		21		20		65		72																																		39-5093		Shampooers		378		29		29		8%		51

																																				11-2022		Sales Managers		0.71		21		20		65		72																																		39-5094		Skincare Specialists		2,919		419		419		17%		376

																																				11-3021		Computer & Information Systems Managers		0.54		20		22		60		71																																		39-6011		Baggage Porters and Bellhops		1,296		200		200		18%		202

																																				11-3031		Financial Managers		0.56		32		30		52		58																																		39-6012		Concierges		1,432		212		212		17%		222

																																				11-3121		Human Resources Managers		0.89		33		30		50		55																																		39-7018		Tour and Travel Guides		1,183		189		189		19%		227

																																				11-9199		Managers, All Other		0.33		32		26		50		58																																		39-9011		Childcare Workers		31,548		3,086		3,086		11%		5,092

																																				11-1011		Chief Executives		0.60		24		22		55		66																																		39-9021		Personal Care Aides		53,274		14,025		14,025		36%		8,641

																																				11-1021		General & Operations Managers		0.59		42		36		47		45																																		39-9031		Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors		10,028		1,619		1,619		19%		1,860

																																				13-1071		Human Resources Specialists		0.88		26		25		59		65																																		39-9032		Recreation Workers		7,881		1,145		1,145		17%		1,453

																																				13-1111		Management Analysts		0.78		15		14		56		78																																		39-9041		Residential Advisors		2,081		350		350		20%		386

																																				13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		0.70		14		14		68		80																																		39-9099		Personal Care and Service Workers, All Other		1,870		400		400		27%		309

																																				13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.56		26		23		54		65																																		41-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers		37,442		4,331		4,331		13%		4,530

																																				13-2011		Accountants & Auditors		0.66		9		12		66		83																																		41-1012		First-Line Supervisors of Non-Retail Sales Workers		12,642		1,052		1,052		9%		1,300

																																				15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		0.69		45		47		48		40																																		41-2011		Cashiers		78,451		8,935		8,935		13%		16,172

																																				41-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers		0.90		61		45		31		24																																		41-2012		Gaming Change Persons and Booth Cashiers		96		14		14		17%		20

																																				41-2031		Retail Salespersons		0.91		70		50		22		15																																		41-2021		Counter and Rental Clerks		16,404		2,208		2,208		16%		2,367

																																				41-4012		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Except Technical & Scientific Products		0.91		40		31		51		49																																		41-2022		Parts Salespersons		8,508		1,149		1,149		16%		1,201

																																				43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office & Administrative Support Workers		0.82		50		42		41		36																																		41-2031		Retail Salespersons		131,498		16,159		16,159		14%		21,216

																																				43-4051		Customer Service Representatives		0.95		67		47		27		20																																		41-3011		Advertising Sales Agents		2,682		-59		(59)		(2%)		383

																																				43-6014		Secretaries & Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, & Executive		0.92		56		49		39		30																																		41-3021		Insurance Sales Agents		32,126		5,818		5,818		22%		3,689

																																52.0203		Logistics, Materials, & Supply Chain Management		11-3051		Industrial Production Managers		0.11		38		28		48		50																																		41-3031		Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents		19,154		2,869		2,869		18%		2,122

																																				11-3061		Purchasing Managers		0.34		23		21		55		68																																		41-3041		Travel Agents		2,462		159		159		7%		327

																																				11-3071		Transportation, Storage, & Distribution Managers		0.13		59		40		31		27																																		41-3099		Sales Representatives, Services, All Other		45,137		4,713		4,713		12%		6,071

																																				11-9199		Managers, All Other		0.01		32		26		50		58																																		41-4011		Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Technical and Scientific Products		9,322		828		828		10%		1,072

																																				13-1081		Logisticians		0.65		43		41		48		44																																		41-4012		Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientific Products		45,664		3,715		3,715		9%		5,233

																																				15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.02		36		41		52		49																																		41-9011		Demonstrators and Product Promoters		2,895		142		142		5%		548

																																				17-2072		Electronics Engineers, Except Computer		0.15		10		12		59		80																																		41-9012		Models		311		53		53		20%		59

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		41-9021		Real Estate Brokers		3,927		583		583		17%		422

																																				43-5011		Cargo & Freight Agents		0.81		64		53		31		21																																		41-9022		Real Estate Sales Agents		14,027		1,913		1,913		16%		1,500

																																52.0208		E-Commerce/Electronic Commerce		11-2022		Sales Managers		0.00		21		20		65		72																																		41-9031		Sales Engineers		4,500		263		263		6%		509

																																				11-1021		General & Operations Managers		0.00		42		36		47		45																																		41-9041		Telemarketers		6,062		-165		(165)		(3%)		1,054

																																				13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.00		26		23		54		65																																		41-9091		Door-To-Door Sales Workers, News and Street Vendors, and Related Workers		1,576		-343		(343)		(18%)		201

																																				15-1132		Software Developers, Applications		0.00		9		11		60		84																																		41-9099		Sales and Related Workers, All Other		2,689		398		398		17%		396

																																				15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		0.00		45		47		48		40																																		43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support Workers		42,640		5,370		5,370		14%		4,843

																																				15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.00		36		41		52		49																																		43-2011		Switchboard Operators, Including Answering Service		1,416		-68		(68)		(5%)		209

																																				41-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers		0.00		61		45		31		24																																		43-2021		Telephone Operators		67		3		3		5%		10

																																				43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office & Administrative Support Workers		0.00		50		42		41		36																																		43-2099		Communications Equipment Operators, All Other		71		7		7		12%		8

																																52.0301		Accounting		11-3031		Financial Managers		0.24		32		30		52		58																																		43-3011		Bill and Account Collectors		12,086		975		975		9%		1,422

																																				13-2011		Accountants & Auditors		0.29		9		12		66		83																																		43-3021		Billing and Posting Clerks		16,834		3,314		3,314		25%		1,990

																																				13-2031		Budget Analysts		0.64		9		11		57		86																																		43-3031		Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks		47,808		4,485		4,485		10%		6,011

																																				13-2041		Credit Analysts		0.60		15		14		68		78																																		43-3041		Gaming Cage Workers		174		20		20		13%		30

																																				13-2051		Financial Analysts		0.64		6		6		66		90																																		43-3051		Payroll and Timekeeping Clerks		4,690		454		454		11%		531

																																				13-2061		Financial Examiners		0.59		11		8		67		86																																		43-3061		Procurement Clerks		1,859		148		148		9%		227

																																				13-2081		Tax Examiners & Collectors, & Revenue Agents		0.95		35		30		52		55																																		43-3071		Tellers		16,348		1,943		1,943		13%		2,154

																																				13-2082		Tax Preparers		0.90		40		33		41		47																																		43-3099		Financial Clerks, All Other		1,023		192		192		23%		127

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.06		13		13		38		68																																		43-4011		Brokerage Clerks		2,312		394		394		21%		277

																																				43-3031		Bookkeeping, Accounting, & Auditing Clerks		0.93		63		51		32		24																																		43-4021		Correspondence Clerks		319		27		27		9%		41

																																				43-3051		Payroll & Timekeeping Clerks		0.93		55		50		41		31																																		43-4031		Court, Municipal, and License Clerks		2,523		267		267		12%		248

																																				43-4011		Brokerage Clerks		0.58		19		20		73		68																																		43-4041		Credit Authorizers, Checkers, and Clerks		1,940		187		187		11%		222

																																				43-9111		Statistical Assistants		0.58		52		43		37		37																																		43-4051		Customer Service Representatives		98,480		9,764		9,764		11%		14,071

																																52.0402		Executive Assistant/Executive Secretary		43-6011		Executive Secretaries & Executive Administrative Assistants		0.07		56		49		39		30																																		43-4061		Eligibility Interviewers, Government Programs		2,534		276		276		12%		258

																																				43-6014		Secretaries & Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, & Executive		0.00		56		49		39		30																																		43-4071		File Clerks		4,219		45		45		1%		577

																																52.0406		Receptionist		43-4051		Customer Service Representatives		0.01		67		47		27		20																																		43-4081		Hotel, Motel, and Resort Desk Clerks		5,848		471		471		9%		1,005

																																				43-4171		Receptionists & Information Clerks		0.08		71		54		24		15																																		43-4111		Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan		4,693		662		662		16%		629

																																				43-6014		Secretaries & Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, & Executive		0.01		56		49		39		30																																		43-4121		Library Assistants, Clerical		2,075		348		348		20%		330

																																52.0407		Business/Office Automation/Technology/Data Entry		15-1151		Computer User Support Specialists		0.01		45		47		48		40																																		43-4131		Loan Interviewers and Clerks		12,372		977		977		9%		1,331

																																				15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.01		36		41		52		49																																		43-4141		New Accounts Clerks		1,551		55		55		4%		183

																																				43-4071		File Clerks		0.18		67		49		27		20																																		43-4151		Order Clerks		7,801		292		292		4%		980

																																				43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		0.03		62		50		33		25																																		43-4161		Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeeping		4,098		340		340		9%		509

																																				43-9022		Word Processors & Typists		0.69		59		51		36		27																																		43-4171		Receptionists and Information Clerks		24,812		4,852		4,852		24%		3,704

																																				43-9061		Office Clerks, General		0.09		66		53		28		21																																		43-4181		Reservation and Transportation Ticket Agents and Travel Clerks		10,975		1,243		1,243		13%		1,312

																																52.0803		Banking & Financial Support Services		11-3031		Financial Managers		0.02		32		30		52		58																																		43-4199		Information and Record Clerks, All Other		4,738		719		719		18%		612

																																				13-2041		Credit Analysts		0.06		15		14		68		78																																		43-5011		Cargo and Freight Agents		4,010		880		880		28%		413

																																				13-2052		Personal Financial Advisors		0.14		15		16		68		78																																		43-5021		Couriers and Messengers		3,140		407		407		15%		347

																																				13-2061		Financial Examiners		0.06		11		8		67		86																																		43-5031		Police, Fire, and Ambulance Dispatchers		2,084		282		282		16%		220

																																				13-2071		Credit Counselors		0.15		36		33		55		53																																		43-5032		Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance		6,611		681		681		11%		689

																																				13-2072		Loan Officers		0.15		36		33		55		53																																		43-5041		Meter Readers, Utilities		628		48		48		8%		54

																																				13-2099		Financial Specialists, All Other		0.07		25		23		56		65																																		43-5051		Postal Service Clerks		1,138		-83		(83)		(7%)		104

																																				43-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Office & Administrative Support Workers		0.03		50		42		41		36																																		43-5052		Postal Service Mail Carriers		6,025		-415		(415)		(6%)		482

																																				43-3011		Bill & Account Collectors		0.15		70		53		25		16																																		43-5053		Postal Service Mail Sorters, Processors, and Processing Machine Operators		2,634		-408		(408)		(13%)		225

																																				43-3021		Billing & Posting Clerks		0.40		61		51		34		23																																		43-5061		Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks		12,303		1,272		1,272		12%		1,423

																																				43-3071		Tellers		0.15		69		59		29		17																																		43-5071		Shipping, Receiving, and Traffic Clerks		26,135		2,178		2,178		9%		2,975

																																				43-4011		Brokerage Clerks		0.06		19		20		73		68																																		43-5081		Stock Clerks and Order Fillers		58,788		7,623		7,623		15%		8,465

																																				43-4041		Credit Authorizers, Checkers, & Clerks		0.15		58		45		37		28																																		43-5111		Weighers, Measurers, Checkers, and Samplers, Recordkeeping		2,230		142		142		7%		247

																																				43-4131		Loan Interviewers & Clerks		0.15		56		47		40		32																																		43-6011		Executive Secretaries and Executive Administrative Assistants		10,865		-39		(39)		(0%)		1,300

																																				43-4141		New Accounts Clerks		0.15		57		52		40		31																																		43-6012		Legal Secretaries		4,497		-232		(232)		(5%)		549

																																				43-9061		Office Clerks, General		0.29		66		53		28		21																																		43-6013		Medical Secretaries		37,344		7,241		7,241		24%		4,706

																																52.1101		International Business/Trade/Commerce		11-2021		Marketing Managers		0.02		21		20		65		72																																		43-6014		Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive		58,043		4,399		4,399		8%		7,003

																																				11-9199		Managers, All Other		0.01		32		26		50		58																																		43-9011		Computer Operators		1,477		-50		(50)		(3%)		172

																																				11-1011		Chief Executives		0.01		24		22		55		66																																		43-9021		Data Entry Keyers		5,977		-594		(594)		(9%)		805

																																				11-1021		General & Operations Managers		0.01		42		36		47		45																																		43-9022		Word Processors and Typists		957		-58		(58)		(6%)		124

																																				13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		0.02		14		14		68		80																																		43-9031		Desktop Publishers		420		-13		(13)		(3%)		51

																																				13-1199		Business Operations Specialists, All Other		0.01		26		23		54		65																																		43-9041		Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks		17,659		3,099		3,099		21%		2,089

																																				15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.01		36		41		52		49																																		43-9051		Mail Clerks and Mail Machine Operators, Except Postal Service		2,521		169		169		7%		314

																																				19-3011		Economists		0.13		1		0		40		83																																		43-9061		Office Clerks, General		113,283		8,508		8,508		8%		14,866

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.00		13		13		38		68																																		43-9071		Office Machine Operators, Except Computer		2,137		-70		(70)		(3%)		267

																																52.1401		Marketing/Marketing Management, General		11-2011		Advertising & Promotions Managers		0.59		9		11		81		86																																		43-9081		Proofreaders and Copy Markers		170		15		15		10%		29

																																				11-2021		Marketing Managers		0.13		21		20		65		72																																		43-9111		Statistical Assistants		180		27		27		17%		25

																																				11-2022		Sales Managers		0.12		21		20		65		72																																		43-9199		Office and Administrative Support Workers, All Other		5,963		1,179		1,179		25%		758

																																				13-1011		Agents & Business Managers of Artists, Performers, & Athletes		0.58		35		33		55		55																																		45-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Workers		257		49		49		23%		39

																																				13-1121		Meeting, Convention, & Event Planners		0.42		30		28		60		63																																		45-2011		Agricultural Inspectors		83		14		14		20%		13

																																				13-1131		Fundraisers		0.66		24		21		55		72																																		45-2021		Animal Breeders		21		4		4		25%		4

																																				13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		0.12		14		14		68		80																																		45-2041		Graders and Sorters, Agricultural Products		1,531		85		85		6%		229

																																				15-1199		Computer Occupations, All Other		0.11		36		41		52		49																																		45-2091		Agricultural Equipment Operators		441		73		73		20%		75

																																				19-3022		Survey Researchers		0.53		14		15		50		74																																		45-2092		Farmworkers and Laborers, Crop, Nursery, and Greenhouse		4,071		643		643		19%		697

																																				25-1099		Postsecondary Teachers		0.02		13		13		38		68																																		45-2093		Farmworkers, Farm, Ranch, and Aquacultural Animals		1,009		87		87		9%		171

																																				27-3031		Public Relations Specialists		0.33		13		14		69		81																																		45-2099		Agricultural Workers, All Other		142		23		23		19%		24

																																				43-4111		Interviewers, Except Eligibility & Loan		0.97		60		56		33		24																																		45-3011		Fishers and Related Fishing Workers		65		1		1		2%		7

																																52.1501		Real Estate		11-9141		Property, Real Estate, & Community Association Managers		1.00		44		39		45		41																																		45-3021		Hunters and Trappers		43		12		12		40%		5

																																				13-2021		Appraisers & Assessors of Real Estate		0.21		32		30		57		59																																		45-4011		Forest and Conservation Workers		45		5		5		13%		8

																																				41-9021		Real Estate Brokers		1.00		40		36		52		49																																		45-4021		Fallers		34		5		5		19%		5

																																				41-9022		Real Estate Sales Agents		0.21		40		36		52		49																																		45-4022		Logging Equipment Operators		75		9		9		13%		11

																																52.1904		Apparel & Accessories Marketing Operations		13-1028		Buyers & Purchasing Agents		0.06		35		30		55		54																																		45-4023		Log Graders and Scalers		18		3		3		16%		3

																																				41-4012		Sales Representatives, Wholesale & Manufacturing, Except Technical & Scientific Products		0.00		40		31		51		49																																		45-4029		Logging Workers, All Other		26		3		3		14%		4

																																52.1905		Tourism & Travel Services Marketing Operations		13-1161		Market Research Analysts & Marketing Specialists		0.00		14		14		68		80																																		47-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades and Extraction Workers		24,181		3,198		3,198		15%		2,739

																																				39-7018		Tour & Travel Guides		0.03		68		55		25		24																																		47-2011		Boilermakers		275		69		69		33%		33

																																				41-3041		Travel Agents		0.40		38		38		58		50																																		47-2021		Brickmasons and Blockmasons		1,595		182		182		13%		166

																																				43-4181		Reservation & Transportation Ticket Agents & Travel Clerks		0.25		63		48		33		26																																		47-2022		Stonemasons		873		58		58		7%		92

																																																																																		47-2031		Carpenters		23,652		3,424		3,424		17%		2,543

																																																																																		47-2041		Carpet Installers		720		50		50		8%		74

																																																																																		47-2042		Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles		341		38		38		13%		34

																																																																																		47-2043		Floor Sanders and Finishers		87		-7		(7)		(8%)		10

																																																																																		47-2044		Tile and Marble Setters		1,649		121		121		8%		164

																																																																																		47-2051		Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers		7,411		890		890		14%		920

																																																																																		47-2053		Terrazzo Workers and Finishers		43		7		7		19%		5

																																																																																		47-2061		Construction Laborers		47,532		8,388		8,388		21%		5,706

																																																																																		47-2071		Paving, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators		1,454		238		238		20%		174

																																																																																		47-2072		Pile-Driver Operators		114		28		28		32%		15

																																																																																		47-2073		Operating Engineers and Other Construction Equipment Operators		10,212		1,855		1,855		22%		1,307

																																																																																		47-2081		Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers		3,770		356		356		10%		382

																																																																																		47-2082		Tapers		213		10		10		5%		22

																																																																																		47-2111		Electricians		23,011		3,858		3,858		20%		2,946

																																																																																		47-2121		Glaziers		2,117		404		404		24%		282

																																																																																		47-2131		Insulation Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall		369		69		69		23%		46

																																																																																		47-2132		Insulation Workers, Mechanical		358		98		98		38%		46

																																																																																		47-2141		Painters, Construction and Maintenance		10,562		1,070		1,070		11%		1,042

																																																																																		47-2142		Paperhangers		39		-9		(9)		(19%)		4

																																																																																		47-2151		Pipelayers		1,497		321		321		27%		187

																																																																																		47-2152		Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters		17,999		3,636		3,636		25%		2,224

																																																																																		47-2161		Plasterers and Stucco Masons		974		95		95		11%		104

																																																																																		47-2171		Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers		1,362		174		174		15%		163

																																																																																		47-2181		Roofers		4,771		617		617		15%		544

																																																																																		47-2211		Sheet Metal Workers		4,681		706		706		18%		568

																																																																																		47-2221		Structural Iron and Steel Workers		2,623		487		487		23%		326

																																																																																		47-2231		Solar Photovoltaic Installers		202		104		104		106%		28

																																																																																		47-3011		Helpers--Brickmasons, Blockmasons, Stonemasons, and Tile and Marble Setters		958		111		111		13%		156

																																																																																		47-3012		Helpers--Carpenters		1,208		193		193		19%		191

																																																																																		47-3013		Helpers--Electricians		3,770		580		580		18%		597

																																																																																		47-3014		Helpers--Painters, Paperhangers, Plasterers, and Stucco Masons		377		28		28		8%		59

																																																																																		47-3015		Helpers--Pipelayers, Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters		2,753		533		533		24%		439

																																																																																		47-3016		Helpers--Roofers		232		36		36		19%		37

																																																																																		47-3019		Helpers, Construction Trades, All Other		1,079		161		161		17%		171

																																																																																		47-4011		Construction and Building Inspectors		2,967		413		413		16%		366

																																																																																		47-4021		Elevator Installers and Repairers		1,279		211		211		20%		173

																																																																																		47-4031		Fence Erectors		1,033		123		123		14%		130

																																																																																		47-4041		Hazardous Materials Removal Workers		1,765		272		272		18%		243

																																																																																		47-4051		Highway Maintenance Workers		1,371		218		218		19%		162

																																																																																		47-4061		Rail-Track Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators		379		85		85		29%		44

																																																																																		47-4071		Septic Tank Servicers and Sewer Pipe Cleaners		622		147		147		31%		90

																																																																																		47-4098		Miscellaneous Construction and Related Workers		775		132		132		21%		95

																																																																																		47-5011		Derrick Operators, Oil and Gas		452		63		63		16%		65

																																																																																		47-5012		Rotary Drill Operators, Oil and Gas		419		75		75		22%		60

																																																																																		47-5013		Service Unit Operators, Oil, Gas, and Mining		2,191		333		333		18%		306

																																																																																		47-5021		Earth Drillers, Except Oil and Gas		639		156		156		32%		81

																																																																																		47-5031		Explosives Workers, Ordnance Handling Experts, and Blasters		514		42		42		9%		69

																																																																																		47-5041		Continuous Mining Machine Operators		97		35		35		56%		14

																																																																																		47-5042		Mine Cutting and Channeling Machine Operators		168		27		27		19%		23

																																																																																		47-5049		Mining Machine Operators, All Other		62		9		9		16%		8

																																																																																		47-5051		Rock Splitters, Quarry		202		33		33		19%		29

																																																																																		47-5061		Roof Bolters, Mining		482		78		78		19%		69

																																																																																		47-5071		Roustabouts, Oil and Gas		2,306		357		357		18%		331

																																																																																		47-5081		Helpers--Extraction Workers		606		110		110		22%		88

																																																																																		47-5099		Extraction Workers, All Other		210		34		34		19%		30

																																																																																		49-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, and Repairers		13,575		1,908		1,908		16%		1,370

																																																																																		49-2011		Computer, Automated Teller, and Office Machine Repairers		5,545		133		133		2%		602

																																																																																		49-2021		Radio, Cellular, and Tower Equipment Installers and Repairs		1,073		58		58		6%		127

																																																																																		49-2022		Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers		9,555		-349		(349)		(4%)		1,142

																																																																																		49-2091		Avionics Technicians		1,273		136		136		12%		117

																																																																																		49-2092		Electric Motor, Power Tool, and Related Repairers		505		47		47		10%		53

																																																																																		49-2093		Electrical and Electronics Installers and Repairers, Transportation Equipment		345		41		41		14%		35

																																																																																		49-2094		Electrical and Electronics Repairers, Commercial and Industrial Equipment		1,819		135		135		8%		181

																																																																																		49-2095		Electrical and Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and Relay		772		72		72		10%		78

																																																																																		49-2096		Electronic Equipment Installers and Repairers, Motor Vehicles		943		-174		(174)		(16%)		109

																																																																																		49-2097		Electronic Home Entertainment Equipment Installers and Repairers		1,811		-121		(121)		(6%)		216

																																																																																		49-2098		Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers		3,775		609		609		19%		479

																																																																																		49-3011		Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians		11,279		872		872		8%		992

																																																																																		49-3021		Automotive Body and Related Repairers		4,557		687		687		18%		511

																																																																																		49-3022		Automotive Glass Installers and Repairers		332		81		81		32%		39

																																																																																		49-3023		Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics		19,754		2,496		2,496		14%		2,139

																																																																																		49-3031		Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists		8,836		1,277		1,277		17%		930

																																																																																		49-3041		Farm Equipment Mechanics and Service Technicians		476		131		131		38%		57

																																																																																		49-3042		Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines		3,959		556		556		16%		441

																																																																																		49-3043		Rail Car Repairers		739		100		100		16%		82

																																																																																		49-3051		Motorboat Mechanics and Service Technicians		528		53		53		11%		63

																																																																																		49-3052		Motorcycle Mechanics		327		43		43		15%		40

																																																																																		49-3053		Outdoor Power Equipment and Other Small Engine Mechanics		870		121		121		16%		105

																																																																																		49-3091		Bicycle Repairers		138		102		102		280%		22

																																																																																		49-3092		Recreational Vehicle Service Technicians		600		66		66		12%		84

																																																																																		49-3093		Tire Repairers and Changers		4,049		484		484		14%		570

																																																																																		49-9011		Mechanical Door Repairers		420		78		78		23%		39

																																																																																		49-9012		Control and Valve Installers and Repairers, Except Mechanical Door		1,975		173		173		10%		173

																																																																																		49-9021		Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers		9,465		2,087		2,087		28%		1,103

																																																																																		49-9031		Home Appliance Repairers		1,012		26		26		3%		107

																																																																																		49-9041		Industrial Machinery Mechanics		6,290		742		742		13%		634

																																																																																		49-9043		Maintenance Workers, Machinery		2,670		252		252		10%		308

																																																																																		49-9044		Millwrights		970		176		176		22%		104

																																																																																		49-9045		Refractory Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons		32		3		3		11%		3

																																																																																		49-9051		Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers		3,695		804		804		28%		370

																																																																																		49-9052		Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers		4,058		277		277		7%		455

																																																																																		49-9061		Camera and Photographic Equipment Repairers		64		4		4		7%		6

																																																																																		49-9062		Medical Equipment Repairers		1,218		117		117		11%		121

																																																																																		49-9063		Musical Instrument Repairers and Tuners		227		42		42		23%		24

																																																																																		49-9064		Watch Repairers		137		-36		(36)		(21%)		15

																																																																																		49-9069		Precision Instrument and Equipment Repairers, All Other		268		20		20		8%		26

																																																																																		49-9071		Maintenance and Repair Workers, General		38,674		6,198		6,198		19%		4,426

																																																																																		49-9081		Wind Turbine Service Technicians		473		320		320		209%		65

																																																																																		49-9091		Coin, Vending, and Amusement Machine Servicers and Repairers		622		-61		(61)		(9%)		81

																																																																																		49-9092		Commercial Divers		68		12		12		22%		8

																																																																																		49-9093		Fabric Menders, Except Garment		7		0		0		0%		1

																																																																																		49-9094		Locksmiths and Safe Repairers		713		0		0		0%		77

																																																																																		49-9095		Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Installers		70		-1		(1)		(1%)		7

																																																																																		49-9096		Riggers		1,484		134		134		10%		168

																																																																																		49-9097		Signal and Track Switch Repairers		245		33		33		15%		27

																																																																																		49-9098		Helpers--Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Workers		5,396		744		744		16%		767

																																																																																		49-9099		Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Workers, All Other		4,682		662		662		16%		521

																																																																																		51-1011		First-Line Supervisors of Production and Operating Workers		14,564		874		874		6%		1,599

																																																																																		51-2011		Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assemblers		1,173		-140		(140)		(11%)		145

																																																																																		51-2021		Coil Winders, Tapers, and Finishers		205		-40		(40)		(16%)		29

																																																																																		51-2028		Electrical, Electronic, and Electromechanical Assemblers, Except Coil Winders, Tapers, and Finishers		8,790		-1,589		(1,589)		(15%)		1,232

																																																																																		51-2031		Engine and Other Machine Assemblers		607		-48		(48)		(7%)		71

																																																																																		51-2041		Structural Metal Fabricators and Fitters		1,784		-89		(89)		(5%)		221

																																																																																		51-2091		Fiberglass Laminators and Fabricators		393		26		26		7%		52

																																																																																		51-2093		Timing Device Assemblers and Adjusters		6		1		1		21%		1

																																																																																		51-2098		Assemblers and Fabricators, All Other, Including Team Assemblers		22,640		-528		(528)		(2%)		2,955

																																																																																		51-3011		Bakers		5,021		664		664		15%		791

																																																																																		51-3021		Butchers and Meat Cutters		2,613		374		374		17%		365

																																																																																		51-3022		Meat, Poultry, and Fish Cutters and Trimmers		1,343		200		200		18%		188

																																																																																		51-3023		Slaughterers and Meat Packers		1,297		121		121		10%		180

																																																																																		51-3091		Food and Tobacco Roasting, Baking, and Drying Machine Operators and Tenders		378		35		35		10%		49

																																																																																		51-3092		Food Batchmakers		2,882		266		266		10%		449

																																																																																		51-3093		Food Cooking Machine Operators and Tenders		633		67		67		12%		97

																																																																																		51-3099		Food Processing Workers, All Other		1,262		183		183		17%		163

																																																																																		51-4011		Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators, Metal and Plastic		3,023		165		165		6%		341

																																																																																		51-4012		Computer Numerically Controlled Machine Tool Programmers, Metal and Plastic		490		67		67		16%		57

																																																																																		51-4021		Extruding and Drawing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		2,343		-85		(85)		(4%)		268

																																																																																		51-4022		Forging Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		428		-47		(47)		(10%)		50

																																																																																		51-4023		Rolling Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		502		-6		(6)		(1%)		57

																																																																																		51-4031		Cutting, Punching, and Press Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		3,679		-40		(40)		(1%)		467

																																																																																		51-4032		Drilling and Boring Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		183		-17		(17)		(9%)		23

																																																																																		51-4033		Grinding, Lapping, Polishing, and Buffing Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		995		12		12		1%		119

																																																																																		51-4034		Lathe and Turning Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		385		1		1		0%		43

																																																																																		51-4035		Milling and Planing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		263		-13		(13)		(5%)		32

																																																																																		51-4041		Machinists		5,891		516		516		10%		677

																																																																																		51-4051		Metal-Refining Furnace Operators and Tenders		203		8		8		4%		23

																																																																																		51-4052		Pourers and Casters, Metal		142		-28		(28)		(16%)		17

																																																																																		51-4061		Model Makers, Metal and Plastic		107		-3		(3)		(3%)		13

																																																																																		51-4062		Patternmakers, Metal and Plastic		33		1		1		2%		4

																																																																																		51-4071		Foundry Mold and Coremakers		166		-52		(52)		(24%)		24

																																																																																		51-4072		Molding, Coremaking, and Casting Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		1,836		-87		(87)		(5%)		240

																																																																																		51-4081		Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		3,308		111		111		3%		397

																																																																																		51-4111		Tool and Die Makers		729		37		37		5%		78

																																																																																		51-4121		Welders, Cutters, Solderers, and Brazers		12,865		1,010		1,010		9%		1,548

																																																																																		51-4122		Welding, Soldering, and Brazing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		487		0		0		0%		59

																																																																																		51-4191		Heat Treating Equipment Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		236		-5		(5)		(2%)		29

																																																																																		51-4192		Layout Workers, Metal and Plastic		100		3		3		4%		12

																																																																																		51-4193		Plating and Coating Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic		590		-63		(63)		(10%)		70

																																																																																		51-4194		Tool Grinders, Filers, and Sharpeners		126		8		8		7%		17

																																																																																		51-4199		Metal Workers and Plastic Workers, All Other		341		22		22		7%		41

																																																																																		51-5111		Prepress Technicians and Workers		659		-95		(95)		(13%)		92

																																																																																		51-5112		Printing Press Operators		4,577		-160		(160)		(3%)		553

																																																																																		51-5113		Print Binding and Finishing Workers		1,005		-55		(55)		(5%)		153

																																																																																		51-6011		Laundry and Dry-Cleaning Workers		4,049		174		174		4%		607

																																																																																		51-6021		Pressers, Textile, Garment, and Related Materials		1,811		-2		(2)		(0%)		253

																																																																																		51-6031		Sewing Machine Operators		4,118		-81		(81)		(2%)		501

																																																																																		51-6041		Shoe and Leather Workers and Repairers		327		30		30		10%		36

																																																																																		51-6042		Shoe Machine Operators and Tenders		85		13		13		19%		12

																																																																																		51-6051		Sewers, Hand		349		0		0		0%		50

																																																																																		51-6052		Tailors, Dressmakers, and Custom Sewers		1,377		-13		(13)		(1%)		196

																																																																																		51-6061		Textile Bleaching and Dyeing Machine Operators and Tenders		122		2		2		2%		18

																																																																																		51-6062		Textile Cutting Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		463		-25		(25)		(5%)		74

																																																																																		51-6063		Textile Knitting and Weaving Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		220		-55		(55)		(20%)		34

																																																																																		51-6064		Textile Winding, Twisting, and Drawing Out Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		190		16		16		9%		24

																																																																																		51-6091		Extruding and Forming Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Synthetic and Glass Fibers		387		10		10		3%		52

																																																																																		51-6092		Fabric and Apparel Patternmakers		67		4		4		7%		9

																																																																																		51-6093		Upholsterers		789		18		18		2%		94

																																																																																		51-6099		Textile, Apparel, and Furnishings Workers, All Other		264		29		29		12%		36

																																																																																		51-7011		Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters		3,669		310		310		9%		443

																																																																																		51-7021		Furniture Finishers		706		49		49		7%		76

																																																																																		51-7031		Model Makers, Wood		37		7		7		24%		5

																																																																																		51-7032		Patternmakers, Wood		33		4		4		16%		4

																																																																																		51-7041		Sawing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Wood		1,083		132		132		14%		143

																																																																																		51-7042		Woodworking Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Except Sawing		2,068		250		250		14%		260

																																																																																		51-7099		Woodworkers, All Other		818		58		58		8%		100

																																																																																		51-8011		Nuclear Power Reactor Operators		23		2		2		10%		2

																																																																																		51-8012		Power Distributors and Dispatchers		162		35		35		28%		17

																																																																																		51-8013		Power Plant Operators		455		69		69		18%		48

																																																																																		51-8021		Stationary Engineers and Boiler Operators		460		74		74		19%		56

																																																																																		51-8031		Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant and System Operators		2,096		147		147		8%		199

																																																																																		51-8091		Chemical Plant and System Operators		136		13		13		11%		16

																																																																																		51-8092		Gas Plant Operators		266		25		25		10%		30

																																																																																		51-8093		Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery Operators, and Gaugers		663		91		91		16%		76

																																																																																		51-8099		Plant and System Operators, All Other		149		23		23		18%		17

																																																																																		51-9011		Chemical Equipment Operators and Tenders		1,677		7		7		0%		203

																																																																																		51-9012		Separating, Filtering, Clarifying, Precipitating, and Still Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		773		79		79		11%		96

																																																																																		51-9021		Crushing, Grinding, and Polishing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		920		47		47		5%		117

																																																																																		51-9022		Grinding and Polishing Workers, Hand		567		-15		(15)		(3%)		71

																																																																																		51-9023		Mixing and Blending Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		2,522		66		66		3%		317

																																																																																		51-9031		Cutters and Trimmers, Hand		368		1		1		0%		47

																																																																																		51-9032		Cutting and Slicing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		1,429		15		15		1%		183

																																																																																		51-9041		Extruding, Forming, Pressing, and Compacting Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		2,552		-48		(48)		(2%)		348

																																																																																		51-9051		Furnace, Kiln, Oven, Drier, and Kettle Operators and Tenders		347		8		8		2%		39

																																																																																		51-9061		Inspectors, Testers, Sorters, Samplers, and Weighers		14,640		-462		(462)		(3%)		1,972

																																																																																		51-9071		Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers		1,347		33		33		3%		162

																																																																																		51-9081		Dental Laboratory Technicians		835		143		143		21%		109

																																																																																		51-9082		Medical Appliance Technicians		227		47		47		26%		30

																																																																																		51-9083		Ophthalmic Laboratory Technicians		1,620		253		253		19%		209

																																																																																		51-9111		Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and Tenders		7,290		683		683		10%		952

																																																																																		51-9121		Coating, Painting, and Spraying Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		2,525		110		110		5%		298

																																																																																		51-9122		Painters, Transportation Equipment		1,887		266		266		16%		228

																																																																																		51-9123		Painting, Coating, and Decorating Workers		382		20		20		5%		45

																																																																																		51-9141		Semiconductor Processors		2,079		-180		(180)		(8%)		298

																																																																																		51-9151		Photographic Process Workers and Processing Machine Operators		759		-89		(89)		(11%)		138

																																																																																		51-9191		Adhesive Bonding Machine Operators and Tenders		450		-1		(1)		(0%)		55

																																																																																		51-9192		Cleaning, Washing, and Metal Pickling Equipment Operators and Tenders		286		20		20		8%		41

																																																																																		51-9193		Cooling and Freezing Equipment Operators and Tenders		155		23		23		17%		20

																																																																																		51-9194		Etchers and Engravers		549		26		26		5%		75

																																																																																		51-9195		Molders, Shapers, and Casters, Except Metal and Plastic		1,009		46		46		5%		119

																																																																																		51-9196		Paper Goods Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders		1,916		-135		(135)		(7%)		226

																																																																																		51-9197		Tire Builders		187		6		6		4%		24

																																																																																		51-9198		Helpers--Production Workers		15,535		1,999		1,999		15%		2,607

																																																																																		51-9199		Production Workers, All Other		3,548		564		564		19%		464

																																																																																		53-1011		Aircraft Cargo Handling Supervisors		505		57		57		13%		59

																																																																																		53-1048		First-Line Supervisors of Transportation and Material Moving Workers, Except Aircraft Cargo Handling Supervisors		13,651		2,261		2,261		20%		1,641

																																																																																		53-2011		Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers		8,707		894		894		11%		934

																																																																																		53-2012		Commercial Pilots		2,683		118		118		5%		286

																																																																																		53-2021		Air Traffic Controllers		996		103		103		12%		106

																																																																																		53-2022		Airfield Operations Specialists		859		99		99		13%		92

																																																																																		53-2031		Flight Attendants		12,819		1,888		1,888		17%		1,590

																																																																																		53-3011		Ambulance Drivers and Attendants, Except Emergency Medical Technicians		204		70		70		52%		34

																																																																																		53-3021		Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity		4,464		551		551		14%		609

																																																																																		53-3022		Bus Drivers, School Or Special Client		9,365		1,283		1,283		16%		1,285

																																																																																		53-3031		Driver/Sales Workers		13,953		1,053		1,053		8%		1,673

																																																																																		53-3032		Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers		71,387		10,097		10,097		16%		8,780

																																																																																		53-3033		Light Truck Or Delivery Services Drivers		26,825		4,404		4,404		20%		3,332

																																																																																		53-3041		Taxi Drivers and Chauffeurs		8,589		1,734		1,734		25%		1,047

																																																																																		53-3099		Motor Vehicle Operators, All Other		554		178		178		47%		107

																																																																																		53-4011		Locomotive Engineers		1,046		142		142		16%		101

																																																																																		53-4012		Locomotive Firers		12		-4		(4)		(26%)		1

																																																																																		53-4013		Rail Yard Engineers, Dinkey Operators, and Hostlers		166		27		27		20%		17

																																																																																		53-4021		Railroad Brake, Signal, and Switch Operators		369		55		55		17%		40

																																																																																		53-4031		Railroad Conductors and Yardmasters		1,282		175		175		16%		138

																																																																																		53-4041		Subway and Streetcar Operators		50		19		19		63%		6

																																																																																		53-4099		Rail Transportation Workers, All Other		128		17		17		15%		14

																																																																																		53-5011		Sailors and Marine Oilers		225		26		26		13%		31

																																																																																		53-5021		Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels		375		47		47		14%		44

																																																																																		53-5022		Motorboat Operators		54		10		10		21%		7

																																																																																		53-5031		Ship Engineers		59		6		6		11%		8

																																																																																		53-6011		Bridge and Lock Tenders		59		7		7		13%		8

																																																																																		53-6021		Parking Lot Attendants		4,948		557		557		13%		820

																																																																																		53-6031		Automotive and Watercraft Service Attendants		3,734		624		624		20%		683

																																																																																		53-6041		Traffic Technicians		155		18		18		13%		20

																																																																																		53-6051		Transportation Inspectors		1,364		151		151		12%		151

																																																																																		53-6061		Transportation Attendants, Except Flight Attendants		474		107		107		29%		73

																																																																																		53-6099		Transportation Workers, All Other		731		236		236		48%		102

																																																																																		53-7011		Conveyor Operators and Tenders		309		68		68		28%		48

																																																																																		53-7021		Crane and Tower Operators		1,684		193		193		13%		201

																																																																																		53-7031		Dredge Operators		168		30		30		21%		22

																																																																																		53-7032		Excavating and Loading Machine and Dragline Operators		1,860		240		240		15%		237

																																																																																		53-7033		Loading Machine Operators, Underground Mining		74		14		14		23%		10

																																																																																		53-7041		Hoist and Winch Operators		135		15		15		12%		20

																																																																																		53-7051		Industrial Truck and Tractor Operators		28,495		4,325		4,325		18%		3,684

																																																																																		53-7061		Cleaners of Vehicles and Equipment		14,846		2,372		2,372		19%		2,336

																																																																																		53-7062		Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, Hand		89,751		14,121		14,121		19%		13,892

																																																																																		53-7063		Machine Feeders and Offbearers		1,814		238		238		15%		278

																																																																																		53-7064		Packers and Packagers, Hand		25,474		3,278		3,278		15%		4,286

																																																																																		53-7071		Gas Compressor and Gas Pumping Station Operators		52		4		4		9%		7

																																																																																		53-7072		Pump Operators, Except Wellhead Pumpers		442		52		52		13%		62

																																																																																		53-7073		Wellhead Pumpers		1,210		32		32		3%		169

																																																																																		53-7081		Refuse and Recyclable Material Collectors		2,521		559		559		29%		360

																																																																																		53-7111		Mine Shuttle Car Operators		7		2		2		54%		1

																																																																																		53-7121		Tank Car, Truck, and Ship Loaders		316		58		58		22%		44

																																																																																		53-7199		Material Moving Workers, All Other		550		103		103		23%		76

																																																																																		55-9999		Military occupations		8,123		653		653		9%		1,017









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region	Administrative 	&	 Support 	&	 Waste Management 	&	 Remediation Services	Construction	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Health Care 	&	 Social Assistance	Manufacturing	Retail Trade	Finance 	&	 Insurance	Wholesale Trade	Transportation 	&	 Warehousing	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Accommodation 	&	 Food Services	Information	Other Services (except Public Administration)	Real Estate 	&	 Rental 	&	 Leasing	Educational Services	Management of Companies 	&	 Enterprises	Government	Mining, Quarrying, 	&	 Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Arts, Entertainment, 	&	 Recreation	Utilities	Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 	&	 Hunting	18888.263201411701	14247.7639922504	12521.177637835101	11246.275758399799	9176.2606794847197	9094.4892120884397	8431.8794115717501	7150.31419831533	5727.8110954849508	5599.1152284158306	4318.7208726736799	4058.8734909824802	3435.3512798082797	2765.2838356843699	2683.87022516346	1179.18758878061	1127.5005366445901	893.70211306499903	836.40300422294592	295.39744535024499	178.38859236632803	





% Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region	



Administrative 	&	 Support 	&	 Waste Management 	&	 Remediation Services	Construction	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Health Care 	&	 Social Assistance	Manufacturing	Retail Trade	Finance 	&	 Insurance	Wholesale Trade	Transportation 	&	 Warehousing	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Accommodation 	&	 Food Services	Information	Other Services (except Public Administration)	Real Estate 	&	 Rental 	&	 Leasing	Educational Services	Management of Companies 	&	 Enterprises	Government	Mining, Quarrying, 	&	 Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Arts, Entertainment, 	&	 Recreation	Utilities	Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 	&	 Hunting	0.15250178837853395	0.11503490579584678	0.10109462713017617	9.0801203481460729E-2	7.4088133634904407E-2	7.3427918002264239E-2	6.807807543899165E-2	5.7730859210012676E-2	4.6245720800647122E-2	4.5206633739308798E-2	3.486887008036494E-2	3.2770897582535201E-2	2.7736638352669873E-2	2.2326592459665819E-2	2.1669264510104154E-2	9.5206206302529545E-3	9.103299288242716	6E-3	7.2156505382460195E-3	6.7530115959093303E-3	2.3850023038871349E-3	1.440287045975391E-3	% Unemployed in the State	



Administrative 	&	 Support 	&	 Waste Management 	&	 Remediation Services	Construction	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Health Care 	&	 Social Assistance	Manufacturing	Retail Trade	Finance 	&	 Insurance	Wholesale Trade	Transportation 	&	 Warehousing	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Accommodation 	&	 Food Services	Information	Other Services (except Public Administration)	Real Estate 	&	 Rental 	&	 Leasi	ng	Educational Services	Management of Companies 	&	 Enterprises	Government	Mining, Quarrying, 	&	 Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Arts, Entertainment, 	&	 Recreation	Utilities	Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 	&	 Hunting	0.13366685532346717	0.13119897242499581	8.635904989292735E-2	0.11504202571330066	6.9178363377560989E-2	8.2014738425312997E-2	5.0881667206320945E-2	5.2667118112169564E-2	3.5813416755987482E-2	4.9646493776595683E-2	3.877973678414106E-2	2.3936081334722373E-2	2.8092018499529144E-2	2.0531467564906876E-2	2.3563765659189502E-2	6.7300112765523393E-3	1.3885062104423907E-2	2.0072026934137701E-2	5.8905505890379318E-3	4.7367133961489704E-3	7.3138648485713154E-3	% Unemployed in the U.S.	

Administrative 	&	 Support 	&	 Waste Management 	&	 Remediation Services	Construction	Professional, Scientific, 	&	 Technical Services	Health Care 	&	 Social Assistance	Manufacturing	Retail Trade	Finance 	&	 Insurance	Wholesa	le Trade	Transportation 	&	 Warehousing	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Accommodation 	&	 Food Services	Information	Other Services (except Public Administration)	Real Estate 	&	 Rental 	&	 Leasing	Educational Services	Management of Companies 	&	 Enterprises	Government	Mining, Quarrying, 	&	 Oil 	&	 Gas Extraction	Arts, Entertainment, 	&	 Recreation	Utilities	Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 	&	 Hunting	0.11665398331209198	9.4933723828120598E-2	5.8143860538295962E-2	0.10574224579042071	0.10386808770022643	9.4886508752820814E-2	3.4404983602141663E-2	4.0431975669039784E-2	3.5374937305324095E-2	7.0466081628484362E-2	5.759656359026008E-2	2.6745267143181192E-2	2.8406369539125339E-2	1.5563412828773751E-2	3.0324332833733224E-2	7.0978847238449385E-3	2.4781941380174349E-2	5.6833924573806271E-3	1.3299112386392519E-2	3.3778438880962239	E-3	3.221749110207156E-2	





Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region	Office 	&	 Administrative Support	Management	Construction 	&	 Extraction	Sales 	&	 Related	Business 	&	 Financial Operations	Production	Transportation 	&	 Material Moving	Installation, Maintenance, 	&	 Repair	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Healthcare Su	pport	Computer 	&	 Mathematical	Food Preparation 	&	 Serving Related	Healthcare Practitioners 	&	 Technical	Education, Training, 	&	 Library	Building 	&	 Grounds Cleaning 	&	 Maintenance	Personal Care 	&	 Service	Architecture 	&	 Engineering	Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, 	&	 Media	Protective Service	Community 	&	 Social Service	Legal	Life, Physical, 	&	 Social Science	Farming, Fishing, 	&	 Forestry	0	17480.086831731202	13545.6008849186	12039.499065022101	11561.878640302801	9783.7275441694892	8769.4510484053499	7500.5725847878302	6864.6351665409702	6605.1034026219204	5699.6267384329103	4963.9712922517901	3602.0132172170697	2333.7715134530004	2256.6360541019199	2231.6875051048501	2024.64974097458	1724.8154300636099	1610.7686815038801	1102.89759155094	943.37478840290999	805.74653261601202	170.91403639758801	156.820051587471	0	





% Unemployed in the DCCCD Service Region	



Office 	&	 Administrative Support	Management	Construction 	&	 Extraction	Sales 	&	 Related	Business 	&	 Financial Operations	Pr	oduction	Transportation 	&	 Material Moving	Installation, Maintenance, 	&	 Repair	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Healthcare Support	Computer 	&	 Mathematical	Food Preparation 	&	 Serving Related	Healthcare Practitioners 	&	 Technical	Education, Training, 	&	 Library	Building 	&	 Grounds Cleaning 	&	 Maintenance	Personal Care 	&	 Service	Architecture 	&	 Engineering	Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, 	&	 Media	Protective Service	Community 	&	 Social Service	Legal	Life, Physical, 	&	 Social Science	Farming, Fishing, 	&	 Forestry	0	0.14113230228435605	0.10936569956173785	9.720558119931294E-2	9.3349327770175072E-2	7.8992738697919299E-2	7.0803564206864025E-2	6.0558775390678145E-2	5.5424286805168678E-2	5.3328852075167306E-2	4.6018141538826635E-2	4.0078545183534035E-2	2.908223434647551E-2	1.8842589890300031E-2	1.8219808116699397E-2	1.8018371375668925E-2	1.6346769966530329E-2	1.3925948925071135E-2	1.3005143727424432E-2	8.9046448420015203E-3	7.6166797603903743E-3	6.5054832435732799E-3	1.379915679479299E-3	1.2661118685204675E-3	% Unemployed in the State	



Office 	&	 Administrative Support	Management	Construction 	&	 Extraction	Sales 	&	 Related	Business 	&	 Financial Operations	Production	Transportation 	&	 Material Moving	Installation, Maintenance, 	&	 Repair	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Healthcare Support	Computer 	&	 Mathematical	Food Preparation 	&	 Serving Related	Healthcare Practitioners 	&	 Technical	Education, Training, 	&	 Library	Building 	&	 Grounds Cleaning 	&	 Maintenance	Personal Care 	&	 Service	Architecture 	&	 Engineering	Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, 	&	 Media	Protective Service	Community 	&	 Social Service	Legal	Life, Physical, 	&	 Social Science	Farming, Fishing, 	&	 Forestry	0	0.13563278275056859	0.10702610522034657	0.11521975730740484	9.1966078535255041E-2	6.8260461262392991E-2	7.1660446742918382E-2	5.3663613588716602E-2	5.8937021024201737E-2	3.8379402062992674E-2	5.508561782200741E-2	2.8327132204102389E-2	3.0808430976467897E-2	2.0192118635634391E-2	2.2324875920298342E-2	1.9009773797623489E-2	2.1866496041013664E-2	1.493115174377348E-2	1.2019614794329506E-2	1.1297203307972233E-2	8.92896260962436E-3	6.3531428294955694E-3	2.293288297300633E-3	4.0274624161863249E-3	% Unemployed in the U.S.	

Office 	&	 Administrative Support	Management	Construction 	&	 Extraction	Sales 	&	 Related	Business 	&	 Financial Operations	Production	Transportation 	&	 Material Moving	Installation, Maintenance, 	&	 Repair	No Previous Work Experience/Unspecified	Healthcare Support	Computer 	&	 Mathematical	Food Preparation 	&	 Serving Related	Healthcare Practitioners 	&	 Technical	Education, Training, 	&	 Library	Building 	&	 Grounds Cleaning 	&	 Maintenance	Personal Care 	&	 Service	Architecture 	&	 Engineering	Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, 	&	 Media	Protective Service	Community 	&	 Social Service	Legal	Life, Physical, 	&	 Social Science	Farming, Fishing, 	&	 Forestry	0	0.13224185715636094	9.165070365273241E-2	9.0182012464455827E-2	8.557578962666873E-2	4.4290137297456685E-2	8.4928835865607122E-2	6.6726314130556325E-2	3.3719016962662128	E-2	6.1899804845884462E-2	3.4811987646249973E-2	2.2018298310108052E-2	5.5061469914664908E-2	2.1947412877613308E-2	2.9857314241802609E-2	3.0594232022928092E-2	2.666553788848252E-2	1.4132275239725305E-2	1.8222905955742823E-2	1.3488491456332316E-2	1.2077356880416017E-2	4.9125337127976319E-3	5.4812585962463189E-3	1.7827065091625006E-2	0	







Merchant Wholesalers Staffing

		Employment projections in the DCCCD Service Region for the top 25 occupations related to the Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods industry subsector

				SOC Title		Employed in Industry, 2018		Employed in Industry, 2028		Change, 2018 - 2028		% Change, 2018 - 2028		Projected Annual Oppenings		% Total Jobs in Industry		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions		Typical Level of Education for Entry Level Position

				Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientific Products		16,313		17,562		1,249		7.7%		5233		14.8%		$28.77		BACH

				Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, Hand		6,989		7,613		624		8.9%		13892		6.4%		$12.79		HS/GED

				Customer Service Representatives		4,897		4,968		71		1.5%		14071		4.5%		$16.41		CERT

				Office Clerks, General		4,441		4,462		20		0.5%		14866		4.0%		$16.32		CERT

				Shipping, Receiving, and Traffic Clerks		4,196		4,352		155		3.7%		2975		3.8%		$14.23		HS/GED

				General and Operations Managers		3,501		3,814		313		8.9%		5989		3.2%		$55.56		BACH

				Stock Clerks and Order Fillers		3,184		3,463		279		8.8%		8465		2.9%		$11.96		HS/GED

				Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Technical and Scientific Products		2,745		2,885		140		5.1%		1072		2.5%		$41.06		BACH

				Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers		2,628		2,853		226		8.6%		8780		2.4%		$20.33		HS/GED

				Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks		2,415		2,435		20		0.8%		6011		2.2%		$20.18		CERT

				Light Truck or Delivery Services Drivers		2,337		2,568		231		9.9%		3332		2.1%		$15.76		HS/GED

				First-Line Supervisors of Non-Retail Sales Workers		2,195		2,286		91		4.2%		1300		2.0%		$26.98		BACH

				Industrial Truck and Tractor Operators		2,161		2,324		164		7.6%		3684		2.0%		$14.86		HS/GED

				Computer, Automated Teller, and Office Machine Repairers		1,804		1,848		44		2.5%		602		1.6%		$17.67		CERT

				Order Clerks		1,716		1,707		(9)		(0.5%)		980		1.6%		$16.74		CERT

				Parts Salespersons		1,582		1,779		197		12.4%		1201		1.4%		$12.56		HS/GED

				Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive		1,546		1,524		(21)		(1.4%)		7003		1.4%		$17.33		CERT

				First-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support Workers		1,539		1,611		72		4.7%		4843		1.4%		$28.67		CERT

				Buyers and Purchasing Agents		1,444		1,458		14		1.0%		1347		1.3%		$30.51		BACH

				Accountants and Auditors		1,323		1,417		94		7.1%		5354		1.2%		$35.33		BACH

				Computer User Support Specialists		1,292		1,337		45		3.5%		2302		1.2%		$24.74		BACH

				Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines		1,163		1,293		130		11.2%		441		1.1%		$22.51		HS/GED

				Sales Engineers		1,123		1,180		57		5.1%		509		1.0%		$48.61		BACH

				Assemblers and Fabricators, All Other, Including Team Assemblers		1,122		1,057		(66)		(5.8%)		2955		1.0%		$14.15		HS/GED

				Sales Managers		1,051		1,141		90		8.6%		1036		1.0%		$60.19		BACH







































































































































































































Credit Intermediation Staffing

		Employment projections in the DCCCD Service Region for the top 25 occupations related to the Credit Intermediation and Related Activities industry subsector

				SOC Title		Employed in Industry, 2018		Employed in Industry, 2028		Change, 2018 - 2028		% Change, 2018 - 2028		Projected Annual Oppenings		% Total Jobs in Industry		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions		Typical Level of Education for Entry Level Position

				Tellers		14,035		15,874		1,840		13.1%		2154		13.0%		$13.27		CERT

				Customer Service Representatives		10,064		10,967		903		9.0%		14071		9.3%		$16.41		CERT

				Loan Interviewers and Clerks		9,776		10,362		586		6.0%		1331		9.1%		$21.85		CERT

				Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents		8,568		9,962		1,394		16.3%		2122		8.0%		$28.94		BACH

				Loan Officers		7,266		8,240		974		13.4%		916		6.7%		$33.78		BACH

				First-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support Workers		5,649		6,179		530		9.4%		4843		5.2%		$28.67		CERT

				Financial Managers		3,300		4,131		831		25.2%		1629		3.1%		$63.65		BACH

				Bill and Account Collectors		3,229		3,604		375		11.6%		1422		3.0%		$18.43		CERT

				Credit Analysts		2,420		2,852		431		17.8%		401		2.2%		$38.01		BACH

				Accountants and Auditors		2,338		2,734		397		17.0%		5354		2.2%		$35.33		BACH

				Financial Analysts		2,321		2,815		494		21.3%		1253		2.2%		$39.97		BACH

				Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks		2,320		2,571		251		10.8%		6011		2.2%		$20.18		CERT

				Office Clerks, General		1,938		1,995		57		2.9%		14866		1.8%		$16.32		CERT

				Software Developers, Applications		1,913		2,520		607		31.7%		3356		1.8%		$52.70		BACH

				General and Operations Managers		1,814		2,112		298		16.4%		5989		1.7%		$55.56		BACH

				Computer Systems Analysts		1,715		1,947		232		13.5%		2054		1.6%		$44.08		BACH

				New Accounts Clerks		1,372		1,402		31		2.2%		183		1.3%		$15.88		CERT

				Management Analysts		1,150		1,430		281		24.4%		2259		1.1%		$39.14		BACH

				Business Operations Specialists, All Other		1,135		1,313		179		15.7%		3284		1.1%		$36.94		BACH

				Sales Representatives, Services, All Other		1,100		1,294		194		17.7%		6071		1.0%		$27.09		BACH

				Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive		1,075		1,103		28		2.6%		7003		1.0%		$17.33		CERT

				Credit Authorizers, Checkers, and Clerks		1,051		1,187		136		12.9%		222		1.0%		$18.63		CERT

				Financial Specialists, All Other		954		1,109		155		16.2%		393		0.9%		$34.35		BACH

				Personal Financial Advisors		902		1,093		191		21.2%		691		0.8%		$40.00		BACH

				Retail Salespersons		874		845		(29)		(3.3%)		21216		0.8%		$10.98		CERT







































































































































































































Insurance Carriers Staffing

		Employment projections in the DCCCD Service Region for the top 25 occupations related to the Insurance Carriers and Related Activities industry subsector

				SOC Title		Employed in Industry, 2018		Employed in Industry, 2028		Change, 2018 - 2028		% Change, 2018 - 2028		Projected Annual Oppenings		% Total Jobs in Industry		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions		Typical Level of Education for Entry Level Position

				Insurance Sales Agents		25,803		31,517		5,714		22.1%		3689		28.2%		$23.67		BACH

				Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks		12,572		15,307		2,735		21.8%		2089		13.7%		$18.85		CERT

				Customer Service Representatives		9,114		10,861		1,747		19.2%		14071		10.0%		$16.41		CERT

				Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators		6,895		8,122		1,227		17.8%		968		7.5%		$32.83		BACH

				Office Clerks, General		3,079		3,577		498		16.2%		14866		3.4%		$16.32		CERT

				Insurance Underwriters		2,199		2,531		331		15.1%		274		2.4%		$30.35		BACH

				First-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support Workers		1,644		1,992		348		21.2%		4843		1.8%		$28.67		CERT

				Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive		1,557		1,860		304		19.5%		7003		1.7%		$17.33		CERT

				General and Operations Managers		1,421		1,847		426		29.9%		5989		1.6%		$55.56		BACH

				Accountants and Auditors		1,411		1,724		313		22.2%		5354		1.5%		$35.33		BACH

				Computer Systems Analysts		1,216		1,388		172		14.1%		2054		1.3%		$44.08		BACH

				Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks		1,137		1,377		240		21.1%		6011		1.2%		$20.18		CERT

				Software Developers, Applications		1,025		1,325		300		29.3%		3356		1.1%		$52.70		BACH

				Financial Managers		934		1,244		310		33.2%		1629		1.0%		$63.65		BACH

				First-Line Supervisors of Non-Retail Sales Workers		806		950		143		17.8%		1300		0.9%		$26.98		BACH

				Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage		800		982		182		22.7%		102		0.9%		$27.05		BACH

				Sales Representatives, Services, All Other		788		993		206		26.1%		6071		0.9%		$27.09		BACH

				Business Operations Specialists, All Other		786		997		211		26.9%		3284		0.9%		$36.94		BACH

				Management Analysts		743		919		176		23.7%		2259		0.8%		$39.14		BACH

				Title Examiners, Abstractors, and Searchers		717		829		112		15.5%		245		0.8%		$23.64		BACH

				Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents		659		765		106		16.1%		2122		0.7%		$28.94		BACH

				Registered Nurses		617		831		214		34.6%		5317		0.7%		$35.52		BACH

				Financial Analysts		592		675		83		14.1%		1253		0.6%		$39.97		BACH

				Computer User Support Specialists		564		681		117		20.8%		2302		0.6%		$24.74		BACH

				Managers, All Other		518		598		80		15.5%		1866		0.6%		$22.06		BACH







































































































































































































Real Estate Staffing

		Employment projections in the DCCCD Service Region for the top 25 occupations related to the Real Estate industry subsector

				SOC Title		Employed in Industry, 2018		Employed in Industry, 2028		Change, 2018 - 2028		% Change, 2018 - 2028		Projected Annual Oppenings		% Total Jobs in Industry		Median Hourly Wage for Entry Level Positions		Typical Level of Education for Entry Level Position

				Real Estate Sales Agents		11,353		13,127		1,774		15.6%		1500		16.3%		$19.87		BACH

				Maintenance and Repair Workers, General		10,041		12,231		2,190		21.8%		4426		14.4%		$18.28		HS/GED

				Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers		5,505		6,765		1,260		22.9%		734		7.9%		$28.52		BACH

				Office Clerks, General		5,160		5,675		516		10.0%		14866		7.4%		$16.32		CERT

				Counter and Rental Clerks		4,588		5,528		941		20.5%		2367		6.6%		$11.89		CERT

				Real Estate Brokers		3,234		3,803		569		17.6%		422		4.7%		$25.59		BACH

				Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive		3,068		3,371		303		9.9%		7003		4.4%		$17.33		CERT

				Janitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners		2,727		3,315		588		21.5%		10021		3.9%		$11.13		HS/GED

				Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks		2,013		2,258		244		12.1%		6011		2.9%		$20.18		CERT

				Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate		1,552		1,730		177		11.4%		198		2.2%		$24.02		BACH

				Accountants and Auditors		1,532		1,832		300		19.6%		5354		2.2%		$35.33		BACH

				General and Operations Managers		1,314		1,609		295		22.4%		5989		1.9%		$55.56		BACH

				First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, and Repairers		1,029		1,245		216		20.9%		1370		1.5%		$32.39		CERT

				Landscaping and Groundskeeping Workers		1,027		1,275		248		24.1%		4834		1.5%		$11.22		NONE

				Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners		1,014		1,229		215		21.2%		5201		1.5%		$10.02		HS/GED

				Security Guards		909		1,057		148		16.3%		4907		1.3%		$11.97		CERT

				Customer Service Representatives		888		1,042		154		17.3%		14071		1.3%		$16.41		CERT

				Receptionists and Information Clerks		797		917		120		15.0%		3704		1.1%		$13.04		CERT

				First-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support Workers		705		797		91		13.0%		4843		1.0%		$28.67		CERT

				Business Operations Specialists, All Other		476		574		98		20.5%		3284		0.7%		$36.94		BACH

				Sales Representatives, Services, All Other		456		542		86		18.8%		6071		0.7%		$27.09		BACH

				Market Research Analysts and Marketing Specialists		377		513		136		36.0%		1864		0.5%		$33.17		BACH

				Executive Secretaries and Executive Administrative Assistants		363		367		4		1.1%		1300		0.5%		$28.80		CERT

				Concierges		334		397		63		19.0%		222		0.5%		$12.01		CERT

				Financial Managers		312		411		99		31.8%		1629		0.4%		$63.65		BACH







































































































































































































Resources



		Data Resources

		Commuting patterns

		U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application, and Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) Origin-Destination Employment Statistics.

		Industries and LQ

		Emsi industry data have various sources depending on the class of worker. (1) For QCEW Employees, Emsi primarily uses the QCEW (Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages), with supplemental estimates from County Business Patterns. (2) Non-QCEW employees data are based on a number of sources including QCEW, Current Employment Statistics, County Business Patterns, BEA State and Local Personal Income reports, the National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix (NIOEM), the American Community Survey, and Railroad Retirement Board statistics. (3) Self-Employed and Extended Proprietor classes of worker data are primarily based on the American Community Survey, Nonemployer Statistics, and BEA State and Local Personal Income Reports. Projections for QCEW and Non-QCEW Employees are informed by NIOEM and long-term industry projections published by individual states.



		Staffing patterns

		Industry data: Emsi industry data have various sources depending on the class of worker. (1) For QCEW Employees, Emsi primarily uses the QCEW (Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages), with supplemental estimates from County Business Patterns. (2) Non-QCEW employees data are based on a number of sources including QCEW, Current Employment Statistics, County Business Patterns, BEA State and Local Personal Income reports, the National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix (NIOEM), the American Community Survey, and Railroad Retirement Board statistics. (3) Self-Employed and Extended Proprietor classes of worker data are primarily based on the American Community Survey, Nonemployer Statistics, and BEA State and Local Personal Income Reports. Projections for QCEW and Non-QCEW Employees are informed by NIOEM and long-term industry projections published by individual states.

		Occupation data: Emsi occupation employment data are based on final Emsi industry data and final Emsi staffing patterns. Wage estimates are based on Occupational Employment Statistics (QCEW and Non-QCEW Employees classes of worker) and the American Community Survey (Self-Employed and Extended Proprietors). Occupational wage estimates also affected by county-level Emsi earnings by industry.

		Staffing patterns data: The staffing pattern data in this report are compiled from several sources using a specialized process. For QCEW and Non-QCEW Employees classes of worker, sources include Occupational Employment Statistics, the National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix, and the American Community Survey. For the Self-Employed and Extended Proprietors classes of worker, the primary source is the American Community Survey, with a small amount of information from Occupational Employment Statistics.

		Educational attainment

		The demographic data in this report is compiled from several sources using a specialized process. Sources include annual population estimates and population projections from the US Census Bureau, birth and mortality rates from the US Health Department, and projected regional job growth.

		Program to occupation map

		The Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) - 2010 to Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) - 2010 mapping is based on data from the National Center for Education Statistics.

		Program demand gap analysis

		Completers data: The completers data in this report is taken directly from the national IPEDS database published by the U.S. Department of Education's National Center for Education Statistics. Institutional data was provided by the college or university.

		Institution data: The institution data in this report is taken directly from the national IPEDS database published by the U.S. Department of Education's National Center for Education Statistics. Institutional data was provided by the college or university.

		Emsi job postings: Job postings are collected from various sources and processed/enriched by Careerbuilder to provide information such as standardized company name, occupation, skills, and geography. Emsi performs additional filtering and processing to improve compatibility with Emsi data.

		Occupation data: Emsi occupation employment data are based on final Emsi industry data and final Emsi staffing patterns. Wage estimates are based on Occupational Employment Statistics (QCEW and Non-QCEW Employees classes of worker) and the American Community Survey (Self-Employed and Extended Proprietors). Occupational wage estimates also affected by county-level Emsi earnings by industry.
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• Emmanuel has earned 66 credit hours, 
enough for an associate’s degree in 
accounting with excellent prospects for a 
good job in a high demand field paying $23 
an hour and earning $48,000 per year.

• BUT he’s not eligible for the degree. His 
hours are scattered across 4 DCCCD 
colleges plus hours transferred in from 
other colleges.

• HE WON’T GET A DCCCD DEGREE because 
he doesn’t have 25% of his credits in one 
college—as required by the SACSCOC 25% 
rule.

Quick Case Study: A 
Student Experience

12
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December
2020

13

The Board asked for 
recommendations to 
address those gaps.

By analyzing how we were meeting the needs of our 
students, community and businesses, we discovered several 
organizational gaps.

Fall 2019June 2019 August 2019

Projected SACSCOC 
board decision.Prospectus due 

to SACSCOC.

March 15,
2020

Began to develop the plan to move to 
One College by:
•Engaging employees.
•Engaging Educational Plan team to 
develop academic structure.
•Reviewing organizational structures of 
other colleges

Board of Trustees approved the 
resolution with the charge to 

address the gaps by becoming 
“One College”.

Road to One College Timeline
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THE STAKEHOLDERS

Conversations with 
Faculty 

Administrators

Professional Staff

Employees provided valuable input and 
feedback

Additional stakeholder 
engagement

Conversations with 
Community Leaders

Student World 
Cafés

THE NUMBERS

9 Conversations with the Chancellor:
• More than 900 attended (collectively).
• Received 300+ emails regarding “one college”

Nearly 600 employees participated World Cafés on 
Becoming ONE College providing feedback

51 DCCCD students attended Student World Cafés

Most common feedback:

How can I help DCCCD 
move forward?

Engagement Influenced Approach
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Designed Innovative New Structure Rooted 
in Student-Centricity

15

Conducted Student Experience 
Survey 

Of the individual students 
identified,
76% had negative experiences:
- 23% related to Admissions
- 45% related to Advising
- 27% related to communication 
from the colleges/DCCCD
- 36% related to Financial Aid
- 41% related to Websites

86% also reported positive 
experiences

Aunt Bertha and Wisconsin 
Hope DC Survey Data

• Homelessness
• Food insecurity
• Transportation
• Books
• Mental health

Overarching Goals
 Remove Barriers to success
 Consistent student 

experience
 Foster Diverse & Inclusive 

environment
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• Implemented the “schools of” organizational structure aligned 
with labor market demands and provides comprehensive 
student support for career selection, program completion, and 
job placement and/or transfer to four-year programs.

• Prioritized programs that meet significant labor market gaps for 
expansion and/or consolidation and emphasize “ready to work” 
employees with industry-standard skills, certifications, short-
term certificates stackable for degrees and work experience 
opportunities

Created New Schools Model 
to Connect Students to Jobs

16

Technology gaps and challenges were significantly exposed as we 
transitioned to online course delivery in a new COVID 19 environment.

Engineering, Technology, Mathematics & Science

Business, Hospitality & Global Trade

Education

Health Sciences

Manufacturing & Industrial Technologies

Law & Public Services

Creative Arts, Entertainment & Design
11

,9
61 Swirl Students 

enrolled in 
Spring 2019 1,

35
6 Swirl students 

will be able to 
receive degrees

SCHOOLS OF
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All employees Excluding faculty

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 5

Layer 6

Layer 7

Layer 8

Layer 9

# of layers 9 9

Median SOC 4 4

Total 
Positions 6100 3532

Managers 959 770

% Managers w/ 
SOC<6 68% 66%

Source: DCCCD employee data, provided in October 2019

4

3

Many layers managing 
positions across campuses

Sub-optimal diamond shape

Low Median SOC across 
campuses

Likely that most managers 
have capacity to manage 
more people

Identified duplicative 
roles hindering efficiency

4

3

2

1

1

Managers ICsLegend Faculty Faculty Managers

2

Discovered Too Many Layers and 
Duplication of Roles in Organizational 
Structure 

5
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Identified and 
Eliminated 
Duplicate Roles

Opportunity to apply to new roles

Some employees were a good fit for 
other roles, while others were 
supported to make a smooth transition 
to other employment etc.

Went above and beyond to 
support impacted employees

Retraining to meet qualifications of new roles

Offered one-time six-month contract 
extensions to allow people to transfer 
work and find new positions
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Elements of 
Consolidation Plan

11

On average, 
consolidation benefit 

to an impacted 
employee could 
exceed $60,000

Severance

• One month for each year of service, maximum 6 months 
• To date, severance amounts range between $4,000 and 

$100,180, with average amount @ $50,000

COBRA 
Reimbursement

• Reimbursement of COBRA premiums (employee only) to 
maximum of 6 months

• Value is @$3800 ($635 per month)

Outplacemen
t

• Outplacement services, including resume building, coaching, 
search resources, etc.

• Value is $1500

Educational 
Benefit

• Reimbursement to pursue additional training, skills, etc.
• Value is $5,000
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Complete Redesign to Align with New 
Schools and Student-Centric Model

L2

L3

L1 Chancellor

Provide high quality, job 
relevant instruction and 

training for students, and 
support faculty to deliver it

Support students to 
succeed through providing 
data-informed programs 
throughout the student 

lifecycle

Serve as primary liaison 
and oversee partnerships 
with employers, donors, 

and alumni

Ensure efficient operations 
for One College, across 
schools and campuses

Support the Chancellor on 
select special projects

President, Brookhaven

President, Cedar Valley

President, EastfieldProvost

Vice Provost
E-learning

Senior Vice Provost
Academic Services

Vice Provost
Educational 
Partnerships

Student Success

Student Support 
Services

Vice Chancellor
Student Success

Institutional 
Research

Enrollment 
Management

Employer Relations 
& Corp. Partnerships

Innovation Hub

Vice Chancellor
Workforce & 
Advancement

Advancement

Marketing And 
Communications

Government 
Relations

Strategic Initiatives

HR & Leadership And 
Talent Development

Legal

Finance

Technology

Executive Vice 
Chancellor 
Operations

Board Relations

Social Responsibility

Chief Of Staff

Vice Provost
Creative Arts, 

Entertainment…

Vice Provost
Business, 

Hospitality…

Vice Provost
Education

Vice Provost
Mfg. & Industrial…

Vice Provost
Health Sciences

Vice Provost 
Engineering, Tech…

Vice Provost
Law & Public Service

President, El Centro

President, Mt. View

President, North Lake

President, Richland

Foster a supportive campus 
culture and serve as the 

primary liaison with 
community stakeholders

Position count expected to remain approximately the same

Efficiencies expected - position count to decrease in this team

Investments expected - position count to increase in this team85



Remove duplicated 
positions, increase spans 
of control, and decrease 
layers as we transition to 
One College

Introduce data-enabled 
schedule management

Add new leadership 
positions

Build capabilities (e.g., 
advising)

Savings that can be 
reinvested in professional 
development and new 
capabilities

Efficiencies Investment Savings

2020-21 Budgetary Impact
Three main categories of fiscal influence 

Changes will require upfront 
investment, but also result in 
potential savings that can be 
reinvested in professional 
development and new capabilities

Expected $26M savings through 
efficiency gains will allow for 
investments across Workforce & 
Advancement, Student Success, 
and Academics
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Communication Strategy Relies
on Five Key Principles

3

Compelling InclusiveHonest & Direct Empowering Two-Way

Discuss real
impacts—both positive 

and negative—in an 
honest manner to 

foster trust

Use engaging,
exciting, and 

creative 
messaging to 
draw in an 
audience

Prioritize key
groups, but involve 

all layers of the 
organization in 

information roll out
to encourage 
transparency

Encourage
leaders and change

agents to support 
communication 

efforts

Incorporate
avenues for 

questions and 
feedback 

throughout the 
process
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Accelerated SACSCOC Consolidation 
Timeline

3

Responding to Disruptions that Impacted Students

May 2020

May 5, 2020

Began discussion with 
Leadership to develop an 
adaptive plan to return to 
standard operations while 

maintaining safety of 
students and employees.

Board held Emergency Telephonic 
Meeting to discuss appropriate actions 
and measures in response to COVID-19 

pandemic.

March 16, 2020

March 24, 2020

March 13, 2020
Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins issues 

“shelter-in-place” order. DCCCD Leadership 
plans transition to virtual instruction and 

remote operations.

Chancellor forms COVID-19 Rapid 
Response Team mirroring the basic 

structure of the One College model to 
address immediate student needs.

Feb. 8-10, 
2020

SACSCOC virtual site 
visit via WebExand
submitted videos

The Board adopts a 
Resolution to accelerate 
implementation of Dallas 

College and pay all 
employees through end of 

fiscal year.

SACSCOC Approved 
Consolidation = 
Dallas College is 

official

June 12,
2020
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Lessons Learned

24

The people closest to the 
consolidation/accreditation 
work must understand and 

be committed to the change. 
You cannot afford to trust 

leadership to anyone 
committed to retaining the 

current state.

Articulate and stay 
faithful to a clear 

mission.

Governance & Finance: 
Dallas College has had 

the least change in these 
areas, but they often 
represent the most 

challenging to navigate 
in many 

consolidations/mergers. 
Clarity is critical.

Policy: have a plan with 
assigned responsibility 

for reviewing and 
revising the new 

institution’s policy.
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Gather information and 
input from internal and 
external stakeholders. 

Tell folks when you 
make decisions 

informed by their 
engagement.

Plan with people in 
mind. 

How will you navigate 
the human/emotional 

element of the change to 
support people while 
staying faithful to the 

future vision?

Communication: 
whatever you plan, do 

more. It will still be a top 
concern/criticism, but 

communicate, 
communicate, 
communicate.

Lessons Learned
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Aligning as Dallas College 
also benefits our 

community…
…and our employees

Improves the local economy by tailoring 
programs to meet specific workforce needs
of our local communities

Impacts income disparity throughout 
community by investing in student programs 
like advising, student services, and building 
the student pipeline

Welcomes community engagement as leaders 
of each School and Presidents of geographic 
campuses act as visible "front doors" – working 
closely with employers and community 
leaders to meet their needs

Reduce micromanagement | A more efficiently 
designed org increases employee empowerment  

Enables productivity | Teams will be organized in 
a way that makes sense and fosters collaboration

Prioritizes equity | Proposed policy changes 
increase faculty opportunity & pay equity, 
creating a more inclusive work environment

Highlights customer service | Creates an aligned 
approach to employee operational needs
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 Align with employers 

 Clear career pathways

 Consistent programs & course 
content across all campuses

 More credential completers 

 Streamlined processes & 
systems

Clear Objectives Guide Way
Toward True Transformation

7

Before we could truly work to solve 
problems within our community, we first 
needed to address challenges posed by 
our previous structure
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Solving the talent problem will take the entire 
community to address the equity and poverty 
challenge. Every dotted line represents a handoff 
and a possible point of failure for our most 
vulnerable students.

Career Connected Learner 
Network
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THANK YOU! 

9
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Appendix D. 
 
Connecticut State Colleges and Universities Board of Regents’ Resolutions creating the Connecticut State 
Community College 
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CONNECTICUT BOARD OF REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 

RESOLUTION
concerning 

Endorsement of Revised Students First Plan 
June 21, 2018 

WHEREAS, the Board of Regents believes the proposed organizational structure for a singly 
accredited college with three regions and 12 local campuses best serves students 
and the state; 

WHEREAS, the Board’s Human Resources and Administration Committee has discussed and 
provided initial input into job descriptions and hiring processes for new leadership; 
and 

WHEREAS, the Board’s Finance and Infrastructure Committee has reviewed updated savings 
targets for the Students First plan; and 

WHEREAS, the Board’s Academic and Student Affairs Committee has reviewed revised 
timelines for alignment of academic programs across the 12 campuses, reviewed 
timelines for student success efforts, and identified areas for the development of 
specific metrics for measuring success; therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, that based on the above-referenced deliberations, the Board of Regents for Higher 
Education endorses the attached Students First revised plan to prepare for a singly 
accredited community college by: 
• maintaining the accreditations of the 12 community colleges until fall 2023

when all integrated academic, student support services are in place, and CSCU 
has worked with NEASC on a process to achieve a single accreditation;     

• reorganizing our college system regionally with new leadership structure;
• aligning college curricula statewide, while addressing local and regional

distinctiveness, to support high quality educational programs and seamless
transfer, including adoption of a statewide general education curriculum;

• implementing initiatives such as guided pathways to improve and increase
student enrollment, retention, and completion;

• integrating administrative functions into centralized shared services; and
• sharing resources across campuses to stabilize critical college functions,

reduce redundancies, and leverage expertise.

A True Copy: 

______________________________________ 
Erin A. Fitzgerald, Secretary of the 
CT Board of Regents for Higher Education 

BR 18-089
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STAFF REPORT       BOARD OF REGENTS 
 
ACTION ITEM 
 
REVISED STUDENTS FIRST PLAN 

BACKGROUND 

After the CIHE-NEASC response to the Students First proposal in April, CSCU President Ojakian and his 
leadership team and Board of Regents members have taken several steps to determine our path 
forward. A meeting was held with Dr. Barbara Brittingham from NEASC to review the Commission’s 
response.  Additionally, the CSCU leadership team connected with leaders from Vermont and Maine 
and other systems (such as Lone Star College in Texas) to identify alternative strategies for addressing 
our student success and financial challenges.  CSCU college faculty, staff, and the Faculty Advisory 
Committee (FAC) also offered suggestions for reaching the goals laid out in the Students First plan. 
 
At Dr. Brittingham’s suggestion, Board leadership, President Ojakian and his leadership team and a 
number of college presidents met with Dennis Jones and Sally Johnstone from National Center for 
Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) to review the Students First submission to NEASC. 
NCHEMS provided input on ways to lay the foundation for a single college in the future by consolidating 
administrative functions and aligning curriculum through a more gradually paced academic planning 
and transition process.   They also helped to identify ways to progress towards a more efficient 
organization in the near-term while adhering to the BOR’s objectives of sustainable, quality, accessible 
public higher education, consistent with NEASC standards throughout the process.  Based on this 
information, President Ojakian presents to the Board of Regents a revised Students First plan that 
advances the vision stated below as well as the benefits of this college reorganization for students, the 
CSCU system and the state.    
 
VISION 
 
Provide a dynamic community college that leverages talents and capabilities to help students attain 
their individual educational goals within available resources and responds to community and state 
needs. 
 
BENEFITS OF CONSOLIDATION 
 
A single CIHE-NEASC accredited community college with 12 campuses significantly improves CSCU’s 
ability to serve students by removing barriers to student success, prioritizing student-facing services amid 
fiscal constraints, mitigating upward pressure on tuition, scaling best practices, streamlining 
administrative tasks, and aligning common procedures. The realization of these benefits will require 
new or updated Board policies. 
 
Key attributes include: 

• Maintaining the uniqueness, identity, and community connections of each campus.  
• Establishing a common General Education curriculum that is more efficient to navigate for 

students. 
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• Aligning program curricula to provide a common and consistent high quality higher 
education, enabling students to take courses on different campuses without concerns about 
course transfer or conflicting program requirements.    

• Implementing Guided Pathways strategies for student success to improve student 
enrollment, retention, and completion. 

• Instituting clear enrollment management practices – including strategic use of limited 
institutional aid, targeted recruitment, and metrics-driven policies – to improve student 
enrollment, retention, and completion. 

• Providing a consistent experience for students through fully integrated information 
technology systems, a single admissions application, a single financial aid process, a single 
billing process, a single student ID number, and a common course catalog. 

• Creating consistent websites across the 12 campuses to provide information on courses, 
transfer opportunities, wrap around services, industry partnerships, etc. 

• Ensuring colleges meet the needs of students as well as local and regional employers. 
• Ensuring a financially stable and sustainable future for the state’s community colleges that 

minimizes tuition increases in the face of declining state funding. 
 
REVISED STUDENTS FIRST PLAN 
 
CSCU will prepare for a singly accredited community college while respecting the importance of the 12 
campuses for the delivery of instruction and for meeting state, local and regional needs by: 
 
• Maintaining the accreditations of the 12 colleges until fall 2023 when all integrated academic, 

student support services are in place, and CSCU has worked with NEASC on a process to achieve a 
single accreditation.    

• Regionalizing our community colleges and creating a new leadership structure.   
• Aligning college curricula statewide through faculty workgroups to support high quality 

educational programs and seamless transfer, including adoption of a statewide general education 
curriculum. 

• Implementing initiatives such as Guided Pathways to improve and increase student enrollment, 
retention, and completion. 

• Integrating administrative functions into centralized shared services. 
• Sharing resources across campuses to stabilize critical college functions, reduce redundancies, and 

leverage expertise. 
• Hiring a number of positions to raise additional income for the system including a VP of 

Enrollment Management and a CSCU Development Officer to support student success and 
programmatic initiatives for the colleges 

 
New Community College Leadership and Regional Structure 
 
CSCU will implement a regional structure, while maintaining the 12 accreditations of the colleges until 
fall 2023, our target date for transition to a singly accredited college. Three Regional Presidents will be 
hired in spring 2019, while maintaining the 12 college-based chief executive, chief financial and chief 
academic officers per NEASC standards. (See attached organizational chart – Attachment A) 
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Three regions are proposed based on an analysis of the towns that serve as primary feeders to 
campuses, employer partnerships, and student enrollment trends. Originally, the regions were 
established to distribute equitably campus populations and resources statewide. However, given 
geographic and programmatic considerations, as well as feedback from Middlesex Community College 
faculty and staff, we propose a change in their original placement.   Proposed Regions (with informal 
working titles): 
 
Capitol-East (Region 1):  Capital, Manchester, Middlesex, Quinebaug Valley and Three Rivers 
Community Colleges 

North-West (Region 2): Asnuntuck, Naugatuck Valley, Northwestern, and Tunxis Community Colleges 

Shoreline-West (Region 3): Gateway, Housatonic and Norwalk Community Colleges 
 
Align College Curricula Statewide 
 
CSCU will continue to align curricula statewide to ensure seamless student transfer between colleges 
and to the universities. The Students First Academic and Student Affairs Consolidation Committee has 
begun developing a common general education curriculum. Faculty workgroups will be engaged in 
making all curricular decisions in consultation with campus senates, curriculum committees, and 
academic administrators. Those programs with specialized accreditation will remain at their current 
locations.   
 
The Students First Academic and Student Affairs Consolidation Committee has updated its timeline for 
program curriculum revision into three rounds, with the first beginning September 2018 and the third 
concluding in May 2021. There are additional steps planned to get all registration, student data systems, 
and financial aid considerations addressed by August 2023, the single college launch date. (See attached 
Gantt chart for more information – Attachment B) 
 
Based on feedback from many sources, including FAC and NEASC, CSCU also revised the proposed 
academic leadership plan to maintain the current department chair structure, which will minimize 
disruption and facilitate the academic alignment process. 
 
Student Enrollment and Completion Initiatives 
 
Guided Pathways will serve as the cornerstone of our plan to improve student enrollment, retention, 
and completion. Guided Pathways helps students efficiently complete credentials, seamlessly transfer, 
and attain jobs with value in the labor market. Working with the CSCU Student Success Center, faculty 
and staff are collaborating to design new and aligned practices for the single institution including 
extensive work this summer.  These groups are generating recommendations to improve student 
experiences with enrollment in the colleges for fall 2019, including a single application to the community 
colleges, consistent websites at both the system and the colleges to support enrollment, transfer and 
transparency, and greater use of technology to enroll and support students through advising. 
 
The Connecticut legislature appropriated over one million dollars to support student completion efforts. 
Distribution of these funds to the CSCU community colleges will now be based on improvement in Key 
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Performance Indicators, which measure first-year momentum and success, as designed by the CSCU 
Student Success Center. 
 
To reverse enrollment declines, improve retention, promote timely completion, and generate revenue, 
CSCU will hire a Vice President of Enrollment Management in 2019 to serve the colleges and implement 
new strategies across the regions to support enrollment.   
 

Shared Services 
 

The revised plan integrates and centralizes key administrative areas including institutional research, 
marketing, facilities, human resources and information technology functions over the next few years. 
Leadership will be provided centrally to the various functional teams at the campuses.   
 
President Ojakian has also dedicated resources for the hiring of a CSCU Development Officer to locate 
new funding streams to support student success and programmatic initiatives for the colleges.  In 
addition, the Regional Presidents and Campus CEOs will support the efforts of the college foundations to 
raise much needed resources for the individual colleges while sharing best practices and costs where 
appropriate.   
 

Shared Resources across Campuses 
 

Regional Presidents will achieve savings and economies of scale by sharing resources across colleges, 
including in the areas of administration and academic programming. This has been achieved through 
partnerships between Gateway and Housatonic and between Asnuntuck and Tunxis Community 
Colleges. These efforts save resources, allow colleges to reinvest in teaching and student supports, and 
make better use of the talents of the system.   
 

BOR COMMITTEE REVIEW OF REVISED PLAN 
 
In May and June of 2018, Committees of the BOR met to review aspects of the revised Students First 
plan.  The Human Resources and Administration Committee provided initial input into qualities 
essential for community college leadership endorsing those identified by Aspen Institute for exceptional 
leaders:  

• Committed to student success 
• Takes strategic risks 
• Builds strong teams 
• Establishes urgency 
• Plans lasting internal change 
• Results-oriented 
• Communicates effectively 
• Financial and operational ability 
• Entrepreneurial fundraiser 
• Develops effective external partnerships 

 
The Committee determined that the same skills are required of the Regional Presidents and Campus 
CEOs as well as the eventual College President. However, the responsibilities and deliverables for each 
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position demand different levels of skills.  For instance, all must be committed to student success, but 
their fundraising roles might differ.  Committee members stated that key skill sets in leadership, 
administration, and academic/student affairs were critical for ensuring success. They acknowledged that 
experience in a community college setting would be desirable.  In addition, the HR Committee reviewed 
proposed hiring processes for the Regional Presidents and Campus CEOs ensuring that the composition 
of search committees represent a diverse cross section of appropriate stakeholders at both the campus 
and system level.  Decisions regarding job descriptions, CSCU leadership in consultation with the HR 
Committee will finalize salary ranges and searches as the plan moves forward.  Additionally, the 
Committee has recommended to President Ojakian that the system engage in a change management 
process to make sure reorganization efforts are successful.  
 
The Finance Committee met to review updated targeted savings for the revised plan.  Given the 
Commission's response, President Ojakian and his leadership team re-evaluated what can be 
implemented in the near term and established a new Phase 1 target for the revised plan.   
 
To maintain accreditation at the 12 community colleges, each must have a chief executive officer, a chief 
academic officer, and a chief financial officer. Each officer must maintain an appropriate structure so 
that the institution may “fulfill its purposes and objectives and establishes the means to assess the 
effectiveness of the institution.” The organizational structure proposed will comply with the standards for 
institutional accreditation.   CSCU will seek to consolidate support activities and share services to 
optimize efficiencies and provide a pathway for the full single college consolidation when appropriate. 
 
New estimates indicate $17 million can be saved in the near term through the regionalization of the 
college structure and administrative consolidations in key areas such as information technology, 
facilities, institutional research and human resources versus $23 million in the original plan.   The $6 
million difference, attributed largely to the finance operation that cannot be consolidated at this time, 
can be achieved as savings as the single college structure is implemented in 2023.   
 
 

SUMMARY Original   

 

 

 Consolidation                     Phase 1 
 Plan              Revised Plan  Delta 
 

Dollar Savings 
 

23,301,255 
  

17,297,869 
  

(6,003,386) 

Headcount Savings 163  117  (46) 

Implementation Costs 2,161,348  1,560,848  (600,500) 
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The Academic and Student Affairs Committee met to review the revised plan particularly related to the 
academic planning timeline, student success efforts and the establishment of metrics to measure 
progress in these areas.  Based on the revised timeline, the colleges could be prepared for a single 
accreditation for the fall 2023 semester.   
 
As recommended by the ASA committee, CSCU will develop specific metrics for Board review beginning 
Fall 2018 to document the results of regional reorganization, administrative integration, and academic 
and student affairs planning, as well as to identify areas for continued improvement, including:  

• Increased enrollment 
• Increased first-year momentum 
• Increased retention 
• Increased completion and completion in timely manner 
• Reduced gaps in attainment for underrepresented populations in support of equity 

goals 
• Increased use of different teaching delivery methods, including hybrid, online, and 

synchronized 
 
Additional metrics were identified that speak to the fiscal effectiveness of the regional structure and 
administrative integration of functions:   

• Savings due to administrative integration 
• Savings due to regional consolidation Redirected savings to student supports 
• Increased responsiveness to regional economic development and workforce needs 

embraced by stakeholders across sectors 
 

NEXT STEPS   

President Ojakian seeks Board endorsement of the revised plan with direction to begin the 
regionalization of the college structure, selection for the new leadership positions, integration of 
administrative functions, implementation of student success efforts, alignment of statewide 
curricula, and engagement in change management activities.   

President Ojakian will keep NEASC staff apprised of CSCU’s efforts and invite them to attend future 
BOR Academic and Student Affairs committee meetings to discuss our progress and prepare for the 
process of accreditation. 

President Ojakian will provide regular reports at BOR Committee and full Board meetings to keep 
members, CSCU faculty, staff and students and the public apprised of progress, challenges related to 
implementation and new opportunities for the system (see attached community letter dated June 18, 
2018 – Attahment C hereto). 
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ID Task Name Start Finish

1 Academic Affairs: Building the Curriculum
2 General Education Work Group completes common Gen Ed proposal Tue 5/1/18 Tue 4/30/19
3 Program/course consolidation round one Thu 11/1/18 Fri 5/31/19
4 Round one governance/approval Sun 9/1/19 Tue 12/31/19
5 Program/course consolidation round two Fri 2/1/19 Tue 12/31/19
6 Round two governance/approval Wed 1/1/20 Sun 5/31/20
7 Program/course consolidation round three Sun 9/1/19 Sun 5/31/20
8 Round three governance/approval Tue 9/1/20 Thu 12/31/20
9 U.S. Department of Education Program Approval (for programs not at chosen

consolidation college)
Wed 1/1/20 Mon 5/31/21

10 Business Information Systems Build (Banner, myCommNet, Degree Works, 
etc.

Wed 1/1/20 Tue 5/31/22

11 Single Application Available for Student Use Sat 10/1/22 Wed 8/30/23
12 Course catalog open and single college registration Sat 4/1/23 Fri 9/15/23
13 Could mark first day of new college Wed 8/30/23 Wed 8/30/23
14 Student Success Initiatives
15 Establishment of Student Success Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) Sat 9/1/18 Tue 10/30/18
16 VP of Enrollment Management Hiring Sat 9/1/18 Mon 12/31/18
17 Guided Pathways development of single student application and associated 

paperwork
Sat 9/1/18 Tue 12/31/19

18 Guided Pathways policy recommendations to inform consolidation Sat 9/1/18 Mon 5/31/21
19 Guided Pathways rolled out at 12 colleges Sat 9/1/18 Mon 1/30/23
20 Continue call center services for colleges with opportunity for expansion to 

universities and Charter Oak
Sat 9/1/18 Wed 8/30/23

21 Create a student communications plan across all campuses including 
modernization of contact formats

Tue 1/1/19 Fri 5/31/19

22 Reorganize campus structure and delivery of strategic enrollment 
management

Tue 1/1/19 Fri 5/31/19

23 New College Leadership/Regional Reorganization
24 Hire College Marketing Director Sat 9/1/18 Mon 12/31/18
25 Conduct national search for and hire three Regional Presidents Sat 9/1/18 Fri 5/31/19
26 Develop plan for regional organization of workforce development Sat 9/1/18 Fri 5/31/19
27 Hire CSCU Development Officer Sat 9/1/18 Fri 5/31/19
28 Replace Campus CEOs as needed Sat 9/1/18 Wed 8/30/23
29 Hire three budget officers Tue 1/1/19 Fri 5/31/19
30 Administrative Integration
31 Reorganize college staff in Institutional Research into one team dedicated 

collectively to the needs of the colleges at both the campus and system level
Sat 9/1/18 Mon 12/31/18

32 Establish administrative savings metrics Sat 9/1/18 Mon 12/31/18
33 Create new Strategic Human Resources Management structure for delivery 

of services to the colleges and Charter Oak
Tue 1/1/19 Fri 5/31/19

34 Create IR teams engaging all 17 campuses in areas including data analytics, 
federal and state reporting, etc.

Tue 1/1/19 Fri 5/31/19

35 Hire new facilities manager at system office Tue 1/1/19 Fri 5/31/19
36 Establish Centers of HR Expertise that engage all 17 campuses in areas 

including labor relations, Title IX and affirmative action, searches and hiring, 
benefits and retirement counseling

Sat 6/1/19 Tue 12/31/19

M J S N J M M J S N J M M J S N J M M J S N J M M J S N J M M J S
18 Half 2, 2018 Half 1, 2019 Half 2, 2019 Half 1, 2020 Half 2, 2020 Half 1, 2021 Half 2, 2021 Half 1, 2022 Half 2, 2022 Half 1, 2023 Half 2, 202

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

CSCU Students First Timeline
6/13/18

Page 1
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June 18, 2018 

 

Dear CSCU Community, 

This week the Board of Regents will convene to discuss among other things, our proposed revisions to 
our Students First consolidation plan. In keeping with the promise to keep you informed, I am sharing 
our recommendation to the Board in advance of the meeting. I encourage all of you to review the Staff 
Report that will be discussed in detail during the Board meeting on Thursday.  

After the NEASC response to our Students First proposal in April, members of the Board and my 
leadership staff have taken a number of steps to determine our path forward. First, we met with Dr. 
Barbara Brittingham from NEASC to review the Commission’s response. At Dr. Brittingham’s suggestion, 
we also met with the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) who assisted 
NEASC in reviewing our original proposal. They helped to identify ways to progress towards a more 
efficient organization while adhering to the BOR’s objectives of sustainable, quality, accessible public 
higher education, consistent with NEASC standards.  CSCU college faculty, staff, and the Faculty Advisory 
Committee (FAC) also offered suggestions for reaching the goals of removing barriers to student 
success, scaling best practices, streamlining administrative tasks, and aligning common procedures.   

As a result, we are revising our Students First plan in three significant ways: extend our timeline for the 
single accredited community college to 2023 thereby keeping the 12 accreditations of the colleges, 
develop a more gradually paced academic planning and transition process, and maintain the current 
department chair structure. The revised plan is estimated to save $17M when fully implemented versus 
the $23M as originally proposed. Our revised plan also includes:  

• Regionalizing our community colleges and creating a new leadership structure.  We will hire 
three Regional Presidents in spring 2019, while maintaining the 12 college-based CEO, CFO, and 
CAO positions per NEASC standards. 

• Aligning college curricula statewide to support high quality educational programs and seamless 
transfer, including adoption of a statewide general education curriculum. 

• Implementing initiatives such as guided pathways to improve and increase student enrollment, 
retention, and completion. 

• Integrating administrative functions into centralized shared services. 
• Sharing resources across campuses to stabilize critical college functions, reduce redundancies, 

and leverage expertise. 
• Hiring a number of positions to raise additional income for the system including a VP of 

Enrollment Management and a CSCU Development Officer.  
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Our goal remains the same, to create a dynamic community college focused on helping students attain 
their individual educational goals, and responds to community and state needs.  We also recognize that 
more time is needed to get the foundation in place for a change as large as this.   

Beginning this fall, as directed by the Board, we will implement the immediate next steps of 
regionalizing the college structure, selecting new leadership, integrating and centralizing 
administrative functions, implementing Guided Pathways and aligning curriculum statewide. CSCU 
will establish metrics to document the results of regional reorganization, administrative integration, 
and academic and student affairs planning, to help identify areas for continued improvement. We 
will keep NEASC staff apprised of our efforts and invite them to attend future BOR Academic and 
Student Affairs committee meetings so that we may discuss our progress and prepare for the single 
accreditation process.  

I want to thank everyone for their engagement in this important work, particularly those who are 
planning this summer for the Guided Pathways initiative. I will continue to provide updates on the 
progress and challenges related to implementation and new opportunities for our students and our 
colleges. 

Sincerely, 

Mark  

 
Mark Ojakian, President 
Connecticut State Colleges & Universities  
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CT BOARD OF REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 

RESOLUTION 

Concerning 

Holistic Case Management Advising Policy 

For CSCU Community Colleges 

April 16, 2020 

WHEREAS, Among first-time, full-time students who enrolled at the CSCU Community 
Colleges between 2011 and 2015, fifteen percent completed all the requirements 
for a degree or certificate within three years of starting, which was lower than the 
average IPEDS three-year graduation rate for all other state community college 
systems in New England during the same time period; 

WHEREAS, over the past five years there were significant racial disparities in the IPEDS 
three-year graduation rate at the CSCU Community Colleges, averaging 7 percent 
for Black students, 11 percent for Latinx students, 18 percent for Asian students, 
and 19 percent for White students; 

WHEREAS, inadequacies in the CSCU Community Colleges’ current advising structure, 
capacity, and staffing levels contribute to low graduation rates and equity gaps in 
attainment and other Key Performance Indicators; 

WHEREAS, research shows that the adoption of a holistic case management advising model 
supports the Guided Pathways principles–clarifying paths for students, getting 
them on a path, keeping them on a path, and ensuring their learning–and has 
yielded meaningful improvements in student retention, completion, and equity at 
community colleges that have successfully implemented Guided Pathways; 

WHEREAS, community colleges that have successfully implemented Guided Pathways and a 
holistic case management advising model reduced advisors’ caseloads to levels 
significantly lower than the CSCU Community Colleges’ current student 
(headcount) to advisor (full time equivalent) ratio of approximately 760:1; 

WHEREAS, community colleges that have successfully implemented Guided Pathways and a 
holistic case management advising model also adopted a student success 
technology platform that enables enhanced advising, progress monitoring, and 
greater coordination of services; 

BR 20-053
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WHEREAS, the Holistic Case Management Advising Policy, informed by Guided Pathways 
best practices, establishes a holistic case management advising model at the 
CSCU Community Colleges that ensures all degree and certificate seeking 
students have an assigned Guided Pathways Advisor and support network of 
faculty and staff who collaborate with students to plan for their educational goals 
and deliver the necessary holistic services to stay on track to completion; 

WHEREAS, the Board of Regents for Higher Education and the CSCU Community Colleges 
will reduce the student (headcount) to Guided Pathways Advisor (full time 
equivalent) ratio to 250:1, with the goal of reaching full scale by Fall 2022, and to 
adopt a student success technology platform to ensure the effective 
implementation of the holistic case management advising model, 

WHEREAS, the Board of Regents for Higher Education is committed to rectifying low 
completion rates and equity gaps in attainment at the CSCU Community Colleges 
by implementing Guided Pathways practices as part of Students First; therefore be 
it 

RESOLVED, That the Board of Regents for Higher Education formally adopts the Holistic Case 
Management Advising Policy for the CSCU Community Colleges. 

A True Copy: 

Erin A. Fitzgerald, Secretary of the 
CT Board of Regents for Higher Education 
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HOLISTIC CASE MANAGEMENT ADVISING POLICY 
 
The Board of Regents for Higher Education sets forth the following requirements for the CSCU 
Community Colleges, to be implemented by the CSCU System Office through the leadership of 
the Provost, Senior Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs, Vice President of 
Enrollment Management, and college administrators: 

 
I. Adopt a holistic case management advising model, whereby 

A. All degree and certificate seeking students are assigned to a Guided Pathways 
Advisor upon admission, who advises them through to the completion of their 
time at the CSCU Community Colleges; 

B. Guided Pathways Advisors: 
1. Guide their assigned students in the creation of a personalized academic 

and career plan prior to initial registration; at minimum, this plan includes 
an outline of 

a) Career and academic goals, 
b) Requirements and expectations for chosen program of study, 
c) Course sequence from initial registration to graduation, 
d) Financial plan to pay for college, 
e) Relevant holistic resources and services, and 
f) Opportunities for employment and transfer; 

2. Continually monitor their assigned students’ progress on their 
personalized academic and career plans, using at minimum indicators 
related to students’ 

a) Course registration, 
b) Course drop and withdrawal, 
c) Registration holds, 
d) Academic performance, 
e) Academic momentum, and 
f) Use of holistic resources and services; 

3. Provide and coordinate sustained, strategic, integrated, proactive, and 
personalized support to their assigned students to help keep them on plan, 
which includes resources and services related to their academic, career, 
financial, and other individual needs; 

4. Ensure their assigned students regularly assess their personalized 
academic and career plans; and 

5. Collaborate with their assigned students to revise their personalized 
academic and career plans as needed. 
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C. Faculty actively work with their students’ Guided Pathways Advisors to ensure all 
degree and certificate seeking students receive the services listed in Section I.B; 
and 

D. Other academic and student affairs staff actively work with Guided Pathways 
Advisors to ensure all degree and certificate seeking students receive the services 
listed in Section I.B. 

II. Reduce the student (headcount) to Guided Pathways Advisor (full time equivalent) 
ratio to 250:1, with the goal of reaching full scale by Fall 2022. 

III. Adopt a student success technology platform to assist professional, faculty, and 
other academic and student affairs staff with 

A. Assigning Guided Pathways Advisors to students and maintaining advisors’ 
caseloads, 

B. Creating and revising students’ personalized academic and career plans, 
C. Monitoring students’ progress on their personalized academic and career plans, 

and 
D. Supporting students through a communication system that includes but is not 

limited to 
1. Early alerts, 
2. Referrals to holistic resources and services, 
3. Case notes, and 
4. Reports. 

IV. Develop an initial implementation and assessment plan for the Holistic Case 
Management Advising Policy by December 2020. 
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ITEM 
Proposal to adopt a policy concerning Holistic Case Management Advising at the CSCU 
Community Colleges that 1) ensures all degree and certificate seeking students have an assigned 
professional Guided Pathways Advisor and support network of faculty and staff who collaborate 
with students to plan for their educational goals and deliver the necessary holistic services to stay 
on track to completion; 2) reduces the student (headcount) to Guided Pathways Advisor (full 
time equivalent) ratio to 250:1, with the goal of reaching full scale by Fall 2022; and 3) adopts a 
student success technology platform that facilitates holistic case management advising. 

 
RECOMMENDED MOTION FOR FULL BOARD 
Resolved: That the Board of Regents for Higher Education formally adopts the Holistic Case 
Management Advising Policy for the CSCU Community Colleges. 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This staff report: 

● Describes how the structure of advising at the CSCU Community Colleges prevents 
current advising staff from providing students with the supports necessary to improve 
retention, completion, and equity; 

● Explains how a holistic case management advising model will benefit students at the 
CSCU Community Colleges and promote Guided Pathways principles; 

● Illustrates how a holistic case management advising model ensures all degree and 
certificate seeking students are assigned a Guided Pathways Advisor for their entire time 
at the institution, who guides students in the creation of a personalized plan, monitors 
their progress, and coordinates the holistic supports they need to achieve their academic 
and career goals; 

● Explains how a holistic case management advising model is effective only when Guided 
Pathways Advisors have reduced caseloads and access to a student success technology 
platform that facilitates personalized planning, progress monitoring, service coordination, 
and communication; 

● Provides evidence that other community colleges have improved their students’ retention 
and completion rates and reduced equity gaps in achievement after implementing a 
holistic case management advising model; and 

● Documents the process by which the CSCU Holistic Case Management Advising Policy 
was created. 

 
THE MODEL 
The Guided Pathways framework seeks to help community college students efficiently complete 
credentials, transfer, and attain jobs with value in the labor market. It consists of four pillars: 1) 
provide students with clearly structured program pathways with clearly defined expectations and 
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outcomes for education and employment, 2) get all students on an individualized plan that lays 
out the steps to achieve their academic and career goals, 3) help students stay on track to 
completion of a degree or credential, and 4) ensure that students are learning the knowledge, 
skills, and habits of mind to succeed in life. 

 
A holistic case management advising model serves as the foundation of Guided Pathways efforts. 
Holistic case management advising is integral to helping students identify and plan for their 
academic and career goals, monitor students’ progress toward their goals and assist those who 
stray off plan, and ensure that students are learning essential critical thinking, problem solving, 
and decision making skills (Bailey et al., 2015). 

 
The central premise of a holistic case management advising model is that every student is 
assigned to a professional advisor (such as a Guided Pathways Advisor) who guides students 
through college from intake to graduation, monitors their academic progress, and coordinates the 
seamless provision of support services with a team of faculty and staff that stretches across 
traditional departmental lines. Professional advisors are able to provide deeper, more 
personalized services to students as a result of reduced caseloads and regular contact with their 
advisees. The ultimate benefit of a holistic case management advising model is that students are 
more likely to build a meaningful relationship with their assigned advisor and to receive a 
continuum of care that helps ensure their efficient completion of a credential (Richardson, 2008). 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the Holistic Case Management Advising model 

 

Under this model, every degree and certificate-seeking student at the CSCU Community 
Colleges is matched with a professional advisor, named their Guided Pathways Advisor, upon 
admission, who remains with the student for their entire time at the institution. Once assigned, 
Guided Pathways Advisors guide their respective students through an intake process that 
involves an initial conversation about their academic and career goals. Based on this 
conversation, Guided Pathways Advisors work with students to develop action steps toward 
these goals in the form of a plan that not only maps out the courses toward their declared 
area/program of study, but also identifies financial needs, opportunities for employment and 
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transfer, and resources and services relevant to their academic and holistic needs. Guided 
Pathways Advisors and students continually assess and revise plans based on academic 
performance and clarification of a students’ interests, goals, and life circumstances. 

 
Students’ plans are maintained on a student success technology platform, which students can 
access at any time to check their academic progress and adjust their plan. This technology 
platform also enables Guided Pathways Advisors, faculty, and other academic and student affairs 
staff to continually track students’ progress on their personalized plans through academic 
performance indicators, risk factors, and metrics. It also facilitates communication between these 
stakeholders, enabling them to share feedback, through reports and early alerts regarding student 
performance and progress. 

 
The continuous monitoring of student progress allows Guided Pathways Advisors, faculty, and 
other academic and student affairs staff to identify emerging barriers to student success and 
proactively intervene before problems worsen. Real-time student information collected on the 
technology platform also helps advisors triage cases, target resources to students who need them 
most, and tailor interventions to the specific, holistic needs of each student. If Guided Pathways 
Advisors can’t provide the support themselves, then they are able to make referrals to other 
service providers on campus or in the community and track students’ use of services through a 
system of case notes; access and user rights will be determined based on role and will comply 
with all federal guidelines as outlined in FERPA (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act) or 
any other relevant policies and regulations. 

 
The student success technology platform, while essential to creating these planning, monitoring, 
and intervention capacities, is only a tool that colleges must couple with ongoing, intentional 
professional development focused on developmental advising practices. For holistic case 
management advising to work effectively, the technology must also be accompanied by an 
institutional culture in which all stakeholders view themselves as sharing responsibility for 
student success and equity. Yet another critical ingredient of the model is multi-level leadership 
that builds support for holistic case management advising practices within and between 
departments (Kalamkarian et al., 2017). 

 
A combination of these factors–assigned Guided Pathways Advisors, reduced caseloads, a 
college-wide student success technology platform, professional development resources for staff 
and faculty, a culture of shared responsibility, and committed leadership–can create the 
conditions for students to develop more meaningful relationships with an advisor and to receive 
the holistic supports necessary for completion. Furthermore, a holistic case management advising 
model better meets the varying needs of community colleges’ diverse student bodies, and thus 
moves colleges closer to providing equitable educational opportunity for historically underserved 
groups (Achieving the Dream, 2018; Bettinger and Baker, 2011; Karp and Stacey, 2013; Miller 
and Murray, 2005; Pierce, 2016). 
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Figure 2: Student support under the Holistic Case Management Advising model 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

Why redesign academic advising? 
The students of the CSCU Community Colleges face tremendous challenges to efficient 
completion of a postsecondary credential. These challenges have resulted in persistently low 
graduation rates across all twelve community colleges. Among first-time, full-time students who 
enrolled at the CSCU Community Colleges between 2011 and 2015, fifteen percent completed 
all the requirements for a degree or certificate within three years of starting. This was lower than 
the average IPEDS three-year graduation rate for all other state community college systems in 
New England during the same time period, which includes Massachusetts, Maine, New 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont. Furthermore, Connecticut’s graduation rate is 
consistently lower than the national average. 
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Historically underserved and minoritized student groups at the CSCU Community Colleges face 
additional barriers to success that make them even less likely to graduate. The average IPEDS 
three-year graduation rate for Black students has been 7 percent over the past five years and 11 
percent for Latinx students, compared to 18 percent for Asian students and 19 percent for White 
students. The Board of Regents has stated its goals to increase retention and graduation rates and 
eliminate achievement disparities among different ethnic/racial, economic, and gender groups at 
the CSCU Community Colleges (CSCU, 2019). 

 

The trends in completion and equity at the 12 CSCU Community Colleges result from many 
factors. One contributing factor is that the system of academic advising is neither structured nor 
adequately resourced to meet students’ complex and diverse needs. Many of these needs are 
related to navigating the various decisions and processes involved in completing a credential. 
Many CSCU community college students also have financial and other individual needs that 
extend beyond the classroom but inevitably impact their educational experience and outcomes. 
The purpose of academic advising is to help students meet these holistic needs to maintain 
progress toward completion of a credential. Furthermore, academic advising should equip 
students with the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind to navigate the college environment and 
manage their needs with increasing independence and confidence (NACADA, 2003, 2006). 

 
There are certainly pockets of advising excellence within the community college system. 
Students in cohort-based programs such as nursing or advanced manufacturing receive 
consistent, often mandatory advising, progress monitoring, and support from assigned faculty 
and staff; they also boast high rates of completion. However, these best practices in academic 
advising do not extend to the majority of CSCU community college students. The CSCU Guided 
Pathways Holistic Student Support Redesign (HSSR) team–through discussions with 
professional staff and faculty from all 12 CSCU Community Colleges and focus groups with 
students on four campuses–determined that the inconsistency in the quality of advising is due to 
resource deficits and structural issues, rather than any individual person, department, or campus. 

 
Most obviously, advising offices are severely understaffed and financially under-resourced. 
Currently, there are approximately 760 students for every FTE (full time equivalent) professional 
advisor in the system; this far exceeds the median U.S. two-year institution advising ratio of 
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441:1, and the Board of Regent’s ideal ratio of 250:1 as stated in its FY20/FY21 biennium 
expansion budget (Board of Regents, 2018; Carlstrom and Miller, 2013). The CSCU Community 
Colleges’ current ratio reduces advisors’ capacity to provide all students with the attention and 
services they need. Overwhelmed by the sheer number of students, professional advisors 
frequently only have the time to complete perfunctory tasks like course selection and 
registration. Current advising staff have little to no bandwidth for advising activities such as 
goal-setting, planning, and having conversations that develop students’ critical-thinking and 
problem-solving skills. Even when students are able to schedule an appointment with an advisor, 
they often see a different advisor each semester because advisors are not typically assigned to a 
specific caseload of students. As a result, students often receive inconsistent and conflicting 
information, leaving them frustrated and their needs unmet. 

 
Another structural issue with the advising system is that not all CSCU community college 
students are required to work with an advisor when they first enter college to create a detailed 
plan that maps out the courses, activities, and supports they need to complete their chosen 
program of study, gain employment, or transfer to a four-year university. Consequently, many 
students do not establish clear academic and career goals in their early semesters, nor do they 
identify the action steps and holistic supports needed to achieve their goals efficiently. The lack 
of a thoughtful and comprehensive plan makes it difficult not only for students to make effective 
decisions, but also for current advising staff to effectively monitor students’ progress toward 
degree completion. 

 
Current advisors’ monitoring abilities are further limited by the available technology. Ellucian 
Degree Works, the planning and auditing tool currently used at the CSCU Community Colleges, 
lacks critical functionalities like digital early alerts that would allow advisors, faculty, and other 
academic and student affairs staff to identify when students run into problems and to intervene 
proactively. The provision of support often depends on a student initiating a request for support. 
However, many students either delay coming forward for support or don’t come forward at all, 
limiting advisors’ ability to provide students with the support they need, when they need it most. 

 
Finally, the various academic and student affairs departments involved in the CSCU Community 
Colleges’ advising system too often operate in uncoordinated silos, forcing students to visit 
several offices before getting the support they need. The current student information technology 
system reinforces this siloed structure by preventing advisors, faculty, and other academic and 
student affairs staff from collaborating to support students who require resources and services 
from various providers across campus. For example, they are unable to make referrals to each 
other or share notes about certain students, leaving it up to the student to coordinate the services 
themselves and retell their story to every provider. At the end of the day, no one is held 
accountable for ensuring that the students’ needs are fully met. 

 
Altogether, these structural and capacity issues deprive many CSCU community college students 
of an accountable, “go-to” advisor who actively guides them through college with a thoughtful 
academic and career plan tailored to their unique goals and circumstances, and an integrated 
support network of faculty and other academic and student affairs staff. Without one or all of 
these resources, students are more likely to feel disconnected from their college, make poorly 
informed and inefficient academic and career decisions, and run up against barriers when moving 
between different departments and campuses to find the supports and course offerings they need. 
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These experiences may increase the chances that students delay their education or drop out 
before completing a credential. 

 
Weaknesses in the current structure and capacity of the CSCU Community Colleges’ academic 
advising system further disadvantage students from historically underserved and minoritized 
groups. Even though these students face the highest barriers to graduation, they receive the same 
type and level of advising services due to scarce resources and inadequate student success 
policies. This standardized approach to advising does not compensate for the unequal 
opportunities in students’ lives beyond the classroom, thus perpetuating the equity gaps in 
completion rates across the system. 

 
Advising redesign can and should be leveraged to improve the CSCU Community Colleges’ low 
and inequitable completion rates which, if left unabated, will profoundly and negatively impact 
the livelihood of Connecticut’s students, families, communities, workforce, and economy. 
Advising redesign would also support and reinforce CSCU’s Guided Pathways efforts by getting 
all students on a clearly defined path to completion and helping them stay on track. 

 
Why a holistic case management advising model? 

 
The CSCU Guided Pathways Holistic Student Support Redesign team’s findings suggest that 
tweaking advising practices at the CSCU Community Colleges without addressing structural and 
resource deficits will not yield meaningful improvements in student success. Their findings also 
reveal that students would be better served if the focus of advising moved beyond providing 
information and course registration to promoting holistic student development, which requires 
meeting students where they are and addressing their individual needs (Achieving the Dream, 
2018). 

 
The Community College Research Center and Achieving the Dream identified five guiding 
principles for colleges looking to design more holistic advising systems–termed SSIPP 
(Achieving the Dream, 2018; Karp and Stacey, 2013): 

 
● Sustained: students receive support throughout their entire time at the institution, 

particularly at key momentum points. 
● Strategic: students receive the support they need, when they need them, in a way that is 

convenient and efficient for them. 
● Integrated: students receive the support they need in a seamless, coordinated fashion, 

without being tossed around between departments. 
● Proactive: students receive the support they need at the earliest stage possible, not when 

their situation has become a crisis. 
● Personalized: students receive the type and intensity of support appropriate to their 

unique needs. 
 

Other community colleges implementing Guided Pathways–such as Lorain County Community 
College, Sinclair Community College, the Alamo Colleges District, and the Austin Community 
College District–have shown that changes to institutional policies and practices are a powerful 
strategy to deliver advising services and supports to students in a more holistic, sustained, 
strategic, integrated, proactive, and personalized way. Specifically, these colleges made a 
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structural shift from a walk-in, self-service advising system to a holistic case management 
advising model. Their students are now assigned a single point of contact (such as a Guided 
Pathways Advisor) for their entire time at the institution, and advisors have specific and reduced 
caseloads. This new structure affords each student-advisor pair the time to build deep 
relationships with each other and co-create a personalized academic and career plan that 
considers the student’s evolving, unique goals and needs. Advisors are also trained to utilize 
student success technology platforms with special functionalities that enable them to regularly 
and proactively monitor students’ progress on their plans; intervene at the first sign that students 
are having trouble; refer students to the resources and services they need, when they need them; 
and collaborate with faculty, staff, and service providers across the institution to provide students 
with these supports in a seamless fashion. 

 
Table 1: How students receive support under different scenarios 

WITHOUT holistic case management 
advising & Guided Pathways, student 

support is frequently 

WITH holistic case management advising 
& Guided Pathways, student support is 

always 

Intermittent Sustained 

Delayed Strategic 

Siloed Integrated 

Reactive Proactive 

Standardized Personalized 

 
The combination of holistic case management advising and Guided Pathways practices at these 
colleges has resulted in significantly higher retention and graduation rates (Ashford, 2019; 
Dryden, 2018; Excelencia in Education, 2019; Ohio Higher Ed, 2018b). For example, at Lorain 
County Community College, the IPEDS graduation rate jumped from 8 percent to 25 percent 
within seven years (Dryden, 2018). At Lorain, the equity gap in developmental completion rates 
and first-term credit accrual has also narrowed; these short-term measures have been shown to 
correlate with longer-term measures like completion (Ohio Higher Ed, 2018a). It should be noted 
that these colleges were largely able to make these gains because of significant investments in 
human and technological resources, including hiring additional advisors, funding ongoing 
professional development for staff and faculty, and integrating a student success technology 
platform into their technical infrastructure. However, Lorain has demonstrated that colleges can 
make a strong return on these investments through increased student retention (Dryden, 2018). 

 
Holistic case management advising as part of Guided Pathways efforts 
Consistent with the revised CSCU Students First initiative approved by the Board of Regents on 
June 18, 2018, implementing a Holistic Case Management Advising Policy is one in a series of 
Guided Pathways initiatives designed to improve student success and increase student retention, 
completion, and equity. The new advising model will play a critical role in supporting key pillars 
of Guided Pathways: getting all students on a personalized plan, keeping them on plan, and 
ensuring their learning. 
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Holistic case management advising also complements other Guided Pathways efforts. For 
instance, faculty workgroups have been charged with developing program maps that include 
suggested course sequences, career opportunities, and labor market information. These maps will 
provide students and Guided Pathways Advisors with the foundation for academic and career 
planning. They will also give Guided Pathways Advisors a benchmark to assess their assigned 
students’ academic progress. The CSCU Community College Areas of Study Policy serves as yet 
another tool to assist students and Guided Pathways advisors in making informed choices about 
their career and academic goals. Last but not least, the College and Career Success course (CCS 
101) was intentionally designed by our community college faculty to offer students the 
opportunity for deep exploration of their academic and career goals. Taking CCS 101 would give 
students a valuable forum to continue the conversations that they begin with their Guided 
Pathways Advisors and develop a more thoughtful personalized plan to completion. 

 
How was this model determined? 
The Holistic Student Support Redesign (HSSR) team was established in February 2018 as part of 
the CSCU Guided Pathways (GP) work, and charged to explore and make recommendations for 
best practices in implementing advising models, monitoring student progress, designing a 
common first-year experience for students, and developing wraparound services to address 
external factors that impede a student’s ability to meet their educational goals. 

 
The team includes a diverse cross section of faculty, staff, and administrators from all 12 CSCU 
community colleges, CSCU State Universities and CSCU System Office. Members of the team 
consist of professional staff from core areas such as advising, counseling, enrollment services 
and financial aid, as well as faculty members and academic and student affairs administration 
(see Appendix). The team is led by two managers (Gayle Barrett, Middlesex and Michael 
Buccilli, Gateway), both with practitioner and director-level experience in advising, enrollment 
management and student affairs, on loan from their current roles at their respective colleges. 

 
In an effort to move the redesign process forward, a HSSR steering team was established with 
the two primary managers, two collaborating managers (Tamika Davis, Tunxis; Heidi Zenie, 
Three Rivers) and four members from the HSSR team (Jill Rushbrook, Asnuntuck; Jason 
Scappaticci, Capital; Nora Uricchio, Manchester; Debra Zavatkay, Northwestern). In September 
2019, the HSSR team unanimously adopted a set of design principles to guide the steering team’s 
work. The steering team participated in a facilitated design institute through Achieving the 
Dream (ATD) in October 2019 and continues to receive individual support from ATD staff with 
expertise in state-wide advising redesign efforts. 

 
The steering team developed the initial policy draft. Benjamin Wong, a Research Fellow for 
CSCU Guided Pathways, provided the steering team with research, writing, and editing support. 
After several rounds of internal feedback, the revised draft was brought to the full HSSR team 
for endorsement. HSSR managers coordinated regional forums, online feedback process, and 
specific sessions with key state-wide councils such as advising leads, deans of student affairs and 
presidents/CEOs. The HSSR steering team will collect and review feedback before moving the 
revised policy forward for approval by the following bodies: HSSR, Guided Pathways Task 
Force, and the Community College Implementation Committee (CCIC). If the CCIC approves, it 
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will then recommend to move the policy forward to the Board of Regents Academic and Student 
Affairs committee for consideration. 

 
Ensuring student participation continues to be a primary goal of this work. HSSR managers 
participated in a student panel coordinated by the Student Advisory Council (SAC) to the BOR 
in spring 2018 and followed up with a SAC briefing and Q&A session in spring 2019. The HSSR 
team hosted four student focus groups in spring 2019 to dig deeper into the issues students face 
in our current advising support and structures. Focus groups were held at Gateway, Manchester, 
Naugatuck Valley and Northwestern and yielded valuable data that has shaped the proposed 
policy. HSSR managers with the SAC to review the draft policy in February. 

 
What are the next steps if the policy is approved? 
The HSSR managers, steering team, and full team will continue to develop and refine the holistic 
case management advising model and create an initial implementation plan to be presented to the 
Board of Regents Academic and Student Affairs Committee by December 2020. The plan will 
include detailed timelines, benchmarks, and a full assessment plan to track progress during the 
various stages during and post-implementation. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is the recommendation of the System’s Provost, Senior Vice President of Academic and 
Student Affairs, and Vice President of Enrollment Management that the Board of Regents give 
favorable consideration to the adoption of the proposed Holistic Case Management Advising 
Policy for the CSCU Community Colleges. 
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APPENDIX 
HSSR Membership List* 

 

Rebecca Adams Professor of English, Chair of Humanities 
Department 

 
Housatonic Community College 

 

Kathleen Ahern Interim Director of Advising & Retention Gateway Community College 
 

Gayle Barrett Director of Enrollment Management/  
Middlesex Community 

(Non-Voting Member) 
Guided Pathways Manager/Student Success College/System Office 
Center College Coach 

 

Kerry Beckford Assistant Professor of English Tunxis Community College 
 

Caitlin Boger-Hawkins Director of Planning, Research, and 
Institutional Effectiveness 

 
Northwestern Community College 

Victoria Bozzuto 
(Ex-Officio) 

 
Guided Pathways Manager System Office 

Paul Broadie President Gateway & Housatonic Community 
College 

Michael Buccilli 
(Non-Voting Member) 

Director of Student Success, 
Guided Pathways Manager 

Gateway Community 
College/System Office 

Alison Buckley Vice President for Enrollment Management System Office 

 
Kellie Byrd-Danso Dean of Students Norwalk Community College 

 

Patrick Carr Program Manager for Library Consortium 
Operations 

 
System Office 

 

Diane Clokey Registrar Asnuntuck Community College 

 
Jonah Cohen Professor of Human Services Gateway Community College 

 

 
Les Cropley 

 

Tamika Davis 
(Non-Voting Member) 

 
Greg DeSantis 
(Ex-Officio) 

Director of Project Management and 
Academic Initiatives, Student Success 
Center 

Director of Admissions/ Guided Pathways 
Manager/Student Success Center College 
Coach 

Executive Director Student Success Center 
and Academic Initiatives 

 
System Office 

 
 

Tunxis Community College/System 
Office 

 
System Office 

David Ferreira Dean of Academic & Student Affairs Northwestern Community College 
 

Sarah Gager Dean of Student Services Naugatuck Valley Community 
College 
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Keith Gauvin Registrar Western Connecticut State 
University 

Jeannine Gibson Acting Director of Academic Advising & 
Student Retention 

 
Housatonic Community College 

Bonnie Goulet Director of Student Services Naugatuck Valley Community 
College 

Sarah Hendrick Associate Director of Admissions Quinebaug Valley Community 
College 

Bob Kozlowski Director of Advising and Retention Quinebaug Valley Community 
College 

Amanda MacTaggart 
(Ex-Officio) 

Associate Director of the CSCU Student 
Success Center 

 
System Office 

 

Margaret Malaspina Director of Financial Aid Capital Community College 
 

 
Lesley Mara 

 
 

Helen Marx 

Director of Workforce Development, 
Strategic Partnerships & Sponsored 
Programs 

Associate Professor of 
Curriculum and Learning/ 
Faculty Director of Advising 

 
System Office 

 
 

Southern Connecticut State 
University 

J.D. Mathewson 
(Ex-Officio) 

Senior Research Associate System Office 

Judy Mazgulski Retention Specialist Middlesex Community College 
 

Steve McDowell (Ex- 
Officio) 

 
Director of Financial Aid Services System Office 

 

Steve Mendes Registrar Norwalk Community College 

Alese Mulvihill Interim Dean of Student Affairs Gateway Community College 

Joseph Navarra Coordinator of Disability Services Manchester Community College 

Latisha Nielsen First Year and New Student Advisor Manchester Community College 

Kelly Pittman Transfer Coordinator/Academic Advisor Tunxis Community College 

Francine Rosselli- 
Navarra (Ex-Officio) 

Professor & Chair, Department of 
Psychology & Anthropology, Guided 
Pathways Manager 

Manchester Community 
College/System Office 
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Jill Rushbrook Director of Advising Asnuntuck Community College 

Jason Scappaticci Associate Dean of Student Affairs Capital Community College 
 

Daniela Squizzato Acting Director of Student Success 
Initiatives 

 
Housatonic Community College 

 

Tim St. James Interim Dean of Students Asnuntuck Community College 
 

Kathy Taylor Associate Professor Legal/Business Naugatuck Valley Community 
College 

Kristina Testa-Buzzee Associate Dean of Continuing Education 
and Workforce 

Nora Uricchio Associate Professor, Radiologic Science; 
Program Coordinator, Radiation Therapy 

 
Norwalk Community College 

Manchester Community College 

Pam Williams Research Librarian Three Rivers Community College 
 

Jama Yusuf 
(Ex-Officio) 
Brenda Zanta 
(Ex-Officio) 

Sr. Information Systems Development 
Manager, Information Technology 

Student/Academic Information Systems 
Support Specialist 

 
System Office 

System Office 

Debra Zavatkay Registrar Northwestern Community College 
 

 
Heidi Zenie 
(Non-Voting Member) 

Program Coordinator, Exercise Science and 
Sports & Leisure Management/ Guided 
Pathways Manager/Student Success Center 
College Coach 

 
Three Rivers Community 
College/System Office 

 

 
*HSSR Membership as of December 18, 2019. 
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CONNECTICUT BOARD OF REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 

RESOLUTION 

concerning 

STUDENTS FIRST - NAMING Of THE SINGLE ACCREDITED 
COLLEGE AS CONNECTICUT STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

May 14, 2020 

WHEREAS, In April 2017 CSCU President Mark Ojakian recommended to the Board of Regents the 
Students First strategy, addressing the system's fiscal challenges and  the need for 
improvements in the quality of educational and support services for students; and 

WHEREAS,  One tenet of the strategy was the consolidation of administrative functions and the other 
being the merger of the community colleges into a single accredited institution; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Section 10a-6 of the Connecticut General Statutes, the Board of Regents has 
been given duties as the governing body for the Connecticut State Colleges and 
Universities that include, but are not limited to establishing policies and guidelines, 
monitoring and evaluating the viability of the institutions and merging and closing 
institutions.; and  

WHEREAS,  In accordance with its prescribed authority, the Board acted to mergethe 12 regional 
community technical colleges into a single accreditated institution which is an important 
action for improving student success measures and ensuring the long term fiscal 
sustainability of the community colleges; and 

WHEREAS, The Board voted unanimously on March 9, 2018, to submit a Substantive Change request to 
the New England Commission of Higher Education (formerly NEASC), seeking its 
approval for the merger of the 12 individually accredited regional community technical 
colleges into a single accredited college; and  

WHEREAS,  Plans are underway to have the single accredited community college operational for the 
2023-2024 academic year; and 

WHEREAS, This action calls only for the naming of the single accredited college while 
individual campus identification and related marketing processes and strategies 
will include the engagement of each campus and will happen in the future.   

WHEREAS, CSCU President Mark E. Ojakian, after due consideration has presented a recommended 
name for the single accredited college for the Board’s consideration, now therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, the single accredited college will be named the Connecticut State Community College. 
A True Copy: 

______________________________________ 
Erin A. Fitzgerald, Secretary of the 
CT Board of Regents for Higher Education 

BR 20-062
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ITEM 
Students First – Naming of the new institution as Connecticut State Community College. 

BACKGROUND 
In April 2017 CSCU President Mark Ojakian recommended to the Board of Regents the Students 
First strategy, including  two central tenets to help address the system's fiscal challenges while  
improving quality of educational and supports for students: with one tenet being consolidation of 
administrative functions and the other being an organizational consolidation for the community 
colleges.  The Board’s authority to merge colleges is statutorily prescribed in Section 10a-6 of 
the Connecticut General Statutes.   

The Board voted unanimously on March 9, 2018, to submit a Substantive Change request to the 
New England Commission of Higher Education (formerly NEASC) seeking its approval for the 
consolidation of the 12 individually accredited regional community technical colleges into a 
single accredited college.   

On December 19, 2019, the Board reaffirmed the Students First guiding principles, originally 
adopted on April 3, 2017, and stipulated the priorities and key considerations to be utilized 
during the transition to a single accredited community college.   

In June 2020, CSCU intends to submit a transition plan to NECHE highlighting the work already 
accomplished and the additional work  to be completed  in preparation of the launch of the single 
accredited college in 2023.  Central to this plan is demonstration that the single accredited 
college is being constituted with key activities underway including the naming of the college so 
that its identity can be separated from the CSCU system office.   

To accomplish the objective of selecting a name, President Ojakian is recommending the 
Connecticut State Community College as the name for the Board’s consideration. In formulating 
this recommendation, several key factors have been considered.   

Institutional mergers are a growing movement in higher education, often integrating 
multiple institutions to create one college and one identity. After reviewing research on 
this topic, it is clear that the choice of a name can influence the perception about an 
institution and how stakeholders make decisions about the institution. While a name is an 
important part of perception, it is only one part of the equation. Organizational values, 
vision, consistency, and experience all contribute to such perception.  

President Ojakian and CSCU staff identified three potential naming options in determining a 
recommendation: Connecticut Community College, Connecticut State College, and Connecticut 
State Community College. The analysis of pros and cons of each potential name are as follows:  

Connecticut Community College:  
Pro: Short and concise; says clearly what it is; stays in line with what people currently know. 
Con: Does not connote a major shift or change; audiences may continue to use current naming 
system. In a ranking of America’s top two-year institutions, only two of the top 10 are called 
“community” colleges. 
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Connecticut State College:  
Pro: Short, easy to remember; creates a collegiate and unifying name people would be excited to 
belong to; and elevates the offering for students. 
Con: Loses the connection to being a community-based institution.  
 
Connecticut State Community College:  
Pro: Incorporates all key points and clearly states what is offered. A clear new direction for a 
new institution. 
Con: “Connecticut” and “Community” are both long words, and audiences will likely shorten or 
drop words. 
 
CSCU’s recommendation is for the Board to move forward with Connecticut State Community 
College. This name signifies the stature of the future single accredited college which will be one 
of the largest in the country with 80,000 students and presigious degrees in hundreds of academic 
programs. The investment made into the merger deserves a name that is a departure from the past 
and signifies a new identity that builds on the past but speaks to the future. However, it is 
important to continue to show the strong community connection. This name positions the new 
college as one statewide organization.  
 
It is important to note that the naming of the college is just one step in the process of identifying 
the single accredited college. Perhaps more important than the formal name is the colloquial 
name or abbreviation that will be commonly used to identify the College, the determination of 
what each individual campus will be called, and the development of marketing materials. CSCU 
intends those processes to include significant feedback from community college students, 
faculty, and staff and to take place over the next two years as we prepare for the opening of the 
single accredited college for the 2023-2024 school year.  Today’s proposal only calls for the 
naming of the single accredited college while the campus identification and marketing processes 
and strategies will happen in the future.   
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
That the Board of Regents for Higher Education adopts the proposed resolution naming the 
single accredited college as Connecticut State Community College. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5/5/2020 Executive Committee  
5/14/20   Board of Regents 
  
g:\2020-05-14\7.a. sf - naming single accredited college.docx 
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CT BOARD OF REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 

RESOLUTION 

concerning 

Connecticut State Community College: Alignment and Completion of Mathematics and English 

(ACME) 

May 20, 2021 

WHEREAS the Board of Regents has endorsed the implementation of Guided Pathways practices and 
timely completion of gateway, college-level mathematics and English is consistent with 
these practices and the four pillars of Guided Pathways – clarifying academic and career 
pathways for students, helping students select a plan of study, keeping students on their 
plan, and creating meaningful learning experiences, and 

WHEREAS in keeping with the Board of Regents directive regarding the Students First 
implementation of Guided Pathways, Provost Gates charged the ACME work group to “use 
Guided Pathways design principles and existing expertise in the CSCU community colleges 
to develop and recommend policies and practices that facilitate student completion of 
college level math and English within the first year or 24 credits. The group will facilitate 
the alignment of the appropriate math and English requirements with programmatic, 
transfer, and workforce needs,” and 

WHEREAS the ACME work group, led by Guided Pathways managers for the Choice Architecture 
team and consisting of faculty, staff, and administrators from all seventeen CSCU 
institutions as well as University of Connecticut (https://www.ct.edu/gp/groups), and 
supported by the Dana Center of the University of Texas at Austin, submitted 
recommendations for the design of practices to improve timely completion of mathematics 
and English as reflected in KPIs 4, 5, and 6 of the annual community college KPI report 
(https://www.ct.edu/gp/kpi), and 

WHEREAS a policy team comprising the ACME leads and staff from system office considered these 
recommendations and research regarding national best practices in the completion of 
mathematics and English and developed a policy that places all students, with the exception 
of English Language Learners who may need prior language instruction, directly into 
college-level mathematics and English with supports as determined by assessment based 
primarily on high school GPA with supplemental use of additional measures, and 

WHEREAS the policy also stipulates the development of mathematics pathways to align first-year 
mathematics requirements with students’ Areas of Study and career goals, and 

WHEREAS this policy is meant to work in conjunction with other Guided Pathways practices as well 
as policies previously approved by the Board, including the annual KPI report, the Areas of 

BR 21-093
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Study policy, the Holistic Case Management Advising (HCMA) policy, and the College 
and Career Success 101 course policy,  

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That the Board of Regents for Higher Education approve 

the Alignment and Completion of Mathematics and English policy with the understanding 
that Connecticut State Community College will fully implement the policy no earlier than 
the fall of 2023 and no later than the fall of 2025. 

 
 

A True Copy: 
 
 

______________________________________ 
Alice Pritchard, Secretary of the 
CT Board of Regents for Higher Education 
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ITEM 
Approval of Alignment and Completion of Mathematics and English Policy (ACME) 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Equity Statement:  This policy commits Connecticut State Community College to ensuring that all 
policies, practices, and procedures related to placement and student success in gateway English 
and mathematics courses are designed to be anti-racist, eliminate structural inequities, identify, 
and address implicit biases, and promote equitable course completion.  All components of the 
policy will be rigorously assessed annually to maintain transparency, policy efficacy, institutional 
accountability, and advance the BOR twin goals of improving student success and eliminating 
achievement disparities among different racial/ethnic, economic, and gender groups.  Specific 
elements of the policy, in particular the identification of student need and level of supports, are 
designed to ensure that each student receives the specific support they need, rather than a one 
size fits all approach, in order to maximize their success in college-level mathematics and English.   
 
Policy Goals: 

• Maximize the probability that each student will enter and complete gateway, college-level, 
transferable coursework in English and mathematics within one-year, or 24 credits, of initial 
enrollment 

• Minimize the disproportionate impact on students created through inaccurate placement 
processes 

• Eliminate the completion gap in gateway, college-level, transferable coursework in English 
and mathematics, specifically the gap that exists for Black and Latinx students when 
compared to White students. 

Policy Development: 
As detailed near the end of this report, this policy is the collaborative work of many participants.  
From the initial public comment period late last year through the meeting of CCIC (Community 
College Implementation Committee), many colleagues offered questions and concerns about the 
policy, in written form and in discussion with the ACME management team.  The team engaged 
with each of these issues and, in many cases, made adjustments to the policy.  In some cases, 
there was disagreement and the changes did not fully match recommendations received.  In all 
cases, the management team provided an explanation of the decision to change or maintain 
specific aspects of the policy.  Those explanations are offered at the end of this report. 
 
Metrics: 
Success for students who need extra support in order to succeed in first year college-level 
mathematics and English courses can be measured by a number of different metrics.  The metrics 
for success upon which this policy is based are reflected in the annual KPIs reported for the 
community colleges, namely metrics 4, 5, and 6, all of which measure the percentage of all first 
time students who complete these courses in their first year.  Nationally, based on this metric, 
many more students complete these college-level courses when they are enrolled directly in 
college-level courses, especially when those courses provide support based on identified student 
need, than if they enroll in prerequisite courses that act as support and gateway to the college-
level courses.  In a prerequisite model, students who are enrolled in a prerequisite course and 
don’t pass it, or who pass it and do not continue on to the college-level course, are not included 
when calculating the number of students who pass the college-level course. The following graphic 
illustrates the difference: 
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One metric looks at the total percentage of students who pass the college-level course.  The other 
looks at the total number of students who complete the college-level course.  Research has 
consistently shown that in a corequisite approach, a higher number of students pass the college-
level course than in a prerequisite design.  This policy takes as its primary metric the total number 
of students who pass. 
 
PA 12-40 Implementation, Outcomes, and Recommendations: 
Traditional prerequisite models of remediation typically require students who are assessed as not 
“college-ready” in a discipline to complete remedial courses in that discipline prior to taking 
college-level courses.  Connecticut PA 12-40 significantly restricted the number of prerequisite 
developmental courses a community college could require a student to complete before enrolling 
in college-level mathematics or English.  Based on research completed by the CSCU Office of 
Research & System Effectiveness on the first years of implementation of PA 12-40, students with 
developmental needs who enrolled in embedded and corequisite math and English courses 
showed higher gains in gateway course completion rates than similar peers who enrolled in 
prerequisite developmental courses before PA 12-40.  On the other hand, students who enrolled in 
an intensive or transitional course under PA 12-40 did not complete gateway courses at 
meaningfully higher rates (CSCU ORSE, 2019).  The report offers this recommendation:  
 

Finally, we recommend investigating the extension of corequisite and embedded modalities 
further down the testing ladder. Our controlled study showed that students who test in the 
intensive range (the majority of students in the sample) were more likely to progress—and 
did so faster—when they enrolled in embedded or corequisite courses. 

 
National Practices and Outcomes: 
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Although, as stated at the very conclusion of the PA 12-40 research report from the Office of 
Research & System Effectiveness, “The story of PA 12-40 has been one of incremental, yet 
substantial, improvement,” work in other states strongly suggests that CSCU move to full 
implementation of corequisite support rather than an incremental approach.  As the following 
graphic from Tennessee regarding completion of college-level mathematics clearly shows, 
students at all levels of preparedness, as identified by ACT scores, succeed at much higher rates 
in a corequisite model than in a prerequisite model: 
 

 
 
Of particular significance is that students with the lowest ACT scores have the greatest gains.  In 
Georgia, implementation of corequisite supports has increased college-level course completion in 
mathematics by 47% and in English by 26%.  Most important for Connecticut, which has one of the 
widest equity completion gaps in the country, Georgia found that the corequisite support model 
shows significant gains for racially minoritized students. 
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More importantly, research confirms the connection between timely completion of college-level 
mathematics and English, especially in a corequisite delivery model combined with the 
implementation of mathematics pathways, and graduation.  CUNY conducted a research project 
that showed that, “In the three-year period following the experiment, close to 50% more corequisite 
statistics students graduated in comparison to traditional remedial students” (CCA Report, No 
Room for Doubt). 
 
Faculty Design, Target Metrics, and Assessment 
This policy charges faculty to design and implement curriculum.  The policy also specifies target 
metrics and the need for continuous evaluation and improvement of the specific delivery of 
courses and support within the required parameters.  The policy does not describe the method of 
delivering the courses and supports, nor who will deliver those supports.  Those decisions will be 
made by the design teams in consultation with Connecticut State Community College 
administration. 
 
The exact process for developing and implementing this policy falls to the faculty in consultation 
with the CSCU Provost and the Connecticut State Community College President and Provost, and  
Implementation can follow any design that falls within the parameters of the policy.  For example, 
faculty may recommend piloting specific support designs, onboarding students in cohorts by 
assessment or course (especially in the case of mathematics), a year-by-year percentage of 
students (such as 25% in the first year, 50% the second, and 75% in the third year), etc., as long 
as all supports are offered as corequisite by the fall of 2025.  Similarly, faculty and administration 
may decide to complete full implementation as early as the fall of 2023. 
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Just as the policy does not specify a one size fits all design for all students, it also assumes that 
there is not a one size fits all corequisite support model that works for all states.  The policy 
charges faculty to design corequisite support models that will work for Connecticut State 
Community College students, with an annual review and reporting process that ensures constant 
attention to outcomes and improvement of delivery. 
 

Key Components of the Policy 
 

Corequisite rather than Prerequisite Delivery of Support: 
• All students are enrolled directly in college-level English and mathematics with supports to 

maximize success as needed  
• Elimination of prerequisite developmental sequences 

Mathematics Pathways – Aligning Mathematics to Program and Career: 
• Mathematics courses are aligned to academic and career requirements 
• Transfer and applicability of mathematics courses are based on course outcomes alone 

and not on course prerequisites 
• STEM algebra remains the foundation for STEM programs and careers 

Placement Based on High School GPA: 
• Initial placement into fewer supports or out of supports entirely for gateway, college-level 

transferable English and mathematics will be determined by high school Grade Point 
Average (GPA).  

• Once initial level of support for the gateway, college-level transferable English and 
mathematics courses is determined by GPA, all degree-seeking students will be presented 
with the option to use additional measures that may result in placement into fewer supports 
or out of supports entirely. 

• High school GPA will be one of the measures used to determine placement into higher-
level mathematics courses, but need not be the sole determinant and may be used in 
combination with additional measures. Placement into levels of support for each student 
will be determined primarily by high school Grade Point Average (GPA)   

The Process 
 
The Connecticut State Colleges and Universities Alignment and Completion of Math and English 
(ACME) working group was charged by Dr. Jane Gates, Connecticut State Colleges and 
Universities (CSCU) Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic & Student Affairs, on March 
18, 2019.  The charge reads,  
 

To use Guided Pathways design principles and existing expertise in the CSCU community 
colleges to develop and recommend policies and practices that facilitate student completion 
of college level math and English within the first year. The group will facilitate the alignment 
of the appropriate math and English requirements with programmatic, transfer, and 
workforce needs.  

 
The group was led by Heidi Zenie, Francine Rosselli-Navarra, and Michael Stefanowicz, and 
included co-chair Kim Sorrentino, along with dozens of faculty, staff, and administrators from 
across CSCU. Additionally, ACME membership included math and English faculty from UConn.   
 
With the support of the Charles A. Dana Center at The University of Texas at Austin, ACME Work 
Group Members 

• investigated national best practices to improve math/English alignment and completion, 
with particular attention to practices for placement, models of remediation, appropriate 
gateway courses, math transfer pathways, and K-12 and CT employer partnerships 135
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• identified specific barriers to math/English alignment and completion within CSCU using 
our own system data 

• used national research on best practices to identify effective solutions to the problems and 
challenges students face in attempting to complete transferable math and English 

• developed evidence-based recommendations to address barriers and improve 
math/English alignment and completion 

In May 2020, ACME work teams as well as related groups provided recommendations for 
placement, remediation, and transfer applicability.  Overall, over 100 faculty and staff were 
involved in crafting the recommendations.  The CSCU Provost and staff developed a policy draft 
with consultation from the Charles A. Dana Center with full consideration of all recommendations 
and of national research and best practices.  That draft was circulated for public comment which 
led to the changes identified below and to policy forwarded with this staff report. 
 
 

Major Changes Made to the Policy Based on Feedback: 
 
In response to feedback that the timeline for implementation is too brief:   
The window for full implementation is increased by two years.  That window is no earlier than the 
fall of 2023 to no later than the fall of 2025.  Language added to clarify that faculty and 
administration are charged with the specifics of the steps to full implementation. 
 
In response to feedback about responsibility for curriculum design:     
Addition of section VI and revisions to sections XII and XIII clarify that the policy sets parameters, 
but does not address the specific design of the curriculum; faculty are responsible for developing 
the curriculum within the parameters of the policy. 

• Major parameters:   
o All gateway, college-level, transferable English and mathematics courses will be 

offered with corequisite support rather than prerequisite requirements. 
o Mathematics pathways will be developed to align mathematics requirements with 

student program of study and career goals. 
 
In response to feedback expressing concern about students in need of the most support:  
Revision to section XIV.E. on Transitional Programs to more clearly charge Transitional Program 
coordinators flexibility to work with mathematics and English faculty to design supports for 
students in most need. 
 
In response to feedback from the ESL Council and ESL faculty regarding placing all ELL directly 
into gateway, college-level, transferable mathematics and English:   
Revision to section XIV.F. on English Language Learners to clearly charge ESL faculty with 
designing the ELL program, including curriculum and placement methods, within the parameters of 
the policy. 

• The program needs to be designed to allow ELL students to complete gateway, college-
level, transferable English and mathematics courses in three years. 

 
In response to feedback regarding primary placement via high school GPA and to feedback 
concerning using GPA alone to place into higher level mathematics courses:   
Revisions to section XIV on placement into levels of support to clarify the use of high school GPA 
along with additional measures. 

• Clarified the support placement language about initial placement into fewer or no supports 
by high school GPA and the subsequent option to use additional measures for placement 
into even fewer supports or out of supports.  

o Mathematics faculty are required to determine a high school GPA for placement 
into level of support for the gateway, college-level, transferable mathematics 
courses.  (XIV.B.) 
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o Mathematics faculty can designate a combination of measures, including GPA, to 
determine placement above the level of the gateway, college-level, transferable 
mathematics courses.  (XIV.C.) 

 
In response to feedback that the policy should not be as prescriptive regarding a Guided Self 
Placement process:  
Revision to several sections that mention the Guided Self Placement process to remove specific 
elements from the policy and assign agency to a group to design this process. 
 
In response to feedback regarding the cost model:   
Revision to section X that clarifies the goal, rather than the specific outcome, of the design of the 
cost model.  That goal is based on the understanding that the prerequisite model and most 
corequisite models have inherently been inequitable. Minoritized students as well as students from 
low-income households are disproportionately represented in these models. This is of concern not 
only because of the time required to participate in these models but also because of the cost 
associated with these models, since students traditionally must pay directly for prerequisite or 
corequisite education or use their finite financial aid resources to cover the cost. An equitable cost 
model must be established for the mathematics and English education that results from this policy.  
 
In response to feedback that PACT requires students to be full-time and that the corequisite 
support components may not contribute to full-time status, thus requiring students enrolled in 
supports to take an unmanageable number of courses to meet the requirement: 
The policy was modified to remain silent on the topic of credit assigned to support in order to allow 
maximum flexibility for design to ensure that eligibility for PACT does not place additional burdens 
on students. 
 
In response to feedback that reporting lines and accountability did not sufficiently differentiate 
between Connecticut State Community College and CSCU system office in the context of NECHE 
standards: 
Changes were made to clarify that decisions for Connecticut State Community College, although 
there is a role for the system office to play during implantation and subsequent reporting to the 
Board of Regents, are the purview of the College leadership.  In several instances, the CSCU 
Provost was replaced by the Connecticut State Community College President as a decision / 
approval point. 
 

 
Response to Other Concerns Raised through Feedback 

 
In response to feedback asking to retain the prerequisite model for some students: 
Current evidence supports that every cohort identified by assessment / placement practices does 
better in corequisite than prerequisite support.  According to the policy, students’ needs will 
continue to be identified within each course section to provide increased just-in-time support to 
students with additional support needs.  A number of institutions, such as within the California 
Community College system, have retained some level of prerequisite developmental support, but 
these schools underperform those schools that have moved to full corequisite offerings.  
California’s experience supports full corequisite implementation.  In the case of college 
composition, for instance, in a “small number of colleges where access [to college composition] is 
more restricted. . .  racial equity gaps are larger.”  (A New Era of Student Access at California’s 
Community Colleges – Public Policy Institute of California) 
 
In response to feedback concerning work in the support component affecting the college-level 
course grade in order to incentivize student participation in support activities: 
In section VII, c-e, the policy limits how students can be assessed for success in the college-level 
courses to assessment of the college-level course learning outcomes.  The level of the student’s 
participation in corequisite activities cannot be used to affect the grade in the college-level course.  137
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This parameter assumes that there are many effective pedagogical strategies to encourage 
students to take responsibility for participating in activities that support success in the college-level 
course.  Nothing in the policy prevents the development of optional support workshops, including 
pre-enrollment workshops, that students can be encouraged to complete, as long as such 
workshops are not required as a condition of enrolling in the college-level course. 
 
In response to feedback that the ACME policy is inconsistent with the Transfer and Articulation 
Policy (TAP) regarding mathematics courses requiring an Intermediate Calculus prerequisite: 
The policy requires that the gateway, college-level mathematics and English courses transfer 
between all CSCU institutions to meet major and/or general education requirements and further 
stipulates that transfer be based on course learning outcomes and not on course prerequisites.  It 
asks that faculty from across institutions work to ensure that the outcomes for these courses are 
aligned for transfer.  The TAP Framework30 Quantitative Reasoning category will need to be 
adjusted to remove the requirement of an Intermediate Algebra prerequisite. 
 
 
05/07/2021 – BOR Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
05/20/2021 – Board of Regents 
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Board of Regents Policy: Alignment and Completion of Mathematics and English (ACME) 
Full Implementation at Connecticut State Community College by Fall 2025 

 
NOTE: Implementation – All elements of this policy will be implemented no earlier than fall 

2023 and no later than fall 2025 by decision of the planning and design teams 
described throughout this document. 

 
I. Goal: To design and scale practices that maximize the probability that each Connecticut 

State Community College student will enter and complete gateway, college-level, 
transferable coursework in English and mathematics within one year, or 24 credits, of 
initial enrollment through 

a. Faculty leading the design of a curriculum that places students directly into 
gateway, college-level, transferable mathematics and English courses with 
corequisite supports as needed rather than into prerequisite developmental 
sequences 

b. Faculty leading the design of placement processes to more accurately identify 
student corequisite support needs in gateway, college-level, transferable 
mathematics and English courses 

c. Expanding practices that will eliminate the completion gap in gateway, college-
level, transferable coursework in English and mathematics, specifically the gap 
that exists for Black and Latinx students when compared to White students. 

II. Equity Statement: This policy commits Connecticut State Community College to 
ensuring that all policies, practices, and procedures related to placement and student 
success in gateway English and mathematics courses are designed to be anti-racist, 
eliminate structural inequities, recognize and address implicit bias, and promote 
equitable course completion. All components of the policy and its implementation will be 
rigorously assessed annually to maintain transparency, policy efficacy, institutional 
accountability, and advance the Board of Regents twin goals of improving student 
success and eliminating achievement disparities among different racial/ethnic, 
economic, and gender groups.  Specific elements of the policy, in particular the 
identification of student need and level of supports, are designed to ensure that each 
student receives the specific support they need, rather than a one size fits all approach, 
in order to maximize their success in college-level mathematics and English.   

III. Guided Pathways Context: The policy should be viewed within the context of the full 
set of Guided Pathways reforms that are being built into Connecticut State Community 
College, such as removing barriers to admission by eliminating the application fee and 
improving student supports by implementing holistic case management advising. 
Colleges across the country are implementing similar reforms with dramatic success in 
improving student retention and completion and reducing equity gaps in attainment when 
those reforms are adopted, not in isolation, but in combination and at scale as a 
comprehensive package affecting all aspects of the student experience. 

IV. Policy Premises: Research shows that traditional prerequisite courses hinder students’ 
progress and raise, rather than lower, barriers to gateway, college-level, transferable 
course completion. Therefore, increasing numbers of institutions are transitioning from a 
prerequisite paradigm of remediation to a default approach of placing students directly 
into credit-bearing courses with enhanced and integrated support. Research also shows 
that for all student cohorts, a higher percentage of students complete gateway, college-
level, transferable mathematics and English with an additional support design than with 
a sequenced developmental design. Increases in completion of first-year, college-level 
mathematics courses are linked both to a model that pairs college-level courses with 
support and to the implementation of mathematics pathways – requiring students to 
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complete mathematics courses that are appropriate for their programs of study. For 
programs that do not require a Calculus track, intermediate algebra is no longer a 
required prerequisite in order for the college-level mathematics courses to be accepted 
and applied at four-year schools to which students transfer. Transfer is based on the 
learning outcomes of the college-level courses, and not on prerequisite requirements. 

V. Administration: Connecticut State Community College will establish and develop an 
administrative structure to support the implementation, ongoing maintenance, and 
improvement of the practice of this policy in conjunction with other Guided Pathways 
elements and policies, such as College and Career Success 101 and Areas of Study, to 
support student success. 

VI. Faculty Responsibility: At all CSCU institutions, primary responsibility for the content, 
quality, and effectiveness of the curriculum is placed with its faculty. This policy 
establishes parameters for mathematics and English education in the CSCU system, 
primarily at Connecticut State Community College. Faculty are responsible for the 
mathematics and English curriculum and course support development and maintenance, 
as well as teaching and learning in mathematics and English, within the parameters 
established in this and other policies adopted by the Board of Regents. 

VII. Support Principles: 
a. Structured supports must be provided concurrently with the gateway, college-

level, transferable course rather than prior to enrollment in the gateway, college-
level, transferable course. 

b. All English and mathematics gateway, college-level, transferable courses will be 
offered in versions with levels of support as determined by the guidelines 
provided below. Corequisite support will be structured to provide just-in-time 
teaching aligned and coordinated with the delivery of the gateway, college-level, 
transferable course. Pre-college-level content in the support structure will be 
designed and delivered to cover the same topics in the college-level course in 
the same order and at the same time. 

c. Although credit or contact hours may be assigned to corequisite supports, no 
grade or punitive notation of any kind will be assigned to the corequisite support 
work. A notation that a student participated may be assigned.  This also excludes 
the possibility of assigning the same grade the student earned for the gateway, 
college-level, transferable course to the corequisite support work. 

d. Corequisite support content will not contribute to the grade earned in the 
gateway, college-level, transferable course. The grade in the gateway, college-
level, transferable course, based only on the learning outcomes of that course, 
will determine if the student has met the requirement for the gateway, college-
level, transferable English or mathematics course. 

e. In corequisite models where the support meeting hours are separate from the 
gateway, college-level course meeting hours (e.g., Accelerated Learning 
Program or ALP) students who choose to discontinue participation in corequisite 
support may choose to remain in the gateway, college-level, transferable course. 
Performance or participation in corequisite supports will not contribute to the 
grade earned in the gateway, college-level, transferable course. The grade in the 
gateway, college-level, transferable course, based only on the learning outcomes 
of that course, will determine if the student has met the requirement for the 
gateway, college-level, transferable English or mathematics course. 

VIII. Timely Completion: Students must register for their required gateway, college-level, 
transferable English and mathematics courses within the first 24 credits after initial 
enrollment, with exceptions possible based on sequencing recommendations from 
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Program Coordinators/Discipline faculty, and approval by the Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost, for timely completion of programs. 

IX. Alternative Methods of Course Completion: Students may complete their gateway, 
college-level, transferable English and mathematics courses via advanced placement 
credit, dual enrollment course completion (where college credit was awarded), credit 
transfer, and other approved methods in accordance with institutional policies and 
practices, as well as Board of Regents, state, or federal policies. 

X. Equitable Cost of Delivery:  The Board of Regents directs the CSCU Provost, the 
Connecticut State Community College President and Provost, the CSCU Chief Financial 
Officer, and the Connecticut State Community College Chief Financial Officer, as well as 
other related administrative staff, with designing and maintaining an equitable financial 
model that will sustain the corequisite support offerings while simultaneously ensuring 
that corequisite support costs are not exclusively borne by the minoritized and low-
income students disproportionately represented in these corequisite offerings.  The 
recommendation for design, and any subsequent changes, will be brought to the Board 
of Regents for final approval. 

XI. Faculty Professional Learning: A Teaching and Learning group, under the leadership 
of the Connecticut State Community College Associate Vice President of Teaching and 
Learning, will be charged to research and develop a sustainable plan for professional 
learning for teaching gateway, college-level, transferable English and mathematics 
courses, including ELL courses, and delivering accompanying structured supports. The 
content and delivery of this professional learning will include best practices of effective 
pedagogy, including strategies to ensure alignment of the course and accompanying 
supports, recognizing and addressing implicit bias, and for promoting equity in student 
learning for diverse student groups.  The Connecticut State Community College 
President and Provost, and the Connecticut State Community College AVP of Teaching 
and Learning will offer regular and ongoing professional learning for all individuals who 
teach gateway, college-level, transferable English and mathematics courses and deliver 
accompanying supports. All individuals who teach these courses and provide support 
will be strongly encouraged to participate in this professional learning. 

XII. Mathematics: 
a. By default, the first mathematics course a community college student will take will 

be a gateway, college-level, transferable course aligned with the student’s 
program of study. Mathematics faculty across the college, primarily managed by 
CMAC in consultation with faculty from disciplines in each of the Connecticut 
State Community College Areas of Study, will determine the number and types of 
pathway mathematics courses available, subject to the final approval of the 
Connecticut State Community College President and Provost under the authority 
of the Board of Regents. The following list provides examples of possible options 
for students within the Connecticut State Community College Areas of Study: 
 
Area of Study Gateway, College-Level, Transferable 

Mathematics Pathway Course 
Social and Behavioral Sciences, 
Education, and Public Service 

Mathematics for Elementary Education 
Statistics 

STEM College Algebra 
Manufacturing, Industry, and 
Technical Careers 

College Algebra 
Applied Mathematics 

Health Careers College Algebra 
Quantitative Literacy 
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Statistics 
Humanities and Creative Arts Quantitative Literacy 
Business and Hospitality Applied Mathematics 

Statistics 
 
Note: Programs may require a specific mathematics course to fulfill the general 
education core mathematics requirement of the program of study. In programs 
that do not require a specific mathematics course, any gateway, college-level, 
transferable mathematics course will fulfill the degree requirement and the 
general education core mathematics requirement of the program of study. 

b. The transferability and applicability of gateway, college-level, transferable 
mathematics courses to all CSCU institutions will be based on course learning 
outcomes and not dependent upon course prerequisite requirements. The 
outcomes of all mathematics pathway courses will be developed in consultation 
with all CSCU institutions to ensure the courses are transferable among CSCU 
institutions to meet general education and/or major requirements at all receiving 
institutions. No prerequisite to these mathematics pathway courses will be 
deemed necessary for course transferability and applicability by any CSCU 
institution.  The CSCU Provost will convene a team of mathematics faculty from 
across CSCU institutions to align outcomes for the gateway, college-level 
mathematics pathway courses as these courses are developed to ensure that the 
outcomes are aligned with the outcomes of the equivalent university mathematics 
courses and therefore will transfer to all CSCU institutions. 

c. The Connecticut State Community College President and Provost, along with 
their designees and in consultation with CMAC, will form a team of experts for 
each mathematics pathway. Each team will be charged with designing and 
maintaining a single, statewide, gateway, college-level, transferable mathematics 
pathway course including corequisite supports to promote student success. The 
Connecticut State Community College President and Provost, and Associate 
Vice President of Teaching and Learning, along with their designees and in 
consultation with CMAC, will develop and implement a plan to provide 
professional learning to these teams. 

i. The design for each gateway, college-level, transferable pathway course 
will include course number, name, a single set of course learning 
outcomes, expected course content, and recommended practices for 
delivery, incorporating evidence-based curriculum and pedagogy. 

ii. The team will make data- and research-informed recommendations to the 
Connecticut State Community College President and Provost regarding 
maximum class size for each version of the course. 

iii. Annual maintenance will include review of course outcomes, success 
rates including disaggregation, ongoing applicability of content, continued 
alignment to program needs, and continuous refinement of delivery 
recommendations, including class size, based on national and local best 
practices and research. 

d. All gateway, college-level, transferable mathematics pathway courses without 
added support will be three (3) credit hours, with exceptions as recommended by 
the design teams described above and approved by the Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost. Credits for support may be added 
based on faculty design and the approval of the Connecticut State Community 
College President and Provost. Only the initial courses in a mathematics pathway 
sequence will be limited to three (3) credit hours (unless an exception has been 
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approved). In STEM pathways, for instance, College Algebra or its equivalent will 
be three (3) credit hours as determined by the design process described above 
(unless an exception has been approved), but Calculus, for instance, is not 
considered a gateway course in this policy and, therefore, this requirement does 
not apply. 

e. The amount of corequisite support may be differentiated by student need based 
upon the placement procedure described below in section XIV but may not 
exceed the equivalent of three (3) hours per week for a 15-week course, or the 
equivalent for courses of a different term length. Each discipline team will 
determine the number of differentiated levels of support to offer subject to the 
approval of the Connecticut State Community College President and Provost. 

i. Students will be placed into mathematics pathway courses with maximal 
corequisite supports by default. 

ii. Students can instead take the gateway, college-level, transferable 
mathematics course without structure support based on placement or 
student choice following the completion of a Guided Self Placement 
(GSP) process (see section XIV, D). 

iii. The aforementioned teams of experts charged by the Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost, along with their designees, 
will be responsible for the design and maintenance of corequisite 
supports as well as recommending criteria for student placement in those 
corequisite supports. 

XIII. English: 
a. By default, the first English course a community college student will take is 

English 101 College Composition. 
b. The transferability and applicability of English 101 to all CSCU institutions will be 

based on course learning outcomes and not dependent upon course prerequisite 
requirements. The outcomes of English 101 will be developed in consultation 
with all CSCU institutions to ensure the course is transferable among CSCU 
institutions to meet general education and/or major requirements at all receiving 
institutions. No prerequisite to English 101 will be deemed necessary for course 
transferability and applicability by any CSCU institution. The CSCU Provost will 
convene a team of English faculty from across CSCU institutions to align the 
outcomes for English 101 as this course is developed to ensure the outcomes 
are aligned with the outcomes of the equivalent university composition courses 
and therefore that it will transfer to all CSCU institutions. 

c. The Connecticut State Community College President and Provost, along with 
their designees and in consultation with CCET and the ESL Council, will form a 
team of experts charged with designing and maintaining English 101, including 
corequisite supports, to promote student success. The Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost, and Associate Vice President of 
Teaching and Learning, along with their designees and in consultation with 
CCET, will develop and implement a plan to provide professional learning to this 
team. 

i. The design will include a single set of course learning outcomes, 
expected course content, and recommended practices for delivery, 
incorporating evidence-based curriculum and pedagogy. 

ii. The team will make data- and research-informed recommendations to the 
Connecticut State Community College President and Provost regarding 
maximum class size for each version of the course. 
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iii. Annual maintenance will include review of course outcomes, success 
rates including disaggregation, ongoing applicability of content, continued 
alignment to program needs, and continuous refinement of delivery 
recommendations, including class size, based on national and local best 
practices and research. 

d. English 101 without added support will be three (3) credit hours, with exceptions 
as recommended by the design team described above and approved by the 
Connecticut State Community College President and Provost. Credits for support 
may be added based on faculty design and the approval of the Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost. 

e. The amount of corequisite support may be differentiated by student need based 
upon the placement procedure described below in section XIV, but may not 
exceed the equivalent of three (3) hours per week for a 15-week course, or the 
equivalent for courses of a different term length. The English discipline team will 
determine the number of differentiated levels of support to offer subject to the 
approval of the Connecticut State Community College President and Provost.. 

i. Students will be placed into English 101 courses with structured supports 
by default. 

ii. Students can instead take the English 101 course without structured 
support based on placement or student choice following the completion of 
a Guided Self Placement (GSP) process (see section XIV, D). 

iii. The aforementioned team of experts charged by the Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost, along with their designees, 
will be responsible for the design and maintenance of structured supports 
as well as recommending criteria for student placement in those 
structured supports. 

XIV. Placement into Levels of Support: This policy removes arbitrary barriers to students 
enrolling directly into gateway, college-level, transferable English and mathematics 
courses. The goal of placement is to accurately assess the level of supports necessary 
to help students complete their gateway, college-level, transferable English and 
mathematics courses. 

a. Course Placement 
i. All degree-seeking students will be placed by default into gateway, 

college-level, transferable English and mathematics courses, namely 
English 101 and the appropriate pathway mathematics course for their 
program, with the maximum amount of corequisite support. Students are 
entitled to remain in the maximum available corequisite support 
regardless of placement measures if they so choose. 

b. Support Placement 
i. Placement thresholds, as well as the Guided Self Placement process 

(GSP) (see section D), will be determined by the Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost through data analysis and 
research into best practices, and in consultation with the mathematics, 
English, and ELL curriculum teams, discipline leads, and relevant CSCU 
system bodies such as CMAC, CCET, and the ESL and PA 12-40 
councils. 

ii. Initial placement into fewer supports or out of supports entirely for 
gateway, college-level transferable English and mathematics will be 
determined by high school Grade Point Average (GPA). Students may opt 
to self-report their high school GPA. Students may also elect to provide 
an official record of their high school GPA. Where possible, high school 
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GPA will be transmitted from the secondary institution to the 
postsecondary institution as part of the admissions process. All U.S. 
accredited high schools and high school courses will be considered 
equal/equivalent for placement purposes. 

iii. Once initial level of support for the gateway, college-level transferable 
English and mathematics courses is determined by GPA, all degree-
seeking students will be presented with the option to use additional 
measures that may result in placement into fewer supports or out of 
supports entirely. Guided Pathways Advisors will make students aware of 
their options to apply multiple measures that seamlessly support final 
placement. These multiple measures may include, but are not limited to: 

• SAT scores 
• ACT scores 
• Length of enrollment and curriculum in a U.S. high school 
• Completed U.S. high school coursework, especially in 

mathematics 
• U.S. high school grades 
• U.S. military transcripts 
• Prior learning assessment or credit 
• GED 
• ESL placement survey 
• Adult school or foreign institution transcripts 
• Challenge exams that are equitably accessible to all students 
• Guided Self Placement (GSP) (See section D) 

iv. Degree-seeking students whose high school GPA is unavailable or older 
than 10 years will be placed into gateway, college-level, transferable 
mathematics and English courses with corequisite supports using a 
Guided Self Placement (GSP) process (See section D). 

v. Students may elect to disregard the presented placement 
recommendation(s) and opt to attempt the gateway, college-level, 
transferable English and/or mathematics courses (English 101 and/or the 
appropriate pathway mathematics course) with fewer supports or without 
supports entirely, but only after completion of a GSP process (see section 
D). 

c. Placement into mathematics courses above gateway, college-level, transferable 
mathematics courses 

i. Degree-seeking students may be placed into mathematics courses (e.g., 
Calculus) above the default gateway, college-level, transferable 
mathematics courses. 

ii. High school GPA will be one of the measures used to determine 
placement into higher-level mathematics courses, but need not be the 
sole determinant and may be used in combination with additional 
measures as described above. 

iii. Students may opt to enroll in a course that is of a higher level in a 
mathematics pathways sequence than determined by the placement 
measures, but only after completion of a mathematics-specific GSP 
process (see section D). 

iv. Higher-level course placement thresholds and the pathways-specific GSP 
process will be determined by the Connecticut State Community College 
President and  Provost through data analysis and research into best 
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practices, and in consultation with the mathematics curriculum teams, 
program coordinators and discipline leads, and relevant CSCU system 
bodies such as CMAC, CCET, and the ESL and PA 12-40 councils. 

d. The Connecticut State Community College President and Provost will direct a 
work group to develop a Guided Self Placement process. This work group will 
comprise faculty from English and mathematics, the Associate Vice President of 
Student Success Management, the Transitional Program Coordinators, as well 
as representatives from other CSCU groups, including CCET, CMAC, and the 
ESL and PA 12-40 Councils. The work group may determine the need for 
multiple GSP processes based on discipline. 

e. Some students who are placed into the maximum level of supports as identified 
in sections XII.E and XIII.E may be identified as in need of further services to 
maximize their ability to meet the outcomes for course completion of gateway, 
college-level, transferable courses. These identifications and recommendations 
should be evidence-based and maximize the probability that students will persist 
to degree completion. The Connecticut State Community College President and 
Provost will charge Transitional Program Coordinators, in consultation with 
CMAC, CCET, and the ESL and PA 12-40 Councils, and the design teams 
described earlier in this document (See XII.C and XIII.C), to develop a protocol to 
identify students with additional needs and to design, maintain, and deliver 
additional services to meet these needs. The Connecticut State Community 
College President and Provost, and Associate Vice President of Teaching and 
Learning, along with their designees and in consultation with, CMAC, CCET, and 
the ESL and PA 12-40 Councils, will develop and implement a plan to provide 
professional learning to this team. These services will be delivered concurrently 
with the gateway, college-level, transferable course with corequisite supports. 
Examples of these additional services may include, but are not limited to: 

• Supplemental instruction 
• Directed learning activities 
• Self-paced learning modules 
• Academic and/or process tutoring 
• Academic workshops 
• Study groups 
• Wrap-around services 
• Services provided in partnership with external agencies 

f. All supports described in XIV, a-e must be provided to students in accordance 
with the parameters set in section X of this policy. 

XV. English Language Learners (ELL): This policy seeks to initiate a process in which 
faculty lead the design of a curriculum that will maximize the probability that each 
English Language Learner degree-seeking student will enter and complete gateway, 
college-level, transferable coursework in English within three years of initial enrollment. 
English Language Learners (ELL) are foreign language learners and ELL course work is 
distinct from remediation in English. 

a. Student success in ELL curriculum 
i. The Connecticut State Community College President and Provost, along 

with their designees and in consultation with the ESL Council, will form a 
team of experts charged with designing and maintaining ELL curriculum 
and corequisite supports to promote timely student completion of 
gateway, college-level, transferable English and mathematics. The CSCU 
Provost, the Connecticut State Community College Provost, and 
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Associate Vice President of Teaching and Learning, along with their 
designees and in consultation with the ESL Council, will develop and 
implement a plan to provide professional learning to this team. 

b. Student entry into ELL programming 
i. Students may self-identify as seeking to enter ELL programming. It is also 

possible that a student is recommended to enter ELL programming. 
These recommendations should be evidence-based and maximize the 
probability that students will persist to degree completion. 

ii. Students who have been recommended to enter the ELL sequence can 
opt out of the sequence if they choose following the completion of a 
Guided Self Placement (GSP) process (see section XIV, D). 

iii. The Connecticut State Community College President and Provost, along 
with their designees and in consultation with the ESL Council, will form a 
team of experts charged with designing and maintaining student entry into 
the ELL programming process. This work group will comprise faculty from 
the ESL Council, the Associate Vice President of Student Success 
Management, the Associate Vice President of Recruitment, Admission, 
and Community Outreach, and other faculty, staff, or administrators as 
needed. 

c. Placement within levels of ELL programming 
i. Degree-seeking students who have entered the ELL curriculum will be 

placed into specific levels of ELL courses using evidence-based multiple 
measures. These can include, but are not limited to: 

• U.S. high school grade point average (GPA) 
• Length of enrollment and curriculum in a U.S. high school 
• Completed U.S. high school courses 
• U.S. high school grades 
• U.S. military transcripts 
• SAT scores 
• ACT scores 
• Prior learning assessment or credit 
• GED 
• Adult school or foreign institution transcripts 
• ELL placement survey 
• Challenge exams that are equitably accessible to all students 
• Guided Self Placement (GSP) (See section XIV, D) 

ii. Students may opt to self-report their U.S. high school GPA. Students may 
also elect to provide an official record of their high school GPA. Where 
possible, high school GPA will be transmitted from the secondary 
institution to the postsecondary institution as part of the admissions 
process. All U.S. accredited high schools and high school courses will be 
considered equal/equivalent for placement purposes. 

iii. Placement within levels of ELL programming, as well as the ELL-specific 
Guided Self Placement (GSP) process and multiple measures ELL 
placement referenced above, will be determined by the Connecticut State 
Community College President and Provost through data analysis and 
research into best practices, and in consultation with the ESL Council, 
ESL Coordinators, mathematics and English curriculum teams, and 
relevant CSCU system bodies such as CCET and the PA 12-40 Council. 
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XVI. Partnership with state partners such as K-12 and Adult Education: It is incumbent 
on CSCU institutions and state partners to work collaboratively to make sure that there 
are clear and sustainable pathways into Connecticut State Community College programs 
that include career and support services aligned with college-entrance practice and 
expectations. Once Student Success Key Performance Indicators and other data from 
the first year of Connecticut State Community College are available, the CSCU Provost 
will charge a team with developing a plan for collaboration between the CSCU system, 
its institutions, and any appropriate entities in the state. 

XVII. Implementation – All elements of this policy will be implemented no earlier than 
fall 2023 and no later than fall 2025 by decision of the planning and design teams 
described throughout this document.  Specific dates in this section and in the 
following section (Data Collection and Reports to the Board of Regents, XVIII) may 
need to be adjusted as a result of the timeline for full implementation.  

a. Spring 2021: Implementation teams formed, including plan to provide leadership 
and release time commensurate with the work 

i. Teaching and Learning team to develop PD for faculty and staff to design 
and deliver the courses and support – delivery ready by fall 2021 

ii. CMAC/mathematics faculty team to determine the total number of 
mathematics pathways – determined in spring and early fall 2021 

iii. N mathematics teams, one for each mathematics pathway – all design 
aspects for each pathway complete by end of spring 2022 

iv. English 101 team – all design aspects for English 101 complete by end of 
spring 2022 

v. ELL team – all design aspects for ELL complete by end of spring 2022 
vi. Transitional design team – all design aspects completed by end of spring 

2022 
vii. GSP team – all design aspects completed by end of spring 2022 

b. Fall 2021/Spring 2022: Faculty design the curriculum for gateway, college-level, 
transferable courses, supports, and recommend placement criteria including 
determining metrics for determining amount of support for students 

c. Fall 2021/Spring 2022: Creation of professional learning and training for faculty 
d. Spring 2022: Curriculum submitted to CT State Community College curriculum 

governance process 
e. Beginning Fall 2022/Spring 2023: Professional learning and training for faculty 
f. Fall 2023: Full implementation of new curriculum and supports 
g. Spring 2024 and following: Annual reports to the Board of Regents 

XVIII. Data Collection and Reports to the Board of Regents – All elements of this policy 
will be implemented no earlier than fall 2023 and no later than fall 2025 by decision 
of the planning and design teams described throughout this document.  Specific 
dates in this section and in the preceding section (Implementation, XVII) may need 
to be adjusted as a result of the timeline for full implementation.  

a. All Connecticut State Community College campuses will collect and analyze 
placement data to ensure current procedures are working as intended and as 
outlined in the policy goals. Campuses will collect and compare developmental 
and college-level placement, enrollment, and pass rates under the historical 
system and compare support-level placement and college-level placement, 
enrollment, and pass rates, including ELL outcomes, under the new system. 
Additionally, Connecticut State Community College in conjunction with the CSCU 
System Office will disaggregate the data by race/ethnicity, gender, age, Pell 
eligibility, zip code, and first-generation status to ensure adopted practices 
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support equitable course completion for all Connecticut State Community College 
students. 

b. During the design and implementation phase, Connecticut State Community 
College administration, in conjunction with the CSCU System Office, will provide 
a series of reports to the Board of Regents: 

i. October 2021: a report describing progress on assembling design teams 
for ACME curriculum 

ii. May 2022: a report describing 
1. The design of the ACME curriculum 
2. The design and schedule for providing professional learning to 

individuals who will teach and support the ACME curriculum 
3. The design of an equitable cost of delivery as described in section 

X of this policy 
iii. May 2023: a report updating progress on implementing the curriculum for 

fall 2023 and on professional learning during the 2022-2023 academic 
year 

c. The CSCU Provost and the Connecticut State Community College Provost will 
release annual goals for student success in gateway, college-level, transferable 
English and mathematics courses as outlined by this policy. Student success 
goals for the first year will include 

i. increasing the aggregate success rates in KPIs 4, 5, and 6 (English and 
mathematics completion of C or better in the first year) by at least 25% 
above their respective rates in 2020, 

ii. closing the gap between Black students and White students by at least 
50% for KPIs 4, 5, and 6 compared to 2020, and 

iii. closing the gap between Latinx students and White students by at least 
50% for KPIs 4, 5, and 6 compared to 2020. 

d. Connecticut State Community College will provide an annual ACME report to the 
Board of Regents in the fall of 2023 and each subsequent fall. This annual report 
is recommended to be presented in the context of other annual leading and 
lagging indicator reports (e.g., Student Success Key Performance Indicators 
reporting, program completion reporting, transfer reporting), and may ideally be 
presented concurrently with such other reports to the Board of Regents. The 
report will include, at a minimum: 

i. Student Success Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 4, 5, and 6 (English 
and mathematics completion of C or better in the first year), aggregated 
and disaggregated, with any other applicable data 

1. Narrative detailing if the annual student success goals were met 
2. If student success goals were not met, additional narrative 

responding to the following questions: 
a. Were student success goals met on any of the campuses 

for English and/or mathematics? 
b. Did the 12 campuses uniformly follow the placement 

measures and implementation processes agreed upon by 
faculty and administration? 

ii. A summary of English, mathematics, and ELL placement procedures and 
outcomes with specific attention to disaggregation and including any 
changes in the past year with supporting rationale 

iii. A summary of the designed curriculum for gateway, college-level, 
transferable English, mathematics, and ELL courses and supports, 
including any changes in the past year with supporting rationale 
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iv. The design of an equitable cost of delivery as described in section X of 
this policy 

v. If student success goals were not met, what curriculum changes in 
gateway, college-level, transferable English and mathematics courses 
and supports are recommended by faculty and administrators to improve 
student success? Why? 

vi. Throughput data, including performance in subsequent courses for which 
the gateway, college-level, transferable courses serve as prerequisites as 
well as credential completion and transfer out 

vii. Acceptance and application to degree requirements for transfer 
XIX. Authority to Enact this Policy:   

a. The Board of Regents directs and grants authority to the Connecticut State 
Community College President and their designees to enact this policy and make 
related institutional decisions that both adhere to accreditation standards and the 
elements of this policy. 

b. The Board of Regents directs and grants authority to the CSCU President and 
their designees to oversee the enactment of all elements of this policy, to ensure 
compliance with this policy, and to support and enable all CSCU institutions in 
their enactment of this policy. 

 
Glossary of Terms 

 
ACME: Acronym for this policy standing for Alignment and Completion of Mathematics and 
English. 
 
Corequisite Academic Support:  Supports that are aligned to the college-level course and 
delivered as a “just-in-time teaching” practice.  This support may take many forms, from discrete 
corequisite sections that meet separately from the college-level course to activities embedded 
directly into the meeting time of the college-level course.  
 
Gateway, College-Level, Transferable Course:  Courses that meet the following criteria: 

• Gateway:  The first college-level or foundation course, for the purposes of this policy, in 
English and mathematics, in a program of study. May be the first in a sequence leading 
to the first required mathematics course in a program of study.  

• College-Level:  Credit-bearing course that is not designated as remedial or 
developmental. The course applies to the requirements of a degree and, if applicable 
within a general education category, meets general education requirement at all CSCU 
institutions.  Intermediate Algebra in this definition is not college level. 

• Transferable:  A course taken at a CSCU college campus that can be used for unit credit 
and is applicable to major and general education requirements at all CSCU institutions. 
Transferability is based on course learning outcomes and no prerequisite to these 
courses will be deemed necessary for course transferability by any CSCU institution. 

 
Guided Pathways:  Guided Pathways is a set of comprehensive student success initiatives 
focused on providing students with clear program maps, improving the student experience, and 
closing equity gaps.  There are four related pillars to Guided Pathways: 

• Clarify the Path (creating clear pathways to employment and further education) 
• Enter the Path (help students choose and enter their pathway) 
• Stay on the Path (help students stay on their path) 
• Ensure Learning (follow through and ensure improved student results) 
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Guided Self Placement:  A locally developed tool or process that allows students, in 
consultation with counselors or other faculty, to determine suitable coursework and level of 
supports in the appropriate mathematics, English, and English Language Learner (ELL) 
gateway, college-level, transferable course. 
 
Holistic Case Management Advising:  A model of academic advising whereby students are 
assigned an advisor for their entire time in college who helps them create a personalized 
academic and career plan, monitors their academic progress, and coordinates the supports 
necessary to keep them on track to completion, including resources and services related to their 
academic, career, financial, and other individual needs. 
 
Just-in-Time Teaching:  Teaching provided to support students in college-level courses that is 
fully aligned and carefully coordinated with the delivery of the college-level course so that the 
course and its supports cover the same topics in the same order and at the same time.   
 
Mathematics Pathways:  Appropriate gateway, college-level, transferable mathematics 
courses that are aligned with the skills students need for their chosen career pathway and 
program of study.  For careers and programs that do not require STEM algebra based math, 
STEM algebra is no longer a required prerequisite for the gateway, college-level, transferable 
course.  Transferability of mathematics pathways courses is based on course learning 
outcomes, and not on a required prerequisite. 
 
Multiple Measures Placement:  Combining high school GPA with other measures — including 
state graduation tests, SAT or ACT scores, writing assessments, high school transcript 
information, years since high school graduation and non-cognitive assessments – to yield more 
accurate placement into a level of support that increases a student’s likelihood of success. 
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Appendix E. 
 
The following web page explains how the 115 independently accredited community colleges in 
California offer opportunities to students that enable them to take courses from more than one college.  
There are many states/districts across the country that have accomplished this. The California example 
is easy to understand. 
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California Virtual Campus

Students
Educators
About
FAQs

Home → The Student-Centered CVC Exchange

The CVC Exchange is an innovative tool that allows students currently enrolled in a California
Community College to instantly enroll in online courses offered at eligible colleges without
filling out a separate application. 

Students can be confident they can get the class they need

thanks to real-time seat counts. Additionally, financial aid

and academic transcripts are automatically transferred

between the two schools.

No additional costs 
Online courses through CVC Exchange are the same cost

as a student’s local college. There are no additional costs

to use this service.

How to get started 
To get started, students must search for online classes

using the CVC Exchange’s search engine, located at

cvc.edu. To accommodate a student’s unique needs,

courses can be searched by CSU GE, IGETC, substitute

course, or keyword. Search results contain both courses
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Search

Type here to search  Search

Social Media

Twitter

Facebook

YouTube

eligible for instant enrollment and those that require a

separate application.

Classes marked Add Class 

Classes marked Add Class are eligible for instant

enrollment. To enroll, students are prompted to enter a

brief set of personal data and consent to data sharing. The

data is then electronically transferred between the two

colleges. Before enrollment is complete, students must

pay for the class and may indicate they are using financial

aid to do so.

Any classes students take via the CVC Exchange will all

appear in a combined Canvas dashboard. Students will log

into Canvas using their Home College credentials and all

of their Exchange courses will be there.

 

Classes marked Apply Now 

Classes marked Apply Now are not eligible for instant

enrollment, but students may still enroll by filling out an

application via CCC Apply.

The CVC Exchange benefits students by allowing them to

enroll in transfer courses not currently available at their

home college to complete their general education

requirements, including those looking to transfer to a four-

year university—all without needing to fill out a separate

application for each college.
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Appendix F. 
 

There are many of the faculty and staff of the Seattle Colleges that indicated their concern with the loss 
of college identity if a single accreditation were to be pursued. The follow example from Pennsylvania 
shows how merged universities are overcoming that issue. This article was published in the Williamsport 
Sun Gazette in March 2022. 

 
PASSHE votes on new name for combined university; LHU, 

Mansfield, Bloom to retain identities 

 

 
LOCK HAVEN — After months of waiting, the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education 
has approved a name for its newly integrated school. 

Although Lock Haven, Bloomsburg and Mansfield universities will retain their names and 
identities, the combined university will be known as Commonwealth University. The PASSHE 
Board of Governor’s unanimously approved the name during a meeting on Tuesday. 
 
“Each campus will continue to use its respective location name… maintaining the use of the word 
University, existing logos, colors, mascots, and traditions. Diplomas will prominently display either 
Bloomsburg University, Lock Haven University, or Mansfield University at the top of the document 
according to each graduate’s location of choice,” a release from Lock Haven University said. 
According to the release: “The selection of Commonwealth University as the name for the integrated 
entity serves the Middle States accreditation of the institution, and other accreditation and contractual 
purposes. Commonwealth University will not serve as a public-facing identifier, but will remain in the 
background, allowing the universities to legally and compliantly become one entity while maintaining 
our strong brands in our regions and beyond.” 
The integrated name was developed through research and input from students, alumni, faculty, 
staff, trustees and prospective students and their families, the release stated. 

Dr. Bashar Hanna, president of Bloomsburg University and interim president of Lock Haven 
and Mansfield universities said, “we are proud that each university’s name will remain prominent 
across our campuses and in our ongoing outreach to families across the state as we showcase the power 
of our three universities through the breadth of educational experiences accessible to current and 
future students. The continued engagement of our communities is shaping the future of our universities 
and enabling educational opportunities for generations to come. We are changing the trajectory of 
public higher education for the hard-working citizens of Pennsylvania.” 
 
The integration of Bloomsburg, Lock Haven and Mansfield universities will take effect in the fall of 2022. 
In July 2021, PASSHE’s Board of 
Governors voted unanimously to combine LHU with Bloomsburg and Mansfield universities in the East 
and Clarion, California and Edinboro universities in the west. 

“Since the beginning of the integration process we have committed to retaining the local names and 
identities of Bloomsburg, Lock Haven, and Mansfield universities, acknowledging that they are the 
heartbeats of the communities they serve. Today we have taken another step forward in the redesign of 
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our state system universities. These three historic institutions are continuing their evolution, 
demonstrating a steadfast commitment to serving the students of the commonwealth. It is through that 
commitment that we see tremendous value in selecting the name Commonwealth University to 
represent the integrated entity,” said PASSHE Chancellor Daniel Greenstein. 
BOG Board Chair Cynthia Shapira said, “The integration of Bloomsburg, Lock Haven, and Mansfield 
universities establishes an education powerhouse in the Northeast region of the Commonwealth, 
promising increased access to quality academic programs, experienced faculty, a wealth of opportunities 
for current and future students, and deep connection to Pennsylvania’s workforce needs. We commend 
the recommendation of Commonwealth University as an entity name for the Northeast integrating 
institutions and thank the stakeholders for their input and service to our universities.” 
Each campus will continue to retain a full complement of athletic programs and leadership is working 
with the NCAA to confirm this path in the spring. Athletic logos, colors, mascots, and traditions will not 
change. 

Existing foundations and alumni associations will remain separate and continue to support their 
respective campuses. Donors can continue to designate funds to support programs or a campus of their 
choosing. 

More information about the integration process is available at lockhaven.edu/integration. 
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Appendix G. 
 
After three years of research with 28 public colleges and universities across the country, the Foundation 
for Student Success developed a set of levers for leaders to use to drive campus culture change enabling 
the decline or elimination of equity gaps for Black, Latinx/e, and American Indian Students. They are: 
 

• Data collection, analysis, and use 
o How to find available data. 
o How to better use the data available (disaggregate data, share data broadly and 

clearly). 
o Engaging Institutional Research (IR) offices as partners. 
o Developing Key Performance Indicators (KPI) on student success and using data to hold 

the campus community accountable.  
• Effective campus-wide communication and engagement  

o Campus-wide training for faculty (including adjuncts) and all non-academic staff 
(including campus facilities and services staff). 

o Communication to entire campus community regarding institutional culture change and 
equity gap reduction strategies. 

o Data on student success and progress are shared with the campus community. 
o All faculty and staff are engaged as partners in the goal of institutional culture change 

and equity gap reduction on their campus. 
• Hiring strategies and personnel policies 

o Strategies for more diverse and equitable hiring that consider collective bargaining if 
needed. 

o Importance of empowering a high-level person who leads the charge, has resources to 
ensure the campus is making progress on equity and diversity goals, has the authority 
to hold others accountable, and is accountable for meeting campus-level goals.  

o Hiring strategies need to promote campus culture change and include activities such as 
revising job descriptions and interview questions, ensuring diverse search committees, 
and diversifying job posting locations/websites. 

o All campus community members are held responsible for student success. 
• Auditing campus and state policies and practices to identify those that perpetuate the status 

quo 
o Identify alignment with institutional culture change and equity gap reduction strategies. 
o Evaluate those typical practices that can easily change and those that are mandated by 

institutional or state policies. 
o Work to modify practices and policies as needed. 
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